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BRAZIALIAN
MODEL DIES
ON RUNWAY

XI JINPING MEETS IMRAN KHAN, URGES INDIA
AND PAKISTAN TO MEND TIES
>htworld p12

MESSI FIRES BARCA TO 8TH LIGA TITLE IN 11 YRS

HIS FIRST BARCELONA TITLE CAME IN 2005 WHEN HE WAS 17 YEARS OLD >>htsport p16
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Churches shut, Lanka
crackdown continues
WEEK AFTER Mastermind’s father, brothers killed; military denies IS claim of 17 police deaths
Agencies
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

COLOMBO: Sri Lanka’s churches

remained shut on Sunday, forcing Christians to say prayers of
grief in private over the Easter
Sunday suicide attacks, even as
Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe said forces had
killed or arrested most of the radical Islamists linked to the bombings two days after three relatives of the suspected mastermind were eliminated in a raid.
Sri Lankan armed police have
launched a search of the headquarters of an Islamist group,
National Thawheedh Jamaath
(NTJ), suspected of being behind
the suicide bombings, news
agency Reuters reported.
The search took place at the
NTJ’s base in the eastern town of
Kattankudy a day after the group
was banned under new emergency laws. Police believe that
Zahran Hashim, the alleged mastermind of last Sunday’s attacks,
led the group or a splinter faction
to execute the bombings in
Colombo and a church in Batticaloa in the east.
The Sri Lankan PM said the
government plans tougher laws
to deal with Islamist extremists
and that foreign clerics teaching
in Sri Lanka illegally will be
expelled. The Easter Sunday
bombings that left 253 dead were
carried out by a “small, but a well
organised group,” he said in a
statement.

shortstories
ATTACK ON POLICE
POST: 3 JAISH
SUSPECTS HELD
SRINAGAR: Three persons
allegedly belonging to Jaish-eMohammed (JeM) outfit and
accused of the attack on police
post in Chanapora on Friday —
in which a constable was injured
— were arrested within 30 hours
of the crime, Jammu and
Kashmir Police said on Sunday.
Mushtaq Ahmad, Junaid Ahmad
and Lateef Ahmad, in their
mid-twenties and residents of
Wathura, were arrested in
nearby Budgam district during
raids throughout Saturday
night, senior superintendent of
police (SSP), Srinagar, Haseeb
Mughal said.
››P6

3-yr-old boy bludgeoned to
death in Amritsar, man held
AMRITSAR: r A man was arrested
for bludgeoning a three-year-old
boy to death in an abandoned
house at Pandori Waraich
village here on Sunday. The
victim’s family alleged that
the accused was a Tantrik and
he had killed the minor to fulfil
some rituals.
››P5

n

n

Sri Lankan soldiers stand guard outside a closed church in Colombo on Sunday.

AFP

NIA raids IS module in Kerala
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The National Investi-

gation Agency (NIA) on Sunday
raided three places in Kerala in
connection with a suspected
Islamic State module in which at
least 22 Indians are said to have
travelled to Afghanistan and
Syria in 2016 to join the terrorist
group, officials aware of the
investigations said.

The NIA said in a statement
that it carried out searches at the
houses of three suspects — two
in Kasaragod and one in Palakkad. “These persons are suspected to have links with some of
the accused persons in the said
case who had exited India to join
the proscribed terrorist organisation ISIS/ Daesh,” said the
agency’s spokesperson Alok
Mittal.
The three people were being

25-yr-old HP woman
found dead in Goa,
companion missing
Gerard de Souza
n

gerard.desouza@htlive.com

PANAJI: A 25-year-old woman, a
tourist from Himachal Pradesh,
was found dead in her hotel
room in north Goa, police said
on Sunday, adding that her boyfriend who checked into the
hotel with her was the prime
suspect for the murder.
The body of Alka Saini, hailing from Una in Himachal
Pradesh, was found by housekeeping staff that went in to
clean the room after her boyfriend Sukhwinder Singh, a resident of Chandigarh, checked
out of the hotel on Saturday
evening.
Police are also looking into
the possibility that other people
may have been involved in the
crime. Local police said they
have started a manhunt for the

suspects and have alerted their
counterparts in neighbouring
states as well as kept a lookout at
bus stands and railway stations
to arrest the accused.
While Singh checked out of
the hotel on Saturday morning,
the body was discovered hours
later and the police were
informed at around 5pm, police
said.
The investigation is in its preliminary stages and we are still
ascertaining the motive behind
the murder, said police Inspector Navlesh Dessai. The police
have dispatched teams to Chandigarh and Andhra Pradesh in
an effort to trace the accused.
Mohali SSP HS Bhullar said:
“A Goa police team came to
Chandigarh but the address
they were looking for was found
to be that of Zirakpur. Raids are
being conducted.”

Press Trust of India
letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LAHORE: A 500-year-old well,

questioned after the raids but
they did not appear to have travelled to IS-held territories, an
NIA official said on condition of
anonymity. The Kerala raids
come in the wake of serial suicide bombings in Sri Lanka that
killed 253 people on April 21.
Some IS recruits based in Kasaragod and Palakkad recently
travelled to Sri Lanka for religious studies, another NIA official said, asking not to be named.

TRUMP HITS OUT
AT IMPORT DUTY
LEVIED IN INDIA
ON US PAPER
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Bandeep Singh Dullo

AAP replaces
Dullo’s wife with
son as Fatehgarh
Sahib nominee
n

500-yr-old well discovered near
gurdwara on Kartarpur corridor
believed to have been built
during the lifetime of
the first Sikh master Guru
Nanak, has been discovered
near a gurdwara on the Kartarpur corridor.
The well was discovered
while digging the enclosure of
Gurdwara Dera Sahib, Kartarpur, some 125 kilometres
from Lahore, said the shrine’s
caretaker Sardar Gobind
Singh.
The corridor will facilitate
easy passage of Sikh pilgrims
to the historic Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Pakistan
The 20-ft well, made of
small red bricks and believed
to have been built during the
lifetime of Guru Nanak, will
be opened to the visitors after
restoration, he said.
“The well (Khu sahib) is a
boon for the Sikh pilgrims
who would flock to the place
on Baisakhi and other
occasions and take away its
sweet water. The water of the
well had healing quality,”

Roshan Kishore
n

Vishal Rambani

N E W AT T R A C T I O N

n

Another 72 seats to be
sealed in phase 4 today

rambani@hindustantimes.com

FATEHGARH SAHIB: The AAP on
Sunday changed its candidate
from the Fatehgarh Sahib Lok
Sabha seat for the third time by
announcing Rajya Sabha MP
and former Punjab Congress
president Shamsher Singh
Dullo’s son Bandeep Singh Dullo
as its fresh nominee.
Bandeep, a Punjab Pradesh
Congress Committee secretary,
joined AAP in Fatehgarh Sahib
and replaced his mother, former
chief parliamentary secretary
Harbans Kaur Dullo.
Earlier, the party had given
ticket to Baljinder Singh
Chudhan but replaced him with
Harbans Kaur after she joined
AAP on April 16.
It is learnt that the decision to
field Bandeep was taken after the
party found his mother ineffective in the poll campaign.
Bandeep said his mother
stood by Amarinder when Rajinder Kaur Bhattal tried to dislodge him in 2004. “The party had
promised us a Lok Sabha ticket
when none of our family member
was allotted ticket in the 2017
assembly polls,” he said.

NEW DELHI: Seventy-two seats

across nine states will go to polls
in the fourth phase of 2019 general
elections on Monday. This phase
will see the end of polling in
Maharashtra and Odisha, while
the process will start in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Jharkhand. Twenty-six seats in Bihar,
Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal
are also scheduled to vote in this
phase. These three states have
seats going to polls in each of the
seven phases in the 2019 elections.
The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) has high stakes in this
phase. Of the 72 seats going to
polls, it won 45 in 2014. Its allies
won another 11 seats. The Congress’s tally was just two. In 2009,
the BJP-Congress breakup in

n

Security officials in Nadia district of West Bengal on Sunday.

these seats was 9-29.
Seventeen seats in Maharashtra will vote on Monday, which is
the largest among the states going
to polls in the fourth phase. The
BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) won all of these
seats in 2014, an increase of 11

PTI

seats from its 2009 tally.
Among the 19 seats that will
vote in the states of Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan, the BJP won
18 in 2014.
››HEAVY SECURITY IN
PLACE FOR POLLING IN
ANANTNAG, P6

Shah sticks to Art 370 stand after
Madhav says all parties to decide
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Bharatiya Janata
Party chief Amit Shah said on
Sunday his party will scrap Article 370 that provides special status to Jammu and Kashmir if it
retains power in this summer’s
Lok Sabha elections, a remark
that came a day after his party
colleague Ram Madhav said “the
issue will be decided by Parliament”.
In its election manifesto, the

BJP has promised to abrogate
Article 370 of the Constitution
and annul Article 35A. While
Article 370 grants special status
to Jammu and Kashmir, Article
35A provides special rights and
privileges to permanent residents of the state.
While speaking to the media
ahead of the second phase of voting in the state’s Anantnag constituency, BJP general secretary
incharge of Jammu and Kashmir
Madhav said: “This issue will be
decided by Parliament. All par-

KIPCHOGE RUNS 2ND FASTEST MARATHON

ties will decide this issue. We are
fighting the election in the state
on the agenda of development; so
let us right now focus on this”.
The Peoples Democratic Party
(PDP) and National Conference
(NC) accused the BJP of doublespeak after Madhav made the
remark on Saturday. PDP
spokesperson Rafi Mir said Madhav could have been compelled
to “tone down” his party’s stand
in Kashmir owing to the local sentiments amid the general elections.

Declining levels in
rivers, dams spark
water crisis fears
Chetan Chauhan
n

chetan@hindustantimes.com

Yashwant Raj
n

NEWDELHI: At a time when an acute
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WASHINGTON:US President Donald
Trump has opened a new front in
strains over trade with India by
complaining about “big tariffs”
charged by the country on paper
import, even as he continued his
criticism over tariffs on HarleyDavidson motorbikes.
India is one of the world’s leading importers of paper, ranging
from paper for writing, newsprint, coated paper, napkins, tissues and corrugated paper. “We
charge other countries zero tariffs on foreign paper products,”
Trump said at an election campaign rally in Wisconsin on Saturday evening. “When Wisconsin
companies exported abroad…
China charged us big tariffs, India
charged as big tariffs. Vietnam
charged us massive tariffs.”
“Unfair,” he added, as people
at the rally booed. The volume or
value of paper trade between the
US and India could not be immediately ascertained. America’s
bilateral and multilateral trade
relations have been a top priority
for Trump. He has vowed to renegotiate them, not sparing even
nations such as Canada, Japan
and European Union countries.
The Trump administration
has also targeted India (which
had a trade surplus of $24.2 billion
in 2018, according to the US trade
representative’s office).
It slapped tariffs of 25% and
10% on steel and aluminum from
India.

n

Kenya’s Eliud Kipchoge
celebrates after crossing
the finishing line of the
London Marathon on
REUTERS
Sunday. >>P16

2:02:37

Mo Farah finishes 5th

Kipchoge clocked (2 hrs, 2 mins, 37
seconds) the second fastest marathon time ever. The record (2:01:39)
was set by him in Berlin last year

Four-time British Olympic track
champion Mo Farah finished fifth.
Farah’s time of 2:05:39 was the
second fastest marathon by a Briton

D AY T W O

137 more Air India flights hit
NEWDELHI: The cascading effect of

a software glitch a day earlier
continued to impact Air India
operations as 137 flights were
delayed on Sunday. The average
delay time was two hours, the airline said.
Air India’s chairman and managing director, Ashwani Lohani,
said that flight operations should
be back on track by Monday.

“The cascading effect has
affected approximately 50,000
passengers and more will be
affected. Since the entire schedule was disrupted, aircraft are
reaching late and since the same
aircraft operated multiple flights,
things are taking time to be back
to normal. However, rescheduling and reduction in turnaround
time have helped in restricting

the number of delays,” said an
airline official.
At least 20,000 passengers were
stranded for hours at domestic
and overseas airports on Saturday after the software that runs
Air India’s main computer server
developed the glitch. The software enables the airline to hand
out boarding passes and handle
››P13
check-in baggage.

heatwave has affected more than
half the country, the water level
in India’s major reservoirs and
river basins has fallen to 21% of
its average for the last 10 years,
pushing thousands of villages
across western, central and
southern India towards a possible water crisis.
According to data released by
the Central Water Commission
(CWC) on Friday, the water level
in reservoirs in Maharashtra was
40% less than normal, in Gujarat
- 29%, in Uttar Pradesh - 37%, in
Andhra Pradesh - 84%, in Telangana - 28%, in Tamil Nadu - 19%,
in Rajasthan - 6%, and 4% lower
than normal in Chhattisgarh and
Madhya Pradesh.
The CWC data also shows that,
except the Indus, the Narmada,
and the west-bound rivers of the
south, the water level in all the
river basins is less than the average of the last 10 years — the
worst affected are Kutch, Tapi
and Sabarmati in Gujarat;
Godavari, Krishna and Cauvery
in southern India, and the Mahanadi from Chhattisgarh to Odisha
in eastern India. The CWC monitors 12 major river basins, and the
average water level of the past 10
years is classified as “normal”.
When the water level in river
basins and reservoirs is much
below normal, it indicates the low
availability of water for drinking,
irrigation and livestock. This can
also impact the agriculture output in states.

FAT I G U E FAC T O R

272 Indonesia poll officials die of excessive workload
n

The historic Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Kartarpur.

FILE PHOTO

Reuters
n

Singh said.
“It will also be a great
attraction for the Indian
Sikhs due here on the 550th
birth anniversary of Baba
Guru Nanak,” he said.
Last November, both India
and Pakistan agreed to set up
the Kartarpur corridor to link
the historic Gurdwara Darbar Sahib - the final resting
place of Guru Nanak - in Pakistani town of Kartarpur with
Dera Baba Nanak in Punjab’s
Gurdaspur district.

Kartarpur Sahib is located
in Pakistan’s Narowal district across the Ravi river,
about four km from the Dera
Baba Nanak shrine.
Pakistan has committed to
opening the corridor in
November this year on the
occasion of the 550th birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak.
According to officials,
some 50% of the development
work on the four-kilometre
stretch being built by Pakistan has been completed.

letters@hindustantimes.com

JAKARTA: Ten days after Indonesia
held the world’s biggest singleday elections, more than 270 election staff have died, mostly of
fatigue-related illnesses caused
by long hours of work counting
millions of ballot papers by hand,
an official said on Sunday.
The April 17 elections were
the first time the country of 260
million people combined the
presidential vote with national
and regional parliamentary
ones, with an aim to cut costs.
Voting was largely peaceful

and was estimated to have drawn
80% of the total 193 million voters, who each had to punch up to
five ballot papers in over 800,000
polling stations. But conducting
the eight-hour vote in a country
that stretches more than 5,000
km (3,000 miles) from its western
to eastern tips proved to be both
a Herculean logistical feat and
deadly for officials, who had to
count ballot papers by hand.
As of Saturday night, 272 election officials had died, mostly
from overwork-related illnesses,
while 1,878 others had fallen ill,
said Arief Priyo Susanto, spokesman of the General Elections

Commission (KPU).
The health ministry issued a
circular letter on April 23 urging
health facilities to give utmost
care for sick election staff, while
the finance ministry is working
on compensation for families of
the deceased, Susanto added.
The KPU has come under fire
due to the rising death toll.
“The KPU is not prudent in
managing the workload of staff,”
said Ahmad Muzani, deputy
chairman of the campaign of
opposition presidential candidate Prabowo Subianto,
reported news website Kumparan.com.

n

Election officials at a polling station in Indonesia.

REUTERS/FILE
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BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

Dynastiescontinuetodominate
statepolitics,Congtakeslead
ALL IN FAMILY Wives of Amarinder and Sukhbir, who belong to state’s top political families, are in the fray
Gurpreet Singh Nibber
n

gurpreet.nibber@hindustantimes.com

AKALI DAL

CONGRESS

n

Preneet Kaur is
wife of CM
Amarinder
Singh

n

Sunil Jakhar is
son of ex-Lok
Sabha speaker
Balram Jakhar

the seat fell vacant in the wake of
the death of MP Vinod Khanna.
Ravneet Singh Bittu, grandson of former Punjab CM Beant
Singh who was assassinated in
1995, is seeking re-election from
Ludhiana. In 2009, he was elected
MP from Anandpur Sahib but
was shifted to Ludhiana in 2014.
His uncle Tej Parkash Singh was
elected MLA from Payal in 2002.
Tejparkash’s son Gurkirat Kotli
is Khanna MLA.
Santokh Singh Chaudhary,

n

Ravneet Bittu
is grandson of
former CM
Beant Singh

n

Santokh Singh
Chaudhary is
son of ex-MP
Gurbanta Singh

the Congress’ Dalit face in Doaba
who is contesting from Jalandhar, is son of former MP and
minister Gurbanta Singh who
died in 1985. Chaudhary’s
brother Jagjit Singh Chaudhary
was a minister in the Congress
government led by Amarinder
Singh from 202 to 2007.
SAD NOT FAR BEHIND
With his wife and Union minister
Harsimrat Kaur Badal in the poll
fray, SAD president Sukhbir

n

Sukhbir Badal
is son of former
CM Parkash
Singh Badal

n

Harsimrat Kaur
Badal is wife of
SAD chief
Sukhbir Badal

Singh Badal, son of Akali Dal
patriarch and five-time CM
Parkash Singh Badal, has himself taken a plunge in the Lok
Sabha elections to better his
party’s prospects. Harsimrat is
seeking re-election as SAD-BJP
alliance nominee from the
Bathinda seat from where she
has won twice.
This is a first in the 98-year
history of the party when its
president and his wife are contesting at the same time.

HT Correspondents
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

RAEBARELI: Cricketer-turned-pol-

itician Navjot Singh Sidhu on
Sunday said people should learn
nationalism from UPA chairperson Sonia Gandhi, who is the sitting MP from Rae Bareli.
He also said he would quit politics if Congress chief Rahul Gandhi lost the Lok Sabha election
from Amethi. Sidhu was with the
BJP earlier but is now a minister
in the Congress government in
Punjab.
He rejected the BJP’s oft-repeated charge that there had
been no economic development

n

n

Parminder is
son of veteran
Akali Sukhdev
Singh Dhindsa

Moreover, party’s five-time
MLA and former state finance
minister Parminder Dhindsa,
who is debuting in the parliamentary polls from Sangrur, is
son of veteran Akali leader
Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa.
Besides, Punjab Ekta Party
(PEP) chief and Bathinda candidate Sukhpal Singh Khaira’s
father Sukhjinder Singh Khaira
was education minister in
the Badal government from 1977
to 1980.

Sidhu: Will quit politics
if Rahul loses in Amethi

THE DAUGHTER’S POLL PITCH

NEWCOMERSINLSPOLLS

This rabble-rouser has
a lot riding on poll battle
Navneet Sharma
n

navneetsharma@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: PunjabEktaParty

CHANDIGARH: The ruling Congress

in Punjab is leading from the
front when it comes to fielding
dynasts in this Lok Sabha elections, with the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) coming a close second.
While the ruling party has
four nominees belonging to political families in the fray, the opposition, SAD, has three such contenders.
Chief minister Amarinder
Singh’s wife Preneet Kaur, a
former Union minister who in
2014 lost to Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP)’s Dr Dharamvira Gandhi
(who has formed Nawan Punjab
Party), is contesting on Congress
ticket from Patiala. She won consecutive parliamentary polls in
1999, 2004 and 2009.
Also, party’s Gurdaspur candidate and Punjab Congress
chief Sunil Jakhar is son of
former Lok Sabha speaker Balram Jakhar. Sunil won from the
segment in the 2017 bypolls after

03

in 70 years, most of it under Congress rule.
Rather, the country made
everything from a needle to an
aircraft during this period, he
said.
He lauded Sonia Gandhi for
leading the Congress ably after
her husband Rajiv Gandhi’s
assassination.
It was due to her leadership
that the Congress could retain
power at the Centre for 10 years
(2004-2014), he said.
Taking a dig at the BJP, he
said anyone who remained loyal
to it was considered a nationalist
and those who leftitweredubbed
anti-national.

(PEP) chief Sukhpal Singh
Khaira, 54, isn’t known as the
one-mandemolition squadfor
nothing.
Khaira, who rarely says no
to a political scrap, has been
going after his political rivals
withthebelligerenceofaprizefighter.Thistime,hehastaken
on Union minister Harsimrat
KaurBadal,daughter-in-lawof
former CM Parkash Singh
Badal and wife of SAD president Sukhbir Singh Badal, in
anelectoralfightontheirpolitical turf, the Bathinda Lok
Sabha constituency. She has
won the seat twice.
ThoughKhairaisatwo-time
MLA from Bholath, this is his
first Lok Sabha election and a
lot seems to be riding on it for
him. It will decide the political
futureofthefledglingPEPand,
in turn, of the six-party alliance, PunjabDemocraticAlliance (PDA), that he cobbled
togetherafterquittingtheAam
Aadmi Party in January.
PERENNIAL REBEL
WITH BIG AMBITIONS
Khaira, who had hopped on to
the AAP bandwagon led by
Delhi chief minister Arvind
Kejriwal from the Congress in
December 2015, has a rebellious streak in him. When the
AAP won 20 assembly seats to
emergeastheprincipalopposition party in Punjab two years
ago, he was the only one with
some prior legislative experience. The firebrand MLA was
namedtheleaderofopposition
in July 2017 and was expected
to give an edge to the rookie
party in state assembly.
He started well by going
after his bête noire and power
ministerRanaGurjitSinghfor
his alleged “benami” transactionsin auction of sandmines,
and others, but soon turned

SUKHPAL SINGH KHAIRA, 54,
PUNJAB EKTA PARTY
Constituency: Bathinda, Education:
BA (Part 2), DAV College, Chandigarh
Political debut: Elected as a
panchayat member from Ramgarh
village in 1994
Electoral record: Won two
assembly elections from
Bholath in 2007 and 2017
after two failed attempts
Claim to fame: Has a
knack for ferreting out
information and
destroying reputations of political rivals

›

It is a tough fight. I
never thought it is
easy. People are fed up
with traditional parties.
And, I can say I am very
much in the fight and
stand a fair chance. There
is still campaigning left.
SUKHPAL SINGH KHAIRA,
Punjab Ekta Party chief

againstKejriwal.Khairaanda
few other MLAs openly
slammed Kejriwal for tendering an apology to Akali leader
Bikram Singh Majithia to settle a drug charge-related defamation case.
ADVERSARIAL STYLE
LED TO BAD BLOOD
TheattackbyKhairaandafew
other MLAs led to bad blood
betweenandhimandKejriwal
loyalists in the state party.
When he faced flak over his
purported statement on “Referendum 2020” – a movement
initiatedbyUS-basedadvocacy
group Sikhs for Justice for a
separate Sikh state, few were

willingtospeakinhissupport.
Others like Aman Arora distanced themselves from his
statement. On being removed
by Kejriwal from the post of
leader of opposition, he and
seven other MLAs revolted,
settingupa“parallelorganisational set-up”. ThoughKhaira
retainedsupportofsixofthem
whosidedwithhim,onlyoneof
them joined his new party.
Their support is petering out
when he needs it the most as
one MLA has joined the Congress andanotheris conspicuousbyhisabsencefromhispoll
campaign.
The AAP rift was not the
first time he had fallen foul of
his party bosses. During his
Congressdaysalso,heraninto
trouble with (present CM)
Amarinder Singh and was
sidelined. Though Khaira’s
adversarial politics made him
media’s delight, his overbearingstyleandpenchantforpublicitywereapparentlyresponsiblereasonsforhistroublesin
both parties. In PEP, he has
beenconsultinghiscolleagues
more in decision-making,
though. Khaira was first
electedasMLAin2007fromthe
Congress. His father Sukhjinder Singhwas anAkalileader.

Ineka Tewari, daughter of Congress candidate from Anandpur Sahib Manish Tewari campaigning
for her father at a village in the constituency.
HT PHOTO

POLLDIARY
‘Aam aadmi’ is a PhD degree-holder now
CHANDIGARH: Aam Aadmi

Party (AAP) candidate from
Ludhiana Tejpal Singh, 32,
received his doctorate (PhD)
degree at the 68th convocation of Panjab University
(PU) here on Sunday. VicePresident of India and chancellor of PU, M Venkaiah
Naidu was the chief guest.
Tejpal is contesting the Lok
Sabha elections for the first
time. His topic for his
research was “Organisation
and working of model jails in
Punjab”. His findings from
jails in Faridkot and Kapurthala revealed that everything is available — from
drugs to other facilities — at
a certain cost and with the
connivance of police and politicians.

n

AAP candidate from Ludhiana Tejpal Singh getting a PhD degree
ANIL DAYAL/HT
from PU vice-chancellor Prof Raj Kumar.

When Sadique used couplets to hit out at Sukhbir
MUKTSAR: “Chal gya te teer

nahi ta tukka, rod ke pani
vich ghaduka, kiddi gal syani
a, Badal saab kehnde munde
di umar niyani a”. Hitting out
at Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
chief and Ferozepur candidate

Sukhbir Singh Badal’s decision of running amphibious
bus at Harike wetland during
the SAD-BJP regime, singerturned-politician Mohammad
Sadique used these couplets at
Bhuttiwala village of Muktsar

while campaigning to woo voters. Sadique, a Congress nominee from Faridkot, was
accompanied by Ranjit Kaur,
a noted singer, who started
her career as a duet partner of
Sadique in the 90s.

Malik left
red-faced
AMRITSAR: Punjab BJP chief
Shwait Malik was left redfaced when he was canvassing for party’s Amritsar candidate Hardeep Puri in the in
Company Bagh area on Sunday. People apprised Puri
about factionalism in the
local unit of the party. Malik
was quick to respond that
there was no rift. Malik was,
however, left embarrassed
when people questioned
about the absence of Anil
Joshi from campaigning.
There have been several
instances of difference of
opinion between former minister Joshi and Malik.
ARSHDEEP ARSHI,
n

BJP nominee from Amritsar Hardeep Puri tries his hand at
cricket at Ram Bagh in Amritsar on Sunday.
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

SARBMEET SINGH AND
ANIL SHARMA
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election2019
n

(From left) Dabwali MLA Naina Chautala campaigning for her son and Jannayak Janta Party leader Dushyant Chautala in Hisar; Anju Bhatia (in pink suit) canvassing for her husband Sanjay Bhatia, who is fighting on BJP ticket in Karnal; Chitra Sarwara seeking votes for her father,
Congress candidate from Kurukshetra, Nirmal Singh; and INLD candidate Arjun Chautala’s mother, Kanta (in blue sari), campaigning in Kurukshetra.
HT PHOTOS

Campaigning:WomenleadthechargeinHaryana
GARNERING SUPPORT Though women weren’t given a fair deal in ticket allotment, parties are turning to them to reach out to female voters in the state
Neeraj Mohan & Sunil Rahar

were given a cold shoulder during allotment of tickets in Haryana, they are leading from the
frontonthecampaigntrail.Politicalpartiestooarerealisingtheir
importance,especiallyforreaching out to women voters in the
state. Most women campaigners
are family members of candidates and are leaving no stone
unturned to ensure that they
win.

gress’ candidate Nirmal Singh,
has been camping in Kurukshetra ever since her father filed
hispapersfromtheconstituency.
Accompanied by former MP
NaveenJindal,Chitra,whoisthe
generalsecretaryandsocial-mediain-chargeofMahilaCongress,
coversadozenvillageseveryday,
reaching out to women voters
and asking them to vote for her
father.Consideredtobethepolitical heir of Nirmal Singh, she
begins her campaign at around 7
in the morning and goes on
till 9pm.

CHITRA LEADS
FATHER’S CHARIOT IN
KURUKSHETRA
ChitraSarwara,daughterofCon-

ARJUN’S MOTHER, AUNT
REACH KURUKSHETRA
ThoughIndian NationalLokDal
(INLD) did not field any women

n

neeraj.mohan@htlive.com

KARNAL/AMBALA: Though women

this time, it has realised the
importanceofwomencampaigners. AfterdeclaringArjunChautala, grandson of INLD supremo
OPChautala,asthecandidatefor
Kurukshetra, the party brought
in his mother, Kanta, and aunts
Sunaina andSunitato campaign
for him. The three women have
covered a number of villagers,
seekingvotesforArjunandlashing out at his opponents and
rivals. “Though I am not in politics, I have come to seek votes for
my son,” she says. In a veiled
attackonherestrangednephews
DushyantandDigvijay,shesays,
“Some people will come to mislead you in the name of late Devi
Lal but you should know that
INLD is the only party which is

Capt in demand in state,
not Sidhu: Asha Kumari
WAR OVER STARS Sidhu no less celebrity to take on Sunny, says
minister Randhawa; Rahul too likely to campaign in Bathinda, Gurdaspur

MOST WOMEN
CAMPAIGNERS ARE
FAMILY MEMBERS OF
CANDIDATES AND ARE
LEAVING NO STONE
UNTURNED TO ENSURE
THAT THEY WIN
following his footprints.”
WIFE, MAYOR
DAUGHTER CAMPAIGN
FOR SANJAY BHATIA
AnjuBhatia,wifeofBJP’sKarnal
candidate Sanjay Bhatia, along
with daughter and Panipat
mayor Avneet Kaur, has been

n

sukhdeep.kaur@hindusttimes.com

CHANDIGARH:ItisPunjab’sownedi-

tionofstarwars.Whilestatelocal
bodies minister Navjot Singh
Sidhu is Congress’ star campaigneracrossthecountry,party
in-chargeforPunjabaffairsAsha
Kumari says it is chief minister
Capt Amarinder Singh who is in
demand in Punjab, not Sidhu.
“We are getting requestsfrom
all candidates. In Punjab, the
demand is for Amarinder, not
Sidhu.Butallstateministersand
MPs of Punjab will also be in the
star campaigners’ list. Congress
presidentRahulGandhi,too,will
campaigninatleastonesegment
each in all three areas of Malwa,
Doaba and Majha,” she said.
ButLalSingh,veteranofmany
elections,whoisheadingthepoll
management committee of the
Congress in Punjab, disagrees.
“Sidhuisparty’sstarcampaigner
ashecanpullcrowds.Candidates
fromotherstatestooarerequestinghispresence.Heisindemand
in Punjab too. But Amarinder is
the main face of the campaign,”

Chhotepur slams
Mann for ‘false
charges’ against
Manshahia

n

Asha Kumari, Cong’s
Punjab affairs in-charge

Lal Singh said.
He said Rahul is expected to
addressmegaralliesinsegments
which are witnessing big fights
such as Bathinda, where Union
minister Harsimrat Kaur Badal
is seeking a re-election and Gurdaspur from where the BJP has
fielded actor Sunny Deol against
Punjab Congress chief Sunil
Jakhar.
“Punjabgoestopollsinthelast
phase on May 19. So we will get
confirmeddatesandvenuesfrom
Rahul’sofficeonlyafterthecam-

paigning ends for the sixth
phase,” Lal Singh added.
Jails minister Sukhjinder
Singh Randhawa, whose Dera
Baba Nanak assembly seat
gave Jakhar a huge lead in the
bypoll,saystheydonotneedBollywood stars to take on Sunny
Deol.
“Sidhu is no less a celebrity.
Unlike Deol, he knows Punjab’s
issues and can speak on them.
Unlikereelheroes,politiciansare
realheroes.Thereisademandfor
Sidhuandwewillgethimtocampaign against Deol,” Randhawa
said.
Refusing to react to Asha
Kumari’s statement, Sidhu said
his rallies are being fixed by the
office of senior Congress leader
Ahmed Patel.
“Igowhereverheasksmeto.If
theywantmetocampaigninPunjab, I would. As for Sunny Deol,
heissonofDharambhajji(Dharmendra),alegendaryactorandis
likely to get a warm welcome in
any segment in Punjab. But the
electionswillbefoughtoverlocal
issues in the border district,” he
said.

HT Correspondent
letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR : A right to information

(RTI) activist has filed a complaint with the Election
Commission against sitting MP
and AAP’s Sangrur candidate
Bhagwant Mann who allegedly
filing wrong information in his
affidavit about his income and
property.
In his complaint to the chief
election commissioner, chief
electoral officer, Punjab, and
district election officer-cumdeputy commissioner, Sangrur
resident Kamal Anand alleged
that there is huge difference
between affidavits filed by
Mann in 2012, 2017 and
2019.
“In 2017 when he contested
assembly election from Jalalabad against Sukhbir Singh
Badal, he declared ₹9.34 lakh as
his annual income. But in 2019,
he mentioned his annual
income at ₹16.54 lakh for the
same year (2016-17),” alleged
Anand.
In his recent affidavit, Mann
has shown self-acquired property at Bir Kalan village meas-

HT Correspondents

GURDASPUR/AMRITSAR :Bollywood
actor and BJP’s Gurdaspur candidate Sunny Deol will file his
nomination on Monday.
Later, the actor-turned politicianwilladdressarallyatPUDA
groundon Tibri Roadin Gurdaspur town.
The rally will also be
addressed by Shiromani Akali
Dal president Sukhbir Singh
Badal, Punjab BJP president
Shwait Malik, Jitendra Singh
from the Prime Minister Office
and former Union minister Gen
VK Singh(retd),GurdaspurBJP
president BK Mittal said.
Besides, Deol’s fatherand veteran actor Dharmendra and his
youngerbrotherBobbyDeolwill
also be present.
Mittal said four-time GurdaspurMPlateVinodKhanna’swife
Kavita Khanna and Swarn
Salaria, who were aspirants for
party ticket, will also join the
rally.DeolarrivedinAmritsarby
air on Sunday afternoon after
meeting Prime Minister NarendraModiinNewDelhi.AttheSri
GuruRamDasJeeInternational
Airport, he was received by
Shwait Malik. Mittal claimed
there was a great enthusiasm
among the people, especially the
youthofparliamentaryconstituency, over Deol entering the poll
fray.GurdaspurSSPSwarndeep
Singh said elaborate security
arrangementsweremadeforthe
rally.
HTC

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH/ MUKTSAR: Punjab
chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh on Sunday trashed
allegations made by the state
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) president Bhagwant Mann that the
ruling Congress was luring
AAP’s legislators to join it by
offering them crores of rupees
and plum posts.
“Why would Congress need
more MLAs in Punjab? We
already have a majority in the
assembly,”Amarinder saidafter
welcoming former MLA Vijay
KumarSaathibackintotheparty
fold.
Citing the video released by
Bhagwant Mann, which showed
the Sangrur MP leader literally
begging his MLAs to stay in the
party, Amarinder Singh termed
it a clear sign of desperation.
“AAP has lost its narrative
totally in Punjab and is reduced
to indulging in all kinds of gimmickryandfabricationsinadesperate bid to retain some semblance of being a serious party,”
he said.
“The party just does not exist
instateanymore,andthesooner
they accept this fact the better it
wouldbeforthem,”saidthechief
minister, adding that hurling
falseaccusationsattheCongress
wasnotgoingtohelpthemregain
lost ground.

n

Chief minister Capt Amarinder Singh welcoming former MLA Vijay
HT PHOTO
Kumar Saathi into the Congress fold on Sunday.

Saathi, once a close aide of
former MP Jagmeet singh Brar,
said: “I have rejoined Congress
unconditionally and will work
for the party as a worker.” Amarinder Singh, welcoming the
former MLA and Congressman,
pointed out that the influx into
thePunjabCongresswasasignof
the growing disenchantment
within other political parties in
thestate.Saathi,whohadunsuccessfully contested for the CongressfromMogain1997,hadquit
the primary membership of the
party inJanuary 2015 alongwith
others in support of former MP
Jagmeet Singh Brar.

NainaChautalaarecampaigning
for their children who are pitted
against each other. While
Renuka’s son Bhavya is fighting
hisfirstelection,PremLata’sson
BrijendraSingh quithisbureaucratic career after the BJP gave
him a ticket. Naina’s son Dushyant, who is the sitting MP from
Hisar,isseekingre-electionfrom
the seat.

She minces no words while taking on the opponents.
SpeakingtoHindustanTimes,
Kiransays,“SittingMPDharambir has failed to bring any development while my daughter
solvedthewaterproblemofAhirwal region. She was the one who
introduced this constituency
under NCR region.”
ASHA HOODA
SHUTTLES BETWEEN
SONEPAT & ROHTAK
AshaHooda,wifeofformerHaryana chief minister Bhupinder
Singh Hooda and mother of Rohtak MP Deepender Hooda, is
dividing her time between Sonepat and Rohtak and canvassing
for the father-son duo.

KIRAN BATS FOR
HER DAUGHTER
Congress Legislature Party
leader Kiran Choudhary, whose
daughter Shruti is fighting from
theBhiwani-Mahendergarhseat,
has been canvassing in the
scorching heat for the past several days.

Brar’s unilateral decisions to
join the Trinamool Congress
(TMC) and Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD), without consulting his
supporters, had disillusioned
him completely, said Saathi,
expressinghimselftoberelieved
at being back `home’. Saathi, a
former Janata Dal MLA from
BaghaPurana,promisedtowork
hard for the success of the Congress.Amarinder said he was
happy to have Saathi back in the
PunjabCongress,justdaysahead
of the LokSabha poll in thestate,
and was confident that the party
would benefit from his
experience.

Hardik Anand
n

hardik.anand@hindustantimes.com

ROHTAK : In its first battle to

prove its mettle in Haryana
politics,thenewlyformedJannayak Janta Party (JJP) has
relied on Swati Yadav, 30, to
bring home the Bhiwani-Mahendragarh parliamentary
seat. Swati is the only woman
who has been given a ticket by
theJJP,whichhadsevenoutof
total10seatsinitsshareafterit
forged an alliance with the
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP).
TheBhiwaniLokSabhaseat
has been represented by JJP
foundersDushyantandDigvijay’s incarcerated father Ajay
Chautala in 1999. It was speculated that the party will field
Chautala’s wife and Dabwali
MLA Naina Chautala from
Bhiwani.
ButsinceboththeCongress
and the BJP gave tickets to Jat
candidates, the JJP, eyeing
Yadav votes, chose Swati
instead.

uring over 18 kanals, but in 2014,
he has showed that he bought
only 5 kanal land in Bir Kalan
village, he alleged.
Anand said a probe should be
ordered against Mann under
Section 125A of the Representation of People Act, 1951, and Section 177 of Indian Panel Code for
filling wrong information and
wilfully concealing vital information about his income and
self-purchase property in his
affidavit.
Terming the allegations baseless, Mann said: “I will file a
reply if I get a notice from the
authorities concerned,”
District election officer-cumdeputy commissioner Ghanshyam Thori said he will look
into the matter.

SUNNY DEOL TO
FILE NOMINATION
PAPERS TODAY

n

IN HISAR, 3 MLAS
BATTLE IT OUT
FOR THEIR SONS
In Hisar, Congress’s Hansi MLA
Renuka Bishnoi, Uchana MLA
Prem Lata and Dabwali MLA

THE COMPLAINANT, A
SANGRUR RESIDENT,
ALLEGED THAT THERE
IS HUGE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN AFFIDAVITS
FILED BY MANN IN 2012,
2017 AND 2019

Amarinder trashes AAP
allegation on bribing MLAs

CHANDIGARH: AapnaPunjabParty

president Sucha Singh Chhotepur on Sunday hit out at Aam
Aadmi Party’s state unit chief
and Sangrur MP Bhagwant
Mann for accusing Mansa MLA
Nazar Singh Manshahia of joining the Congress in lieu of ₹10
crore and a post.
ReactingtoMann’sstatement,
Chhotepur, who was the first
stateconveneroftheAAPinPunjab, said the Sangrur MP was in
the habit of levelling false allegations. “Mann had levelled baseless allegations against me,
Khaira and others in the past. I
have known Manshahia for a
long time. He may be looking for
an option because the AAP is in
totaldisarraytoday,butheisnot
someone who will indulge in
activitiesthatheisbeingaccused
of,” he said. The former minister
also blamed the Sangrur MP for
the present state of the AAP in
Punjab. “I see this man (Mann)
settingpriceforallwholeavethe
AAP.Iwouldliketoaskhim,how
much did he get to finish AAP in
Punjab (sic),” he tweeted. Mann
had on Saturday accused CM
Amarinder of having paid ₹10
crore and promised the chairmanship of Punjab Pollution
Control Board to Manshahia for
switching sides from the AAP to
Congress. Manshahia is a firsttime MLA.
HTC

KULDEEP’S WIFE
HELPS TAKE
CAMPAIGN FORWARD
Similarly, Neelam Sharma, wife

of Congress’ Karnal candidate
Kuldeep Sharma, has also been
goingdoor-to-door,seekingvotes
to ensure her husband’s win.
Though Sharma’s campaign
was delayed due to delay in allotment of ticket, Neelam has
extended a helping hand to him
for covering the constituency.
Accompanied by their son, Chanakya,Neelamhascoveredabout
20villagesinGhraundaandKarnalassemblysegmentsinthepast
two days.

NEWCOMERSINLSPOLLS
Complaint against
Mann for filing
JJP’s only woman candidate
‘wrong’ assets details holds MBA degree from US
n

Sukhdeep Kaur

campaigning extensively in the
urban areas of Panipat and
Karnal. Accompanied by the
party’s Gurgaon women’s cell
secretary Suman Chug, they
have been holding door-to-door
campaigns.Inthepastoneweek,
Anju has covered Karnal, Panipat, Nilokheri, Taraori and
Ghraunda.Askheriftheextreme
heat conditions make it difficult
forcandidatesandtheirsupporterstocarryoutthecampaign,she
says,“Weforgettheburningsun
from we see the love we get from
the people.”

POLITICAL
CONNECTION
The30-year-oldistheyoungest
womancontestingtheLSpolls
in Haryana among major parties. She is the daughter of
former Indian National Lok
Dal (INLD) leader Satbir
Yadav, who had unsuccessfullycontestedthe2014assembly election from Ateliconstituency in Mahendragarh. Satbir sided with Dushyant and
joined INLD’s offshoot JJP
after the Chautalas split. He is
presently JJP’s Mahendragarh district president.
Swati did her schooling
from Ryan International

SWATI YADAV , 30,
JANNAYAK JANTA PARTY
Constituency: Bhiwani-Mahendragarh
Educational qualification: MBA
Claim to fame: Youngest woman
candidate in Haryana

›

I want to see our
country providing
equal opportunities to
both men and women.
For this to happen,
people to need to change
their mindset towards
women.
SWATI YADAV, JJP candidate
from Bhiwani-Mahendragarh

School in Vasant Kunj, Delhi.
Shethen went to United States
and studied electrical engineeringfromClemsonUniversity. According to her father,
Swati took up several leadership positions in many
top companies in the US after
her graduation, before pursuinganMBAfromGeorgiaTech
University in 2015. “She was
the vice-president of women
club and social welfare club at
her university. She was also
partofIndianstudents’associationsintheUSandhelpedstudents in resolving their
issues,” Satbir said.
In 2016, Swati returned to
India and joined her father’s
business—Euro Group of

SchoolsinsouthHaryana.She
had been a regular in Naina
Chautala’sHariChunriChaupal meetings where the Dabwali MLA addressed women.
VISION
Swati said her reason for joining politics was to fulfil her
dream of women empowerment. “I want to see our countryprovidingequalopportunities to both men and women.
For this to happen, people to
need to change their mindset
towards women,” she said.
Swati’s father said after she
joinedhisschoolbusiness,she
startedorganising‘Eurominimarathons’ for women to help
them stay active and focus on
their fitness. “She also regularlyorganisesmedicalcamps
for women to raise awareness
about their health,” he said.
Swati said she also wants to
providehighqualityeducation
to all children so they could
easily get jobs. Active on all
socialmediachannelsforcampaigning,Swatiregularlyposts
her videos slamming the BJP
andtheCongressformisrulein
the past. She will face sitting
BJPMPDharambirSinghand
former Congress MP
Shruti Choudhry in the
elections.

29 observers appointed in Haryana
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The election commission has appointed 13
expenditure observers, six
police observers and 10 general
observers for the 10 Lok Sabha
seats in Haryana. Haryana joint
chief electoral officer Inder Jeet
said Mandeep Singh (contact
9900845990) has been appointed
expenditure observer for
Ambala constituency, EV Shivaramakrishna (8607026544) for
Bhiwani-Mahendragarh, M
Subhashri (8295728015) for
Hisar, KA Jathin (9817624833)
and SS Shardool (9955982498) for
Kurukshetra,
Neeraj
Kumar(9711197630) and Vinod
Kumar V (9711197601) for Gurugram, Shrawan Kumar Bansal
(7354070707) and Sourabh Dabas
(8010448404) for Faridabad,
Arjun Pradhan for Rohtak
(9900845990), Sanjeev M Bhagat
for Sonepat (9653544580), Vibha

Mishra for Karnal (8571928898)
and N Varun Koundinya for
Sirsa (7419339000).
Among the police observers,
Mainul
Islam
Mondal
(9101317529) has been appointed
for Ambala and Kurukshetra,
Om Prakash (8295728017) for
Sirsa and Hisar, Mayank Srivastava (8571976112) for Karnal
and Sonepat, Arun Kumar Srivastava (8053147988) for Rohtak
and Bhiwani-Mahendragarh,
Jai Prakash Singh for Gurugram (9582501000) and Ashok
Kumar Rathore for Faridabad
(8287090445).
The general observers
include Ashwani Kumar Rai for
Ambala (7496958801), Nitin
Kumar Shivdas Kade for Kurukshetra (9817603881), Saurabh
Kumar for Sirsa (9499346500),
GC Vrushabendra Murthy for
Hisar (7419348000), Shashi
Bhushan Singh for Karnal
(8571972151), Santosh Kumar for
Sonepat (9653510685), Jai Singh

for Rohtak (9817753305), Mudavantu M Nayak for Bhiwani-Mahendragarh (8059293643), Manmeet Kaur Nanda for Gurugram
and (9711197035) and Sanjay
Kumar
for
Faridabad
(9817755167).
‘CRACK WHIP ON
ILLICIT ACTIVITIES’
AMBALA: Kurukshetra and
Ambala police observer Mainul
Islam Mandal, who is deputy
inspector general of Vigilance
and anti Corruption from
Assam cadre, on Sunday, took a
tour of Ambala parliamentary
constituency.
Mainul has been appointed
police observer of Ambala and
Kurukshetra parliamentary
constituencies which have 18
state legislative assembly constituencies under their jurisdiction. He has checked security
arrangements of Ambala and
Kurukshetra police departments.
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Digital transformation
in banking: A case study

AMRITSAR SHOCKER Body found wrapped in a gunny bag in an abandoned house
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: A man was arrested for
bludgeoning a three-year-old boy
to death in an abandoned house at
Pandori Waraich village here on
Sunday.
The victim’s, Tejpal Singh,
family alleged that the accused
Jatinder Kumar ,45, of the same
village is an occultist and the
minor was killed to fulfil some
supernatural rituals, however,
police were yet to determine the
motive behind the killing. The
accused is unmarried and had
been living alone in the village for
around two decades.
The boy was missing since Saturday afternoon. Police had registered a case under Section 365
(kidnapping or abducting with

THE VICTIM’S FAMILY
ALLEGED THE ACCUSED
IS AN OCCULTIST AND
SACRIFICED THE BOY
FOR SOME RITUALS
intent secretly and wrongfully to
confine person) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) against some
unidentified men on the complaint of the boy’s father Surjit
Singh aka Sonu.
Surjit said, “On Saturday, at
around 2 pm, my son went out to
play on the nearby street. When
Tejpal did not return home in the
evening, my wife looked for him,
but to no avail. I along with the
other people of the village also
launched a manhunt. When we
could not find him, we lodged a

complaint with the police.”
He said, “At late in the evening,
we came to know that the
accused, who has been practising
superstitious rituals, had
abducted my son after luring
him. We informed the same to the
police.”
Senior superintendent of
police (SSP-rural) Vikramjeet
Duggal said, “On Saturday night,
we came to know that the accused
was on his way to Jammu by a
bus. We dispatched various
teams to Jammu. We contacted
the driver of the bus, in which the
accused was travelling in. The
driver helped the police and the
accused was arrested before the
bus could reach Jammu.”
He said, “After being held, the
accused confessed to his crime
and helped us recover the body of

the three-year-old from an abandoned house of the village. The
body was packed in a gunny bag.
We have also recovered the crime
weapon, a stick, from the spot. It
seemed the boy’s head was bludgeoned with the stick.”
The SSP, however, said the
accused was being interrogated
and he was yet to disclose the
motive for killing the boy. “Our
investigation in on. The motive
behind killing the minor will be
known soon,” he said, adding that
superstitious rituals could not be
ruled out. He, however, denied
suspicion of unnatural sex with
the boy, as claimed by some villagers.
Police have included Section
302 (punishment for murder) in
the case registered against the
accused .

Haven’t given clean
chit to anyone: SIT

False bribery charge
against Warring, Cong
leaders: Interim probe

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

BEHBAL KALAN FIRING

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:The special investigation team (SIT) probing the
Behbal Kalan firing case on Sunday rejected reports which
claimed that it has given a clean
chit to some persons.
In a statement issued here on
Sunday, a spokesperson of Punjab Police said only a single challan filed by the SIT against one
accused had been selectively
taken into consideration to come
to erroneous conclusion.
He said the case was still
under investigation with many
aspects yet to be probed. There
was no question of giving a clean
chit to anyone till the completion
of investigations, said the
spokesperson.
The 792-page challan submitted in Faridkot court and cited in
the media reports was against
only one accused, former Moga
SSP Charanjit Singh Sharma.
The challan was based on strong
evidence, with investigations
against him on other aspects still
in progress, said the spokesper-

son, adding that after the completion of the probe, a supplementary challan will be presented in a court against all those
found guilty as per the law,
including Sharma.
The fact that investigations
were still going on precluded the
possibility of a clean chit being
given to anyone, said the spokesperson. A single document presented as challan based on partial investigation could not be
taken as evidence for giving a
clean chit to those not mentioned
in the challan, he added.
Pointing out that media
reports had themselves mentioned that SIT was yet to file a
challan against at least three
other named in the FIR, namely
SP Bikramjeet Singh, Pradeep
Kumar and Amarjit Singh, the
spokesperson said it was obvious
that the challan filed so far was
based on limited investigation
conducted so far.
The spokesperson made it
clear that action would be taken
in accordance with law against
anyone found guilty in the 2015
case.

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA/MANSA: An interim
report gave a clean chit to Congress nominee from Bathinda
Lok Sabha seat Amridner Singh
Raja Warring and other party
leaders in bribe to voter row.
The report ruled out any substance in the charge that the
Congress leaders tried to bribe a
voter. Budhlada SDM-cum-assistant returning officer Aditya
Dachalwal said on Sunday that
the statements of Tinku Punjabi, an activist associated with
the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP),
Congress’ Bathinda candidate
Amridner Singh Raja Warring
and women Congress leaders
from Mansa district Manju Bala
and Ranjit Kaur Bhatti were
recorded on Sunday.
“I also scanned a video clip,
which was used to allege that a
section of politicians gave a cash
of ₹50,000 to Tinku. After going
through the statements and the
video, no evidence was found to
substantiate the bribery charges. The report has been sent to

05

ADVERTORIAL

‘Tantrik’ held for bludgeoning
three-year-old boy to death
HT Correspondent

punjab

›

I scanned the video
clip, which was used
to allege that a section of
politicians gave ₹50K to
Tinku but no evidence was
found to substantiate it.

The interoperability between the digital and physical world is here to stay, says
Madhivanan Balakrishnan, Chief Technology and Digital Ofﬁcer of ICICI Bank, which
started its digital journey two decades ago with a foray into internet banking.
We live in an age where we are
truly dependent on the internet. Whether it is ordering food
or shopping for a dress, our ﬁrst
impulse is to run a search for the
same online. Cheap availability
of data plans and easy access to
smartphones have indeed changed
our lives.
Companies across industries are
also realigning their processes to
keep up with the times. And, the
banking sector can be heralded as
one of the pioneers of digital trans-

Som Satsangi,

ADITYA DACHALWAL, Budhlada
SDM

the Bathinda DC-cum-returning officer, B Srinivasan,” said
the Budhlada SDM. Dachalwal
said further action may be initiated if any other party submits
more proof in the case.A viral
video clip showed Warring giving ₹50,000 allegedly as a bribe to
a resident of the Budhlada
Tinku.
On Saturday, the SAD and
PEP had urged the election commission to cancel the nomination of Warring for allegedly trying to bribe a voter. Congress
leadership, however, said it was
an attempt to malign the image
of the party candidate.

Managing Director
formation.Digital transformation
is opening up new possibilities for
a variety of ﬁrms to engage outside and to look within themselves
to enable them to work faster,
compete better and rise higher in
customer expectations
“This interoperability between
the digital and physical world is
here to stay,” said Madhivanan
Balakrishnan, Chief Technology
and Digital Ofﬁcer of ICICI Bank,
which started its digital journey
two decades ago with a foray into
internet banking.
Technology giants feel digital
transformation is happening at a
pace that is much faster than what
was predicted. “Digital transformation is changing every industry.

We at Hewlett Packard Enterprise
(HPE) look at it as a necessity for
all industries today. It is not just
the infrastructure. What transformation you want to bring in terms
of the applications is also important,” said Som Satsangi, Managing
Director of HPE.
The process of digital transformation is not only aimed at adding value to customer experience.
“It’s for the customer and also for
the other providers. We also need
to see what others in the industry
are doing. It is no more a choice of
whether we want to take control
over our destiny. It is now about
whether I am leading, following or
blending with the ecosystem. This
ecosystem is extending not just to
banks and other ﬁnancial providers, but to anybody and everybody.
It’s a good combination of partners, employees and customers,”
Balakrishnan said.
Satsangi agreed, adding: “Earlier,
all that industries wanted to digitalize was customer-facing areas
to improve customer experience
and attract more and more customers. Now, that is changing, and
solutions are more holistic.”
But this has come with its fair
share of challenges. Post demonetization, the way the banking
sector operates has undergone a
sea change. Earlier, only big transactions would go through banks.
Small outﬂows of cash, such as
buying a cup of coffee or paying
for a local cab ride, would never
come to banks. Banks used to be
very good at managing large-ticket
sizes. The volumes were reasonable, and therefore digitalization
happened to a large extent.
“Post demonetization, these micro-transactions have jumped in
numbers. Now, how do you manage this? Each of these transac-

Madhivanan Balakrishnan,
Chief Technology &
Digital Ofﬁcer, ICICI Bank

tions come and hit our core data
systems. We need to evolve and
create a surround system so that
some of these smaller transactions
hit here and don’t affect the functioning of the core. This is where
technologies like cloud come in,”
Balakrishnan said.
Another key challenge faced by
the banking sector is maintaining
security. After all, the very foundation of banking is built on trust.
Therefore, when any new technology is adopted, security needs
to be analysed properly to ensure that there are no breaches.
Balakrishnan explained that in the
banking industry, regulation and
technology move hand in hand.
“In banks, we look at security ﬁrst
and then move further on any
technology. This is where regulation comes in. As we understand
the broader ecosystem, I feel technologies like hybrid are here to
stay. Soon, we will know exactly
what can go into the public cloud,
what stays in the private cloud and
what will be in the hardcore data
center. Till the time this matures,
we will not jump into the bandwagon so quickly,” he added.
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Attackonpolice
post:ThreeJaish
suspectsarrested

Theatre scripts a success story in Jalandhar
Randeep Dhillon Mand

Y

ears ago, every time I
came across an article
about the play Tumhari
Amrita with actors Shabana
Azmi and Farooq Sheikh, I
would envy the audience
belonging to mega cities where
the play was usually staged.
Considering the virtual
absence of theatre culture in
my town, coupled with a perceived threat to the sustainability of drama all over the country, I sadly conjectured that I
might never find myself inside
a hall watching a live performance.
Years later, a post on social
media caught my attention for
publicising a week-long theatre
festival in Jalandhar. “Yuvaa
Rang Utsav 2018; Watch theatre
live in your city. 7 weekends 9
nukkads 13 plays!” I instantly
‘liked’ the post and was about to

WITHIN 30 HOURS A Chinese pistol, six live rounds recovered
Ashiq Hussain
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR:Threepersonsallegedly
belongingtoJaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM) outfit and accused of the
attack on police post in Chanapora on Friday — in which a constable was injured — were
arrested within 30 hours of the
crime, Jammu and Kashmir
Police said on Sunday.
Mushtaq Ahmad, Junaid
Ahmad and Lateef Ahmad, in
theirmid-twentiesandresidents
ofWathura,wereheldinBudgam
district during raids throughout
Saturday night, Srinagar SSP
Haseeb Mughal said at a press
conference here. They were presentedbeforethemediaatSadder
police station.
“After the attack, we immediately strengthened our intelligence grid and collected digital
evidence. We focused on some
suspectswhowerealreadyonour
radar.Wepickedthemupyesterdaynightandduringquestioning
the first link in this case, he confessed to the crime and gave
details about his group,” he said.
“We have brought this to fore
within 30 hours. We recovered a
Chinese pistol, two magazines,
six live rounds, web belt and a
Pulsar bike from them. Further
investigation is on.”
On Friday evening, suspected
militants opened fire on police
constable Feroz Ahmad using a
pistol at Chanapora police post
injuring him critically. He is
undergoing treatment at Sheri

n

Police officials address a press conference along with the alleged
JeM militants, in Srinagar on Sunday.
ANI

KashmirInstituteofMedicalSciences. MughalsaidMushtaqand
Junaid belong to JeM outfit and
have been associated with it for
thelastoneyear,whileLateefhas
been a helper of the militants.
Mushtaq is a postgraduate from
Kashmir University (KU) and
was friends with an active militant Sameer Ahmad of south
Kashmir’s Pulwama.
“Sameer Ahmad knew Mushtaq from KU days. On Sameer’s
instructions,theyhadattempted
to snatcha weapon in Srinagar,”
he said. Sameer has done MA in
Earth Sciences from KU.
“Junaid has a history of
involvementinstonepeltingand
instigation. Lateef is an OGW
(overgroundworker)facilitating
their movement,” he said.
Giving details of the Friday’s
attack, the SSP said the main
accused was Mushtaq who
opened fire; Junaid was the one
p
p
whocameinsidethepolicepostto

ONE WONDERS HOW
MANY DAYS OF
TIRELESS REHEARSALS
MUST BE REQUIRED
FOR ARTISTES TO
POLISH THEIR ACT

check the security scenario and
Lateef was riding the bike on
which they had travelled.
“The three people came on a
motorcycle, stopped some distance away from Chanapora
Chowki and Juanid went inside
tochecktheverificationstatusof
his passport. He crossed the sentry three times after being
frisked. He then went inside to
check, came out and told his colleagues that the sentry had no
backup and could be targeted,”
said Mughal. Police said Junaid
again approached the post and
was followed by Mushtaq who
was wearing a helmet and a
pheran (loose outer garment in
which hands remain inside).
“When sentry asked him to
remove his pheran for frisking,
he revealed a pistol and opened
fire. The alert sentry threw his
mobile at the attacker, pushed
him away and then opened fire
and fell,” he said.

scroll down when a comment
by the lead actress stopped
me in my tracks: “Theatre does
not need ‘likes’, it needs an
audience.”
Needing no further persuasion, me with two like-minded
friends in tow, I landed up at the
KL Saigal Memorial Hall to
watch the next staging. While
driving to the venue, the
friends couldn’t help expressing their reservations about the
play.
All our apprehensions were
laid to rest as the gifted actors
enthralled the audience with

stellar performances and flawless direction. The first performance we watched was
titled Chatturang, a thoughtprovoking play that questions
how safe we are in today’s fastpaced world, where intolerance thrives and the widening
disconnect among fellow people is letting mental health
issues go unnoticed.
Impressed with the performance, we found ourselves
calling off our engagements
next weekend as well, merrily
taking out seats to experience
the staging of Balabhpur ki
Roopkatha, a rib-tickling comedy by Bengali playwright
Badal Sircar.
The festival ended and we
assumed it would be at least a
year before we get to see the
next edition of the festival.
However, I have been pleasantly surprised as the team,
named Yuvaa Rangmanch,

stayed on their toes, coming up
with the next festival (Punjabi
RangUtsav)withinfivemonths
of the earlier one and also
churning out Valentine’s Day
and International Women’s
Day specials in between.
Probably due to the heartening response of the audience,
the number of which is growing by the day; or the ardour of
the performers that makes
them toil endlessly, or perhaps
both, the theatre scene has certainly gathered steam in the
region.
The recentlyconcluded Punjabi play festival brought stalwarts from the entire state to
Jalandhar, nurturing established along with emerging talent in the world of drama.
Several stage luminaries in
our country have hailed from
small towns. Looking at the talented performers who belong
to Jalandhar, one can’t help

letterstoeditor
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
COMES WITH
RESPONSIBILITY
Campaigning for elections has
become a mudslinging contest.
The standards of public behaviour have touched record lows.
Personal attacks, sexually colored remarks, comments on
caste, religion or education; even
Gods haven’t been spared. Social
media has only added fuel to this
raging fire. Sadly, very few candidates have development and
public welfare as their election
agenda. Even common people
have become so touchy that if
you happen to speak positively
about a particular candidate or
party, they will jump in to the
discussion and start rubbishing
whatever good they might have
done. We have totally forgotten
the ‘Idea ofIndia’ as envisaged by
our freedom fighters. We are
merely concerned about the

being upbeat about the promising future that lies ahead of
them. Before the play begins,
they can be seen juggling various roles from sale of tickets to
guiding the guests to their
seats. Minutes later, they have
changed into their costumes
and are on stage portraying a
plethora of moods and emotions. One wonders how many
days of tireless rehearsals must
be required to polish their act
for a play 90 minutes long or
even more, as opposed to a
movie scene of a few minutes
with the liberty of innumerable
cuts.
Theatre promises a riveting
story and well-constructed
script, seldom relying on a success formula.
Sit through a play, you’ll
come out exhilarated.
n

rupymand@gmail.com

The writer is a Jalandhar-based
freelance contributor

ramesh.vinayak@hindustantimes.com
prosperity of our own religion,
caste and region..
Sachin Jain, Ludhiana

LETTER OF THE WEEK
Seema Sharma, Patiala,
for the letter ‘Where are
jobs’ published on
April 22.

PAK HAS TO BE A
CIVILISED NEIGHBOUR
This is with reference to Pak
Prime Minister Imran Khan
briefing a gathering in Beijing
that regional peace and stability
are dependent on its relationship with India. It is Pakistan’s
state policy and military doctrine which have aided terrorist
outfits to disturb stability in
Iran, India, Afghanistan and
Bangladesh. Also, a keen interest shown by him in Indian
elections and an expression of
hope of ‘civilised ties’ with the
government, are again
intriguing as he is not sure of the
status of his present civilian
government. Khan should not
expect much from Indian government unless it roots out ter-

rorist from its soil.
Anil Vinayak,Amritsar

NATURAL JUSTICE
The way Chief Justice of
Supreme Court has acted on the
allegations of sexual harassment
exhibits how there is little space
for women to raise voice. The
way the credibility of the allegations was attacked without
inquiry, without proper hearings,shows how the CJI lacksthe
moral authority to lead such a
vital institution. He has violated
the laws of natural justice. No
media house went beyond the

statements of Justice Ranjan
Gogoi or tried to run any investigative story. A comprehensive
story could have helped the public understand what is actually
going on.
Seema Mangal, Nabha

the basis of their face. They look
good on screen, but not in politics. We have a famous saying –
Jiska kaam usi ko saaje, aur
kara toh thanga baje. This is a
reality, which hopefully celebrities will understand.
Seema Sharma, Patiala

EXPERIENCE VS
GLAMOUR POLITICS

ROWDY SHOWS

During election time, one can
see many politicians changing
their parties and joining the
opposite party, after which they
easily get tickets to contest elections. Is this not a ticket politics?
They changed their party only
for the ticket. Secondly, there is
a trend of Bollywood actors,
actresses and celebrities joining
politics. They have no political
experience and are not even
aware of the common man’s
problems, so what can they do
after winning the elections?
They are contesting elections on

As if elections rallies were not
enough to throw public life out of
gear, the parties have now
started holding miles-long processions glibly called road
shows, designed as show of
strength. But these extravagant
events tell more about these parties’ monetary resources than
their popularity in the public.
The election commission must
charge the parties heavily for the
duration for which the roads are
closed. .
Tarsem Singh,
Mahilpur

ELECTION2019

Heavy security ffor phase 2 polling in Anantnag J&K parties slam BJP’s
ANANTNAG

‘doublespeak’ on Article 370

INTHERING

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Elaborate arrange-

ments were made to ensure
peaceful and fair poll process for
the second phase of voting in
Anantnag Lok Sabha seat of
Jammu and Kashmir on Monday.
A top police officer told Hindustan Times that over 20,000
security personnel will be
deployed in Kulgam district
beside additional deployment of
Central Armed Police Forces
(CAPF) and police around the
polling stations. The army has
been assigned for area domination to keep militants at bay
from targeting polling stations
or staff.
Security forces were moved
out early on Saturday to take
over the polling stations across
the district that has witnessed
bloody gunfights between the
security forces and the militants
during the last three years.
“The shifting of EVMs to places designated for their safe
deposit and ensuring safety to
the poll staff after they discharge their duties during the
day is another major challenge
the security forces face in this
constituency,” poll officials

433 POLLING STATIONS
SETUP ACROSS THE
DISTRICT, 3.5 LAKH
VOTERS TO EXERCISE
THEIR RIGHT
TO FRANCHISE
said.
With highest number of voters, Kulgam district is spread
over four assembly segments of
Noorabad, Kulgam, Homshalibugh and Devsar.
Voting will take place in 433
polling stations and a total of
3.45 lakh electors are eligible to
vote in the second leg of threephase poll process for Anantnag
constituency.
The first phase of voting in
the district witnessed mute
turnout of 13.63 percent with
few incidents of miscreants pelting stones at vehicles carrying
the poll staff and security forces
back to the district headquarters on April 23.
With as many as 18 candidates in the fray, it is going to be
a triangular contest between
Peoples Democratic Party (PDP)
president Mehbooba Mufti,
National Conference’s Justice

n

n

Mehbooba Mufti,
PDP

n

Ghulam Ahmad Mir,
Congress

n

Hasnain Masoodi,
NC

n

Sofi Yousuf,
BJP

Quick take: South Kashmir’s Anantnag constituency has been a PDP bastion, where Mehbooba never lost an
election since joining politics in 1996. However, their coalition with BJP post 2014 assembly polls annoyed people,
including separatists and militants. NC candidate retired Justice Hasnain Masoodi is a novice, so Mehbooba’s real
competition will be from state congress chief Ghulam Ahmad Mir. In the first leg, on April 23, PDP strongholds –
Bijbehara and Anantnag town – witnessed scant voter turnout of 2 percent and 3.47 percent respectively. Overall,
in the first phase, only 13.63 percent electors voted, with no candidate claiming an upper hand so far.
2014 result: Mehbooba Mufti of PDP defeated the then National Conference candidate Mirza Mehboob Beg by a
margin of over 65,400 votes.

(retd) Hasnain Masoodi and
Jammu and Kashmir Pradesh
Congress president Ghulam
Ahmad Mir.
The high-profile elections are
crucial for the political future of
Mehbooba Mufti-led PDP.
Mufti won this Lok Sabha
seat in 2014 by defeating NC candidate Mehboob Beg by more

than 65,000 votes. She resigned
in 2016 to become the chief minister of Jammu and Kashmir following the death of her father.
A byelection to fill the seat
could not be held due to the volatile situation in this militancy
hotbed. The low poll percentage
in the phase first has left PDP’s
leadership worried as two pla-

ces-- Bijbehara and Anantnag-which where considered party’s
stronghold witnessed mere
3,909 votes.
Political analysts said the
poor turnout would affect the
prospects of Mehbboba in the
constituency which also has
pockets of NC and Congress support.

In Shimla, two ‘faujis’ battle it out First-time voters in

HP want leaders to
focus on ‘real’ issues

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA : Two-time MP and CongresscandidatefromShimlaparliamentary constituency, Dhani
RamShandilonSundayaccused
hisBharatiyaJantaParty's(BJP)
rival Suresh Kashyap of “lying”
and challenged him for an open
debate over the issue of granting
tribal status to Hatti community
ofSirmaurinHimachalPradesh.
Accusing BJP of “spreading
lies”, Shandil claimed that
demandforthespecialstatuswas
raised by Congress alone and
both during the UPA and the
NDA tenure.
“In 2014, Rajnath Singh himselfagreed ata campaignrally in
Solan that the issue of Hatti communitywaspendingattheCentre
and will be resolved. However,
after BJP came into power, they
completelyignoredtheissueand
haveraisedthesameagaintowoo
voters” Shandil said.
The state’s ruling BJP has
dropped its two-time MP Virender Kashyap as there was anger
among the 2.50 lakh-odd voters
belongingtotheHatticommunity
who are settled largely in the
trans-Giri area of Sirmaur over
his failure to come out with a
detailed action plan on granting
them tribal status, a demand
pending for five decades.
However, promising speedy
implementation, BJP candidate

HT Correspondent
n

n

Suresh Kashyap, BJP

Kashyap said he will take up the
issue to its logical conclusion
once voted to power.
Meanwhile, Shandil also
lashed out at BJP-led-state and
central government over the
issue of construction of 69
national highways in the state,
saying that no groundwork has
been done and the scheme has
been limited to papers.
Both are candidates, who
belong to the Koli community
covered under the Scheduled
Castescategory, areaimingguns
loaded with political salvoes and
firing at each other.
One is a retired Colonel of the
Indian Army, while another is
former Senior Non-Commissioned Officer of the Indian Air
Force. Interestingly, both
Kashyap and Shandil rarely
trade personal barbs and harp
moreoninfrastructureandtourism development and country’s
security agenda, a political

n

Dhani Ram Shandil, Congress

observer said. “I am a fauji (soldier) and he’s also a fauji. But
there is difference of opinion
among bothofus.Hebelongs toa
party that questions India’s surgical strikes and air strikes,”
Kashyap said. He said the Congresshadalsoquestionedtheevidenceofthestrikesandwascompromisingwiththesecurityofthe
country.
Undeterred, a well-mannered
Shandil said: “It is not the Congress but the BJP which is politicising the air strike and trying to
get a political mileage out of it.”
“I am seeking re-election on
thebasisofmypastperformance
as a two-time MP vis-a-vis BJP
MP’s last two stints from this
seat,” Shandil said. Firing potshots, Kashyap said being an
ex-serviceman Shandil has to
makehisstandclearonabolition
ofAFSPAandtheSeditionActas
mentionedintheCongressmanifesto.
(With agency inputs)

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA: As political parties in
Himachaltrytowooyoungvoters
by making a range of promises,
first-time voters have a clear
vision for the state’s future and
expect leaders to focus on “real
issues”—jobs,qualityeducation,
better healthcare facilities and
control over drug menace.
Young and restless, anxious
and ambitious, as many as 1,
33,083 first-time voters will be
exercisingtheirrighttofranchise
thisyearinHimachal,whichgoes
to polls on May 19.
First-time voter Archit
Sharma,acollegestudent,wants
government to come up with a
strict law to stop private institutes from charging exorbitant
admission fees.
“There are many schools and
collegeswhichhavelowstudentto-teacher ratio besides poor
infrastructure. Parents and students are forced to pay excessively high admission fees allegedly charged by private institutions in the state,” says Sharma
who also wishes for more public
libraries for students across the
state.

AS MANY AS 1, 33,083
FIRST-TIME VOTERS WILL
EXERCISE THEIR RIGHT
TO FRANCHISE IN
HIMACHAL, WHICH GOES
TO POLLS ON MAY 19
Another first-time voter
RamanKantsayspoliticalparties
need to explain how schemes
promised by them during campaigns will be executed in future
asmajorityofthemseemimpractical. “A lot of schemes and policies promised by parties during
campaigns look good on paper
but appear impractical. Parties
needs to explain how these
schemes will be executed and
how will they benefit people ,”
saysKant.Besidesclearpolicies,
hehopesforbettermedicalfacilities in the state. Vaishali, a postgraduate student at HP University, says it is high-time government addresses the issues of
womensecurityinthestate.“The
government needs to get serious
aboutsafetyofwomeninthestate
as crimes like rape, dowry and
domestic violence are on a rise,”
says Vaishali.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) general secretary
Ram Madhav’s assertion that all
parties will decide on J&K’s special status in the Parliament has
prompted local parties in Kashmir to accuse BJP of double
speak.
Madhav on Saturday visited
south Kashmir’s Anantnag constituency, where the second
round of voting will be held on
Monday during the fourth
phase of the general elections,
and claimed that regional parties were the biggest threat to
the development in the state.
While campaigning for BJP
candidate Sofi Yusuf, who is the
party’s only Muslim legislator
in Jammu and Kashmir, Madhav assured people that assembly elections will be held soon in
the state.
When reporters asked him
about BJP’s stand of abrogation
of Article 370, which gives special status to Jammu and Kashmir, and Article 35A, which
gives special rights and privi-

Congress is using
illicit means to win
voters: Jai Ram
MANDI: Himachal Pradesh chief

ministerJaiRamThakurclaimed
that rich relatives of former
Union telecom minister Pandit
Sukh Ram and his grand-son’s
in-laws, who are campaigning in
Mandi for Congress candidate
Aashray Sharma who lives in
NewDelhi,areluringvoterswith
illicit means.
Jai Ram was addressing party
workers meeting at village Leda
ofBalh segment hereon Sunday.
“ButMandipeoplearewellaware
andknowthe reality of Congress
party’s previous governments
andtheywillneverbeinfluenced
by theirtricks,” saidJai Ram.He
alsotargetedSukhRamsayinghe
hadneglecteddevelopmentofhis
area as an MLA and MP during
his tenure while giving preference to his family. The CM also
saidtheCongresspartyhighcommand has fielded its candidate
without proper consultations
withmostofthemcontestinghalfheartedly,whereasBJPhasdone
apropersurveyofitscandidates,
which is why the BJP is sure of
clean sweep win.”
TheCMalsoharpedremovalof
Article 370. “If BJP is voted to
power in the polls, it would
removeArticle370(givingspecial
autonomousstatustoJ&K)from
the Constitution,” he said. HTC

›

They (BJP) are doing
it for votes. Not just
Madhav, but their local
candidate Sofi Yousuf is
also trying to hoodwink
people by saying nobody
can touch Article 370.
NASIR ASLAM WANI, NC
provincial president

leges to its permanent residents,
he said, “Our stand is clear.
Whatever decision is taken, will
be taken inside the parliament.
In this election, we are only
focussing on development.’’
Earlier this month, BJP
released its manifesto, which
talks about abrogation of Article 370 of the Constitution and
annulling Article 35 A.
BJP president Amit Shah
said Article 370 will be removed
if BJP is voted to power again.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
on Friday, said in an interview
that Article 370 and 35A have
done maximum damage to

the state.
Peoples’ Democratic Party
chief spokesman Rafi Mir said
Madhav might have been compelled to ‘keep tone down’ in
Kashmir owing to local considerations.
“They are more than clear in
their manifesto of abrogating
the special status. PM also mentioned it. I think Madhav ji just
wants to address the local constituency owing to the elections.
I think he must have been told
locally, that the situation was
not conducive for such talk and
so he addressed local sentiment.
They were accusing us of doublespeak, but now they themselves are doing it,” Mir said.
National Conference provincial president Nasir Aslam
Wani said it was BJP’s ‘dual
talk’.
“They are doing it for votes.
Not just Madhav, but their local
candidate Sofi Yousuf is also
trying to hoodwink people by
saying nobody can touch Article
370. But the reality is they want
to change the special status, as
they have been clear in their
manifesto,” Wani said.

J&K opposition cries
foul over delay in
assembly election
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU:EvenasElectionCommis-

sion (EC) of India is yet to take a
final call on the long overdue
assembly elections in Jammu
and Kashmir, political parties in
the state smell a conspiracy over
the‘inordinate’delayinconducting them.
TheJ&Kadministrationledby
governor SatyaPal Malik onFridaytoldtheECthatitwasnotpossibletoholdassemblyelectionsin
Juneastheentireadministration
and securitypersonnelwould be
busyhandlingotherresponsibilities such as Ramzan, nomads’
migration,touristseasonandthe
Amarnath Yatra this summer.
State Congress president
GhulamAhmedMirsaid,“From
June 19 last year till date, whateverthey(BJP)aredoingisanan
organised plan to avoid polls. If
they can hold general elections
thenwhatisthe problemin holding assembly polls.”
Mir was acerbic over what he
called BJP’s ‘arm-twisting’ tactics. He said under BJP strategy,
electioncampaignsofopposition
were being curtailed and venues
changed at the eleventh hour.

›

Whatever they (BJP)
are doing is an an
organised plan to avoid
polls. If they can hold
general elections then
what is the problem in
holding assembly polls

GHULAM AHMED MIR , J&K
Congress president

JKNPP chairman and former
minister Harsh Dev Singh said,
“It not only amounts to subversion of democracy but also violatesordersoftheSC.Peoplecant
be deprived of their democratic
rights for the political in expediencies of the ruling party at the
centreandvestedinterestsinthe
state.”
NationalConferencevicepresident Omar Abdullah took a
swipeatPMfornotbeing‘able’to
conduct polls in J&K on time.
“Modijicementshisstatusasthe
only PM since 1996 ‘unable’ to
conductelectionsontimeinJ&K.
Rememberthisthenexttimeyou
fete him as the strongest PM in
living memory!” he had tweeted.
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FA R I D KO T D C ’ S C A R M I S H A P R O W

Protesters blocking
road cane-charged

ANTI-BULLYING EFFORT

NEW YORK: New York’s Madison
Avenue was awash with live
Indian music, food and dancing
as it hosted the city’s annual Sikh
Day Parade.

OUTRAGE Agitators blocked Bathinda – Rampura Phul road
after two persons were hit by the divisional commissioner’s car
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA: The police canecharged protesters, who were
demanding action in the incident, in which two persons were
hit by the official vehicle of Faridkot divisional commissioner
Harjeet Singh on Saturday.
One person had died in the
incident.
The protesters had blocked
Bathinda – Rampura Phul road
on Saturday night after two persons standing alongside road
near Lehra Bega on Saturday
evening were hit by the Faridkot divisional commissioner’s
car. The police resorted to cane-

shortstories
DEAD NEWBORN
DUMPED IN HISAR
HOSPITAL DUSTBIN
HISAR : The dead body of a
newborn baby boy was found in a
dustbin in the toilet of the local
general hospital in the city on
Sunday. Found wrapped in
polythene, the body was spotted
by the hospital staff, which
brought it to the notice of seniors,
who then informed police. A case
was registered under IPC section
318 (concealment of birth by
secret disposal of dead
HTC
body).

Seeking plots, villagers
protest in Muktsar
MUKTSAR: Demanding 5 marla
plots, residents of Abul Khurana
village staged a protest and
blocked national highway here on
Sunday. Raising slogans against
the government, agitating
villagers lifted the protest only
after assurance from the administrative officials. Notably, Congress
government had promised 5
marla plots to Dalits and process
for the same was initiated last
month, but was halted after poll
HTC
code came into force.

1 held with 772-gm
heroin in Panipat
KARNAL: A Punjab-based youth
was held with 772gm heroin on
Saturday. The accused has been
identified as Varun Bhogan, a
resident of Ludhiana. Police said
that following a tip-off, they
stopped a car at a checkpost on
the outskirts of Panipat on
National Highway 44. He was
booked under Section 21 of the
(NDPS) Act.

Man complains before
minister, thrashed
ROHTAK: A man was allegedly
beaten up before agriculture
minister OP Dhankar in Jhajjar’s
Muneempur village for complaining about bungling of funds. The
incident occurred on Saturday but
came to light only when a video
went viral on social media on
Sunday.The video clip shows the
man standing up before minister
Dhankar to complain about
something, when some others
surround him and ask him to stop,
while slapping and roughing him
up. Sources said the man who
was beaten was identified as
Sombir Gulia. He was hospitalised,
HTC
but is fine now.

A CASE FOR CAUSING
DEATH DUE TO
NEGLIGENCE UNDER
SECTION 304A OF THE
IPC WAS REGISTERED
AGAINST THE DRIVER
charge at 11:30 pm on Saturday
night to disperse protesters.
Umesh, who worked as a gardener at Guru Ram Das Institute
of Engineering and Technology,
had died while the injured, Surjit Singh, who also worked as
security guard in the same institute, was admitted in critical
state in a hospital at Bathinda.

Bathinda SSP Nanak Singh
said that they had to use mild
force to remove protesters. He
said that a case for causing
death due to negligence under
Section 304 – A of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) has been registered against unknown driver of
the car. The three persons travelling in the car have been identified as —divisional commissioner Harjeet Singh, assistant
sub inspector Angrej Singh,
posted as personal security officer of divisional commissioner,
and driver Lakhvir Singh.
Police said it was yet to be
verified who was driving the
vehicle when the mishap took
place.

Five hurt in Y’nagar
factory accident
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA : Five labourers were

injured after an explosion in a
boiler in vehicle-tyre factory at
Chhachhrauli town of Yamunanagar on Sunday. Four of
them are in serious condition.
The injured migrant labourers – Chaudhary , Lalu Singh,
Sonu Singh and Tej Bahdur
Singh – have been referred to
PGI Chandigarh. Subhash, from
Gonda district in UP, undergoing
treatment at government hospital Yamunanagar is out of danger. The police said the
addresses of the four critically
injured is yet to be ascertained.
Subhash , in his complaint
stated that they were giving
steam to the boiler to curve out
oil from the tyres. “During the
process, hot water splashed into
our eyes. We were immediately
rushed to the trauma centre of
government hospital in Yamunanagar”, he added.
As per sources, nearly 20

workers were working when the
incident took place. Chhachhrauli Tehsildar Naresh
Gautam rushed to the spot and
inspected the injured labourers.
“Five workers were injured.
Four of them were rushed to government hospital in Yamunanagar from where they were
referred to PGI, Chandigarh.
One worker is out of danger. We
are investigating to find the
cause of the accident, whether it
was fault in the maintenance of
the boiler or the operation which
endangered the lives of workers”, he added. Inspector Kanwaljeet Singh of Chhachhrauli
police station said they have registered a case under IPC sections
336 (endangering life or personal
safety of others) and 337 (causing
hurt by endangering life) against
the factory owner Ankur Mangla.“If the factory is found faulty
on parameters, we will initiate
strict action against Mangla. The
four labourers are not in a state
to record their statement,” he
added.

Husband, lover
booked for murder
of Panipat woman
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL : Days after a 30-year-old
woman was found hanging from
a ceiling fan in Hari Singh colony
of Panipat, the district police
have booked her husband and
his lover for her murder.
As per the police, it was found
during investigation, that
Urmila, who was the mother of a
six-month old boy, was allegedly
strangled to death.
In a complaint, Urmila’s
brother Krishan Kumar said
that the accused Vinod had married his sister about two years
ago. Later they came to know he
was involved in an affair with a

Saturday’s celebration came
with an effort to raise funds for a
national TV ad campaign aimed
at combating what organisers
say is the bullying of Sikh
children, especially those
wearing the turban that is their
traditional headwear.
The Manhattan parade is hosted
by the New York-based Sikh
Cultural Society.
In New York, Sikhs are most
visible in the borough of Queens,
though the parade was held in
Manhattan.
n

Wheat crop on
120 acres gutted
in Hoshiarpur
HOSHIARPUR: A major fire
destroyed standing wheat crop
across 120 acres land in Ibrahimpur village of Tanda block on Sunday evening, leaving the farmers
in distress.The fire broke out
apparently due to sparking from a
combine harvester.According to
local sources, the fire reportedly
broke out at 2pm.
It started from Ibrahimpur and
due to high velocity winds spread
to adjoining villages--Kahlwan,
Miani, Abdulapur, Talla, Madda,
Kamalpur, Gilzian and
Miani.Farmers tried to douse the
flames on their own but in vain.
Fire tenders were called from
Hoshiarpur, Jalandhar and
Dasuya but by the time they
reached, the fire had caused a lot
of damage.Mohan Singh of Ibrahimpur revealed that his crop
standing across 18 acres land was
destroyed. Daler Singh of Miani
claimed loss in 20 acres land. The
farmers rued late arrival of fire
brigades.
Tanda naib tehsildar Varinder
Bhatia said the exact cause of fire
HTC
was being ascertained.

People watch participants
march down Madison
Avenue during the Sikh
Day Parade in New York on
AP PHOTO
Saturday.

2013 DRUG SEIZURE CASE

Court orders FIR against
former Moga SSP Dhillon
Gagandeep Jassowal
n

gagandeep@htlive.com

JALANDHAR: A Moga court has
ordered to register an FIR against
former SSP, Moga, Kamaljit
Singh Dhillon, sub-inspector
(retd) Amarjit Singh and Jagsir
Singh, a resident of Moga, in the
Nathuwala police post drug seizure case of 2013.
The court directed the Moga
police to proceed under Section
154 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (registration of FIR is
mandatory) if the information
discloses the commission of cognisable offences.Earlier on September 6, 2013, police had
arrested Jagsir Singh and recovered 140 kg of poppy husk in
Moga. The same day, the police
arrested ASI Jarnail Singh and
head constable Davinder Singh
after 168 kg of poppy husk was
recovered from the Nathuwala
police post. Head constable Jasvir Singh had managed to flee the
spot. The two cases were regis-

ASI JARNAIL SINGH,
HEAD CONSTABLE
DAVINDER SINGH WERE
HELD AFTER 168KG
POPPY HUSK WAS
FOUND AT NATHUWALA
POLICE POST
tered under the Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances
(NDPS) Act at the Baghapurana
police station when Dhillon was
Moga SSP .On September 21,
2018, the Moga court acquitted
four persons — ASI Jarnail
Singh, head constables Jasvir
Singh and Davinder Singh and
Jagsir Singh — in the two cases.
Following that the police submitted the report on December
11, 2018, which indicted Dhillon,
Jagsir under relevant sections of
Prevention of Corruption Act,
1988, and Amarjit Singh under
the NDPS Act whereas the report
also indicted ASI Jarnail Singh,

then in charge of police post Nathuwala Garbi and HC Jasvir
Singh under the NDPS Act. The
bureau of investigation of the
Punjab Police had initiated a
probe against Dhillon in June
last year after the then inspector
general of police (Bathinda) MS
Chinna recommended to the
office of the Punjab DGP that a
probe be ordered against Dhillon
for taking a bribe of ₹40 lakh from
ASI Jarnail Singh. Jarnail had
alleged that he paid the bribe to
Dhillon for delaying the challan
and filing a cancellation report in
the court. The ASI, however, said
he later got his money back at the
intervention of some ‘influential
persons’. In July 2018, Dhillon
was appointed Moga SSP again.
Within ten days, the government
removed him following reports of
pending inquiries against him.
When contacted, Dhillon said
police submitted a wrong and
biased inquiry report. Senior
police officials have been harassing him due to the past rivalry.

woman Santosh, who also lives
in their locality. Krishan said
Vinod would beat his sister as
she objected his illicit relationship with Santosh.
Krishan said that on April 18,
after Vinod called and told him
that Urmila had committed suicide, they rushed to her home
and did not allow them to cremate her, and instead, sent the
body for postmortem.
He said they already suspected Vinod and Santosh of the
murder as he was absconding
since April 18. Police said an FIR
has been registered under IPC
section 302 and 34 against Vinod
and Santosh, and they are investigating the case.

Two killed as truck rams into cars
NEWDELHI: A 51-year-old property
dealer and his driver were killed,
while his wife was critically
injured after a speeding truck
allegedly crashed into his car
near AIIMS in South Extension
late on Saturday.
A police officer said the impact
of the collision was such that the
bonnet of the car, in which property dealer Dilip Dutta, his
48-year-old driver Ravi Kumar,
and wife Seema Dutta, 47, were
travelling in was severely mangled. The driver of the truck,
bearing a Rajasthan registration
number, fled the spot. The car’s
safety airbags had popped out and
burst because of the impact, killing the property dealer and his
driver. The two were seated on
the front seats at the time of the
accident, said the officer .
Police said Seema was sitting
on the rear seat and suffered multiple fractures. She is undergoing
treatment at AIIMS Trauma Centre where her condition was said
to be critical. The truck also hit a
newly-purchased SUV in which
four men were travelling. All the
passengers escaped unhurt even
as the SUV was badly damaged
too. DC (south) Vijay Kumar said
the accident took place around
11.30pm when the couple was
headed towards Lajpat Nagar-II
after attending a wedding in Mayapuri. Eyewitnesses told the
police that the truck was moving
in the carriageway towards Safdarjung Hospital at a very high
speed. As the truck reached the
South Extension underpass, the
driver lost control of the vehicle.
“The speeding truck jumped

n

The wreckage of the Honda City (above) and Hyundai Creta cars on
Sunday.
SOURCED

the road divider and had a
head-on collision with the car.
The SUV, which was moving on
the car’s right, also crashed into
the truck. The back of the truck
got stuck in the road divider. It
seems like the driver had dozed
off,” DCP Kumar said.
Police said the Dutta, his wife

and driver were stuck in the car
and it took them about 20 minutes
to rescue the trio. Dutta is survived by his wife and two daughters – Ukti and Ridham. A case of
rash driving, death by negligence
and causing hurt by endangering
life or personal safety of others
was registered .
HTC
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election2019

LS pollbattlemovesnorthwards

PHASE 4 Decision time for 72 seats across northern and eastern India. Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand will vote for the first time; polling ends in Maharashtra and Odisha
JHARKHAND

RAJASTHAN
13 seats, 115 candidates, 25.7 million voters

Three seats, 59 candidates, 3.5 million voters

BJP banks on Modi appeal to
reverse Cong assembly gains

Poll fight begins in
Maoist-affected area

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

JAIPUR: Rajasthan will go to polls

for the first time in the ongoing
seven-phase general elections,
with 13 of its 25 Lok Sabha seats
up for grabs on Monday.
The high-profile seats of
Barmer, Nagaur, Jodhpur and
Rajsamand will be among the
parliamentary constituencies
that will vote in the fourth phase
of the 17th general election.
In Barmer, the Congress has
fielded Bharatiya Janata Party
founder-member and former
Union minister Jaswant Singh’s
son Manvendra Singh. Manvendra was the sitting MLA from
Sheo assembly constituency in
Barmer district, and joined the
Congress prior to the assembly
elections held in the state in
December 2018.
He was fielded as the Congress
candidate from Jhalarapatan
assembly constituency, the
home turf of former chief minister Vasundhara Raje, but lost.
The Congress has now fielded
Manvendra asits LokSabhacandidate from Barmer, while BJP
had fielded former MLA from
Baytoo, Kailash Choudhary.

THREE BIG REGIONS OF
RAJASTHAN WILL GO TO
POLLS IN THE FOURTH
PHASE: MARWAR,
MEWAR AND HADAUTI.
PROMINENT SEATS
INCLUDE JHALAWARBARAN AND JODHPUR
Jodhpur will witness a prestige fight between chief minister
Ashok Gehlot’s son Vaibhav,
who will make his electoral
debut, pitted against Union minister and sitting MP Gajendra
Shekhawat. Vaibhav Gehlot is
not the only high-profile politician son in the electoral fray. In
Jhalawar-Baran, former chief
minister Vasundhara Raje’s son
Dushyant Singh will contest
against Congress’s Pramod
Sharma. Singh has been Jhalawar-Baran MP since 2004.
A member of the erstwhile
royal family of Jaipur and
former BJP MLA from Sawai
Madhopur, Diya Kumari, has
been fielded from Rajsamand.
Congress
has
fielded
Devkinandan Gurjar.

n

n

A tribal woman holds her voter ID as people stand in a queue to cast their votes in Odisha’s
ARABINDA MAHAPATRA/HT FILE
Rayagada district earlier this month.

Round 4 of Lok Sabha elections at a glance
72 seats spread across nine states will vote on Monday
HOW TO READ THE MAP
Phase 4 EARLIER TOTAL

00

Jammu and
Kashmir
01 04 06

MADHYA PRADESH

BIHAR
Five seats, 66 candidates,
8.7 million voters

HT Correspondent

The BJP, which won all 25 Lok
Sabha seats in Rajasthan in 2014,
suffered losses in the recent
assembly elections. While the
party may be able to put that
down to anti-incumbency — the
state usually alternates between
the two national parties — they
will be banking on Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s work for
electoral gains this time.
In turn, the Congress, hot on
the heels of the assembly election win, will look to reap dividends from its poll promise of
Nyay, a minimum income guarantee scheme for the bottom 20%
of the poor in the country, and
the 33% reservation for women
in government jobs .
Political analyst Narayan
Bareth said both the BJP and
Congress waged an aggressive
campaign in the state. “The BJP
has tried to conduct the Lok
Sabha campaign till now along
the lines of the presidential election in the US. It is campaigning
on three issues — candidate is
immaterial, [vote for] Narendra
Modi; Congress’s lack of work in
the last 70 years; and nationalism. (In turn) Congress (has
used) traditional and modern
ways of campaigning.”

Uttar Pradesh
13 26 80

Rajasthan
13 00 25

Six seats, 108 candidates, 10 million voters

Heavyweights fight
it out in prestige
battle; spotlight on
Ujiarpur, Begusarai

05

00

West Bengal
08 10 42

Bihar
14 40

RANCHI: Over 3.5 million voters
spread across the three parliamentary constituencies of
Lohardaga, Palamu and Chatra
will choose their representatives
when the state goes to the polls
on Monday. Elections to Jharkhand’s 14 seats will be held over
the remaining four phases.
Lohardagais ascheduled tribe
reserved seat while Palamu is a
scheduled caste reserved constituency.
Barring Chatra, where opposition alliance partners, Congress and the Rashtriya Janata
Dal, will put up candidates, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is
pitched against the alliance in
Lohardaga and Palamu.
At present, the BJP holds 12 of
the 14 seats in the state, including
the three polling first.
In Lohardaga, two-term sitting MP Sudershan Bhagat faces
a tough fight against current legislator and former Jharkhand
Congress chief Sukhdeo Bhagat.
As the opposition candidate,
Sukhdeo Bhagat will look to benefit from a consolidation of opposition votes. Sudarshan Bhagat,
the Union minister of state for
tribal affairs, had scraped
through with just over 6,000
votes in a multi-cornered contest
in 2014.
Lohardaga, a seat with a sizeable tribal Christian and Muslim
population, faces local factors
such as the Pathalgadi movement — wherein the communities proclaim allegiance to the

Constitution but reject all
authority except that of their
gram sabhas (village assemblies) — and the anti-conversion
law, a state statute, promulgated
in 2017.
Maoist rebels have a presence
in the three constituencies.
The BJP won both Palamu
and Chatra by handsome margins in 2014. The party is seeking
re-election of its sitting MPs,
former state director general of
police Vishnu Dayal Ram and
Sunil Singh.While Ram is locked
in a direct fight with RJD’s Ghutan Ram, Singh will face both,
RJD and Congress candidates —
Subhash Prasad Yadav and
Manoj Yadav respectively — as
well as Bahujan Samaj Party
candidate Nageshwar Ganjhu.
A letter issued by Inspector
General of police (provisions)
Arun Kumar Singh recently
stated in addition to the 94 companies of paramilitary forces
already stationed in the state, an
additional 60 companies of central paramilitary forces, along
with 52 companies of the Indian
Reserve Battalion and Jharkhand Armed Police, would be
moved to the districts ahead of
elections.
“The grand alliance would
prove formidable for ruling parties. But the alliance is lacking in
coordination and planning on
these three seats. Its benefit
might go to BJP,” said LK Kundan, associate professor of Ranchi University, referring to the
RJD and Congress both putting
up candidates in Chatra, despite
being in an alliance.

MAHARASHTRA
Odisha
06 15 21

Maharashtra
17 31 48

Jharkhand
03 00 14

PATNA: The electorate fate of sev-

eral Bihar stalwarts, including
Union minister Giriraj Singh,
former National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) member Upendra Kushwaha, and Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) state unit
president Nityanand Rai, will be
decided in the fourth phase of the
Lok Sabha polls on Monday.
Of the five seats, the BJP is
contesting three — Darbhanga,
Ujiarpur and Begusarai. Alliance partners Janata Dal
(United), or JD (U), and Lok Janshakti Party are in the fray for
Munger and Samastipur, respectively.
The Grand Alliance, comprising the Congress, Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD), the Communist
Party of India (CPI), Rashtriya
Lok Samta Party (RLSP) and
Hindustani Awam Morcha
(HAM),The Congress is contesting Samastipur and Munger
while the RJD will vie for Begusarai and Darbhanga, and RLSP
will fight for Ujiarpur.
Student leader Kanhaiya
Kumar, the former president of
the students’ union of the Jawaharlal Nehru University in
Delhi, is making his electoral
debut as the CPI candidate for
Begusarai.
A prestige battle is being
fought in Ujiarpur between the
BJP’s Rai and RLSP chief Kushwaha, whose party was a member of the NDA till late last year.
Kushwaha, a former Union minister, quit the government earlier this year disgruntled with
the BJP’s seat-sharing deal with
Nitish Kumar’s JD(U).
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Congress looks to
consolidate state
election victories
HT Correspondent
n

Madhya Pradesh
6 00 29

Poll officials check electronic voting machines (EVMs) at a centre
ANI
in Jabalpur on Sunday.
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BHOPAL: Six of Madhya Pradesh’s

29 Lok Sabha seats will go to the
polls in the fourth phase of the
ongoing national elections on
Monday. Polling in the state will
begin in the fourth phase on
April 29, and continue till the
seventh phase on May 19.
Nakul Nath has replaced
father Kamal Nath as the Congress’s candidate from Chhindwara. Kamal Nath became chief
minister of the state last year
necessitating a bypoll in the seat.
Nakul is up against Bharatiya
Janata Party’s Natan Shah.
Chhindwara has been a Congress bastion, with Kamal Nath
representing it nine times.
In Sidhi, late former chief
minister Arjun Singh’s son and
Congress candidate, Ajay Singh,
is in the fray. The BJP has fielded
Riti Pathak. Singh lost from the

Churhat assembly constituency,
his traditional seat, in the assembly elections last year when the
Congress unseated 15 years of
BJP rule.
The BJP won five of the six
seats in 2014. The Congress
secured Chhindwara, but is hoping to build on its 2018 assembly
election performance .
The BJP’s campaign has centered on Prime Minister Narendra Modi and nationalism. Congress has focused on development and jobs. In Shahdol and
Mandla, tribal rights and the
implementation of the Forest
Rights Act, which concerns the
rights of forest-dwelling communities to land and other resources, have dominated the campaign.
“It is going to be a tough fight
forall the seats save Chhindwara
where Congress is expected to
win,” said political analyst LS
Hardeniya.

17 seats, 323 candidates, 31 million voters

BJP, Sena hope to
repeat thumping win
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: The last 17 of Maharash-

UTTAR PRADESH
13 seats, 152 candidates, 23.8 million voters

Alliance arithmetic may make it
difficult for BJP to repeat ’14 feat
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

KANPUR: Riding on the Narendra
Modi wave, the Bharatiya Janata Party had in 2014 won 12 out
of the 13 seats that will be going to
the polls in the fourth phase on
April 29. Matching the feat won’t
be easy for the party despite
Modi’s show of strength on April
26, when he filed his nomination
in the presence of National Democratic Alliance leaders in Varanasi. The alliance formed by the
Samajwadi Party and Bahujan
Samaj Party and the Rashtriya
Lok Dal poses a formidable challenge. Only in one seat — Jalaun
in the Kanpur-Bundelkhand

region — did the combined vote
share of the SP-BSP alliance fall
short of the BJP’s five years ago.
Former Union ministers and
Congress leaders Salman Khursheed and Shri Prakash Jaiswal
are contesting Farrukhabad and
Kanpur, respectively. BJP’s Sakshi Maharaj, known for his controversial statements regarding
women and Muslims, is in the
fray in Unnao.
Dimple Yadav, wife of SP president Akhilesh Yadav, is seeking
a third term from Kannauj. The
Yadav family has been holding
the seat since 1998 when SP
patron Mulayam Singh Yadav
won it for the first time and
vacated it for his son Akhilesh,

WEST BENGAL

who has won it thrice since then.
The outcome in this region
will largely depend on caste
alignments, particularly of the
Other Backward Classes and the
Dalits. The BJP has not fielded
its sitting MPs in three (Etawah,
Hardoi and Misrikh) out of four
reserved seats. In all, the BJP
has changed six candidates in
the 13 seats that will be voting.
Almost all the constituencies
voting on Monday are rural and
united by poverty, farm distress
and farmers’ suicides, said Siddharth Mukerji from the Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University in Lucknow. “In this
phase, poverty and social justice
would play a role,” he added.

tra’s 48 Lok Sabha seats will vote
on Monday, with political heavyweights, their family members,
and Marathi and Hindi film
actors in the fray.
Squabbles between alliance
partners Shiv Sena and Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and
Maharshtra Navnirman Sena
(MNS) chief Raj Thackeray’s
anti-BJP campaigning in the
state have made this an eventful
election so far.
Last year, the Shiv Sena
decided to go it alone in all future
polls, but in February this year,
the party made a U-turn by
announcing an alliance with the
BJP. A seat-sharing deal, under
which the Sena would contest 23
seats and the BJP, 25, was sealed.
The alliance, which is 25 years
old, is currently in power in
Mahrashtra. State elections will
be held later this year.
In the 2014 elections, the alliance won 41 of 48 seats. (The BJP
lost one seat in a bypoll held for
Bhandara-Gondia seat in 2018).
It remains to be seen whether the
alliance will repeat its performance. Of the constituencies going
to polls, 12 are in the Mumbai
Metropolitan Region (MMR),
which includes Mumbai city,
Thane and Palgarh. In Mumbai
north, actor Urmila Matondkar,

who joined the Congress earlier
this month, faces BJP MP Gopal
Shetty. In 2014, Shetty had
defeated then sitting MP Sanjay
Nirupam by 446,000 votes. In
Mumbai north central, Poonam
Mahajan, the BJP youth wing
president, confronts Congress’
Priya Dutt, whom she defeated
by a margin of over 160,000 votes
in 2014. In Mumbai south, Milind
Deora of the Congress — who
was recently endorsed by industrialist Mukesh Ambani — istaking on sitting Shiv Sena MP Arvind Sawant.
In a surprise move, the BJP
dropped Kirit Somaiya although
the sitting MP of Mumbai north
east defeated incumbent Sanjay
Dina Patil, of the Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP), in 2014 by
over 300,000 votes.
Although his party is not in
the fray in any seat, MNS’ Raj
Thackeray has been holding
election rallies especially in
Maratha-dominated constituencies, exhorting people to not vote
for the BJP. However, Thackeray — cousin to Shiv Sena
supremo Uddhav Thackeray —
does not seek votes for the Congress-NCP alliance.
Politicalanalyst Pratap Aasbe
said the seats up for grabs in the
fourth phase are the most significant because heavyweights are
in the race. “It seems difficult for
BJP-Sena combine to retain all
the six seats of Mumbai,” he said.

ODISHA

Eight seats, 68 candidates, 13.4 million voters

Six seats, 52 candidates, 9.5 million voters

Polls start in Mamata’s south Bengal fortress In last phase, a personal battle for Naveen
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA:Eight Lok Sabha seats of

West Bengal will go to polls on
Monday. Of the 42 Lok Sabha
seats in the state, 10 have already
voted, amid reports of violence
and malfunctioning electronic
voting machines.
On Sunday, Bharatiya Janata
Party candidate Joy Bandyopadhyay was reportedly attacked in
Howrah district. One person
died in clashes between the Congress and Trinamool Congress
(TMC) workers in Mushirabad

during the third phase of polling
on April 23. On April 25, a TMC
workers was hacked to death,
allegedly by BJP supporters, in
Malda district.
Among the eight seats, the
Congress and BJP won one each
in 2014. The TMC won the
remaining six. In this phase,
south Bengal, a traditional bastion of TMC chief and state chief
minister Mamata Banerjee, will
go to polls. While Banerjee has
vowed to make a clean sweep of
all 42 seats in the state, three in
this phase stand out — Berhampore, Asansol and Burdwan-

Durgapur. The Congress candidate from Berhampore, Adhir
Ranjan Chowdhury, won in 2014
by over 300,000 votes, the biggest
margin for any Congress candidate in the country. He has also
held the seat since 1999.
TheBJPhasnominatedUnion
minister Babul Supriyo from
Asansol, which hewon in 2014.In
turn, TMC nominated film star
Sreemati Dev Varma (Moon
Moon Sen), who won the Bankura Lok Sabha seat in 2014.
In Burdwan-Durgapur, the
BJP has nominated S S Ahluwalia, who won from Darjeeling

in 2014. He is pitted against
TMC’s Mamtaz Sanghamita,
who won the seat by over 100,000
votes in 2014.
The Election Commission has
stepped up the presence of central forces. Authorities indicate
that 98% of the polling stations
may be guarded in phase 4, up
from 50% guarded in phase 1.
“In Asansol, the BJP is surely
ahead since the Trinamool candidate is weak. In Berhampore, I
feel that Congress candidate
Adhir Chowdhury is ahead,”
said Maidul Islam at the Centre
for Studies in Social Studies.

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

BHUBANESWAR:The final six out of
21LokSabhaseatsinOdishawill
go to polls on Monday, alongside
theremaining42outof142assembly seats.The Lok Sabha constituencieswherepollingwillbeconductedincludeBalasore,Mayurbhanj, Kendrapara and Jajpur.
The region going to the polls is
considered a stronghold of the
ruling Biju Janata Dal (BJD),
which had won all six Lok Sabha
seats and 37 of the 42 assembly
seats in the 2014 elections.

But this time, the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP), which performedwellinthelocalbodyelections in 2017, hopes that it can
build on that.
The most high-profile contest
would be fought in the Kendrapara Lok Sabha constituency,
where four-time member of Parliament Baijayant ‘Jay’ Panda is
contestingonaBJPticketagainst
Odia actor Anubhav Mohanty,
the BJD candidate. Once family
friends,Pandaandchiefminister
Naveen Patnaik had a bitter falloutlastyearwiththeformerquitting the BJD following growing

differences with CM.
Jajpurseatishometothemineral-rich Sukinda Valley, where
19 children died due to malnutrition in 2016, in Nagada’s villages.
The stakes are also high in the
Balasore Lok Sabha constituency, where sitting BJD MP
Rabindra Jena is pitted against
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS) old-timer and a member of
the BJP’s national executive,
Pratap Sarangi. The Congress
candidate is Navajyoti Patnaik,
son of state unit chief Niranjan
Patnaik,whohadunsuccessfully
contested the seat in 2004.

“By criticising Panda in past
fortnight, the chief minister has
made it a high-stakes battle. It’s
evidentthathethinkstheformer
Kendrapara MP to be his biggest
rivalasofnow.Theverdictwould
affect Odisha politics one way or
the other in the days to come,”
said MohammadJani,aKendrapara-based analyst.
Theassemblyelectionshas342
candidatesinthefray.Patnaik,in
his fourth term as CM, contested
fromhometurfHinjiliinGanjam
and a second seat, Bijepur in
western Odisha, in the second
phase of polling on April 18.
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Cong, BJP in fresh tussle
ahead of phase 4 of voting

EC becoming a
silent spectator,
says Chidambaram

WAR OF WORDS Rahul says Centre treated farmers as liability; BJP focuses on nationalism

NEW DELHI: Senior Congress

HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

seats across nine states go to polls
in the fourth phase of the Lok
Sabha elections, Congress president Rahul Gandhi renewed his
attack on the Centre over issues
faced by farmers on Sunday, saying Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and the ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) treated them
as “liability”.
“Our farmers are our pride
and strength,” he wrote on Twitter. “India’s farmers are now rising up to demand NYAY...,” he
added, referring to the Congress’s
proposed minimum income guarantee scheme, or Nyay. The Congress has been focusing on the
agrarian distress in its rallies.
Earlier in the day, campaigning for his party in Bihar, BJP
chief Amit Shah continued with
his narrative of national security,
saying all anti-national elements
will end up behind the bars once
the Modi government returns to
power. He hit out at Gandhi over
the Congress manifesto that
promised to scrap the sedition
law. He said Modi has shown he is
a man with a “56-inch chest” by
destroying terrorist hideouts in
Pakistan. In Uttar Pradesh, Shah
said while criminals roamed
freely when the Samajwadi Party
(SP) and the Bahujan Samaj
Party (BSP) ruled the state, they
are now seen moving around
with a “patta (placard)” reading
“arrest us but don’t do encounter” since Yogi Adityanath
became chief minister. The Yogi
Adityanath government had

Tripura journalist
held for ‘spreading
rumours’ on CM
AGARTALA: The Tripura Police on

Sunday arrested freelance journalist Saikat Talapatra from
Agartala for allegedly spreading
rumours about chief minister
Biplab Kumar Deb.
Talapatra was arrested two
days after police lodged an FIR
against one Anupam Paul for
allegedly spreading rumours on
the social media that Deb’s wife,
Niti, had sought divorce. Paul is
yet to be arrested. Assistant
police inspector general Subrata
Chakraborty said Talpatra was
allegedly involved in the same
conspiracy. “Talpatra has been
arrested in connection with a
case of spreading rumours
against the chief minister. His
involvement was found in a case
earlier lodged against Paul, who
is accused of defamation, forgery
and criminal conspiracy against
HTC
Deb,” he said.

BJP picks Parrikar
aide, not son, for
Panaji by-election
PANAJI: The Bharatiya Janata
Party has decided against fielding former chief minister Manohar Parrikar’s elder son Utpal
Parrikar for the Panaji assembly bypoll to be held on May 19.
The party has instead chosen
Parrikar’s former aide Siddharth Kuncalienkar. The
announcement was made by the
party’s election committee on
Sunday.
The bypoll was necessitated
after former CM Manohar Parrikar passed away on March
17.
HTC

›

RALLY TRACKER

NEWDELHI/MUMBAI: A day before 72

Sarana

Pakistan amassed
its troops along the
borders [after Pulwama
attack] thinking that it
would protect itself...
But our PM showed that
he is a man with a
56-inch chest and thus
came the air strikes...

Bihar

AMIT SHAH, BJP chief

Bahraich
Uttar Pradesh

Gopalganj
Bihar

Sitamarhi

Amethi

Bihar

Uttar Pradesh

East Midnapore
West Bengal

›

Amit Shah
Priyanka Gandhi

Mamata Banerjee
Nitish Kumar

How can you [PM Modi], who has not shown any
respect to your own mother, your own wife,
teach us how to respect our country?
MAMATA BANERJEE, West Bengal chief minister

come in for criticism last year
after the UP Police launched a
crackdown across the state, killing dozens of criminals.
Meanwhile, a day before the
last phase of polling in Maharashtra, the Congress said ally Sharad
Pawar’s remark on the top con-

tenders for the PM post could be
his “personal opinion”. Nationalist Congress Party leader Pawar
said on Saturday that West Bengal chief minister Mamata Banerjee, Andhra Pradesh CM Chandrababu Naidu and former UP
CM Mayawati could be top con-

Agency cracks down
on illegal medicines
Rhythma Kaul
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Central Drugs

Standard Control Organisation
(CDSCO) has been raiding and
seizing medicines procured
without following the registration and licensing process, officials said. This is a part of a
crackdown on illegal import and
sale of drugs.
About 2,500 kg of drugs were
seized in the latest raid carried
out in Chennai on Thursday, the
officials said. The raid was carried as the drugs were imported
without registration certificate
and import license, they added.
The CDSCO’s intelligence
cell had gathered the information that certain drugs were
being imported illegally without
a registration certificate and
import license. The drugs seized
included erythromycin stearate
(235 kg), verapamil hydrochloride (155 Kgs), megestrol acetate
(70 kg), trimetazidine dihydrochloride (1,344 kg), folic acid (125
kg), silymarin (175 kg) and calcium D-pantothenate (250 kg).
All the seized drugs were
manufactured in China, and
mostly by unregistered companies, showed the label pasted on
the medicines, the officials said.
The cost of the seized material is estimated to be about ₹1.5

CENTRAL DRUGS
STANDARD CONTROL
ORGANISATION HAS
GATHERED INFO THAT
CERTAIN DRUGS ARE
IMPORTED ILLEGALLY
crore, which may be higher in
the open market, they added.
“The CDSCO has been cracking
down on such illegal procurement and sale. We have to
assure good quality medicines
to our people, and there will be
no compromise on that,” said
drugs controller general of
India S Eswara Reddy.
The manufacturing for sale of
drugs in the country has to be
carried out under a license
issued as per the provisions of
the Drugs and Cosmetics Act,
1940. The import of drugs into
the country requires a registration certificate and import
license. The violations of the
norms can lead to imprisonment of up to three to five years
along with fine. During registration of a drug for import, quality
related information such as the
manufacturing process, validation data, analytical procedure,
bioequivalence data, stability
data, certificate of analysis, etc
are evaluated.

›

What type of
nationalism is
there in ‘main hoon
Modi [I am Modi]’?...
If you have affinity only
towards yourself,
then what type of
nationalism is this?
PRIYANKA GANDHI VADRA,
Congress general secretary

tenders for the post if the BJP-led
NDA did not get majority. “We
are sure about getting a clear
majority in the Lok Sabha polls
and our president Rahul Gandhi
is our choice for the post,” said
Congress leader Sachin Sawant.
(With agency inputs)

NSA SLAPPED ON
MAN ACCUSED OF
LYNCHING: COPS
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

AGRA: The Uttar Pradesh Police

has booked a man under the
National Security Act (NSA) for
lynching a differently abled person in Etah last month, an officer said Sunday. A person can
be imprisoned for up to a year
without being charged under
NSA.
Raj Kumar, 40, was booked
under the NSA after a purported
video of the lynching surfaced
on social media a week after the
incident. Subsequently, he was
identified and arrested. “The
intimation of proceedings under
section 3(2) of the NSA, 1980, was
served on Raj Kumar on Sunday
as he is in the district jail,” said
Etah’s SSP Swapnil Mamgain.
Jaspal Pawar, Etah’s Jalesar
police station incharge, said the
incident took place in Nagla
Aheer on March 17.

Press Trust of India
n
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leader P Chidambaram Sunday
accused the Election Commission of being “silent spectator” to
the “excesses” of the Bharatiya
Janata Party and to the ‘utterances of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’, saying the poll body has
“largely failed” the people of
India.
The former Union finance
minister also said the plank of
nationalism, propagated by the
BJP, is a ploy to hide “failures” of
the NDA government.
“According to me, the Election Commission has largely
failed the people of India. It has
been a silent spectator to the
excesses of the BJP, Mr Modi’s
utterances and the enormous
amount of money that has been
spent by the BJP,” he told news
agency Press Trust of India in an
interview.
Recently, the opposition had
complained to the EC alleging
that the PM had “brazenly” violated the poll code by invoking
armed forces repeatedly during
his poll rallies and demanded
that a campaign ban be imposed
on him for some time.
The Congress has said it has
given 37 representations to the
EC of which 10 can be categorised as “hate speeches, virulent,
divisive, polarising” by Modi
and BJP president Amit Shah.
Chidambaram claimed that
the EC has been asking accounts
of every opposition candidate
and even on small spendings.
“They (EC) are adding what it is
called notional expenditure, to
the expenditure account of the
candidates. If you apply the same
standard, every BJP candidate
will be disqualified,” he said.

nation
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Tribal discontent
poses tough fight
for saffron party

Cyclone Fani
unlikely to hit TN
north coast

Roshan Kishore

to hit Tamil Nadu’s northern
coast since a low-pressure system is likely to change while it
moves towards the north-west
direction from the south-east
Bay of Bengal on April 30, the
India Meteorological Department (IMD) said on Sunday.
The IMD had on Saturday
issued an alert for Tamil Nadu
and Puducherry that the cyclone
would hit the coastal areas on
April 30 and trigger heavy rainfall during the subsequent days.
On Sunday, it said the mercury in Tamil Nadu may shoot
up if the cyclone fails to hit Tamil
Nadu and there is no heavy rainfall.
IMD’s regional director
(Chennai) S Balachandran said a
deep depression formed in the
south-east Bay of Bengal has
strengthened as the cyclone
started moving in the north-west
direction.
“The cyclone lies exactly
about 1,050 kilometre south-east
of Chennai. It is moving towards
the north-west direction.
But after travelling for 750
kilometre in the same direction,
it is likely to change its pattern
and will curve in the north-east
direction towards Bangladesh
or Myanmar,” said Balachandran.
He said the heavy rainfall predicted earlier in coastal Tamil
Nadu was unlikely.
“As the cyclone is to change
its pattern, Tamil Nadu will not
receive heavy or very heavy
rainfall. ...moderate rainfall [is
expected] between the coasts of
Southern Andhra Pradesh and
Tamil Nadu,” Balachandran
said.
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NEW DELHI: In 2014, the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) registered its
biggest ever victory in Jharkhand, winning 12 out of the 14
seats in the state. The BJP polled
40.7% of the total votes polled, 16.1
percentage points more than
what the alliance of Congress,
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha (JMM)
and the Rashtriya Janata Dal
(RJD) could manage.
Jharkhand also had assembly
elections in November and
December 2014. Despite having
swept the state in the Lok Sabha
elections, the BJP formed an alliance with the All Jharkhand Students’ Union Party (AJSUP) and
won 42 out of the 81 seats in the
assembly. Raghubar Das became
the first non-tribal chief minister
in Jharkhand after the NDA’s
election victory.
While the BJP entered an alliance despite having won the Lok
Sabha, the two main opposition
parties, JMM and Congress,
parted ways. The JMM put up
candidates in 79 assembly seats,
and the Congress forged a 62-19
seat alliance with the RJD. The
combined vote share of the JMM
and the Congress-RJD alliance
was 34.6%, pretty close to the
NDA figure of 35.5%.
The opposition seems to have
learnt its lessons from the 2014
debacle in the battle for 2019.
Jharkhand is probably the only
state where the BJP is pitted
against a grand alliance. Not only
have the Congress, JMM and the
RJD joined hands once again,
they have also extended their alliance to include the Jharkhand

THE OPPOSITION SEEMS
TO HAVE LEARNT ITS
LESSONS FROM THE
2014 DEBACLE IN THE
BATTLE FOR 2019
Vikas Morcha (JVM), which has
a significant vote share in the
state. The combined vote share of
the opposition alliance comprising the Congress, JMM, RJD and
the Jharkhand Vikas Morcha
(JVM) was 36.9% and 44.8% in the
2014 Lok Sabha and assembly
elections. If the votes of these four
parties were aggregated at the
parliamentary constituency (PC)
level, and compared to the vote
share of the BJP and the AJSUP,
the BJP’s tally in 2014 Lok Sabha
would have come down to nine
instead of 12. An extrapolation of
2014 assembly results shows that
the combined vote share of these
four parties was more than that of
the NDA in 11 PCs.
To be sure, there is no guarantee that an electoral alliance of so
many parties will be able to
ensure perfect transfer of votes in
different constituencies. At the
same time, there is no guarantee
that the BJP would retain its 2014
vote shares that could have been
an effect of the Narendra Modi
wave.
Anecdotal accounts also suggest that there could be significant tribal discontent against the
BJP’s state government. The
exact impact of these factors will
only be known on May 23, but it
can be said that the BJP’s main
challenge in Jharkhand will to be
cut its losses as much as possible.

M Manikandan
n

manikandan.mani@htlive.com

CHENNAI: Cyclone Fani is unlikely

Mundra fisherfolk prepare for long battle
Priyanka Ishwari
n

priyanka.ishwari@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Almost two months
after the US Supreme Court ruled
in their favour by lifting the
immunity enjoyed by international organisations from being
sued in the US, fisherfolk in Gujarat’s Mundra are preparing for
another legal battle.
Celebrations over the February 27 victory have given way to
collecting funds, gathering evidence and doing more research to
back a fresh lawsuit against the
International Finance Corporation (IFC), the private sector lending arm of the World Bank.
Mundra fisherfolk want IFC to
compensate them for the environmental destruction and loss of
livelihood they allege was caused
by a Tata Power plant funded by
the Washington-based organisation; they also want corrective
measures put in place to repair
the damage.
The SC verdict has cleared the
decks for them to sue IFC in the
District Court of Columbia,

n

Budh Ismail Jam, 60, was
the lead plaintiff in a case
demanding compensation
JOE ATHIALY
for fisherfolk.

which means they will have to
wage a legal battle all over again,
after spending four years on it the
first time around.
“We are working on taking the
case to the lower court within a
few weeks...We are trying to collect data on how much we
incurred in losses since the plant
started its operations,” said Bharat Patel, general secretary of the
Machimaar Adhikaar Andolan
Samiti (MAAS), which has been
spearheading the cause of Mun-

dra’s fishing families.
The association was one of the
plaintiffs that challenged IFC’s
immunity from being sued in the
US. The District Court ruled in
July 2015 that the International
Organisations Immunities Act
(IOIA), 1945, granted IFC absolute
immunity from being sued; an
appeals court upheld the verdict
in IFC’s favour in July 2017, forcing the plaintiffs to move the US
Supreme Court. They had first
filed a case against the IFC in the
District Court of Columbia in
April 2015.
Vindication came in February
2019, when the US Supreme Court
ruled, “IFC was entitled under
the IOIA only to the limited or
“restrictive” immunity that foreign governments currently
enjoy” and not absolute immunity from suits.
As they prepare for a renewed
fight against IFC, the fisherfolk
are up against a potential financial crunch.
We are trying to collect funds
to get a team of lawyers from the
United States to come, visit our

farms and the marine areas surrounding the plant for observation and evidence gathering. But
it is hard to come by that much
amount of money since we are a
small, donor-based association,”
Patel said. He estimates that they
need a minimum of ₹2 lakh to ₹3
lakh to support the travel and a
week-long stay for two lawyers.
US-based NGP Earths Rights
International (ERI) provided
MAAS free legal assistance in the
US and its lawyers would be fighting the case on behalf of the Mundra residents once again.
“These kind of cases take a
very long time. We can’t predict
how long. World Bank could
appeal against an unfavourable
judgement,” said Marco Simons,
general counsel of ERI.
Tata Group maintains there is
no truth to the allegations of environmental destruction and loss of
livelihood. It said the firm had
complied with all the environmental norms and met the stringent recommendations of IFC
and other lenders so as to comply
with international guidelines.
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straightforward

High stakes for
national parties

Money power still rules the roost

In this phase, the challenge for
BJP is to retain its dominance

Cash is creating pressure on voters during polls,
a task which was left to criminals in earlier times

A

s polling for the fourth phase of the Lok Sabha
elections gets underway on Monday, it marks
a significant point in the political calendar.
While each phase of polling is important for
national parties, some are more important
than others for rea-

sons of political history and electoral

ourtake

presence. As many as 239 seats will go
to the polls now (including the constituencies today). Out of
these, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) had won 161 seats in
2014. The Congress, meanwhile, had less than a dozen seats. In
many of these seats — especially in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh (MP), Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Delhi, Jharkhand and
parts of Maharashtra and Punjab — there will be a direct contest between the two national parties.
The Congress believes it hit rock bottom in 2014. And, therefore, it can only grow. It sees potential in MP and Rajasthan,
which together send 54 parliamentarians to the Lok Sabha,
because of its electoral win in the assembly polls. It calculates
that its grand alliance in Jharkhand will erode the BJP’s sup-

SHASHI SHEKHAR

W

hile on election coverage,
an old anecdote came to
my mind. It was 1974. The
wife of a bureaucrat got a
chance to meet former
Prime Minister Mrs
Indira Gandhi to whom she expressed her
desire to do something for the country. In this
brief meeting, that young woman was able to
impress Gandhi, and the Congress selected
her as a candidate from one of the assembly
seats in Uttar Pradesh. But neither she nor
her family was ready for her to contest the
election. For two days, the family debated the
matter. After much deliberationm, they
decided that she should contest the elections.
The next day, the family reached the constituency from whereshe was fielded.From here
that family began a new journey.
The family was so idealistic that it
abstained from using its surname, which
could give away its caste. But when the lady
reached there, she came to know that she had
been chosen only because she belonged to a
particular caste. This was the first bad omen.
Another major surprise awaited her in the
village where her husband’s cousin lived. He
was involved in active politics and it was
believed that he could influence at least
10,000 votes belonging to a backward caste.
After all welcome ceremonies, the discus-

sion on the most important issue began and
her bhai saheb demanded ~10,000 to buy alcohol for chhote log. This demand came as a
shock to her. That elections witnessed such
shameless misuse of money and manpower,
which was positively frightening. The young
woman thought it better to withdraw and
went back.
She used to tell her children during those
days that a day would certainly come when
politics would be clean. She told them that
politics was so venal as the country was
mired in illiteracy and poverty. How wrong
was she! Please recall. In the 1970s only 37%
people were literate of the total population of
550 million. Now in a population of more than
1.25 billion, the literacy rate has jumped to
74.04%. Times changed, education spread
and literacy increased, the usage of digital
equipment has influenced people’s perception and understanding, but has money
stopped playing a major role in politics?
To answer this question, I will take you to
Dharwad in Karnataka. The conversation I
had with the people in the villages there last
week revealed many things. The most important among these was that many families get
a certain amount of money per vote. The ritual of distributing alcohol and food still
remains. A friend of mine, who left journalism to join politics during the 2014 Lok Sabha

port. And it claims that the mood in Maharashtra, especially in
the rural belt, favours the party and its ally, rather than the

n

A search operation by the Election
Commission, Coimbatore, March 26

AFP

elections, also had the same experience in
Rohaniya village near Varanasi. When he
reacheda village to campaign for Arvind Kejriwal, a woman clearly said in Bhojpuri,
“Vote chahi to paisva da.” (if you want our
vote, give us money). It’s clear that from the
North to the South, money power influences
Indian democracy the most. As a result, the
number of millionaires jumped to 315 in the
15th Lok Sabha from 156 in the previous one.
And in the outgoing Lok Sabha, 449 members
out of 543 are millionaires or billionaires. In

The Easter bombings:
Sri Lanka should not let
hubris be followed by war

POLLINGSEASON

BJP combine. It is based on these estimates — and the gains it
assumes it has accrued in the South in the previous phases —
that Congress strategists suggest they will at least triple their
tally and go beyond 130.
For the BJP, the challenge is to retain its dominance in these
states. It is aware that its only trump card in the elections is
Narendra Modi and his overwhelming popularity. And that is

The leadership must not go into overdrive. If it does so,
it will be playing right into the hands of the terrorists

why, over the past week, there has been a propaganda blitz with
Mr Modi at the centre. This, the BJP believes, will help swing
voters in its favour. It is, however, concerned that some of its

RAGHU
RAMAN

supporters may turn complacent — which is why the repeated
appeals to vote. The BJP assesses that replicating its 2014 success in all the upcoming battles — with the Congress as well as
the opposition alliance in Uttar Pradesh — will be difficult. But
it hopes to offset the losses with gains in West Bengal, where
polling will continue till the last phase. The electoral battle is

§

entering a more intense phase now.

Invest in climate
adaptation policies now
Theeffectof aheatwaveisnotjust
physical,ithasavasteconomicimpacttoo

H

n

The electoral wave seems to be missing in the first three rounds, partly because of the
nature of the contest in these phases
RAJ K RAJ/HT

Why the Modi wave is
missing so far in the polls
So far it has been a general election without a wave.
This might change, but the mood can swing either way
SANJAY
KUMAR

eatwaves and coldwaves in the country have increased
greatly over the past two years, according to the ministry
of statistics and programme implementation. While the

number of heatwaves increased 14 times in 2017 compared to
2016, the number of coldwaves spiked 34 times in the same
period. The numbers for 2018 dropped marginally. The report
should not surprise us: The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change in 2018 warned of more extreme temperatures in the
United States, China and India, the three largest greenhouse gas
emitters in the world. Fuelled by climate change, extreme
weather events are becoming more intense and more frequent
across the world. Last year was the fourth hottest year on record.
Globally, 14 of the 15 hottest years ever recorded have occurred
since 2000. In countries such as India, heat is debilitating for a
large portion of the population. This is because huge numbers of
people work outside in the blazing sun, and a large number of
people commute in non-AC vehicles.
The effect of a heatwave on humans and animals is not just
physical; it has a vast economic impact too. Therefore, investing
in adaptation policies becomes important. In a paper for the
Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi, economist Saudamini Das
gives a few policy options: In some developing economies that
have been experiencing heatwaves, she writes, the organised
sector has started taking adaptive measures, like changing work
hours, working at night, providing shade or AC rest rooms.
But in South Asia, which is poised for faster growth that
involves construction and other exposure-based activities, the
focus has to include the unorganised sector too. If the present
trends in temperature continue, that may, she adds, involve
increases in expenditure on adaptation, more provision of electricity and changes in technology and the work environment.

the newly elected assemblies in Telangana
and Mizoram, 90% of the legislators are millionaires, and in Rajasthan 80% fall in this
category.
In the Madhya Pradesh assembly, 187 out
of 230 legislators are millionaires. It’s not
surprising that until now cash, alcohol and
drugs worth about ~3,000 crore have been
recovered in various raids after the Lok
Sabha elections were announced. All the old
records have been broken and the seizure of
cash still continues.
Many questions arise if we try to examine
electoral politics on the basis of these
astounding figures. Are there any links
between the amount of cash seized, election
after election, and the voting percentage?
Isn’t what we are taking as awareness, an
indication of the darkness becoming more
intense? How concerned will those people be
about the betterment of the poor whose
support they get by buying their votes? If our
voters become sellers and leaders the creditors, then what will become of our democracy?
Earlier, criminals were used to influence
and create pressure during elections. But
now the same task is performed with the
help of vast amounts of cash. Over the last
seven decades, when did the hooligans turn
into leaders and when did the leaders
become slaves to money? It happened incrementally and we did not even realise it until
it was too late.
Shashi Shekhar is editor-in-chief, Hindustan
The views expressed are personal
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hefirstthreeroundsofthe2019Parliamentary election are over but these
did not witness either a pro-Modi or
anti-Modi wave. There are reasons
why the election so far has been without a
wave. The first evidence is in the turnout:
compared to the 2014 election. The same constituencies have seen a moderate or lower
turnout in the first three rounds. The overall
turnout in the first phase was 69.5%, merely
1.5% more than the last Lok Sabha election.
The second phase witnessed a turnout of
69.4%, which was more or less the same as in
the2014poll.Thethirdphasesawaturnoutof
67.8%, which was 1.8% higher than the 2014
election. A wave election normally sees a
higher turnout, as was the case in 1977;it witnessed a 5% increase in voting compared to
thepreviousLokSabhaelectionsheldin1971.
Similarly, compared to the 1980 Lok Sabha
election, the turnout in the 1984 one went up
by8%.The2014LokSabhaelectionsawan8%
increaseinturnoutcomparedtothe2009one.
Forthe 2019 polls, the first three rounds have
witnessed virtually no change in the overall
turnout, though theremay be some constituency-level variance.
The findings of the CSDS pre-poll survey
gave an indication that supporters of nonBharatiyaJanata Party (BJP) units have of a
lower enthusiasm for voting in the ongoing
elections. Since the regional parties have
largersupportbasesamongthesociallymarginalised communities — who are far less
vocalcomparedtotheuppercastevoters—we
didnotseeanywaveintheearlyrounds,simply because many of the states going to the
polls were regional party strongholds. The
BJP voters showed far more enthusiasm
about voting on election day. It is likely that
thesupportersofregionalparties,thoughless
vocal but committed, turned out to vote as
they always do irrespective of the electoral
prospectsoftheirpartyofchoice.Itisunlikely
that thosewho voted for regional parties and

the Congress in the respective states during
the 2014 Modi wave would not have voted for
theirparties in 2019.The same applies to BJP
voters as well — the supporters of the party
willhavevotedforitin2019astheydidin2014.
The electoral wave seems to be missing in
thefirstthreeroundalsobecauseofthenature
of the electoral contest in these rounds. In
states such as Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh or Telangana, where the BJP is not
the principal political party, the contest is
largely between the regional parties. There
are some other states such as Uttar Pradesh
(UP), Bihar, Maharashtra and Karnataka
wheretheBJPistheprincipalcontestant,but
theregionalpartieshavemanagedtoforman
allianceagainstit.Theseallianceshaveposed
a challenge for the BJP, althoughin different
degrees. The challenge to the BJP from similar alliances of regional parties is far more in
UP than in Bihar or Maharashtra. The turnout figures in these states also indicate more
or less a status quo in 2019 compared to 2014.
TherearestateslikeWestBengalandOdisha
where the BJP hopes to make inroads, but is
still facing strong resistance from the TrinamoolCongressandtheBijuJanataDalrespectively.It’stheresistancefromregionalparties
in many of the states which polled in the first
three rounds that has resulted in a situation
where no Modi wave was visible.
Butitmaystillbeslightlyearlytoconclude
that the 2019 election will end as one without
a wave. Patterns might change when states
suchasRajasthanandMadhyaPradeshgoto
the polls as these states willwitness a bipolar
contestbetweentheCongressandtheBJP,or
eastern UP, where leaders like Narendra
Modi or Akhilesh Yadav are in the fray. We
shouldnot forgetthat the coming phaseswill
witness elections in high-profile constituencies like Varanasi, Amethi, Azamgarh, Bhopal and Begusarai. The electoral contest in
these constituencies might generate a wave
similar to the one we witnessed in 2014. The
only difference could be that while there was
only a pro-Modi wave in 2014, in the current
election, one should not rule out the possibility of witnessing a strong anti-Modi sentiment.Theconstituenciesgoingtothepollsin
the next rounds will hold the key.
Sanjay Kumar is director, Centre for the
Study of Developing Societies
The views expressed are personal
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esop’s fable, War and his
bride, describes the marriage
of Greek Gods. As each God got
married one by one, Polemos,
the God of war and violence,
was among the last remaining bachelor.
Hubris was the only one remaining too
because she was not picked by any other
God. Polemos, however, fell madly in love
with his bride and followed her wherever
she went. Hence, Aesop warned his listeners, never to let Hubris come to nations or
cities because when she does, war and violence will follow.
The terror attacks in Sri Lanka endorse
the timelessness of Aesop’s wisdom.
Sri Lanka is no stranger to terrorism
having witnessed a civil war for over 25
years, put down with draconian force,
barely a decade ago. Their security forces
are battle hardened with many of the senior echelons having personally participated in the war against Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), one of the most
formidable separatist organisations of the
world. Sri Lanka’s intelligence prowess is
among the better ones in the region, especially for a country of that size, primarily
because of the extensive training and aid
provided by India, Israel, and other countries. Those agencies had given specific
information regarding the impending
attacks several days ago.
And yet, ISIS, a completely new player
to the Sri Lankan theatre, managed to execute a strike that not only ranks as the
deadliest of recent years in terms of body
count but probably the most effective
attack on the economy of a nation that
relies heavily on tourism.
While Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe acknowledged an inexcusable
intelligence failure, it is worth asking why
such critical early warnings fall through
the cracks. The sad answer is that it is the
very presence of such cracks which enables enemies of the State.
Executing multiple and simultaneous
attacks on high-value targets, speaks volumes about the preparation and capability
levels of the assaulting teams. Not only do
they have to find several committed men
willing to kill themselves, but also to
reconnoitre targets, coordinate planning,
and procure explosives, all the while

AFTER THE SUPPRESSION OF
THE LTTE, THE SRI LANKAN
LEADERSHIP TOOK
ITS EYES OFF THE BALL, AND
WAS BLINDSIDED TO THE
SENSE OF PERSECUTION AND
ALIENATION AMONG ITS
MINORITIES, WHICH WAS
MISUSED BY VESTED INTERESTS

maintaining the highest degree of operational secrecy.
It is well known in counterterrorism
that every additional target or person
added to the operation, increases the risk
of exposure by a great deal. And yet,
despite the relatively small size of the
country and the capability of the Sri
Lankan security, this entire operation
went on and was not acted upon until its
devastating execution.
Prime Minister Wickremesinghe’s allegation that neither he nor his cabinet was
informed about the intelligence warnings
is a direct castigation of President Maithripala Sirisena, who is also the defence minister. And testimony of the bitter infighting among Sri Lanka’s political leadership
in recent years. After the suppression of
the LTTE, the Sri Lankan leadership took
its eyes off the ball, and was blindsided to
the sense of persecution and alienation
among its minorities, which was leveraged by vested interests. Feuds among the
top leadership are often the reason why
the right hand does not know what the left
does. Ironically, terror outfits across the
world often have better collaboration than
establishments caught in their own power
struggles.
But more important, it is the nature of
these power struggles that should be worrying the entire region. Increasingly, sectarian polarisation seems to be the epicentre of seeking mandates in many nations.
Not just traditional hawks, but even Nobel
Peace laureates like Aung San Suu Kyi,
are succumbing to the pressure of sectarianism and condoning ethnic intimidation
and alienation under their watch.
There is a spate of organised attacks
across the region whose core is polarisation. While this might lead to short-term
gains, as they seem to, suppression of
minority dissent by violence has never
ever been achieved anywhere in the world.
The Sri Lankan establishment, like any
country reeling under a terror attack, will
be tempted to follow a familiar playbook.
Its leadership and security forces will go
into overdrive. Blame will be attributed
and accountability will be shifted. Curfews will be followed by crackdowns, brutal reprisals, and an iron hand approach,
much of which will be to compensate for
what was clearly a leadership failure. The
problem is that most of that iron grip will
be felt by an innocent populace, which will
be caught between the devil and the deep
sea. Many will be afflicted, ostracised and
devastated for the sole fault of having the
wrong surname or belonging to a certain
community.
But this trite playbook will create yet
another generation of individuals who
prefer an avenging death to real or perceived persecution. And the cycle will go
on, paradoxically playing right into the
hands of the ISIS, which relies on the
heavy handedness of the state and witchhunting by the majority community, to
swell cadres and perpetuate violence.
Those in hubris must beware that eventually war never spares either hubristic
nations or its leaders.
Raghu Raman is a former CEO, NATGRID
The views expressed are personal
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18 MILLION PEOPLE BETWEEN 18 AND 23 ARE ESTIMATED TO CAST THEIR BALLOT FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE 2019 LOK SABHA POLLS. WHAT DO THEY WANT?

‘Where will we go if
this island is gone?’
SUNDERBANS Chandan Pal is among India’s
first climate refugees with an uncertain future
Dhrubo Jyoti
n

letters@hindustantimes.com
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Chandan Pal, 23
Chandan and his family are worried about rising
water levels around the island they live on. Its
residents have long been waiting for a bridge to
connect to the mainland. But it’s yet to be built.

n his heyday, Panchanan Pal was
the pride of Ghoramara. Pal and his
family had 20 bighas (roughly a
third of an acre) of prime farmland,
and Pal went to university after finishing high school – a rare feat in the
underdeveloped Sunderbans area at the
southern tip of Bengal. But what really
made him popular in one of the largest
islands in the delta was his drama club.
Pal and a small group of men and
women would travel across Bengal, and
often as far as Delhi or Hyderabad, to perform one-act plays in Bengali. One time,
he says, he came across legendary Bengali comic Rabi Ghosh, and another time,
bested top theatre actor Chinmay Ray in
a competition. “Our island was number
one; and there was a pride in our culture
and education,” reminisced Pal, now 63.
His son, Chandan, 23 years old and a
first-time voter in the 2019 Lok Sabha
elections, knows little of this — mostly
because he doesn’t live there anymore.
About three decades ago the waters of the
local Muriganga river that pours into the
Bay of Bengal a couple of kilometres further south surged through the mud-andbrick barriers one day, inundating the
fringes of their fields. By the next year,
the waters were crashing around the edge
of their pond. “Now just three bighas are
left of our 20-bigha land. The rest is under
water,” said Chandan, standing outside
their two-room thatched house in Sagar
island, where most of the original inhabitants of Ghoramara have settled.
Roughly half of Ghoramara has disappeared over the past three decades, with
rising water levels in the local river and
sea hastening erosion at the shorelines.
From a population of 20,000, roughly 3,000
people remain on the island now and are

constantly shifting. “Younger people are
leaving their homes, and settling on the
mainland,” said Chandan, adding that
mostly older people are left on the island
that is now connected to the rest of the
state only through a twice-a-day ferry.
“At least it is still there; islands we would
frequent with our drama club like Lohachora have disappeared completely,”
chimed in Pal.
Chandan now runs an e-rickshaw in
Sagar, the largest island in the delta now
and home to the famous Gangasagar
Mela. He has three uncles left on the
island and hopes that the government
rehabilitates them soon. His family, and
thousands like them, is among India’s
first climate refugees in a region where
the fragile ecosystem has been devastated
by the vagaries of climate change. But as
Bengal hurtles towards another election,
theirs are not issues that the political
leaders are thinking about.
NEW HOME
Sagar is where everyone comes. As the
largest island in the Sunderbans delta,
and the main hub for supplies ranging
from fish to petrol, the 200-sq-km island is
home to roughly 170,000. People come
from all over the Sunderbans area, to
catch ferries to the mainland, for jobs, for
celebrations, education (it has a college
and a good high school), and of course, to
pray at the holy confluence of the Hoogly
with the sea. The latest influx is of people
fleeing erosion and rising water levels.
Chandan and his father live in Bankim
Nagar, one of several hutments created
by the then Left Front government in the
1990s to settle the refugees. But as the
numbers swelled, the sizes of the allotments shrunk. The Pals had received
roughly three acres of land, a pond, and a
few coconut trees. His brothers are likely
to receive only one acre, if at all the gov-
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Roughly half of the Ghoramara island has disappeared over the past three decades,
with rising water levels in the local river, Muriganga, and the Bay of Bengal
INDRANIL BHOUMIK/MINT ARCHIVE
hastening its erosion.

ernment rehabilitation plan is approved.
Chandan has thrown himself into his
new life with zest. After failing the highschool leaving examinations, he began
working as a painter, helping local offices
and religious institutions – there is one at
almost every bend of the road – spruce up
their exteriors every few years. “I know
who likes which colour, and how to do the
best kind of distempering,” he said
proudly, pointing at the colour of the
bench he is sitting on – “golden yellow!”
A car accident two years ago cut short
his career as a painter when higher floors
became inaccessible to him because of a
leg injury. It was then that he took to running an e-rickshaw, known locally as a
Toto. “I am now the secretary of the local
Toto union. I have 80 boys under me, and
we make a killing every Gangasagar
Mela,” he said. He is especially proud of
his brief hobnob with Bengali journalists
who came to cover the Gangasagar Mela
last year. “We set up a quick food delivery
system with customised menus, and none
of the babus could stop eating,” he said,
flashing a smile. His income? Anywhere
between ₹400 and ₹700 a day. His occupation has triggered some consternation in
his father, a retired government clerk,
who doesn’t approve of his blue-collar
job. Chandan has to often hear jibes about
his English and is called a “nincompoop”
fairly regularly.
LIVING ON THE EDGE
A collection of roughly 102 islands,
around half of which are inhabited, the

Sunderbans mangrove archipelago is a
crucial carbon sink and eastern India’s
biggest protection against coastal flooding. But steady erosion over the past three
decades has ensured that about a dozen
islands are already underwater, and others – such as Mousuni and Ghoramara –
are teetering on the brink.
A 2016 paper published in Climatic
Change journal said the Sunderbans –
with an average elevation presently
approximately 2 metres above mean sea
level – was “under threat from inundation and subsequent wetland loss”. Tuhin
Ghosh, one of the authors of that article
and a professor at Jadavpur University,
says the Sunderbans area is battling a
multitude of climatic factors: Rising sea
levels, shifting monsoon patterns, higher
rainfall, and fewer very rainy days –
which means the intensity of rainfall on
certain days of the year have become
harsher.
To be sure, he is of the opinion that climate change is not the only factor responsible, and that human error – for example,
the imperfect and incomplete building of
guide walls in nearby ports that has
changed the course of the local rivers – is
equally responsible.
Chandan and his father know nothing
of this. They and other refugees, many of
whom are Dalits or Muslims (the local
Lok Sabha constituency is reserved for
scheduled castes), are too busy eking out
a living. But they are wary of the future,
even building themselves a pucca house
because they know that their new home is

sinking too.
Sagar is facing erosion on the northern
and western fronts, and has already lost
roughly 30-sq-km of land, say experts.
This means that Chandan’s fear finds
reflection in his neighbours, who are all
wary of where they will go next if displaced again. “I have given my life’s
worth to building ourselves a new house,
where will we go if this island is gone?
Everyone takes their home for granted,
their land for granted. What is there for
us?” he asked.
Another neighbour, Srimati Sahu,
says she feels scared everyday. “We know
Sagar is sinking. What if the government
says leave – after all, the allotment of land
has stopped since 2005,” she said.
In the minds of many Ghoramara refugees, the island – which, legend has it, was
named after a British officer who killed
his horse -- has been romanticised. “We
had everything in plenty. The kind of rice
and paan we would grow you cannot
imagine,” said Pal, while Chandan nodded in disapproval.
MY VOTE GOES TO...
For the first time in Sagar, saffron flags of
the BJP are fluttering on street corners.
But Chandan and his father are united in
their assessment that the party will not
pose a significant challenge to the Trinamool Congress incumbent, CM Jatua,
from the Mathurapur Lok Sabha constituency. Their reasons, of course, differ.
The senior Pal, a former diehard communist, says many people’s votes would
be dictated by the fear of retaliatory violence from the ruling party. Besides, what
stops him from even considering the BJP
candidate is that he is not a local, and not
widely known in the area. The junior Pal
has another reason: chief minister
Mamata Banerjee.
“Look at what she has done for us. We
couldn’t walk on these roads without our
feet getting caked with mud; now we can
sleep on them given how clean they are.
She has brought electricity, given us
streetlights, and is thinking about us. I
have 80 boys under me, and each has
about five people in their families, that
means 400 votes for Didi,” he said.
Transportation remains the biggest
challenge for the island, especially in
times of medical emergencies, and a rickety boat that doubles up as a “water
ambulance” cannot suffice. A proposed
bridge to the mainland has been hanging
fire for decades. “I have been hearing
since my birth about it. Let’s see if they
build it before I die.” But what about their
home? And where will they go next?
Chandan has no answers. And neither, it
seems, do his political representatives.
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REQUIRED EXPERIENCED
office coordinator Male/ Female
with computer knowledge at Kharar
9876000162.

Female for Banking Jobs. Location:
Chandigarh, Mohali. Salary: upto
14K+ Incentives. Contact:7508629752 Aarti Sharma.

Operation for billing and data entry
at Daria, Chandigarh. Contact:
6239073918.

URGENTLY REQUIRED full time

REQUIRED TELECALLER/

Educated young baby sitter for kids
of 2 and 4 years. Contact:
8557888950.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED
IMMIGRATION AND Visitor Visa
Counsellors, Telecallers, Digital
Marketing Expert. Worldmax SCO
69, 2nd Floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh. 7986498160.

REQUIRED DOCTORS MD/
Medicine for OPD DGO/DNB/MD
Gyanecologist MBBS for OPD OTHER
STAFF BAMS, Medical Officers,
B.Sc.GNM, Nursing Staff X-Ray
Technician, Lab and OT Technician,
Front Desk Executive Pharmacist,
SKS CHARITABLE HOSPITAL, VPO
Moure Khurd, Near Lopoke
Chogawan, Distt. Amritsar,
skscharitablehospital@gmail.com,
walk-in-interview 1 May
(Wednesday) 11 AM to 3 PM,
M-99153-07765, 62808-02441

URGENTLY REQUIRED

REQUIRED SALES Girl for Sia Diamonds, DSS-195, Sector-21, Panchkula. 9872636777.

UBER EAT urgently required 12th
graduates male female rotational
shift location Mohali sitting job salary 13000- 29000 hurry call
9041201346, 9915315751

WANTED GRAPHIC Designer
(Fresher/ Experience) For Panchkula
Based IT Company Salary upto
15,000 Training Provided Call.
7696006999.

ONE OF the premier CBSE Co-

Accountant, Experience 3-5 years
Aggarwal Ply House, Plot- 406,
Sector 82, Mohali. 7837290033.

Marketing Executives for Herbal/
Veterinary/ Nutraceuticals PCD
Company based at Zirakpur. (Salary15000/- - 20000/- pm)
9805060580, Email:
uniraylifesciences@gmail.com

REQUIRED BULK STAFF!

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
A Government Registered Visa Company
requires result oriented following staff

Visa Counselor’s
Visa Filling Of cer
Tellecaller
Receptionist

No Target / Good Salary and Incentives
Good communication skills must
Call / Whatsapp 98147-28902

REQUIRED RETIRED VRS/Exserviceman/ Housewife/ Businessman/ Part/ Fulltime 50k plus, Training Allowances. 9988882360.

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW,
FEMALE, Business Manager,
Fresher, English-Graduate from
Chandigarh, Office- 832, Sunny
Business Centre, Sector-125, Mohali,
98722-555-88.

REQUIRED SALES Employee for
Electronic Components Shop should
be able to Read English Contact
6284639859.

REQUIRED ASST Manager
(female) back end, computer
operater, (female/male) Telecaller
(female) Contact SCO- 85
(basement) Swastik vihar Mansa
Devi complex Sector-5 Panchkula
9876022555. gkrishan@select.net.in

REQUIRED SALES Team for Bank
Channel Partner 10 Tele-callers (Salary 8k-15k). 10 Sales Executive with
own vehicle (Salary 10k-18k), All
Position can earn extra Commissions. Fresher's with good personality/ good communication skills
also welcome. Generation Next BPO
Services. SCO-11, 2nd floor, MDC
Sector-5, Panchkula. (Opp. Nau Gaza
Peer Dargah), Contact:
9988088546.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCE Salesman with good communication skills
for Crockery Trade in Tricity. 8307517828.

REQUIRED OFFICE Coordinators/ URGENT REQUIREMENT CounManager/ Telecallers/ Computer Operators/ IELTS Trainers,
9988898190. Email:
info@2muchjobs.com

REQUIRED FIELD boys in Tricity
for Distribution of letters in houses
Part-Time and full-Time Contact
9876605855.

sellor, Salary 25000-3000 + Incentives Freshers can also apply. Ekam
Tour & Travels, SCO 85-86, 2nd
floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh.
9592914551, 9872614551.

REQUIRED MALE/FEMALE for
peon in Hope institute Phase 11
(Sector 65) Mohali 9417185881.

Educational Residential School in
Punjab Requires Principal with the
following requisites: Trained
postgraduate with minimum 10
years experience in CBSE syllabus
with proven academic and
administrative record. Competent to
lead a team, inculcate discipline and
capable of further raising the
stature of the school. Excellent
communication, leadership and
organizational skills are prerequisite for this position. Attractive
salary with free boarding and
lodging offered. Interested
candidates should apply with latest
resume and a passport size
photograph within 10 days of this
advertisement at e-mail id:
lloyd9477@gmail.com

REQUIRED VISA Counsellors,
IELTS Trainers, English Teachers for
reputed Immigration firm. Ausam
Visa Services Pvt. Ltd. Kharar.
9501999877.

URGENTLY REQUIRED experienced Counselor and Front desk operation in Mohali and Jalandhar office. Contact: 9592915858.

GRACE DRINKS Pvt. Ltd, Required
Male Candidates B.Com Freshers for
Accounts, Distributors of Pepsico for
Chandigarh. Attractive Salary and
Incentives. Walk-in-Interview at
Pepsi Warehouse, Railway Station
road, Near Tata Steel yard, Village
Daria, Chandigarh Call- 8283003539
or Send Resume Email
akprasad@gracecorp.org.

REQUIRED SMART Female
cousellor and receptionist with
pleasing personality excellent
communication skill for coaching
class in 3B2 market Mohali, attractive salary phone 9815878056.

REQUIRED COUNSELOR, Filling

REQUIRED MALE/ Female Visa

officer & Tellecallers for
immigration Company. 3B2 Mohali.
7736200006, 8699604141.

Counsellors (25) Telecollers (25)
Experienced/ fresher. Salary
10,000/- 18000/- Seasons overseas
Studies Pvt Ltd, SCF 84, First Floor,
Phase 5, Mohali 9855145102.

HOTEL MITTASO ZirakpurChandigarh Highway Zirakpur,
Punjab Required: F&B-Manager(Male/Female), Front-office
Executive(Male/female), Housekeeping-Supervisor(Male/Female),
Kitchen-Department Chef, Commi
1st, Commi 2nd All Departments,
Steward, Bell-Boy, Electrician.
Please mail your resumes or contact
with us mgtours50@gmail.com
(Mobile) 9805400036/9888898728

TENDER HEART school (ICSE
board), sector 33-B, chandigarh,
requires teacher to teach punjabi to
middle classes. M.A. Punjabi, B.Ed.
Minimum 4 years teaching experience. Application form Rs. 100/submit within 14 days.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED female IELTS Trainer with good
Spoken English and Computer
knowledge. Contact 9816225001
Panchkula.

SILVER OAK International Senior
Secondary School Shahbajpur Distt.
Hoshiarpur Requires PGT Biology,
Commerce, English, Social Studies,
TGT all Subject Science Background.
NTT lawn Tennis Coach. Fluency in
English must. Free transportation
and accommodation facility for
outside teachers in School Campus.
Handsome Salary. email:
silveroakschool@gmail.com for
interview Contact: Principal
9876319582, 9855865517, 9646683820, 9814616256.

LEARN THE art of sales and Marketing through our Professional
Trainer and become self employed.
earn upto Rs- 10000 Contact98777-01825.

A GOVT. licence holder immigration
company required counselors,
telecallers, receptionist, Marketing
Manager Salary 10000-35000 +
incentive. Call: 9878827402.

REQUIRED COOK, Cooking
Helpers and Housekeeping staff for
fastfood, Freshers may apply as
trainee. Contact VnB Booth No. 8,
Sector 15-C, Chandigarh.
9876248763.

NEED COUNCELLORS and Telecallers for Immigration Company.
Need Good Communication Skills
Freshers Can also apply. Only Female Staff Required. Very Good Salary + Incentives Contact:8264780585

REQUIRED ROOM Boys, Houseman, Service Boys for Hotel in
Panchkula Contact: Hotel North
Park, Village Chowki, Sector-32,
Panchkula (Near Gurudwara Nada
Sahib).

REQUIRED COUNSELLOR and
marketing staff at Nyssa aviation
academy salary 8500-15000. Contact- SCO-42 shivnagar, peermuchhala sector 20 Panchkula
8699900266

WANTED COMPUTER operator
(Male) expertise in English Letter
Writing. Drafting, knowledge of MS
Word & Excel M/s New Luxmi electric Co., SCO 2924 Sector-22C, Chandigarh. Call: 9501117763 Email:
manager@newluxmi.com

NUSMITH PHARMA Pvt Ltd
requires Sales Executive (sitting job)
with good computer knowledge &
Accountant. CAndidates of Tricity
may apply. 9812522544, 9812522545
nusmithpharma@gmail.com experienced person apply only, attractive salary.

URGENTLY REQUIRED qualified
fresher/experienced accountant
male/female. Conveyance preferred.
Chartered accountant firm. Contact
9872718187.

SAFETY OFFICER: (i) Degree in
Engineering or Technology with two
years supervisory experience or degree in Physics or Chemistry with
five years Supervisory experience in
a factory. (ii) Degree or diploma or
Certificate in Industrial Safety recognized under The Punjab Factories
Rules, 1952. Knowledge of Punjabi
and Hindi language is essential. Eligible candidates may apply to :
hr@activesourcing.org or send resume within 15 days at Active Clothing Co Ltd. Ghel link Road, Badali Ala
Singh, District Fatehgarh Sahib,
Punjab.

WANTED TELECALLER Girl in

KFT REQUIRES HR executive
(male only) Exp- o-1 yr, Qualification
MBA HR, BBA, plot- I- 60, Alpha IT
City, Sector 83, Call 91154-97071,
91154-97074 Email: hr@kft.co.in,
info@kft.co.in

B.PHARMA, D. Pharma, B.Sc
wanted for a Pharmaeutical company at sector-22 Chandigarh contact 7973864069

WANTED FACULTY for IAS
(UPSC) Science and technology,
Geography and History Vivek Career
Academy SCO- 385, Sector- 8,
Panchkula Call 73411-29681.

EMPLOYMENT

require Store Helper. Minimum
Qualification 12th Minimum 1 years
experience. Call: 9781810297.

ordinator in a medical establishment, timing 9.30 to 7 PM. Contact:
Monday- Saturday, Plot: 1005, industrial area, phase-2, Chandigarh.

Male/ Female Candidates for Counselor 15, Telecaller 10, Marketing
Executive 7. 12th/ Graduates (Salary
12000- 18000) Showroom 18, 2nd
Floor, Phase-11, Mohali. 7527003235

EMPLOYMENT
A REPUTED Pharma Company

WANTED FEMALE front office co-

URGENTLY NEED Fresher/ Exp

Telecaller eligibility 10+2 Graduate
good communication contact
9780154867.

EMPLOYMENT

experienced Female/ Male
Telecallers/ Counselors knowledge
of Admin./ H.R, Mohali.
0172-4635255, 73076-85005.

tives, Male/ Female good communication skills Contact: Club Pulse
Fourth Floor (Piccadily Mall) Sector34, Chandigarh 7696172292, 01722602051.

JOB AIRTEL Gold DTH required

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED FRESHERS/ -

REQUIRED FRONT office Execu-

REQUIRED GRADUATE Male/

REQUIRED MALE Computer

EMPLOYMENT

with knowledge of computers must,
Tally and Autocad preferred contact
9779906868.

Labor Laws training, English speaking, Course, free demo, money return guarantee, job guarantee, Murari services. 9888686644,
7814831692

by CA. Tally.ERP9, Advance Excel,
TDS, payroll, GST and TDS returns,
E-filing 0172-4635239, 8968770993.
Accounting jobs 8968770994

EMPLOYMENT

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT : PARVEEN - 8872502111, AMARPREET NANDA - 9888935409

REQUIRED BACK Office Assistant

perienced & Fresher Visa Counsellors/ Team Leaders. Radvision Consultant SCO-123, top Floor, Phase-7,
Mohali. 8872009515.

PAYROLL, HRD recruitment,

ACCOUNTS, GST training course

operators for office in shop 1351/6,
sector 45, Chandigarh. Handsome
salary. Contact: 9814015789

IMMEDIATELY REQUIRED Ex-

hardworking Staff for International
Process. Required exceptional communication skills, salary negotiable
for suitable candidates + incentives
and UK shift. 7973739606,
hr@pumasource.in

good accent for speaking in english
and hindi for front office exotica
gym and spa, 2nd floor sector 16
Panchkula 9878237885,7814251922

REQUIRED FEMALE computer

EMPLOYMENT

UK CALLING!! Need Energetic,

WANTED A young energetic, with

accountact Male/ Female with
knowledge of tally at Kharar 9876000162.

EMPLOYMENT

0172-5050683

URGENTLY REQUIRE MBA in
Finance, Supply Chain Management
(Male) & Marketing (Female)
Candidate at TLC Sector 82, Mohali.
Salary: upto 25k. Call +91
6284003161.

URGENTLY REQUIRED male ac-

REQUIRED SALES Executives Ex-

ESM INDIA Overseas Education (for

perienced Graduate, fluent in English for Tricity Salary upto Rs.
20,000 plus incentives. Contact
9876605855.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED/FRESHER Female Trainer for
IELTS &Spoken English Coaching at
Sector-70, Mohali. Call 9779111669
for Walk-In-Interview.

REQUIRED TELECALLER, Backend Coordinator and Marketing
People in mohali. Contact Jagdish9779724535.

countant 1 year experienced for
Chandigarh training will be provided to fresher. 9814432226

its Chandigarh office) is looking for
Assistant Branch Manager, Visa
Counselors, Visa Filing Officers,
Front Office Executives, Interview
Preparation Trainers. Only females
can apply. Good Salary + Incentives.
Walk in for an Interview at SCO 375376, 2nd Floor, Sector 35 B,
Chandigarh. Mob: 9855109010.

BANK JOB in operation top bank
urgently required graduates male
female age below 30/ salary
13000-22000 contact 9056992009,
9056959002

REQUIRE FEMALE Staff for Telemarketing in Pharma Company.
Must Graduate. Contact:
9780193089

WANTED HOME Tutors (Female/
Male) All classes/ Subjects/ Tricity,
Impact Creators. 87290-15647,
(Freshers also apply)

WANTED COMPUTER Operator,
Salesman for Garments & Toys,
Cycle Mechanic, helpers for Toymart
Zirkapur and Chandigarh 1108 Sector 22B.

Real Estate office Kharar (Mohali),
Minimum Experience. Contact:
9814828083.

ESCON ARENA a leading Real
Estate Developer required Company
secretary: Looking for a CS to
handle company Secretarial matters
pertaining to Board & General
Meetings, Memorandum & Articles
of Association, Statutory Registers,
Statutory Filings, and Corporate
Governance. Contact: Malwa
Projects Pvt. Ltd. Chandigarh Ambala Highway, Nangla Road
Zirakpur. 98788-95361,
70874-26375, email:
malwa3439@gmail.com

COMPUTER OPERATOR wanted URGENT REQUIRED Counslers &
for a Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
unit at Industrial area Phase-9
Mohali 7973864069

COMPUTER TYPIST: full Time
(Chandigarh): Graduate Having
knowledge of MS Word, Excel,
Powerpoint. 9000 - 14000 / month
depending on experience. Walk-in
for interview between 10:00 AM 06:00 PM from Monday, 29th April
to Wednesday, 01st May Bulls Eye,
SCO 90 IInd Floor, Sector 8C Madhya
Marg, Chandigarh. Email CV to
jobs@hitbullseye.com or call
9216398889.

IELTS Trainer for Immigration
Company, Good Salary Freshers,
Experienced Rihtdm overseas Pvt.
Ltd. SCO 671,2nd floor Sector 70,
Mohali 9876950295.

REQUIRED FEMALE/ male office
assistant and marketing manager
for mohali office. Good salary.
Freshers can apply. 9646769696
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UK PARLIAMENT WILL HAVE THE CHANCE TO BE THE FIRST IN THE
WORLD TO DECLARE AN ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE EMERGENCY

> JEREMY CORBYN, Labour Party leader, on intention to force a climate emergency vote

White supremacist youth
kills 1 at synagogue in US
HATE ATTACK 19-year-old posted manifesto, inspired by NZ mosque attacker
Yashwant Raj
n

n

A construction crane fell from a building on Google’s new
Seattle campus during a storm that brought wind gusts,
crashing down onto one of the city’s busiest streets and killing
REUTERS
four people.

shortstories
AMERICAN SANCTIONS TAKE EFFECT
AS CRISIS DEEPENS IN VENEZUELA
WASHINGTON:US sanctions came into effect on Sunday to block Venezuela’s economic lifeline of oil exports, in what Washington hopes will be a
major blow in its fledgling campaign to topple leftist President Nicolas
Maduro. India was the third-biggest buyer of Venezuelan oil in 2017 after
the US and China and until recently had been a major source of cash. But
Indian companies have backed off in the face of US sanctions, making China
and Russia the crucial economic and political backers of Maduro. As of 12:01
am Washington time, the US will take action against anyone who deals with
AFP
state-owned Petroleos de Venezuela or related entity.

Iran warns: Can leave nuke
treaty, close Hormuz strait

New York Times apologises
for ‘anti-Semitic’ cartoon

TEHRAN:Iran’s foreign minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif has said
leaving the nuclear non-proliferation treaty is one of the “many
options” Tehran has to retaliate
against US sanctions, state media
reported on Sunday. “The Islamic
republic has many options...
(leaving) the NPT is one of them,”
Zarif said. Iran’s armed forces
chief of staff Mohammad Bagheri
warned Tehran could close the
strategic Strait of Hormuz
shipping route if it faces more
“hostility”, news agency ISNA said.
“We are not after closing the
Strait of Hormuz but if the
hostility of enemies increase, we
will to do so,” he said. AGENCIES

WASHINGTON: The New York
Times has apologised for publishing an anti-Semitic cartoon in
its international print edition
featuring Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and United
States President Donald Trump.
The cartoon, which appeared
in Thursday’s edition of the
newspaper, depicted Netanyahu
as a guide dog wearing a Star of
David collar and leading a blind
Trump - who was wearing a
AFP
Jewish skullcap.

Severe Indonesia floods
leave at least 10 dead
JAKARTA :At least 10 people are
dead and eight are missing after
days of heavy rain triggered
floods and landslides on Sumatra,
authorities said on Sunday. Some
12,000 people have been evacuated while hundreds of buildings,
bridges and roads have been
damaged by the severe weather
AFP
in nine districts or towns.

Saudi royal adviser in
Khashoggi trial no-show
WASHINGTON: Questions are
swirling over the absence, in the
closed-door trial of 11 suspects, of
one of the two top Saudi royal
advisors linked to journalist Jamal
Khashoggi’s murder, multiple
sources said. Both aides, deputy
intelligence chief Ahmed al-Assiri
and media czar Saud al-Qahtani,
have formally been sacked over
the killing but only Assiri has
appeared in the five court
hearings since January, according
to four Western officials privy to
the information.
AFP

inthenews

PEDRO PABLO KUCZYNSKI

Pre-trial house arrest for Peru’s former president
He has been ordered to go under house arrest
while corruption charges are prepared against
him for allegedly taking bribes from Brazilian
construction company Odebrecht, days after
another former Peruvian president, Alan Garcia,
committed suicide to avoid arrest in the scandal

1

2
3

Under Peruvian law, criminal suspects can be held in jail before trial
for up to three years if prosecutors show evidence that they would
likely be convicted and would probably try to flee or obstruct probe
The judgment was softened due to health problems faced by the
80-year-old former leader, who underwent emergency surgery on
Saturday to install a pacemaker because of his heart troubles.

Musharraf not to
go back to Pak due
to poor health
Imtiaz Ahmad
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: A 19-year-old man
opened fire at a synagogue near
SanDiegoinCaliforniaonSaturday,leavingonepersondeadand
threewoundedinanincidentthat
US authorities are investigating
as a “hate crime”.
The shooter targeted congregants at the Jewish place of worshipin Poway, where people had
gatheredtocelebratethelastday
of the eight-day festival of Passover. Lori Kaye (60) was identified as the person killed and a
rabbiwasamongthosewounded
in the attack.
The gunman, who gave himself up, cited the Pennsylvania
synagogue and New Zealand
mosques shooters as his inspirations in an “open letter” posted
onlineandcalledhimselfa“white
supremacist” and an “anti-semite”. He also confessed to setting
fireatanearbymosqueinMarch
earlier this year.
Policeidentifiedtheshooteras
John Earnest, who was enrolled
as a student at California State
University San Marcos.
Theshootingcamesixmonths
after a manopened fire at a synagoguenearPittsburginPennsylvaniainOctoberlastyear,killing

UAE gives birth
certificate to girl
born to Hindu dad
and Muslim mom

Mourners, including Poway Mayor Steve Vaus (in hat), during a
candlelight vigil for the victims of the shooting in California.

11 people, also on a Saturday, a
sacred day for Jewish people.
There has been a spike in
crimesagainstJewsintheUnited
States in recent years, shooting
upby37%in2017,accordingtothe
most recent FBI data. There has
beena17%riseinallhate-crimes,
including those against other
religiousminoritiessuchasMuslims, Hindus and Sikhs.
US President Donald Trump
condemned the shooting in a

Agencies
letters@hindustantimes.com

DUBAI: In probably the first such

case, the UAE government has
given birth certificate to a ninemonth old girl who was born to
an Indian Hindu father and a
Muslim mother.
As per the marriage rules for
expatriates in UAE, a Muslim
man can marry a non-Muslim
woman but a Muslim woman
cannot marry a non-Muslim
man.
But the country’s marriage
rules for expatriates was set
aside during the Year of Tolerance, media reports said.
Sharjah-based expat Kiran
Babu and Sanam Saboo Siddique, who got married in Kerala
in 2016, faced and unusual situation when their daughter was
born in July 2018, the Khaleej
Times reported.
Babu said that since his
daughter had no legal documents, he pinned his hopes on
the amnesty period. The UAE
has declared 2019 as the Year of
Tolerance tohighlightUAE asan
exemplary example of a tolerant
AGENCIES
nation.

AFP

tweet and later at an event. “We
forcefully condemn the evil of
anti-Semitism andhate,” he said
at a rally in Wisconsin. “It must
be defeated.” He earlier said the
shooting “looked like a hate
crime”. Local authorities later
saidtheywere investigatingit as
a case of a possible hate crime.
“Yetagainaplaceofworshipis
the target of senseless gun violenceandhate,”tweetedSenator
Kamal Harris, who hails from

‘Sudanese military,
oppn leaders agree
for a joint council’
Reuters

California. “Anti-Semitism is
real in this country and we must
not be silent - enough is enough.
MyheartachesfortheChabad of
PowaysynagogueandtheJewish
community.”
Earnest is alleged to have
walkedintotheChabadofPoway
around 11.30am, in a city 32km
from San Diego, and opened fire
using an assault-style rifle, said
Sheriff William D Gore. The
weapon malfunctioned, and he
fled in a car. There were close to
100 people in the synagogue.
The shooter was shot at by an
off-dutyborderpoliceagent,who
missed and hit the vehicle.
Authoritieshavesaidthegunman called the police shortly
after and said he was involved in
ashootingandgavehimselfupto
a police officer. An AR15-style
rifle was spotted in the car by the
arresting officer. The police are
investigating an “open letter”
postedon8chanwebsitebyauser
who identified himself as John
Earnest two hours before the
shooting.Itcarriedalinktoalivestreamoftheshooting,whichhad
been removed by Facebook.
Thepostermentionedboththe
New Zealand and the Pittsburg
shooters and Adolf Hitler as his
inspirations and railed against
Jews.

n

BEIJING:Chinese President Xi Jin-

ping met Prime Minister Imran
Khan on Sunday and expressed
hope that Pakistan and India can
meet each other halfway to
improve their strained relations
following a terror attack in Pulwama in Jammu and Kashmir
that was claimed by a Pakistanbased terror outfit early this
year.
The relations between India
and Pakistan reportedly figured
prominently in the meeting, the
statement said. Xi expressed
hope that Pakistan and India can
“meet each other halfway” and
promote the stabilisation and
improvement of India-Pakistan
relations, it added.
Khan arrived in China on
April 25 and attended China’s
second Belt and Road Forum
(BRF) held between April 26 and
27. The BRF meeting was held to
highlight the achievement of the
trillion-dollar Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) started by Xi in 2013
in which $60 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)

backingpakistan

›

No matter how international and regional situations
change, China firmly supports Pakistan in
safeguarding its sovereignty and national
dignity, choosing its own development
path suited to its national conditions,
combating terrorist and extremist forces,
striving for a sound external security
environment, and playing a
constructive role in international
and regional affairs
XI JINPING, Chinese President

is an important component.
India skipped the meeting for the
second time, protesting over the
CPEC, which is being laid
through Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir (PoK).
The meeting between Xi and
Khan comes at a time when the
already-strained India and Pakistan’s ties have fallen to a new
low after Pakistan-based terror

organisation Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) claimed a suicide
bombinginJammuandKashmir
that killed 40 Indian personnel.
The issue has also caused tension between India and China as
Beijing has blocked resolutions
to designate JeM chief Masood
Azhar a “global terrorist” at the
United Nations. China has put a
“technical hold” on resolutions

ers and opposition agreed in
principle to the formation of a
joint body to lead a transition
from 30 years of autocratic rule
by Omar al-Bashir, but not on
the new council’s make-up, two
sources said.
The two sides were holding
their first formal discussions as
opposition groups and protesters push for a rapid handover to
civilian rule following Bashir’s
fall earlier this month. Sudan’s
Transitional Military Council
(TMC), which ousted and
arrested Bashir after months of
protests, has said it will rule for
up to two years ahead of elections. Anti-Bashir opposition
groups and protesters who have
kept up a sit-in outside the
Defence Ministry want a civilian-led transitional council with
military representation.
They continued their thousands-strong demonstration on
Saturday evening. “I came to
support the sit-in for a civilian
government because the army
ruled Sudan since 52 years ago
and the result is nothing,” said
Nour el-Dayem Gaafar, a
23-year-old student from South
Darfur state who had travelled

each time they have been moved
by India, the United States,
France and the United Kingdom
at the UN 1267 committee.
There was no mention of
whether the Azhar issue figured
in Xi’s talks with Khan.
During Sunday’s meeting, Xi
expressed China’s firm support
to Pakistan to further the bilateral ties between the all-weather
allies. “No matter how international and regional situations
change, China firmly supports
Pakistan in safeguarding its sovereignty and national dignity,
choosing its own development
path suited to its national conditions, combating terrorist and
extremist forces, striving for a
sound external security environment, and playing a constructive
role in international and
regional affairs,” Xi said.
During his meeting, Khan
spoke a few times about IndiaPakistan relations and the
prospects of peace between the
two countries. Khan on Sunday
expressed hopethatthe relations
between the two neighbours will
improve after the 2019 general
elections in India.

Film explores India’s
‘missing girls’ issue

Unions, left parties join yellow vests

Anirudh Bhattacharyya

PARIS: Thousands of trade union-

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

TORONTO: The severe gender

imbalanceinIndiaandtheunderlying issue of nearly 30 million
“missing girls” due to sex selection are at the centre of a film by
an award-winning Indo-Canadiandirectortobepremieredata
major documentary festival in
Canada.
Rama Rau’s The Daughter
Tree, debuting at the Hot Docs
Canadian International Documentary Film Festival, the largest of its type in North America,
tookhersixyearsofresearchand
filming.
Forthis“labouroflove”,Chennai-born Rau took multiple trips
to rural India. The film observes
the adverse impact self-determination tests and abortion of girls
has had on society, particularly
in parts of North India. “Society
suffers when women disappear.
The Indian government has
wokenup,buttheproblemiscultural,” she said in an interview.
Thefilmfeaturesanaridlandscape of rural Haryana, where a
so-called ‘village of men’ exists,
with nogirl havingbeenbornfor
decades.Insharp contrast,there
is a verdant village in Dharhara,
Bihar,wheresaplingsareplanted
each time a daughter is born.
Rau decided to name the film
after the latter, since she said,
“thefilmisaboutthesolution.We
need hope.”
At the centre of the film is
Neelam Bala, a midwife, and her
effortstocounselexpectantfamilies that having a daughter is no
burden.Rauishopefulofachievinganothergoal:takingashorter
version of the film to the grass-

n

Neelam Bala, a midwife, is a
central character in Rau’s
documentary. THE DAUGHTER TREE

roots in India, where such profiles in courage can be used in
midwifery classes and as an educationaltooltocounterthecrisis.
While the millions of unborn
girls are the principal victims of
what Rau calls this “extreme
misogyny,”thereareotherswho
alsofallpreytothephenomenon,
like the three Kumar brothers in
the Haryana village of Jhojhu.
They face a future of enforced
bachelorhood because of the
absence of brides, and the
prospectofageingintoloneliness.
“That’swhatmakesafilmlayered. All are affected. Finding
these brothers was a revelation.
Theyaresuchtragicfigures,such
gentlemen,butthey’retrappedin
that village,” Rau said.
Rao’spreviousfilmshavebeen
acclaimedinNorthAmericaand
other countries. Her League of
Exotique Dancers was the openingnightfilmforthe2016version
of the Hot Docs festival. But The
Daughter Tree is her most challengingandpersonalprojectyet.

Agence France-Presse
n
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ists and left wing activists joined
“yellow vest” protesters in Paris
in rejecting French President
Emmanuel Macron’s proposed
tax cuts as too little too late.
Themarchinthecapital,organisedbythe militantCGT union,
came ahead of the main rally in
the eastern city of Strasbourg,
where demonstrators clashed
with police on Saturday.
Veterans of the “yellow vest”
movement, which started in
rural France six months ago in
oppositiontoplannedrisesinthe
diesel price and tax on pensions,
led the Paris procession.
Butinanewdevelopment,senior figures from the political left
marched with them, including
lawmakerJean-LucMelenchon,
apoliticalrivalandvocalcriticof

n

A protester makes soap bubbles in front of French anti-riot
gendarmes on a street of Bordeaux, southwestern France.

Macron. In the early months of
the movement, which has ballooned into an anti-government
rebellion with weekly marches
drawing thousands, leading figuresresistedattemptsbyparties

AFP

on the far left or far right to get
involved, fearing their cause
would be hijacked.
Macronrolledbacksomeofhis
more controversial measures
within weeks of the first protest,

FOUR KILLED
IN LIBYA AIR
RAIDS: GOVT
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KHARTOUM :Sudan’s military rul-

Xi meets Imran Khan, calls for
improvement of Indo-Pak ties
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

ISLAMABAD: FormerpresidentPervez Musharraf will not appear
beforeaspecialcourtonMay2as
wasearlierannouncedbecauseof
his medical board’s recommendationandfamilypressurenotto
do go back to Pakistan, media
reports said on Sunday.
Musharraf’s lawyer Salman
Safdar had said earlier that the
formerruler,whoisfacingahigh
treason case, would reach PakistanonMay1andappearbeforea
special court the next day.
The court had ordered the
formerarmychief-turned-presidenttoappearbeforeitonMay2.
“Musharrafiseagertocometo
Pakistan and wants to appear
before the court.
He has been suffering from
severe backbone pain and the
medical board has advised him
not to travel,” said Ali Nawab
Chitrali of the All Pakistan Muslim League.
“Moreover,hehasbeenfacing
pressure from his family that he
shouldnottravelatthecostofhis
health. However, as everyone
knows that Gen Musharraf is a
man of his words, still there are
50% chances of his return,” he
told the local Dawn newspaper.
Musharraf’s supporters were
of the view that he would definitely return as the Supreme
Court has ordered that the
former military dictator would
losethe right of defenceif he fails
toappearbeforethespecialcourt
on May 2.
Musharraf left for Dubai in
2016to“seekmedicaltreatment”
and has not returned since.

n

TURMOIL IN AFRICA

and on Thursday announced
more tax cuts and measures to
help people on small pensions.
For his critics however, this
came too late -- and Macron
remainsunderfireforrefusingto
reverse a cut in the “fortune solidarity tax” on high earners.
The interior ministry said
23,000 people demonstrated
acrossFranceonSaturday,some
2,600 of them in Paris. The movement, however, estimated the
turnoutatover60,000nationally,
and 9,000 in the capital.
The official figure was one of
the lowest yet -- at its height last
November the movement drew
282,000 to Saturday marches
countrywide,accordingtoanofficial count.
InStrasbourg,policesealedoff
access to major EuropeanUnion
institutions in keeping with a
local ban on protests in the city
centre.

TRIPOLI : Air raids by the

self-styled Libyan
National Army against
the capital on Saturday
night killed four people
and wounded 20 others,
Libya’s internationally
recognised unity government said. But a
spokesman for the Government of National
Accord’s healthy ministry warned that “the toll
AFP
could increase”.

by bus to the capital.
Opposition groups and activists are represented by an
umbrella group called the Declaration of Freedom and Change
Forces, which held two meetings
with the TMC on Saturday. Both
sides expressed optimism after
an initial session around the
middle of the day. After a second,
evening session, the sources said
there was agreement over the
formation of a joint council, but
not over how many seats either
side should have.

WRITINGS FROM
INDIA’S PAST ON
DISPLAY AT UK
Prasun Sonwalkar
n

prasun.sonwalkar@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: The moving finger

writes, and having writ, moves
on: thus wrote Omar Khayyam,
but a new review of 5,000 years of
the act of writing covering several Indian examples shows that
it is anything but as simple as his
‘Rubaiyat’ suggests.
From carved stone inscriptions,medievalmanuscriptsand
early printed works to beautiful
calligraphy, iconic fonts and
emojis, the British Library is
hosting a major show until
August27,deconstructingtheact
of writing and considering its
future in the digital age.
Several Indian examples feature in the narrative of writing
that begins with Mesopotamia,
Egypt, China and the Americas,
exploring more than 40 writing
systems, from the 5,000-year-old
JemdetNasrclaytabletwithvery
earlycuneiformtodigitaltypefaces and emojis. Examples in the
review titled ‘Writing: Making
Your Mark’ include a 16th century Sanskrit text in the Nandinagari script of central India,
with a line of Old Kannada script
at the bottom,reflectingthe time
when copper and other metals
were used. The charter, written
inbothangularNandinagariand
curvedOldKannadascripts,was
incisedtorecordSadasivaRaya’s
grant of villages to a nearby religious community. His seal has
been cast into the ring that holds
the copper plates together. Also
on display is the famous petition
againstthepartitionofBengalin
1905, signed by 60,000 people in
BengaliandEnglish.Thewritten
petition led to a discussion in the
British parliament at the time,
though it did not stop the partition.
AfineexampleofIndiancalligraphyisthe19thcenturyRajnitiBudhibaridh.
A political treatise copied for
MaharajaRanjitSingh,fineGurmukhi script is written in alternatingredandblackink.Thecolour distinctions mark different
verses in praise of the ten Sikh
gurus.
The collection includes an
early example of the East India
Company’s Court Book, dated
1657–66.

S A O PA U L O T R A G E DY

Male model dies after falling on ramp at Brazil fashion show
Agencies
n
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SAOPAULO :A Brazilian model
has died after collapsing on
the catwalk during a show on
the last day of Sao Paulo Fashion Week, organisers said.
“SPFW has just received
the news of the death of model
Tales Soares, who suddenly
took ill during the Ocksa
show,” the organisation said
in a statement on Saturday,
without giving a cause of
death. The 26-year-old model
fell while turning to leave the
runway.

Medics immediately
attended to him in front of
horrified onlookers, according to local media reports.
SPFW said he was taken to
hospital, where he was pronounced dead. “We offer our
sincere condolences to Tales’
family,” it said. The fashion
label Ocksa said on Instagram
that its entire team was
“shocked” by the death of
Soares, who was signed to
Base MGT modelling agency.
Videos from the fashion
event show the model getting
sick, wobbling and falling
face-down on to the catwalk.

An onlooker and another
model were seen rushing to
the ramp. A medical team
attended to him on the catwalk. Soares was later taken
to a hospital, where he was
pronounced dead.
Daily Folha de S. Paulo
reported that Soares tripped
on his shoelace and fell.
According to the paper,
people in the crowd initially
thought his fall was part of a
performance.
A photo in the newspaper
showed the model lying face
down on the catwalk while
paramedics attended to him.

n

Tales Soares lies on the catwalk as a paramedic tends to him
after he collapsed during Sao Paulo Fashion Week in Brazil.
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Over 50 developers under Maruti and Suzuki gear
up for shared mobility ride
probe for GST profiteering
Malyaban Ghosh
n

n

RBI is in advanced stages of
formulating a new circular.

NEW RBI NORMS
FOR RESOLUTION
OF NPAS LIKELY
BEFORE MAY 23
NEW DELHI/MUMBAI: The Model
Code of Conduct for the Lok
Sabha polls is unlikely to have any
bearing on issuance of a revised
framework for resolution of
stressed assets by the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) and the
guidelines are expected to be
announced before May 23, people
familiar with the matter said.
Against the backdrop of the
Supreme Court quashing an RBI
circular, issued on February 12,
2018, a revised set of rules is under
works and would be released
soon, they said. Earlier this month,
the Supreme Court had quashed
the RBI’s February 12 circular on
stressed loan recognition and
resolution of large borrowers over
₹2,000 crore, terming it as “ultra
vires”. “The model code of conduct exempts RBI’s monetary
policy. It is unlikely to attract any
action if the RBI issues the revised
(February 12) circular,” people
familiar with the matter said.
They said the central bank is in
very advanced stage and the
revised circular should be out
before declaration of general
elections result. The counting for
the ongoing Lok Sabha elections
will take place on May 23.

HPCL-MRPL deal: ONGC
rules out share-swap
NEW DELHI: Hindustan Petroleum
Corp. Ltd’s (HPCL) plans to acquire
Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemicals Ltd (MRPL) has hit a
cash hurdle, with parent Oil and
Natural Gas Corp. (ONGC) preferring a cash deal rather than a
share-swap, people aware of the
development said. ONGC, India’s
biggest oil and gas producer, last
year completed acquisition of
HPCL for ₹36,915 crore. After this
takeover, ONGC has two refining
subsidiaries—HPCL and MRPL.
Since then, HPCL is keen to get
MRPL in its fold citing operational
synergies. It has been talking of a
combination of cash and shareswap for the deal that will make it
India’s third-largest oil refiner. But
now, ONGC wants only cash as
HPCL shares are on the slide. The
people familiar with the matter
said HPCL has not yet come up
with a concrete proposal for
acquiring MRPL and has been
talking about the deal mostly
through the oil ministry and the
media. ONGC, they said, wants
HPCL to make a compelling offer
to it for the merger talks to begin.

J&J rejects baby shampoo
report by Rajasthan govt
NEW DELHI: Johnson & Johnson
(J&J) has rejected findings of a
Rajasthan government laboratory
showing presence of “harmful”
chemicals in the US-based
company’s baby shampoo. Based
on the report of the drug testing
laboratory in Jaipur, the National
Commission for Protection of
Child Rights (NCPCR) has written
to the chief secretaries of all
states and Union Territories
asking them to stop sale of J&J
baby shampoo and remove it
from the stocks. The NCPCR said
the test report found presence of
formaldehyde in J&J’s baby
shampoo. The company, in a
statement, said it has not received any direction to stop the
sale of its shampoo and that it
was not accepting the interim
results of the laboratory tests
which were based on “unknown
and unspecified” methods. “We
will await the results and conclusions of the retesting process at
the central drugs laboratory. We
are not aware of any directions
from NCPCR. It must be noted
that any such directions, under
the law, can only be issued under
certain prescribed conditions,” the
company said.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES

REALTY CHECK DGAP investigation trying to find if builders made undue profits
Gireesh Chandra Prasad
n

gireesh.p@livemint.com

NEWDELHI: More than 50 property
developers, including some of
India’s top builders, are being
investigated for profiteering
under the goods and services tax
(GST) regime, said a person
aware of the development.
The investigation by the
Directorate General of Anti-Profiteering (DGAP) is trying to find
out if the builders made undue
profits by failing to pass on to buyers the benefit of input tax credit
that was available to them.
Before GST was introduced in
July 2017, various taxes levied by
central and state governments on
under-construction property
added up to 5.5-6.5%. Under GST,
real estate was placed under the
12% tax slab. Many builders duly
raised prices, even though they
could now claim input tax credit
against products and services on
which they had already paid tax.
“In the pre-GST era, there was
no input tax credit facility on construction materials like cement
and steel, which was there in the
GST regime (till March-end).
This called for a price cut, not a
price increase,” the person cited
earlier said on condition of anonymity. After 21 months, the tax
credit facility was finally withdrawn on April 1 for new projects,
as federal indirect tax body GST
Council felt consumers were not
benefiting from it.
The companies under investigation are spread across the
country and include some of the
big names in the real estate industry, the person cited earlier said,
declining to name them. Investigation reports are expected over
the next few months. Mint could
not independently confirm the
names of the builders.

n

Before GST was introduced in July 2017, various taxes levied by central and state governments on
under-construction property added up to 5.5-6.5%.

Niranjan Hiranandani, president of industry body National
Real Estate Development Council, said that material and labour
costs as well as taxes and levies on
the real estate industry had seen
a gradual rise in recent years,
impacting the overall cost for a
homebuyer. “While each project
and location will have different
calculations, there is no ‘gain’ as
a result of the levies, which came
to an end post GST, when one
does a simple calculation,” said
Hiranandani. He added that it
would be incorrect to suggest that
gains to developers on ceasing of
levies post GST were not passed
on to buyers.
Industry experts said that at
the time GST came into force, the
real estate sector was struggling
with weak demand for underconstruction properties. Preference for ready-to-occupy homes

Glitch affects AI
operations, 137
flights delayed
Faizan Haider
n

faizan.haider@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The cascading effect of

a software glitch a day earlier
continued to impact Air India
operations as 137 flights were
delayed on Sunday. The average
delay time was two hours, the
airline said.
Air India’s chairman and
managing director, Ashwani
Lohani, said that flight operations should be back on track by
Monday.
“The cascading effect has
affected approximately 50,000
passengers and more will be
affected. Since the entire schedule was disrupted, aircraft are
reaching late and since the same
aircraft operated multiple
flights, things are taking time to
be back to normal. However, rescheduling and reduction in turnaround time have helped in
restricting the number of
delays,” said an airline official
on condition of anonymity.
The turnaround refers to the
time required to unload a plane
after its arrival and to prepare it
for departure again.
At least 20,000 passengers
were stranded for hours at
domestic and overseas airports
on Saturday after the software
that runs Air India’s main computer server developed the
glitch. The software enables the
airline to hand out boarding
passes and handle check-in bag-

AT LEAST 20,000
PASSENGERS WERE
STRANDED AFTER THE
SOFTWARE THAT RUNS
AI’S MAIN SERVER
DEVELOPED A GLITCH
gage. The system provided by
SITA, a company that offers
communication and information technology services to the
air transport industry, was
under scheduled maintenance
between 3.30am and 4.30am on
Saturday before running into
the snag that was eventually
fixed at around 9am. On Saturday, SITA said it experienced a
complex system issue during
server maintenance early in the
morning, which resulted in operational disruption of Air India
flights. SITA added they have
fully restored services at all airports where Air India flights
were affected.
“Our priority remains, as
always, to ensure a stable system
where customers can conduct
business efficiently and effectively, and we are undertaking
a full investigation to understand the root cause and prevent
a recurrence,’’ a spokesperson
for SITA said on Saturday morning. About 155 flights were
delayed by an average of two
hours because of the technical
glitch on Saturday.

FIRMS UNDER PROBE
ARE SPREAD ACROSS
THE COUNTRY AND
INCLUDE SOME OF THE
BIG NAMES IN THE REAL
ESTATE INDUSTRY
to avoid construction delays and
zero GST on completed houses
further depressed demand for
under-construction properties.
During the period that input tax
credit benefit was available to
builders, they could claim credit
for taxes paid on raw materials
and services, but only for the flats
sold until completion certificate
was issued; for the remaining
flats sold after obtaining completion certificate, they were not
allowed to recover those taxes.
In the prevailing industry

JM Financial set
to close second
private equity fund
at around ₹600 cr
Swaraj Singh Dhanjal
n

swaraj.d@livemint.com

MUMBAI: JM Financial Ltd is set to

hit a final close of nearly ₹600
crore for its second private equity
(PE) fund, said two people aware
of the matter.
The Mumbai-based financial
services firm is engaged in investment banking, wealth management and private equity, institutional equity sales, trading and
broking, among others. In April
2018, Mint reported that the firm
had managed to tie up around
₹300 crore as part of the first close
of the fund. A first close allows a
fund manager to start investing
the capital it has raised, while
allowing it to continue to raise
more funds from investors.
“JM has tied up close to ₹600
crore and is expected to formally
close its fundraise soon. The capital has largely been raised from
HNIs (high net-worth individuals) and family offices,” said the
first person cited above, requesting anonymity, as he is not authorized to speak with the media.
In August 2016, Mint reported
JM Financial’s PE business was
planning to raise a second PE
fund. In 2016, JM had appointed
Darius Pandole, former partner
at New Silk Route (NSR) Advisors
Pvt. Ltd, to look after the group’s
PE business. Pandole joined NSR
at its inception in February 2007.
NSR invested close to $1.4 billion
in India and emerging economies
in Asia.

SNOOZE TIME

Zuckerberg builds his wife a glowing ‘sleep box’
Bloomberg
n

feedback@livemint.com

NEW YORK: Mark Zuckerberg
said he built a glowing
wooden box to help his wife
Priscilla sleep better through
the night without having to
check her phone to see if it’s
time to look over their children.
The “sleep box” emits a
very faint light between 6am
and 7am—when their daughters are expected to wake up.
It doesn’t show the time as
that would stress her and disrupt her sleep, the Facebook
Inc. chief executive officer
(CEO) said in an Instagram
post on Saturday.
“So far this has worked bet-

n

Facebook CEO Zuckerberg with wife Priscilla Chan.

ter than I expected and she
can now sleep through the
night,” Zuckerberg said, adding that the device is already
popular with his friends. “I’m

REUTERS FILE

putting this out there in case
another entrepreneur wants
to run with this and build
sleep boxes for more people!”
Not everyone was

impressed. British singer Lily
Allen took a jab at Facebook’s
effectiveness in curbing racist content, asking if there
was an algorithm to make
white supremacy go away.
Last month, Facebook Inc.
announced plans to ban content that references white
nationalism and white separatism, taking a major step
toward curbing racism and
hate speech on the site.
The problem of white
nationalism was magnified in
March when the killer
responsible for the deaths of
50 people in New Zealand
posted a racist manifesto
online and used the Facebook
platform to stream the massacre at two mosques live.

MINT

downturn, many developers
ignored anti-profiteering provisions or did not pay adequate
attention.
“The real estate sector, which
has come under increased scrutiny on account of Real Estate
(Regulation and Development)
Act, has also had to grapple with
GST on an overall basis in addition to passing on the benefits on
account of increased input tax
credits to buyers,” said MS Mani,
partner at Deloitte India.
“Considering the complex
nature of the business and the
absence of sector-specific guidelines for the real estate sector,
many players would have found
it difficult to pass on the benefits
to buyers.”
DGAP has so far investigated
about 125 cases and found that
60% of them had indulged in profiteering.

malyaban.g@livemint.com

NEW DELHI: Maruti Suzuki India

Ltd and parent Suzuki Motor
Corp. are scaling up their bets in
the shared mobility industry by
developing a multipronged strategy to exploit this rapidly growing market and offset a potential
impact on sales of personal vehicles, said two people aware of the
plans.
The companies plan to invest
in startups in India to develop
software solutions for the shared
mobility industry comprising
both cab aggregators and logistics players for commercial vehicles, said the people cited earlier,
requesting anonymity.
Maruti Suzuki has set up a
so-called “mobility technology
department” that also works
towards developing vehicle models aligned with the needs of cab
aggregators, the people said. The
department will be headed by
Rachapudi Srihari, who was previously the national customer
relationship manager at Maruti.
Meanwhile, in an effort seen as
supporting Maruti’s venture,
Suzuki has opened a new office in
Bengaluru, where it has moved
some of its employees from Silicon Valley in the US. These executives would also be working
with various startups in the
mobility space, said the first person cited earlier.
Auto makers globally are
expanding their strategies as the
fast expanding shared mobility
market is expected to impact
sales of personal vehicles in the
years ahead. This is likely to happen especially in cities where
road congestion, higher car prices and parking issues lead more
people to choose shared mobility.
In India, auto makers are
investing in cab aggregators such
as Ola and Uber, while also developing vehicles that are more
suited for such applications,
including electric and hybrid
vehicles.

n

Auto makers are expanding strategies as the shared mobility
market is expected to impact sales of vehicles in coming years.

In March, South Korea’s
Hyundai Motor Group
announced an investment of $300
million in India’s biggest cab
aggregator, Ola.
The deal involves both Hyundai Motor Co. and Kia Motors
Corp. to work with the Bengaluru
based startup for developing customized electric vehicles and
charging stations appropriate for
ride-hailing applications.
This followed a ₹100 crore
investment made by Hyundai last
August in car-sharing platform
Revv.
Mint reported on October 17
that Tata Motors had set up a separate division named Mobility
Innovation Hub to explore ways
to tap its range of passenger and
commercial vehicles for offering
shared mobility solutions.
The two people cited earlier
said Maruti’s long-term objective
was to offer “end-to-end solutions” in the shared mobility
space. The company is the biggest
supplier of vehicles to cab aggregators in India. In the beginning,
the new department would study
various startups in terms of business potential while spearheading the company’s shared mobility activities, they said.
A spokesman for Maruti
declined to comment to emailed

MINT

queries sent on Wednesday.
“Maruti, like some of the other
auto makers, has understood the
importance of offering mobility
solutions directly to the customers. In India, these concepts are at
a very nascent stage, but one has
to prepare for the future,” said
the first person cited earlier. “The
other manufacturers have also
been doing the same and Hyundai’s investment in Ola Cabs is an
indication.”
The steps by Maruti Suzuki in
the shared mobility segment
underscored the company’s ability to transform itself in line with
changing market conditions, said
Puneet Gupta, associate directorvehicle forecast (South Asia) at
IHS Markit. “Fifteen years back,
Maruti Suzuki started with new
initiatives like entry into used car
business, insurance, fleet and
accessories business. All of these
have been game changers for
Maruti Suzuki in the last decade
and helped Maruti Suzuki not
only maintain their leadership
position, but also capture more
than 50% market share today,”
Gupta said. “Similarly, we feel
Maruti Suzuki’s entry and dedicated focus in areas like mobility,
EV (electric vehicle) business
would be game changers in the
coming years.

A91 to lead $30 million round in Hector
M Sriram
n

sriram.m@livemint.com

NEW DELHI: Venture capital firm
A91 Partners is in final negotiations to lead a $30 million funding
round in Hector Beverages, best
known for its Paper Boat brand of
ethnic Indian drinks, three people aware of the matter said.
Belgian investor Sofina, one of
the company’s existing investors,
is also expected to participate in
the round, with Hector seeking a
valuation of about $200 million
after the round, said one of the
three people cited above, all
whom spoke on condition of anonymity.
As part of the ongoing round,
A91 has already invested an initial tranche of $1.45 million in
Hector on 20 March, regulatory
filings with the ministry of corporate affairs showed.

THE PAPER BOAT
OWNER MAY BE
SEEKING A VALUATION
OF ABOUT $200 MILLION
AFTER THE FUNDING
ROUND BY A91 PARTNERS
A91 is an early to mid-stage
investment firm set up last year
by three former managing directors of Sequoia Capital—VT Bharadwaj, Abhay Pandey and
Gautam Mago. The fund plans to
invest $10-30 million in mid-stage
startups around the Series B or C
stage. It will look to invest in
healthcare, financial services
and consumer brands from its
$300 million fund which it is currently raising. Founded in 2010 by
former Coca-Cola India employees Neeraj Kakkar and Neeraj

Biyani, Hector Beverages had
started with an energy drink
called Tzinga, which it had to
withdraw in 2015 after the Foods
Safety and Standards Authority
of India (FSSAI) said it is unfit for
consumption because it had caffeine. However, Hector brought it
back to shelves after regulatory
approval in 2016.
Its flagship brand Paper Boat
was launched in 2013, with drinks
in traditional Indian flavours
such as Aamras, Aam Panna,
Anar, Jamun Kala Khatta,
Kokum and Chilli Guava, which
are made without preservatives,
added colours or carbonation.
For the year ended March 31,
2018, it posted a 70% jump in revenue to ₹118 crore. FY19 revenue,
although not publicly available,
is about ₹200 crore, said a person
aware of the matter.
The company last raised $29

million in its Series C round led
by Sofina and Hillhouse Capital,
a Chinese investment firm whose
portfolio includes Tencent,
JD.com and Airbnb.
Hector’s other existing investors Sequoia Capital and Infosys
co-founder NR Narayana Murthy’s venture capital investment
arm Catamaran Investments Pvt.
Ltd also participated in the
round, made at a valuation of $100
million. Sequoia will not participate in the round, the second person cited above said.
The deal would also mark
A91’s second deal from its fund,
after it invested about $10 million
in Sugar Cosmetics in March.
Mint first reported the deal on
January 31. While Sequoia
declined to comment, Hector Beverages, A91 Partner and Sofina
did not respond to emails seeking
comment.

In bid to optimise costs, SBI
rethinks role of branches

FPIS INVEST
₹17,219 CRORE
IN APRIL

Shayan Ghosh

Press Trust of India

n

shayan.g@livemint.com

n
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MUMBAI: State Bank of India

NEWDELHI:Foreign investors were

(SBI) is planning to optimise
costs by rethinking the role of
branches to see what activities
and processes currently performed there can be centralised.
As part of the exercise, the
nation’s largest lender will
appoint a consultant to suggest
strategies to optimize balance
sheet and maximize return on
asset and pre-provisioning
operating profit, a document
seeking bids showed.
This comes at a time when
banks are increasingly looking
at deployment of technology to
cut down on physical infrastructure cost.
As part of its public sector
bank reform agenda announced
in January 2018, the government said that banking from
home and mobile will progressively make bricks-and-mortar
branch visits redundant.
“Promote digital banking,
such as internet banking,
mobile banking, integrated
mobile apps and phone banking,” the government said in the
reform agenda.
The SBI document added that
the consultant would require to
identify long-term growth
opportunities for the bank,
strategies for current account
acquisition and increasing its
balances.
“The consultant should perform an upfront diagnostic to
identify opportunities that have

net buyers in the Indian capital
markets for the third straight
month in April, pouring in ₹17,219
crore on favourable macroeconomic conditions and ample
liquidity.
India has been one of the top
recipients of foreign fund flows
among emerging markets since
February on the back of positive
global sentiment, improving
growth outlook, supportive macros and dovish stance taken by
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
experts said.
Overseas investors had put in
a net sum of ₹45,981 crore in
March and ₹11,182 crore in February in the capital markets (both
equity and debt).
According to the latest depositories data, foreign portfolio
investors (FPI) pumped in a net
sum of ₹21,032.04 crore into equities but pulled out a net amount of
₹3,812.94 crore from the debt market during April 1-26, taking the
total net investment to ₹17,219.10
crore. Alok Agarwala, senior
vice-president and head - investment analytics at Bajaj Capital
attributed the decline of foreign
flows into debt markets to “rise in
crude oil prices and worries over
the supply overhang” as it has
diminished the hope of yields
coming down further. Sustainability of economic growth, behaviour of crude oil prices will play a
significant role in the continuation of FPI flows, he added.

n

SBI’s move comes at a time when banks are looking at deployment
of technology to cut down on physical infrastructure cost.
MINT

the potential to improve bank’s
return on assets (RoA) and preprovisioning operating profit
(PPOP) by performing a detailed
design for mutually selected
opportunities,” the bank said.
In this process, the bank
wants to benchmark overall
portfolio with peer banks, identify opportunities for improvement in share of high-yield
products like personal loans
and business loans.
SBI posted a net profit of
₹3,954.81 crore in the December
quarter, the highest in seven
years. Net profit rose on account
of improved asset quality and
strong net interest income (NII)
growth.
Net interest income, or the
difference between interest
earned on loans and that paid on

SBI IS LOOKING TO
APPOINT A CONSULTANT
TO SUGGEST STRATEGIES
FOR BALANCE SHEET
OPTIMIZATION, AMONG
OTHER THINGS
deposits, rose 21.42% to
₹22,690.99 crore, from ₹18,687.52
crore in the corresponding
period last year.
Other income, which
includes core fee income,
dropped 0.61% to ₹8,035.23 crore
in the three months from
₹8,084.17 crore a year ago.
SBI has deposits of over ₹28
lakh crore and advances of more
than ₹20 lakh crore as on December 31, 2018.
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corporate briefs

Corporate briefs
Students of GZSCCET textile department get placed

6 students of Giani Zail
Singh Campus College of
Engineering & Technology
(GZSCCET), Maharaja Ranjit Singh Punjab Technical
University
(MRSPTU),
Bathinda have been selected for recruitment by the
various textile Industries of
Ludhiana, including Aarti
International. The companies have offered attractive
per annum packages to the
selected students.

Technocrats XI to beat Gladiators ZKP to enter semis

A fine all-round performance by Sumit Hooda 61 of
20 balls (4x4, 5x6 and 3 for
27) enabled Technocrats
XI to beat Gladiators ZKP
by 40 runs and enter the
semi final of the XIXth
Bharat
Kesho
Gupta
Memorial League Cricket
Tournament at Tau Devi
Lal Cricket Stadium, Sector-3, Panchkula.

DPS Panipat
felicitated
Ranking Survey conducted by Digital Learning
Magazine has declared
DPS Panipat City to be in
the top schools of India.
Commemoration ceremony of 11th School Leadership Summit 2018 took
place recently in Chandigarh where personnel
representing DPS Panipat
City were felicitated with
a trophy by the Digital
Learning Magazine for
the milestone achieved.

Duke launches
new footwear
collection

Duke launched its premium & stylish flip flop and
sandal collection'19. The
collection has a trendy
casual look, high wearing
comfort with a classic sole
and provides a fashionforward look with built-in
ease of movement. The
flip flops and sandals are
made from premium PU,
EVA and rubber.

hindustantimes

Mata Gujri
College holds
convocation
Mata Gujri College, Fatehgarh Sahib organised a
convocation for the students who passed out in
the year 2015 and awarded
the degrees to 620 graduate and 567 Post graduate
students and also rewarded 25 exceptional students
with gold medals. Dr. B.S.
Ghuman, Vice Chancellor,
Punjabi University, Patiala
was the chief guest of the
day.
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Café Coffee Day welcomes summer
with refreshing fruit-based beverages
Café Coffee Day is set to
make your summer feel like a
breeze with the launch of its
new 'Fruitylicious Fiesta'
menu which brings a chilled,
flavorful and fruity range of
beverages. Speaking about
the new menu, Venu Madhav, CEO, Café Coffee Day,

says ‘The Fruitylicious Fiesta
menu is not only refreshing
but innovative as well with
the use of unique wellness
ingredients like Yuzu along
with the goodness of popular
fruits like Alphonso Mango,
orange and more’.

Mega fair organised at
World University

Dr. Shashi Prabha felicitated
by Sahitya Academy

Dr. Shashi Prabha has been
honored by Sahitya Academy for the novel” Mein

Mukta Hun”. The novel is
an imaginary novel including many realities of life and
surroundings. In the words
of Shashi Prabha, “At the
canvas of the novel there is
the me, my imaginary
daughter Mukta, Mukta's
live in partner and many
other characters. The main
theme of the novel is based
on
the
thought
of
liberty/freedom of an individual.”

SBI Ladies Club donates books

Ducati announces the
launch of the all new
Ducati Scrambler range
Luxury motorcycle brand,
Ducati today announced the
launch of the all new Ducati
Scrambler range in India.
The MY19 range for India
includes the Icon, Full
Throttle, Café Racer and
Desert Sled, and are priced
at INR 7.89 Lacs, INR 8.92
Lacs, INR 9.78 and INR 9.93
Lacs (Ex-Showroom India)
respectively. The renewed
series is more contemporary, more comfortable and
safer, ensuring even more
carefree 'Land of Joy' fun.

Police D.A.V
pugilist wins silver

Voter awareness
campaign organised

Police
D.A.V
Public
School, Patiala has shared
that Komal, a student of
class 12 won a silver medal
at the Boxem International event held in Spain
(Murcia). Komal competed in the 75-80 Kg weight
category.

A voter awareness campaign was organised by
Voter Awareness Forum
established by NSS (UTD)
branch of Kurukshetra University at the university
adopted Village Kirmach
recently. Sarpanch Om
Parkash and Panches of Kirmach Village coordinated
with NSS team to make the
event a mega success.

Department of computer science of Sri Guru Granth
Sahib World University, Fatehgarh Sahib, organised a
large scale vaisakhi fair. Dr.
Sarpreet Singh, dean students' welfare and incharge
of the department said that

the motive of this fair is to
create awareness amongst
youth about their rich cultural heritage and religious
values. During this fair,
eighteen events including
academic and cultural competitions were organised.

SBI Ladies Club, Chandigarh recently donated books
for the school library of
Govt. Model High School,
Pocket No. 8, Manimajra.
Speaking on the occasion
Rashmi Singh, president,

SBI Ladies Club, Chandigarh said, “Children are
important,
we
should
improve their literacy and
give them good education
thus making them selfreliant”.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES

ON MONDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

0172-5050683

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED EXPERIENCED female for Auto Cad drawings and
making boq and site supervisors-2
for site supervision. Mail at
tarunkgoyal@yahoo.com

REQUIRED MALE/ Female Tecno
commercial for office having
knowledge of Electrical/ Electrinics/
Instrumental products for A
Industrial Electrical Trader for
Contact Usha Enterprises Showroom
No 263 Sector 16, Panchkula.
mkjain@ushaent.in or 9815382929.

REQUIRED SALES Executives for
Passenger Car Dealership at Panchkula. Mail Complete biodata and
Photograph at vineet10071@
gmail.com

WANTED MARKETING Executive
8, Designer 3, Kitchen World SCO 65,
Sector 47, Chandigarh. 9417496003,
7526960077.

JOBS IN Sales/ Marketing/ Telecalling Chandigarh/ Punjab/ Himachal,
Salary 10,000 to 18,000. No
Charges. 8264668478.

REQUIRED RECEPTIONIST,
Computer Operator, Counselor for
Banking, Salary: 12500- 20000,
Showroom 117, 2nd floor, Phase-7
Mohali. Contact:- 9988402447,
9815174150.

REQUIRES ACCOUNTANT,
Graduate with 2 Years Experience.
Contact: Radico Enterprises, Plot
No.:- 26/7, Industrial Area, Phase-2,
Chandigarh. 9815795678.

REQUIRE OFFICE Coordinator Female, Smart Good looking, good
English & Graphics Designer in Mohali. 9815437755.

JOIN LIC of India as Insurance Advisor. Earn upto 35,000/- PM regular
Income. 9855196906, 9855199906.

FEMALE TELECALLERS (2)
required Salary 15-25k + Incentive
freshres can also apply. # 237,
phase XI, Mohali. 92300-91000.

REQUIRED GRADUATE Male
having Accounting Knowledge for
Office & Field Work. Conveyance
Must. Contact: 9646880190.

RENOWNED FINANCIAL Group,
looking for committed person for its
Chandigarh Branch with handsome
earning. Most suitable for retirees,
housewives, businessmen and
others. Contact- 9779294175,
8847364563.

EMPLOYMENT

EDUCATION
EDUCATION

WANTED MALE Executive For Real ENGLISH BY Gupta Sir. Home/Estate Firm in Zirakpur With Own
Vehicle, Computer Knowledge 9878392666

REQUIRED TELECALLERS, receptionists, computer operators,
marketing, Co-ordinators, accountants, B.Tech, BCA, MBA, Engineers,
others panchkula, innovative placement, zirakpur. +919646838838,
9803612930.

REQUIREMENT OF an experienced female tellecaller handsome
salary no targets for IELTS coaching
centre 99882-98354

URGENTLY REQUIRED Marketing Sales Executives for Pharma and
Cosmetic Products. Abhi Enterprises. 99140-37818, 9872715309,
9041128364

REQUIRED YOUNG, smart, energetic (male/ female) with good communication skills for sucessfully
running marriage palace near Mohali. Contact: 9878897172

WANTED COOK for 10 factory
People food, Salary 8000 to 15000+
room. Interview 2 to 5 pm. F-19
phase 8 Sector 72, Near IVY Hospital
Mohali. 0172-4682019

FIXED SALARY 9000-14000+ incentive extra, Female Telecallers
and Sales Girls Required Walkin Interview 11am - 6pm Sunday Closed
at Gold Wings, SCO-10, Sector-26
Madhya Marg, Chandigarh

WANTED FEMALE receptionists
for Nail Art Studio. Timings 10 to
7pm. (Monday off) Salary 1200015000/- Glam ur Nails. SCO 346, top
floor Sector - 9 Panchkula, near
Baker's Lounge.

URGENTLY REQUIRED Accounts
Manager and Sr. Accountant having
knowledge of Tally/ Marg. Experienced Preferred salary negotiable.
Pharmer, SCO 42, MDC, Swastik
Vihar Sector 5, Panchkula.
9216610504,
pharmer.accounts@yahoo.in

REQUIRED SMART Female office
Executive with Computer knowledge
in Sector 37 Chandigarh Contact
9878645237.

COMPUTER OPERATOR, Steno,
Legal Assistant, Tele Caller,
Executive Assistant, Clerk, Network
Assistant, CRM Executive,
Accountant, HR, Councellor,
Adminstrator, 9780105789.

IMMIGRATION EXPERIENCED REQUIRED YOUNG Experienced
telecaller, counselor and legal
advisor required Salary 10-35000 +
incentives Next day joining. Six days
working. 9646890442.

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT : PARVEEN - 8872502111, AMARPREET NANDA - 9888935409

(2-3 Years) Energetic Accountant
(Male) at Mattress Company, Factory- 975, Ind Area ph-2, Chandigarh, 0172-5070973.

Group Coaching Class IX Onwards.
Complete SYLLABUS During
Summer Vacation. Contact
9872655377/9888615377

CHEMISTRY HOME Tuitions +1,+2
Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and institute doubts
clearance. Highly experienced
Teacher. 9876444333.

PHYSICS/ CHEMISTRY, NCERT,
IIT, AIPMT Experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

CBSE/ICSE TUITIONS for 6th10th Class (Maths/Science), Sec-24D,
Chandigarh. Experienced lady tutor.
9465225660.

CONCEPTUAL PHYSICS,
Mathematics (JEE-MAINS, Advanced)
by Holistically Freaking Experts
(Teachers by Choice), Physics:Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir), (Ex-Sr.
Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229

RESULT ORIENTED home Tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee contact Anand
Tutorials 7307203050,
9888407884.

+1, +2, B.Com Coaching Sector-41D,
Accounts, Economics, Business by
(CA, CS Vidushi, Shri Ram College of
Commerce, London School of
Economics UK Passout) Produced
AIR-5 in 12th CBSE 2017, Contact:
Vidushi Commerce Classes.
9988457457.

HOME TUITION Maths/ Science
7th to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed, experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454

RESULT ORIENTED home tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee Contact Anand
Tutorials 7307203050,
9888407884.

EXPERT TUITIONS for all subjects +1, +2, B.Com, BBA, BA, MBA,
M.Com in small batches, sector-15A
Chandigarh. 9872991185

HOME/ GROUP Tuitions and Tutors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

EXPERT COACHING In Legal
Studies for XI & XII in Panchkula.
(Female Tutor) Contact-7986505626

COMMERCE HOME/ Group Tuition +1, +2, (CBSE/ ICSE/ NIOS) Accounts, Economics, Maths, Business
98550-42535, 98763-90450.

EDUCATION
ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics,
Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc.
Home Tutor. Students getting 98%,
Printed Notes. 9815929292.

PHYSICS (9896701044),
Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics (7009701574) (CBSE/ ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.

HOME TUITIONS for all Classes/
Subjects by Experienced Teachers
Contact Shine Tutorial 8146239769
Tutor Welcome.

CBSE, NCERT ( Short Duration) +1,
+2 Fifteen years Experience (Mathematics 98157-25385) (Chemistry
98550-24657), (Physics 9501457805).

HOME TUTORS Available for All
Classes/ Subjects in Panchkula/
Chandigarh/ Mohali 73476-53830
(Tutors Welcome) Vigour Education.

PHYSICS HOME doubt classes for
JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET, AIIMS
preparing students. Ranvijay Sir.
7814997347.

ACCOUNTS ECONOMICS +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction, (13
years), Pushpender. 8427273894.

HOME TUITIONS upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2 (Chemistry, Biology) Qualified Female Tutor.
9815891571

CHEMISTRY GROUP & Home Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali. Contact:
9855420328.

"FREE TRIALS" Home Tuitions for
All Classes/ Subjects Competitions
Exam Soham Tutorials. 9872662386
(Tutor Welcome)

EXCELLENT COACHING for
Mathematics, +1, +2, Science, Maths,
9th, 10th, in Phase-3A, Mohali.
99151-01921.

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/
NEET) Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase
11 Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881

MIGLANI HOME Tuition Accounts,
Economics +1, +2, B.Com, B.B.A, B.A
(experienced Teachers) Mob:
9872973319, 9888457718

TUITION/TUTORIAL
PAY PER doubt jee main-jee Advance Mathematics Question +1, +2.
Shivam Mathematics SCO 273 32D
Chandigarh 8360375478.

HOME TUITIONS 9th, 10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2, IIT,
B.Tech, Result 95% Professor Tyagi.
950123740.

TUITION/TUTORIAL
EXPERT TUITIONS for all Subjects Juniour Wing 1st to 8th (all
subject) Seniour Wing 9th, 10 (Math/
Science) Chandigarh 38-D, Zirakpur
98726-44688.

HOME TUITION physics, maths, X,
XI, XII. All boards in Mohali, Chandigarh. Contact Goel 9417473984

HOME TUITIONS for 9th, 10th Maths, Science. 11th, 12th Maths,
Physics. Experienced. Contact:
8360754669, Tutor Welcome.

LEARN FRENCH from Experienced LEARN JAVA, C++, IELTS, PTE, Pylady tutor, MA French (PU Gold
Medalist) level AI-BI, TCF School/
College students. Contact: Mrs. Brar.
525 (ground floor) 18-B, Chandigarh.
97797-91975.

LEARN FRENCH Qualified Tutor
available cover all School Syllabus
Home Tuition Available Contact:
9855433662

COOKERY CLASS
LEARN COOKING and Baking
Party Snacks, Salads Chinese,
Tandoori, South Indian, Italian,
Continental, Cakes 9417684502

HOME TUTORS M/F available all
classes, all subjects. Tutors for Engg.
Degree, Diploma, all subjects all
streams. Contact Er. Ashwani
Dharia, Dharia Classes, 8360754669. Tutors welcome.

thon, PHP, Computer Basics, HTML,
Internet home tutor available.
8872900055

COACHING
PHYSICS HELPLINE XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

MATHEMATICS +1, +2 (NonMedical & Commerce) in Simplified
way in Sector-35, Chandigarh, One
Week Free Demo. 9814711682.

BUSINESS
BUSINESS

BIOLOGY +1, +2, NCERT &
Competitions (Sec-69, Mohali)
experienced Doctorate female
faculty: 9877342893.

COMPUTER COURSES

7 YEARS old language coaching
business for sale in 3B2, Mohali.
Gross profit 2 lacs, monthly business
sale price, 15 lacs. 9915412499

RUNNING GYM in Sector-20,
Panchkula available for lease. Call:
9816365777.

ASTROLOGY
ASTROLOGY PROVIDES peace
of mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your Astrological
Problems Consult- Rajiv at "The
Destiny" 9815599555 by
appointment only please.

INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT REQUIRED/
Available for Fast Growing dayBoarding Cum Residential CBSE
Schools/ Educational Institutes on
Fixed Return Bases. 99880-88880,
82228-84488, Email: divineworldschools@gmail.com

CONTACT FOR home Tuition by
experience and qualified Teacher by
Gurman Tutorial 9915210374 (result
oriented)

GANPATI TUTORIALS Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).

INSURANCE
INSURE LIFE, Moneyback,
Children, Pension, ULIPS, shop,
Mediclaim, vehicle, mutual fund.
Tricity Insurance expert. 9915344349.

SCIENCE HOME Tuitions 8th, 9th
and 10th ICSE/ CBSE. Experience of
14 years. Printed Worksheets and
Test. Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Zirakpur.
9417781207.

CONSULTANCY

DANCE MUSIC
& DRAMA

REQUIRED SERVICES of Well Experienced Educational Consultant
Having Updated Knowledge of Establishment of Education Business/
Institutes with Scope of Vast Growth
and Safe Returns. 99880-88880,
82228-84488..

EXPERT INSTRUCTOR Home
visit Learn casio Guitar Flute
Harmonica Dholak Violan Singing
Star appointment 9814620006
9988322305 0172 2692597.

ENGLISH SPEAKING
COACHING FOR IELTS Spoken
English Grammar from Highly
experienced trainer at Phase-2
Mohali. 99147-98999

ADVERTISING &
MARKKETING
FOR ADVERTISEMENT in all
newspapers call Atul Arora 9815043655 Doorstep service. No extra
charges.

IELTS MBA Coaching English
Speaking Grammar, Personality Development Academics +1, +2, Special
Batches on Saturday. Sunday
3036/44-D. Chandigarh. 9876440363, 0172-2663036.
www.ritaenglishacademy.com

IELTS COACHING for Fresher/
Band-Improvement, Minimum-Fee,
Assured-Results, also Free Spoken
and Personality Development
Classes,Mohali. 7087867050

SPOKEN ENGLISH and
personality development classes for
students and House wives. 9592994225.

BOOK ADVERTISEMENT: All
Newspapers/ Radio/ TV/ Facebook/
Google/ Youtube. Parizwing SCO65, 20-C, Chandigarh. 98885-16234.

PACKERS & MOVERS
SUNRISE PACKERS Movers Household goods, office Industrial,
Packing, Loading, Unloading, Transportation, local Shifting. All India.
9815402243. 9815602242.

HEMKUNT PACKERS & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

DETECTIVE
TOP SECRET Detective Agency SCO
487, Sector 35 Chandigarh.
9876491992, Contact Relating extra
marital affairs, or any other
problem.

AUTHENTIC PRIVATE investigations and detective
services. Chanakya SCO-409,
Sector-35C, Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789, 0172-5014789.

SUNSHINE PEST Control Excellent
Work, Reasonable Rates, Shop No.
189 Sector -70, Mohali. 01724011364, 9914617766.

J.S PEST Control Pvt. Ltd. (member
IPCA Since 1986) Bayer Products.
393/37-D, Chandigarh 01724637099, 4636088, 98760-51133,
9915551155.

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,
Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards Control
with bayer India, Smelless Chemicals at reasonable rate. 9988093138

IMMIGRATION
AUSTRALIA SCHOOLING Visa,
after 10th send your child for
schooling at Australia, NO-IELTS, for
details contact G3 Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.

BEAUTIFUL DUBAI Visa Rs.
6200, Singapore 3200, Malaysia
2800, Thailand Free, Saiglobal Consultancy Chandigarh. 9041068379

SERBIA STUDY VISA without
IELTS, minimum 10th pass, gap
excepted, maximum age 35 years
contact : G3 Overseas Consultant
8427008602

STUDY/ TOURIST visa for
Australia, Canada, Germany,
Finland, New Zealand, Serbia,
Singapore, Hungry, Malta, Denmark,
Norway, Italy, Latvia, South Korea,
USA, UK etc, contact G3 Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.

ACCOUNTING
SERVICES
GST REGISTRATION, GST returns, all types of Business Accounting, ITR's, Tally/ Accounts Training
with 9888389367

ALUMINIUM
FABRICATION

GLASS FITTINGS

ALUMINIUM DOORS Windows
Gysum Board False Ceiling Partition
Blinds PVC Wooden Flooring. Amrit
Interiors. 9872350188.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
FITNESS
100% SAFE Herbal Solution for
health- Vigour- Vitality- 7082733373, www.ska1925.com

REQUIRED EXPERIENCE physiotherapist for spine & shoulder
daily morning evening 1.5 hour for 1
year. Contact 308/15, Panchkula.
9876544962.

TO GET health/ stressfree life learn
yoga/ fitness training. Experienced/
certified instructor (Mr. Mehta
9592087442)

ACCOUNTING SERVICE-FOR
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment, Part/
Pending Accounting work.
9877467025.

CAR ON HIRE
CHD-DELHI 2500 Dzire Etios Innova 3500 near Krishna market 41.
Dhiman travels, 9216132805,
9878104288

ALL KINDS of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available contact Devikas:- 9872438079

TICKETING/
RESERVATION
THAKURAL TRAVELS: Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours Contact: 38-39, Sector-17A,
Chandigarh. 0172-5007863/
5007864.

LOAN/FINANCE
CASH ON swipe of credit card at
nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector- 18D,
Chandigarh- 98765-80001.

GOLD LOAN, Personal Loan,
Scooter Loan for Govt./ Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector 18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.

CONTACT FOR all Kind of Loan,
Life Insurance, Vehicle Insurance.
Health Insurance, and investment.
7814395797.

INTERIOR
DECORATION
UNIQUE INTERIORS and Renovation Work Specialist: Modular
kitchen, Cupboard, Wooden, Paint,
POP, Plumbing, Electrical, Civil
works, Labour job with Material.
98725-72926, 81463-68430.

ALUMINIUM
FABRICATION
SETHI ALUMINIUM fabricator,
Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation 9815716824

ALUMINIUM GLAZING, Doors,
Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

Polycarbonate, Fiber Domes,
Cannopies, khaprail, FRP Rooms
Contact 98725-29096.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I BABBAL W/O Joseph R/O Mudki
(Ferozepur) Changed My Name To
Mohinderjit Kaur Vide Affidavit
Dated 04/04/2019.

I, MANDIP Kaur D/O 14456823 Ex/
Hav Mukhtiar Singh R/O Mallan
Wala (Ferozepur) Changed My Name
To Mandeep Kaur.

I, RAJNESH Kumar S/o Joginder
Nath, VPO Mojowal, Tehsil Nangal
(Ropar) have changed my name
Rajneesh Sharma.

I, KAMALJIT Kaur W/O Sub

TRAVEL & TOURS
THAKURAL TRAVELS: Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours, Tourist Visa Guidance
Contact: 66-67, Sector 8C,
Chandigarh. 01725007860/
5007861/ 5007862, 9988998050.

PART/PENDING ACCOUNTS,
GST registration & Returns, ITR
Filling & Investments 9501644194
9501431716.

MANUFACTURERS OF Car Shed,

CAR FOR SALE
WHITE BMW X5 with V8 Engine.
Petrol 2008, 7 seater. Panaromic
sunroof. Brand new tyres, Battery
and alloys. Going very cheap.
9646769696.

WHITE 2009 Verna Diesel, Immaculate and original condition for
sale contact 70092-66814.

GLASS FITTINGS
SINCE 1983 manufacturers of
Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers, 131,
Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.

COURT NOTICES
(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)

IN THE COURT OF SHATIN
GOYAL, ADDL. DISTRICT AND
SESSIONS JUDGE-IX,
JALANDHAR
CRR/188/2018
CNR No. PBJL01-005360-2018
Next Date:- 30.05.2019
Harminder singh S/o Raj Singh R/o
11-D, Silver Height Apartments,
Nakodar Road, Jalandhar.
Versus
Sonica Saini W/o Gobind Singh R/o
99, Hira colony, Hoshiarpur at
Present 10 Rednor Drive Brampton,
Ontario, L6T 1P3
Publication Issued To:R2- Sohan Lal Saini S/o Hira Singh
Alias Hira Ram R/o 99, Hira Colony,
Hoshiarpur
R3- Geeta Verma Saini Alias Geeta
Saini W/o Sohan Lal R/o 99, Hira
Colony, Hoshiarpur.
In above titled case, the
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) could
not be served. It is ordered that
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) should
appear in person or through counsel
on 30.05.2019 at 10:00 A.M.
For Details Logon to https://high
courtchd.gov.in/?trs=district_
notice&district=Jalandhar
Dated, this day of 04-04-2019
Sd/Addl. District and Sessions
Judge-IX Jalandhar

Namdar Singh, Village Bhangar
District Ferozepur Changed My
Name to Kamaljit Kaur Alias
Harbans Kaur.

I, RAHUL S/o Madan Lal H.No-69
Railway Road Nangal Teh Nangal
(Ropar) Has Add His Surname Ahuja
Read As Rahul Ahuja

COURT NOTICES

IN THE COURT OF
MS. DAZY
BANGARH, CIVIL
JUDGE, (JR. DIV.),
HOSHIARPUR
CNR No.
PBHO020002442019
Next Date:- 27-05-2019
State Bank of India, a Body
Corporate constituted under
the State Bank of India Act
1955 having its Central
Office at Mumbai, and one of
its Local Head Office at
Sector-17 Chandigarh and
regional office at Sutheri
Road,
Hoshiarpur
and
branch situated at Village
Bullowal Distt. Hoshiarpur,
amongst
other
places,
through Sh. Jaspal Singh its
Branch
Manager
and
principal officer.
.......Plaintiff
VERSUS

Jaswinder Singh son of
Chanan Ram resident of
village Khandhali Narangpur
District Hoshiarpur.
.......Defendant
Suit for recovery
Notice to:Jaswinder Singh son of
Chanan Ram resident of
village Khandhali Narangpur
District Hoshiarpur.
In the above noted titled
civil suit the defendant(s)
could not be served. It is
ordered that the defendant(s)
should appear in person or
through
counsel
on
27-05-2019 at 10:00 am.
For details logon to
https://highcourtchd.gov.in
/?trs=district_notice&
district=hoshiarpur.
Sd/Dazy Bangarh
Civil Judge (Jr. Div.),
Hoshiarpur
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P

W

L Pts NRR

DC

12

8

4 16

0.233

CSK

12

8

4 16

-0.113

MI

12

7

5

14

0.347

SRH

0.559

11

5

6 10

KKR 12

5

7

KXIP 11

5

6 10

10

0.1
-0.117

RR

12

5

7

10

-0.321

RCB

12

4

8

8

-0.694

Updated till KKR v MI match

shortstories

Dhawan, Iyer fifties propel
Delhi Capitals to play-offs

ON THE BALL RCB batsmen throw away wickets after getting off to flier as Pant takes crucial catches

Imad Wasim

GETTY IMAGES

IMAD TON SETS UP
PAKISTAN WIN IN
TOUR OPENER
LONDON: Imad Wasim hit an
unbeaten century as Pakistan
began their tour of England with
a 100-run win over Kent on
Saturday. The all-rounder‘s
unbeaten 117 was the cornerstone
of Pakistan’s commanding 358/7
in 50 overs at a windswept
Beckenham and that proved far
too much for a makeshift Kent
side. Fakhar Zaman made 76 and
Haris Sohail 75. Kent then collapsed to 258 all out with more
than five overs remaining in reply,
left-arm spinner Imran Qayyum
taking four for 45.

Pak leg-spinner Shadab
Khan advised complete rest
DUBAI: Named in Pakistan’s
15-man World Cup contingent,
leg-spinner Shadab Khan, who is
recovering from a virus, has been
advised complete rest, even as he
has completed a two-week
medication course. The 20-yearold has been suffering from a viral
for over a week now. Due to his
illness, he has been ruled out of
Pakistan’s upcoming limitedovers series against England.

CA officials may come to
solve rift with BCCI: Report
MELBOURNE: Top officials of
Cricket Australia, including
chairman Earl Eddings, are likely
to travel to India in a bid to “heal
wounds” with the BCCI following
bad blood between the two
Boards on the issue of three
Australian players taking part in
the planned women’s IPL next
month, according to a report.
Three Australian players — Meg
Lanning, Ellyse Perry and Alyssa
Healy — have been stopped by
CA from taking part in the
women’s IPL to be held from May
6 to 11 in Jaipur owing to a men’s
bilateral series dispute with the
BCCI. A report in the Sydney
Morning Herald said that CA CEO
Kevin Roberts and chairman
Eddings are likely to fly to India
next month to “try and patch up
Australia’s most important
relationship to avoid it turning
more ugly”.

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

8:00pm: Sunrisers
Hyderabad vs KingsXI
Punjab, live on Star Sports
1, SS1 HD, SS 2, SS2 HD,
SS1Hindi, SS1 HD Hindi, SS
Select 1, SS Select 1HD, SS1
Tamil, SS Telugu, SS1Kannada & SS1Bangla

FOOTBALL
SERIE A

10:30pm: Atalanta v
Udinese; 12:30am (Tue):
Fiorentina v Sassuolo, live
on Sony Ten 2 & Ten 2HD

Sunrisers hope
for Warner’s last
stand vs KXIP
Abhishek Paul
n

abhishek.paul@htlive.com

HYDERABAD:In David Warner Sunrisers Hyderabad trust. Aggregating 600-plus three seasons in a
row – he didn’t play in 2018 -- the
stocky Australian is the fulcrum
of their batting. However, after
Sunday, the 2016 champions will
sorely miss Warner.
The match against Kings XI
Punjab will be Warner’s last this
season before he leaves to join
Australia’s pre-World Cup camp
in Brisbane, starting May 2. He
leaves at a crucial juncture as
SRH’s playoff chances hang in the
balance after two straight losses.
The fourth-placed team has 10
points from 11 matches, but
knows that four lower-placed
sides are within striking distance
to gain an upper hand. With every
game crucial from here, the team
would hope Warner – he tops the
batting list this season with 611
runs – shines one last time to
make its job easier. Warner will
not be there when SRH face Mumbai Indians on May 2 and Royal
Challengers Bangalore on May 4.
Two crucial points against KXIP
will thus be crucial.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: While young Rishabh

n

ht20

Khurram Habib
n

Pant will pick most wicket-keeping skills and etiquette from MS
Dhoni and ex-India stumpers like
Kiran More, there are some that
will come from other equally
important quarters, like India
skipper Virat Kohli.
The RCB skipper had a chat
with Pant after the latter claimed
a catch after Kohli had nicked
Ishant Sharma, off the first ball of
the fifth over in the RCB innings.
It later turned out that the ball
had bounced before settling in his
right glove. Pant had gone full
stretch to his right, claiming the
catch vociferously. However, the
umpire signalled not out while
asking to check if the catch was
taken cleanly and Kohli looked
unhappy.
Kohli spoke to Ishant, seemingly explaining the situation,
before walking down the wicket
to talk to Pant. The keeper listened intently, nodding in agreement before the two touched
gloves, underlining their camaraderie. A couple of balls later,
Kohli hit a six over long on and
then punched one past mid-on for
four.
Delhi Capitals had made 187/5
with half-centuries from Shikhar
Dhawan (50 – 37b, 5x4, 2x6) and
skipper Shreyas Iyer (52 – 37b,
2x4, 3x6) and then restricted RCB
to 171/7. The 16-run win gave
Delhi 16 points, assuring them
their first playoff berth since 2012.
RCB raced to 45/0 in four overs
before the catch incident, and
with Kohli’s boundaries crossed
50 in five overs. It was clear Kohli
wanted to make an impact in
front of his home crowd at Ferozeshah Kotla, and help his team
maintain an outside chance to
make the playoffs.
Parthiv Patel had set the tone,
scoring 31 of the first 35 runs RCB
got in the first three overs. With
AB de Villiers and Heinrich Klaasen to come, RCB would have fancied their chances to get a fifth
win.
But the batsmen got carried

n

RCB skipper Virat Kohli talks to DC keeper Rishabh Pant after the latter claimed a catch that, replays showed, had fallen short.

away by the ease with which the
runs came, throwing away their
wickets. Patel cut Kagiso Rabada
to offer a low catch at point after
pushing RCB to 60-plus in the
powerplay. Kohli holed out to
deep midwicket just after the
powerplay phase.
De Villiers hung around for a
while with Shivam Dube, who got
the big hits. But he tried a big hit
and was caught at deep midwicket.
Klaasen then fell to leg-spinner
Amit Mishra as Pant, diving full
stretch, held on to a tough chance.
Mishra, playing his seventh
match of the season, bowled in the
middle overs, returned 2/29 in
four overs to turn the game on its
head.

Gurkeerat Mann tried hard
with Marcus Stoinis, the two putting on 49 to bring RCB close but
Pant’s brilliant catch, again an
fully stretched effort, effectively
ended the chase.
Earlier, 36 runs off the last two
overs saw Capitals race to 187.
Navdeep Saini conceded 20 runs
in the final over, and Umesh
Yadav leaked 16 in the 19th, after
RCB seemed to have restricted
Capitals following the strong
start led by Shikhar.
The India opener, continuing
his good run, made a 36-ball fifty,
adding 68 for the second wicket
with Shreyas. The start helped
DC reach 81 in nine overs but the
innings fizzled out a bit only to
recover in the end.

VIPIN KUMAR/HT

scorecard
n

Delhi Capitals

P Shaw c Patel b Yadav
18 (10)
S Dhawan c Sundar b Chahal 50 (37)
S Iyer c Kohli b Sundar
52 (37)
R Pant lbw Chahal
7 (7)
C Ingram c Sundar b Saini
11 (7)
S Rutherford not out
28 (13)
A Patel not out
16 (9)
n Extras (b 4, lb 1)
5
n Total (for 5 wkts, 20 ovs)
187
n FoW: 1-35, 2-103, 3-127, 4-129, 5-141.
n Bowling: U Yadav 4-0-39-1; W
Sundar 4-0-29-1; Y Chahal 4-0-41-2;
N Saini 4-0-44-1; M Stoinis 3-024-0; S Dube 1-0-5-0.
n

Royal Challengers Bangalore

P Patel c Patel b Rabada

39 (20)

V Kohli c Rutherford b Patel 23 (17)
AB de Villiers c Patel b Rutherford
17 (19)
S Dube c Dhawan b Mishra 24 (16)
H Klaasen c Pant b Mishra
3 (3)
G Singh c Pant b Sharma
27 (19)
M Stoinis not out
32 (24)
W Sundar c Iyer b Rabada
1 (2)
U Yadav not out
0 (0)
n Extras (lb 3, w 2)
5
n Total (for 7 wkts, 20 ovs)
171
n FoW: 1-63, 2-68, 3-103, 4-108, 5-111,
6-160, 7-164.
n Bowling: I Sharma 4-0-40-1; A
Patel 4-0-26-1; S Lamichhane
3-0-36-0; K Rabada 4-0-31-2; A
Mishra 4-0-29-2; S Rutherford
1-0-6-1.

WARNER’S IMPACT
Warner’s influence in SRH is
obvious. Barring last year, when
he was not allowed to play IPL
while serving the ball-tampering
ban, he has 600-plus since 2016.
Only Chris Gayle has reached the
mark in three IPLs.
With Cricket Australia earmarking IPL as the comeback
platform for Warner after the
one-year ban and elbow surgery,
the opener has been on top of his
game. This edition, he became
only the third player, after Viren-

n

dhiman@htlive.com

KOLKATA: Dropped on one, Andre

Russell aimed for the stars and
didn’t miss by much. That Hardik
Pandya put his unbeaten 40-ball
80 in the shade with a 34-ball 91
and hit one more six than the
Jamaican was proof of what an
effort it was by the India allrounder. Russell hit most of his
eight sixes between midwicket
and behind the bowler. Then
there was one over cover off Jasprit Bumrah.
When Russell caught Quinton
de Kock and then dismissed Evin
Lewis off his first ball, you could
have replaced ‘Muscle’ with
‘Midas’. The Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) all-rounder then
embarked on a celebration that
was lifted out of the Imran Tahir
playbook. When he dismissed
Suryakumar Yadav with a slower
full toss, Russell exhorted Eden to
applaud and the full house
obliged. And guess who ended

n

Andre Russell came in at No 3
and hit 80 off 40. SAMIR JANA/HT

Hardik Pandya’s superman
effort? Russell, taking a catch at
wide long-on. Russell’s knock
also had six fours, one a clever lob
over third man off Hardik, which
showed he could find a way out of
MI’s ploy bowling wide outside
off-stump.
Hardik got to IPL 12’s fastest
50, in 17 balls. His helicopter shots

would have made MS Dhoni
proud. Standing deep in his
crease, he didn’t shy off going
after Narine and Piyush Chawla
either. Against a team which has
rolled them over the most number of times – MI went into this
game with an 18-5 win-loss record
against KKR and were unbeaten
in their last eight games meetings
-- the hosts arrested the slide of six
successive defeats with a 34-run
win after getting to 232/2, their
highest of the season and second
in 12 IPLs.
That happened because Russell walked in at No 3 after 9.3
overs, and after Shubman Gill,
who started the innings with an
on-driven four and followed that
up with a cover-driven boundary
to score his highest IPL score 76
(45b, 6x4, 4x6), and Chris Lynn
added 96 for the first wicket.
On way to his fourth IPL 12
half-century, Lynn too got a
reprieve when Kieron Pollard
couldn’t pouch a difficult chance
off Bumrah. By the time MI tested

CSK: Having already qualified for
the play-offs, the defending
champions will vie for a place in
the top-two to have an extra
cushion to make it to the finals.
Remaining fixtures: Delhi
Capitals (Home) and Kings XI
Punjab (Away).
Chances: Kings XI Punjab are on a
sorry run of one win from five
games, DC have won four out of
their last five and may upset CSK.

MI: Need to win at least one game

scorecard
n

Kolkata Knight Riders

S Gill c Lewis b Hardik
76 (45)
C Lynn c Lewis b Chahar
54 (29)
A Russell not out
80 (40)
D Karthik not out
15 (7)
n Extras (lb 1, nb 1, w 5)
7
n Total (for 2 wkts, 20 ovs)
232
n FoW: 1-96, 2-158
n Bowling: Sran 2-0-27-0, Krunal
3-0-27-0, Malinga 4-0-48-0,
Bumrah 4-0-44-0, Chahar 4-054-1, Hardik 3-0-31-1.
n

Mumbai Indians

Q de Kock c Russell b Narine 0 (4)

Lynn with spin again and introduced Rahul Chahar, the Australian was moving in the crease, hitting one four on the off-side and
pulling a googly for six off the
next. Gill played most of his shots
in front of the wicket but when
Lasith Malinga swung in a
yorker, he flicked it past fine-leg
for four. One ball after Russell
was dropped by Lewis, Gill

der Sehwag and Jos Buttler, to
smash five straight half-centuries in IPL.
Those numbers show how
Warner (611 runs in 11 games) has
almost single-handedly carried
SRH’s batting load. Jonny Bairstow (445 runs in 10 matches) and
Warner together have raised
more than 1000 runs this season.
Bairstow has already left for
World Cup preparations, and
with Warner packing his bags is
likely to leave a gaping hole in the
SRH batting line-up.
Warner is no Gayle, and he
doesn’t depend on boundaries
alone. The case in point is his 37 in
the loss to Rajasthan Royals in
Jaipur on Saturday. His 32-ball
knock had no boundary.
Warner’s ability to find the gap
ensures the run-rate doesn’t fall
while he waits for the loose delivery to put away.
Despite having such a consistent performer in their ranks,
other SRH batsmen have not been
able to emulate him. Barring
Warner and Bairstow, no SRH
batsman has crossed 200. What
has also hurt them is the poor run
of skipper Kane Williamson, who
guided them to a runner-up finish
in 2018, but is on a comeback following shoulder injury.
In five matches, the Kiwi skipper has scored just 41 runs. Manish Pandey hitting two back-toback half-centuries, against
Chennai Super Kings and RR,
will be a relief for SRH, especially
due to the poor run of all-rounder
Vijay Shankar. Having started
with 40 not out, he averages 19.22
from 11 innings.
The team management would
hope when Warner leaves, Williamson and Pandey assume the
mantle of lead run-getters.

THE SCENARIOS

Russell seals KKR win, Hardik’s 91 in vain
Dhiman Sarkar

15

R Sharma lbw b Gurney
12 (9)
E Lewis c Karthik b Russell 15 (16)
S Yadav c Karthik b Russell 26 (14)
K Pollard c Rana b Narine 20 (21)
Hardik c Russell b Gurney 91 (34)
Krunal c & b Chawla
24 (18)
B Sran not out
3 (3)
R Chahar not out
1 (1)
n Extras (b 4, lb 2)
6
n Total (for 7 wkts, 20 ovs)
198
n FoW: 1-9, 2-21, 3-41, 4-58, 5-121,
6-185, 7-196
n Bowling: Warrier 4-0-29-0,
Narine 4-0-44-2, Gurney 4-0-37-2,
Russell 4-0-25-2, Chawla 4-0-57-1

KXIP: Need to win all three
remaining matches. With negative
NRR, KXIP will find it tougher if
they finish with 14 points.
Remaining fixtures: Sunrisers
Hyderabad (A), Kolkata Knight
Riders (H), Chennai Super Kings (H)
Chances: KXIP will have to be on
the top of their game against CSK
as well as SRH and KKR. A negative
NRR does not help their cause.

to confirm play-offs spot. If they
lose all two, net run rate could
come into the equation.

KKR: Need to win all matches and

Remaining fixtures: Once
against Kolkata Knight Riders (H),
Sunrisers Hyderabad (H).

Remaining fixtures: Mumbai
Indians (A), Kings XI Punjab (A)

Chances: KKR, after Sunday’s win,
look a different opposition.
SRH too may pose a tough
challenge.

DC: By virtue of their 16-run win
against Royal Challengers Bangalore, Delhi Capitals have already
sealed their spot in the play-offs.
Remaining fixtures: Chennai
Super Kings (A), Rajasthan Royals
(H)
Chances: Winning in Chennai is
never easy. Rajasthan Royals
might be the only game they can
breathe easy.

danced down and hit Chahar for
a six.
Russell had been clear about
wanting to move up the order. On
Saturday, he had also conveyed
some tough love. Nitish Rana’s
catch to dismiss Kieron Pollard
exemplified the better effort KKR
put in, and cushioned by a mammoth total, the bowlers fired 18
dot balls in the first 4.2 overs.

tough but KXIP’s mixed run this
season keeps them on edge.

SRH: Need to win all three
remaining matches to confirm
play-offs. If they lose one, SRH can
still make it on NRR.
Remaining fixtures: Kings XI
Punjab (H), Mumbai Indians (A),
Royal Challengers Bangalore (A)
Chances: RCB and MI could be

hope to improve NRR significantly
to reach play-offs with 14 points.

Chances: Not impossible, especially after how they thrashed MI
at their last home game. Also, they
have the best NRR among the last
four teams.

RR: Need to win their remaining
two matches and improve NRR.
Remaining fixtures: Royal
Challengers Bangalore (A), Delhi
Capitals (A)
Chances: Winning against DC is
tough since they are in phenomenal form. RCB at home too are no
pushovers.

RCB: Having lost to Delhi Capitals
on Sunday, RCB’s play-off hopes
have ended. They had to win all
their remaining three fixtures.
Remaining fixtures: Rajasthan
Royals (H), Sunrisers Hyderabad
(H)
Chances: Not applicable since
RCB had to win against Delhi
Capitals on Sunday.

‘Get no monetary
benefit from MI’

Mental approach to blame for dip in game: Rahul

Press Trust of India

HYDERABAD: “2016 was a very,

n

Abhishek Paul
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Sachin Tendulkar has

refuted all allegations of conflict
of interest levelled against him
claiming he neither “receives any
compensation” nor “holds any
decision making role” in MI.
Tendulkar filed a 14-point written response to a notice sent by
ombudsman cum ethics officer
Justice (Retd) DK Jain. As per a
complainant filed by Madhya
Pradesh Cricket Association
member Sanjeev Gupta, Tendulkar and Laxman are performing dual roles, first of a “support
staff” in their respective IPL franchises MI and Sunrisers Hyderabad, and second as members of
the Cricket Advisory Committee.
“The Noticee (Tendulkar) has
received no pecuniary benefit/
compensation from the Mumbai
Indians in his capacity as
their‘ICON’ since his retirement,
and is certainly not employed
with the Franchise.
“He does not occupy any posi-

n

Sachin Tendulkar.

PTI

tion, nor has he taken any decision (including selection of team
players) which could qualify as
being in governance or management of the Franchise. Accordingly, there is no conflict of interest, either under the BCCI Rules
or otherwise,” the response said.
“The Noticee was appointed to
the panel of the Cricket Advisory
Committee in 2015. The Hon’ble
Ethics Officer will appreciate that
the Noticee was named as the
‘ICON’ for MI much prior to his
empanelment with the CAC -—
which fact has always been in the
public domain,” the response
added.

abhishek.paul@htlive.com

very special year,” said KL
Rahul, talking about the time he
promised to take off in Indian
cricket. Blessed with good technique and temperament, the
Karnataka batsman seemed
poised for great things.
“That year, I made it to the
ODI team as well as the T20
team. I played all three formats
for India in 2016.
“Also, I scored close to 400
runs in IPL for Royal Challengers Bangalore,” the 27-year-old
added.
In 2016, he became the first
Indian to score a ton on ODI
debut, and one of the few in the
world to hit a century in all formats. The bumpy ride began the
next year.
Marred by injuries and poor
form, he didn’t consolidated his
place in the limited-overs
teams. In Tests, Rahul was on
top of his game until the home
series against Australia in
March 2017, playing crucial
knocks in India’s comeback 2-1

win.
However, a shoulder injury
in that series that needed surgery started a testing phase for
Rahul. He had a record seven
consecutive Test half-centuries
in 2017, across the Australia and
Sri Lanka series that followed,
in all nine across seven
matches.
But he looked unsettled on
comeback. Maybe not converting fifties into centuries affected
him. In the ODI series that followed the Sri Lanka Tests,
Rahul looked lost as he was slotted in the middle-order.
Forced to face spin first up,
particularly the versatile Akila
Dananjaya, Rahul was clueless.
The confidence had been
dented.
SWING PROBLEMS
Though he scored a century in
the final Test in England last
year, he was shaky against
swing in the series. The Indian
team management was running
out of patience.
In Australia, batting coach
Sanjay Bangar, during a
warm-up match ahead of the

first Test in Adelaide late last
year, said: “He is finding new
ways to get out…he is not a
young player anymore.”
However, Rahul’s ability and
record were key factors (he hit
149 in the Oval Test last year
after scoring 101 not out in the
first T20I at Old Trafford) in the
selectors including him in the
World Cup squad.
Rahul said his focus was
more to blame for his lows. “I am
not a believer that technique
has anything to do with how you
play. Maybe sometimes your
technique does not help you do
well in a few conditions; otherwise, it’s mostly mental preparation, how mentally fresh you
are and how much excited you
are to play the game. It’s disappointing when you don’t do well,
but you have to pick yourself up
for the next game,” he said in an
interview.
And playing is the best preparation. “There is so much technology right now, so much video
footage available for us to watch
how other teams are planning,
(what) the opposition bowlers
are trying to do. But when you

n

KL Rahul has had a good IPL so far.

step out on the field, it’s a different feel under pressure, and in
(those) conditions,” he said.
Having scored his first IPL
century and four half-centuries
for Kings XI Punjab this season,
Rahul said it will help in the

BURHAAN KINU/HT

World Cup.
“Look, they are two tournaments, two different formats, so
can’t really think about World
Cup when you are playing T20
cricket,” he said. “(But) if I do
well here and score a lot of runs,

I go into the World Cup with a
confident mindset, which is
great.”
Rahul wants to finish more
games for KXIP. “I have won a
few more (this season). Last
year, I played well (he made 659
runs in 14 matches), but wasn’t
staying not out and finishing
games. I took my team closer a
few times, but couldn’t get my
side over the line. This time I
have tried to remain not out till
the end.”
He also wants to improve his
ability to read the game. “With
experience, players learn use
their game in a way which benefits the team.
“Two to three years of international cricket has taught me
to pace my innings better, apart
from making me confident. That
is a big plus for me.”
However, learning never
stops. “A player should always
look to improve, like R Ashwin
(KXIP skipper). He is learning
as a player and captain,” he
said. “Hopefully, together we
can help our team notch a couple of wins to qualify for the
playoffs.”
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Messi on top, Barca have no rival
DOMINANCE Spanish giants clinch title with three rounds to spare after win over Levante; their eighth La Liga in 11 years
Associated Press
sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

BARCELONA: Without Cristiano
Ronaldo around to at least keep it
interesting, a spectacular Lionel
Messi had no rival to stop him
from helping Barcelona successfully defend their Spanish league
title. Barcelona clinched the
crown with three rounds left on
Saturday, after Messi scored to
beat Levante 1-0 at Camp Nou.
But this was coming for a long
time. Barcelona lost only two
games in 35 rounds, and opened
up a significant lead early in the
season. They brushed off the only
timid attempt to give them a fight,
by Atletico Madrid, to secure an
eighth title in 11 seasons. Overall,
Barcelona have 26 Liga trophies,
second only to Real Madrid with
33.
Now Barcelona can put all of
their focus on completing a rare
treble. They will face Liverpool in
the Champions League semifinals on Wednesday, and play
Valencia in the Copa del Rey final
on May 25. How did Barcelona do
it with such apparent ease? Here
are a few reasons:

MESSI
When Messi couldn’t possibly get
any better, he did just that 15
years after his top-flight debut.
Messi will be in the running to
win a record sixth Ballon d’Or for
his season, after scoring 46 goals

in all competitions and setting up
a some more for his teammates.
The Liga’s all-time leading
scorer was particularly deadly
from set-pieces.
Six of his 34 league goals came
from free kicks. At one point,
Messi scored from a free kick in
three straight matches in late
March and early April.
At 31, he is still faster with the
ball than most are without it. His
vision of the pitch is unmatched.
His left boot is pure danger for
goalkeepers whenever he gets a
sliver of space near the area. And
to top it off, Messi took over as
Barcelona’s vocal leader after the
exit of Andres Iniesta last summer. Long gone was the floppy
hair, tight-lipped Messi from his
early days, who shied away from
the camera and the microphone.
Now, it is Messi who speaks for
his teammates on the field with
referees, and — on occasion — to
the media following the match.
His majesty was exemplified in
a game in Seville on March 17.
When Messi scored his third goal
with a lob over the goalie, the Real
Betis fans stood up, applauded,
and chanted “Messi! Messi!
Messi!”
DEFENCE
Long defined by its excellent midfielders, Barcelona’s defenders
stepped up as its most complete
unit. Gerard Pique led a back four
with his best season to date.

team do damage, alternating
between the speed of Ousmane
Dembele at winger, the ball control of Arthur, and the muscle and
hustle of Arturo Vidal as each
moment dictated. Ivan Rakitic
also excelled as Valverde’s sturdy
two-way player.
The Croat provided balance in
attack and helped Sergio Busquets sweep the center of the
pitch. The strength of Barcelona’s squad was never more evident than on October 28, when
Suarez scored a hat trick to fuel a
5-1 rout of Madrid while Messi
was out with an injured arm.

n

Lionel Messi celebrates with his son after Barcelona won their 26th La Liga title.

Pique, 32, redoubled his dedication to the club after retiring from
international football last summer. The result was a constantly
flawless series of performances.
Clement Lenglet surpassed
expectations as Pique’s partner
in the center of the defense. After
arriving from Sevilla, he was sup-

posed to be Samuel Umtiti’s
backup. But his skill at making
timely tackles won him a starter’s
job after Umtiti went down with
injury. Jordi Alba was one of
Messi’s favorite players to look
for in his speedy incursions down
the left flank, while Sergi Roberto
and Nelson Semedo gave coach

BARCELONA TITLE WIN HIDES FLAWS

AFP

Ernesto Valverde two fast and
reliable options at right back.
SQUAD DEPTH
Luis Suarez again was a perfect
second scoring option to Messi,
chipping in with 21. Coach Ernesto Valverde masterfully mixed
his other weapons to help his

NO CHALLENGERS
It wasn’t hard to predict that if
Madrid had rarely stopped Barcelona from winning the title in
recent years that it would have an
even greater difficulty once
Ronaldo left for Juventus.
But Madrid was a disaster
from the second month of the season. It was out of the title chase
before the winter break and fired
coaches Julen Lopetegui and
Santiago Solari before Zinedine
Zidane returned to a team with
just pride to play for.
Atletico Madrid was the only
team worthy of being called a candidate for the title. But a 2-0 win
by Barcelona over Atletico
thanks to goals by Messi and Suarez ended the slim chances for
Diego Simeone’s side with seven
rounds left.

Barcelona have won the Spanish league title for the second season in a row, but a
look at the numbers shows that they are becoming less prolific in scoring

FEWER GOALS BEING SCORED

FEWER GOALS FROM OPEN PLAY

THE MIDFIELD ISN'T AS CREATIVE

Unless Barcelona score eight or more goals in the three games left, they
are projected* to have their lowest goal tally in 10 seasons. On the other
hand, the team could end up conceding more goals.

So where are the goals drying up? If we look into the types of goals
scored, those from free-kicks, penalties etc. haven’t fluctuated much
over 10 seasons. We can trace the decline to open-play goals.

The drop in goals from open-play is partly down to the failure to find
replacements for midfielders Xavi and Iniesta. Defenders like Jordi Alba
and Sergi Roberto have provided more assists than midfielders this term.

Goals scored and conceded by Barcelona, 2009-10 to 2018-19*

Breakup of Barcelona goals, 2009-10 to 2018-19

Breakup of assists by provider, 2009-10 to 2018-19
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Asian champ Pooja
eyes 75kg shift
for Tokyo berth
Avishek Roy
n

avishek.roy@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Pooja Rani says she is

living a dream. On Sunday, the
Indian boxing contingent
returned home to a grand welcome after a memorable campaign at the Asian Championships in Bangkok where the country won 13 medals, including two
gold.
Pooja was in the spotlight as
the only Indian woman to win
gold in the competition. Her family members and friends from
Bhiwani were at the New Delhi
airport to make it a special homecoming for her.
“It was such a warm welcome.
My family members, people from
my village, were at the airport
dancing to dhols,” said Pooja.
The round of celebration has
just begun for the 28-year-old
Haryana boxer. A series of functions are lined up in Bhiwani,
where she started her boxing
career, and her village, Neemriwali. It will be some turnaround
for Pooja, who took up the bruising sport against the wishes of her
father. It took her six months of
pleading, with her coaches joining in, for her father to relent.
TACTICS PAY OFF
Pooja still can’t believe she beat
Chinese world champion Wang
Lina in the final. She said watching the video of her opponent’s
matches before the title bout had
left her apprehensive. Lina’s
counter-attacks were lightning
fast.
“I saw in the video how she was
beating up her opponents with
fast counters. I was like ‘if I step
in, I will meet with the same treatment’. So, the strategy was not to
be too aggressive but attack with
caution seeing the right opportunity, to avoid her counters.”
Pooja, who had won silver in
2012, executed her plan well. “Till
the time the bout started, I did not
believe I can win. I just wanted to
give my best. Once the bout
started, I felt I had a chance.
When I hit a few punches, she was
a bit shaken.”
Lina had won the 81kg title at
the World Championships in
New Delhi last November. Pooja
was not selected and it made her
feel terrible.

n

Boxer Pooja Rani got a warm
welcome at Delhi airport.
HT

“I know I was a better boxer in
81kg, but there was no selection
trial. The girl (Bhagyabati
Kachari) who was selected had
won gold in an invitational tournament in Turkey. I was sent to
another tournament in Poland,
which was tougher and I won
bronze. “I was shattered and
could not pick up my gloves for 15
days. I felt really bad because I
wanted to compete at home,” said
Pooja. However, she bounced
back from the setback, winning
the national title, and beating
Bhagyabati on the way. That
made her the first choice for the
Asian Championships.
“I wanted to prove that I am the
best in this category and I am
happy I could do that with a gold
medal.”
TARGET OLYMPICS
The six-time national champion
now has her eyes fixed at the
Tokyo Olympics. But for that she
will have to go back to her original weight category of 75kg
because 81kg is not in the Olympics.
However, five of her six
national titles have come in 75kg.
She will aim to make amends
after failing to qualifying for the
Rio Olympics.
“I shifted to 81kg only recently.
This was my first competition. I
had put on weight because of my
shoulder injury. My weight is
around 77kg, so I won’t face any
problem shifting back. I will
decide after talking to the
coaches.”
The competition will be
tougher, but Pooja is ready. “The
gold medal has given me confidence and I feel I can qualify for
Tokyo.”

Ronaldo scores Rawat finishes 27th, Kipchoge bags fourth London win
600th club goal as drained but happy
Juve hold Inter
Agence France-Presse
n

Navneet Singh
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Rubbing shoulders

Agencies
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

ROME: Cristiano Ronaldo scored
the 600th goal of his club career to
earn Italian champions Juventus
a 1-1 draw away to Inter Milan in
Serie A on Saturday. Juventus
wrapped up an eighth successive
league title last weekend but
found themselves behind early
on to a wonder-strike from Inter
midfielder Radja Nainggolan.
However, the Portuguese
responded with a powerful finish
in the second half to hit 20 league
goals for the season, moving
within two strikes of Serie A’s
leading scorer, Fabio Quagliarella of Sampdoria, in the process. “I have Cristiano Ronaldo
and I’m happy,” Juventus coach
Massimiliano Allegri told DAZN.
“Having a player like him is
important, as after making a mistake he was very angry and went
on to play a different match.”

JUVE UP TO 88 POINTS
Inter remain in third place on 62
points, four ahead of AS Roma
below them, while Juventus, who
dropped points for just the sixth
time in 34 games this season,
move up to 88.
“In the first half we suffered on
dead ball situations, we could’ve
gone 2-0 behind, but then we had
a great second half,” Allegri said.
“Inter is a strong team, fighting for the Champions League. It
wasn’t easy, we were down to the

bare bones. We’ve got to compliment the lads, as we ended on a
high.” Ronaldo drew Juventus
level after 62 minutes, exchanging passes with Miralem Pjanic
before drilling a left-footed finish
into the bottom corner.
It was the 600th goal of the
34-year-old’s club career, with 450
having come at Real Madrid, 118
at Manchester United, 27 at
Juventus and five at Sporting Lisbon. The Portugal international
is narrowly ahead of Lionel
Messi, who scored his 598th goal
for Barcelona to help them win
the Spanish La Liga title with a 1-0
win over Levante on Saturday.

with marathon aristocracy was a
new experience for Nitender
Singh Rawat, as it was to observe
the likes of Eliud Kipchoge and
Mo Farah just warm-up. “Sab ke
sath main warm-up kiya, ek sath
elite tent aur bus mein the,” (I
warmed up with them, was in the
tent for elite runners and in their
bus), Rawat said.
Being the first Indian to race in
the elite category in the London
Marathon was uncharted territory, exhilarating. However, the
demanding course took its toll on
the 32-year-old armyman from

Bageshwar, Uttarakhand, as he
finished 27th overall, clocking an
impressive 2:15.59.
Rawat, having prepared in the
altitude of Ranikhet, had the
ambition of surpassing the
41-year-old national record of
2:12, set by the late Shivnath
Singh in 1978. The early progress
was promising as he reached the
halfway point at 1:06:35.
But his calf tightened as he
pounded the demanding inclines
and slowed him down. He braved
the pain to finish just outside his
personal best of 2:15:18.
At the 25km mark, the pace
was a solid 3:09 km/hr. But it fell
and the final few kilometers
became an ordeal.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Kenya’s Eliud Kipchoge

stormed to a record-breaking
fourth victory in the London
Marathon on Sunday with the
second-fastest time ever seen
over the distance. Olympic champion Kipchoge’s time of two hours
two minutes and 37 seconds was
second only to the 2:01:39 he ran in
Berlin last year.
The 34-year-old, whose previous London triumphs came
in the 2015, 2016 and 2018 editions,
was in imperious form as he powered ahead from the 14-mile
mark, with Ethiopia’s Mosinet
Geremew and Mule Wasihun second and third respectively.
“I’m happy to win on the
streets of London for the fourth

BRITAIN’S MO FARAH
COULD NOT COPE WITH
THE PACE AS HE
FINISHED IN FIFTH PLACE

time and to make history, on a
day that the event has raised £1
billion (for charity),” Kipchoge
told the BBC.
“The crowd in London is wonderful and that spirit pushed,”
added Kipchoge, who has now
won 11 of the 12 marathons he’s
contested.
Asked where he would run
next, he replied: “As usual, I do
not chase two rabbits, I only
chase one and that was London. I
have caught that rabbit so I will
discuss with my team what follows.”

FARAH FINISHES FIFTH
Britain’s Mo Farah, whose
build-up to race day was overshadowed by an extraordinary
row with distance great Haile
Gebrselassie over an alleged robbery in a hotel owned by the Ethiopian great, could not cope with
the pace as he finished in fifth
place.
Gebrselassie responded to
Farah’s allegations by saying the
four-time Olympic champion and
his entourage had featured “multiple reports of disgraceful conduct”.
Farah was adamant the row
had not hampered his preparations.
“It didn’t distract me at all,” he
insisted.
“What I said is the truth and it
was all about the London Mara-

thon today. I didn’t mean to take
any limelight away from the
sport... Had I won the race, it
would have been different, but I
think I will take time to think
about the next step.”
Reflecting on the race itself,
Farah said: “My aim was to follow
the pacemaker, but after 20 miles
when he dropped out, the gap
opened up and it became hard to
close. My aim was to try and reel
them back but the wheels came
off and I was hanging in there.”
Farah then paid a generous
tribute to Kipchoge.
“Congratulations to Eliud and
the better man won today. He is a
very special athlete and he is
humble. If Eliud can run those
sort of times it just gives us
another level of possibility,”
Farah added.

MERTENS JOINS DIEGO
Dries Mertens moved level with
Diego Maradona in Napoli’s alltime goalscorers chart as he
helped them take a big step
towards securing Champions
League football for next season
with a 2-0 win on Sunday.
Carlo Ancelotti’s side are
almost unreachable in second
place thanks to Mertens’ smart
19th-minute free-kick — which
made the Belgian Napoli’s thirdhighest ever scorer with 81 goals
— and Amin Younes’ simple finish three minutes after the break,
which also all-but condemned
Frosinone to relegation from
Serie A. With four matches
remaining Napoli are eight points
clear of third-placed Inter Milan
and 14 ahead of AC Milan and
Atalanta.

Breaking up Ronaldo’s 600 goals
CLUB
Sporting Lisbon (Portugal)
Season: 2002-03
Total: 5 goals

COMPETITION
GOALS
League
3
Domestic cups
2
Champions League and other
international club competitions
0

Manchester United (England)
Season: 2003-04 to 2008-09
Total: 118 goals

League
Domestic cups
Champions League and other
international club competitions

84
17

Real Madrid (Spain)
Season: 2009-10 to 2017-18
Total: 450 goals

League
Domestic cups
Champions League and other
international club competitions

311
26

Juventus (Italy)
Season: 2018-19
Total: 27 goals

League
Domestic cups
Champions League and other
international club competitions

17

113
20
1
6
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‘I’M A HUGE
FANOF
MICHAEL
JACKSON’
On International Dance day,
while Hrithik Roshan calls
himself a huge fan of King of
Pop MJ, Sanya Malhotra
expresses her wish to do a
dance film with the actor

PHOTO:
DABBOO
RATNANI

Sneha Mahadevan
hen Hrithik Roshan
debuted in 2000, he
was hailed as the next
superstar of
Bollywood. Apart from his
good looks and acting prowess,
the actor also established
himself as an exceptional
dancer in his very first film.
Ever since, there has been no
looking back for the actor, who
is considered to be one of the
best dancers in Bollywood by
most of his contemporaries.
Tiger Shroff looks up to the
actor for his dancing skills as
do so many other young actors.
On International Dance Day,
we caught up with the actor to
talk about everything related to
his passion — dance.

W

What are your earliest memories
of dancing?
My earliest memories of dance
are from school. We would
have annual day shows where
all the kids would perform
together and there would be
dance competitions and
performances. There used to be
a lot of dancing to Bollywood
songs at birthday parties,
where each one of us would do
hook steps of popular songs
and show our best moves. I
took keen interest in dance
while I was preparing for my
debut film, Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai (2000).
Growing up, who was your
inspiration?
I have always been a huge fan
of Michael Jackson, Shammi
Kapoor and Govinda. Each
of their dancing style is
different from the other. I
have grown up imitating
their styles in front of the
mirror.
If you had the choice to do a
dance off with any person living
or dead, who would it be?
Maybe not a dance off, but I
would have loved to share the
stage with the legendary
Michael Jackson. I have
been a huge fan of his
since childhood and he
is the reason I started
dancing.

Doing a dance film
with Hrithik Roshan
would be a dream
come true. Just the
thought of it is giving
me goosebumps. He is
such a fabulous
dancer.
SANYA MALHOTRA,
ACTOR

What does dance mean to you?
I feel dance is a very powerful
medium to draw people
towards physical fitness. There
was a time in my life when the
doctors had told me that I will
never be able to dance again. I
danced my way through that
phase, too (smiles). Dancing is a
great way to stay fit. It helps
you burn calories, strengthen
muscles, increase flexibility,
and also keeps one upbeat and
happy. I have also introduced
my mom and kids to it and they
love it.
You have a lot of dance numbers to
your credit. Which is your personal
favourite?
It is tough to choose just one

Dance reality shows are a great platform to discover
and promote new talent from across India.
HRITHIK ROSHAN, ACTOR
favourite song of mine to dance
to. But my top favourites are
Deva Shree Ganesha
(Agneepath; 2012), Dhoom
Again (Dhoom 2; 2006), Bang
Bang (Bang Bang; 2014) and Ek
Pal ka Jeena (Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai; 2000).

Dance reality shows are a great
platform to discover and
promote new talent from
across India. It gives people an
opportunity to showcase their
talent. I have judged a dance
reality show in the past and I
will definitely be open to doing
it again in the future if
something interesting
comes up.

What do you think about dance
reality shows that are the rage on
television channels currently?

n

he is the happiest when
she is dancing, as much
as she is while facing
the arch lights. That’s Sanya
Malhotra for you. Well, on
International Dance Day

S

(April 29), Sanya talks about
the good things related to
the art form and how it has
changed her life.
For the uninitiated,
Sanya’s love for dance
began at an early age. She
was in school when she
accompanied her mother’s
best friend to a dance
competition in Delhi.
Coaxed by her aunt, she by
chance, participated and
stole the show with her
version of Tu Cheez Badi
Hai Mast Mast (Mohra;
1994).
“That day I knew I love
dancing, more so because
there was no stage fright at
all. Then, I became that kid
who would dance at every
family get together, parties
or weddings. And mind you,
I was famous too in those
circles,” she says. Soon the
love turned into passion and
Sanya trained herself in
ballet, freestyle and
jazz. On her to-do
list is tap
dancing and
she also
wants to
learn a
classical
dance form.
If you
follow her
on social
media, then
it’s
impossible to
miss her dance
videos and the
kind of reactions
they garner from
her fans and
colleagues alike. A
latest video of her
with rapper Naezy
saw Hrithik Roshan
commenting,
“OUTSTANDING”.

Mention this to Sanya and
she falls short of words to
express her happiness. So,
will we see her in a dance
film with Hrithik any time
soon? “That would be a
dream come true. Just the
thought of it is giving me
goosebumps. He is such a
fabulous dancer. But before
everything else, I want to do
a dance film. Koi toh mujhse
film mein dance karwao
(Someone, please make me
dance in a film). I want to see
myself dancing on the big
screen,” adds the actor, who
had choreographed her
Dangal (2016) co-actor
Aamir Khan for Secret
Superstar (2017).
About her plans for April
29, Sanya says she is
thinking of doing something
with Naezy and
choreographer Shazeb
Sheikh. “Let me figure this
out… It will be a surprise,”
she keeps it at that.
Ask her if she would like
to give out a message to her
fans on the occasion of
International Dance Day
and Sanya is quick to add,
“Dancing does make you
happy. It has helped me deal
with the hardships in my
life. Not everyone is a good
dancer but you just have to
enjoy doing it. Dance as if no
one is watching. You can be
a part of a group or dance
at home and even involve
your family. Trust me,
it’s fun. It’s a good exercise
for your mind, body and
soul. At times, I visit
workshops and see even
non-dancers having a
good time. That’s the spirit.
The happy hormones need
to be generated,” she signs
off.
n

Manish Mishra
ecently, superstar
Akshay Kumar and
Hollywood heartthrob
Robert Downey Junior were
seen sporting an identical
abstract camouflage printed
tie from Givenchy. While
Akshay teamed it with a
powder blue snug-fitted shirt,
which had a harness-like

R
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strap detailing, RDJ teamed it
with a classic suit. In his
inimitable witty style, the
Khiladi posted a collage image
of him and RDJ on his
Instagram account and
challenged Robert to a
sartorial clash in a post while
praising the latter’s latest box
office scorcher — Avengers:
Endgame. Akshay captioned
the post as “When #IronMan
wears the same tie as you!!
#WhoWoreItBetter Ps:
#EndGame is out of this
world”.
Not surprisingly, the post
instantly elicited more than
100,000 likes in less than 10
minutes.
We got stylists to share
their take on who nailed the

tie’s transformative prowess
to the T. Stylist Isha Bhansali
says, “Akshay wore it better.
His fit is great. The colour
combo is interesting. RDJ’s
suit doesn’t fit well at all.”
As they say nothing is
worse than an ill-fitting suit
and the awkward fit of RDJ’s
attire is a bit of a faux pas and
brings down the nifty appeal
of the statement-making tie.
Stylist Divyak D’Souza
seconds that, “Both Downey’s
glasses and suit fit is a bit of a
let down. With tailored pieces
it’s all about the right fit and
Akshay’s well-fitted ensemble
proves that. The Givenchy tie
is a smart way to elevate a
classic like a shirt.”
Also, the fact that Akshay

is in an excellent shape, the tie
complements his taut and
toned physique accentuated
by the dapper shirt. Designer
Aniket Satam says, “Akshay
absolutely pulls off this neo
dapper look accessorised with
this abstract camouflage
printed tie. The classic,
summer blue shirt is a perfect
canvas for this quirky tie.”
Akshay has an incredible
stylistic history of pulling off
dramatic tie looks. Not long
ago, he had hit all the right
style notes in an edgy skull
print tie from Alexander
McQueen and this Givenchy
number further cements him
as the dapper dresser with a
hint of quirk.
n
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MEGAN FOX FILES TO
DISMISS DIVORCE
FROM HUSBAND BRIAN
AUSTIN GREEN AFTER
RECONCILIATION
merican actor Megan
Fox filed to dismiss her
divorce case against
husband Brian Austin Green
after the two restored their
relationship.

A

The 32-year-old on
Thursday requested to
dismiss her divorce filed in
Los Angeles, reported US
Magazine.
The couple got married in
June 2010. Five years later,
they decided to part ways
and filed for divorce in
August 2015.
— ANI

Akshay’s Instagram post challenging RDJ to a sartorial challenge

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/AKSHAYKUMAR

‘Indie music will be above film music again’
Samarth Goyal

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘Dancing has helped me deal
with the hardships of my life’
Shreya Mukherjee

AkshayvsRDJ:Whoworethistie
better?StylistsvotefortheKhiladi

usician Yo Yo Honey
Singh is a big advocate of
staying independent as an
artist even while working in
the film industry. While the 36year-old is happy about the
return of non-film music in the
popular domain, he wants indie
musicians to make the most of
this opportunity.
“I think an artist should stay
independent even if they join
Bollywood and make non-film
music. I think that is what the
fans want. I want to tell this to
all the independent artists that
wherever you are, you must
create at least one or two
independent songs in a year. I
request record labels to give
chance to new artists,” he says.
The Punjab-born rappersinger insists that despite
striking it rich in Bollywood, he
never put his independent
status at the back-burner. “I
worked on songs in films
during 2013. During that time I
did Lungi Dance (with Shah
Rukh Khan), I did Party All
Night with Akshay paaji and
then I thought I should do an
independent song. The same
year I recorded Blue Eyes and
shot it,” he says.
Recalling the famous ’90s
pop era, Singh feels that the

M

future will once again see nonfilm music take precedence
over that of the film industry.
“When Stereo Nation, Daler
Mehndi, Anamika, Sukhbir,
and Alisha Chinai were active,
independent music was very
heavy and was even above film
music. I think that phase will
be back soon,” he says.
The reason, he says is
absence of any limits for nonfilm artists. “It is not that the
film music scene is bad but a
movie’s songs are made
according to the screenplay
and all the six are made on the
storyline. When it comes to
independent music there is a
vast sea of all [kinds of] vibe
and you can give justice to it,
which helps [one as a
musician].

THE PUNJAB-BORN
RAPPER-SINGER
INSISTS THAT DESPITE
STRIKING IT RICH IN
BOLLYWOOD, HE
NEVER PUT HIS
INDEPENDENT STATUS
ON BACK-BURNER

Yo Yo Honey Singh made a comeback with his single Makhna
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

There is always room for good actors: Richa
ctor, Richa Chadha says
there is always room for
good artistes.
Richa, who started her
Bollywood career in 2008 with
Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!,
impressed both the audiences
as well as the critics with her
performance in the Gangs of
Wasseypur series. She says one
can never be out of work in the
film industry if they have
talent.
“There is always enough
room for good actors. I have
never been short of work.
There has not been a single
year where I have not had a

A

Good work has a
snowball effect.
RICHA CHADHA, ACTOR

release. I have always been
working every year right from
my debut film. Good work has a
snowball effect, it keeps leading
to more good work,” Richa
says. The Fukrey series actor
appreciates the fact that
audience these days reject a
bad film outright, even if it is
star-driven, but the actor
believes star system is not
going to fade away anytime
soon.
“Here (in Bollywood), it
could become like Hollywood,
where everybody is good and
have competence, but only few
will manage to stay up there
like Leonardo DiCaprio, Meryl
Streep, etc. Also, people who
are famous on the digital space
or are YouTubers will have
their own audience and all
these people will be stars,” she
added. The actor is currently
awaiting the release of her film,
Shakeela.
PTI
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Daniel Day-Lewis: The actor, known for his roles
in films such as There Will Be Blood, Gangs of New
York and Phantom Thread, turns 62 today.

Health front remains fine. You are likely to
be in a confused state due to too many
responsibilities and financial instability.
Day is favourable for starting a new
project at work. A family member will be
able to get rid of an addiction through
ARIES
sheer will power. A productive day is
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
foreseen for those learning to drive or swim.
This is not a perfect day to contemplate buying
or selling of a property.

A minor ailment can aggravate, if
neglected. Business owners and people
dealing in financial services might not
enjoy a fulfilling day in terms of profit.
Professionals will find the day quite
satisfactory at work. Doing little things
TAURUS
together with family is likely to cement
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
lasting bonds of love. Buying a new house
today is on the cards for some. Travelling with
someone close might not be too satisfying as you expected.

Not investing in a scheme that seems
lucrative at this point of time will save
you from a future loss. This is the day
when you will achieve unprecedented
success in your current occupation or
work. Good time management will help
GEMINI
homemakers in taking a breather at home
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
with everyone. Don’t plan a visit to a
secluded location if you don’t want to get into
any trouble. Those in property business might have to undergo loss.

An opportunity to improve your finances
must not be missed today. Those working
from home may find unfavourable work
environment. Getting introduced to a
charming opposite number cannot be
ruled out, so get set for an exciting time.
CANCER
There is much happening on the family
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
front that is likely to involve you. Chance of
booking a vehicle is on the cards for some.
Those involved in a legal case related to property can expect victory.

Love Focus: If love has eluded you up till now, don’t despair as your
perfect mate is waiting to begin a romantic journey together!

Love Focus: Expecting too much from your partner at this juncture is
not going to suit your relation.

Love Focus: Stagnation may set into a long-term relationship on the
romantic front, if you don’t do something about it.

Love Focus: Someone who used to like you may deliberately try to
avoid you. Don’t be upset but try to find out why.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Green

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Monetary condition will start showing
signs of improvement. Those passing
through a bad patch in career should not
worry as these are the ups and downs of
life. Praise from family may keep you
glowing the whole day today. Legal
hassles on the property front being faced
by some may show signs of improvement in
the form of negotiation. You may enjoy a new
tourist destination with friends.

Health remains satisfactory. Good returns
on an investment promise to make you
financially strong. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment might
not fetch the kind of appreciation that
you deserve. An exciting incident with
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
your family is likely to be etched in your
memory and give you endless pleasure. It
seems to be not a very good day for travelling.
The day seems profitable for property business.

Financially, you will find the day quite
satisfactory. There is likely to be some
behind-the-scene manipulations at
work against you; so be careful. Those
planning some changes or some activity
in the family might have to struggle to
LIBRA
convince the rest of the family for their
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
support. Travelling to a far-off place is likely
to pose some technical issue with vehicle. A
loan for buying property is likely to get sanctioned today.

Your new initiative is likely to make the day
profitable. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment will be
highly appreciated and help you on the
professional front. You must do
something to break the monotonous
SCORPIO
family environment. A vacation might
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
turn boring because of wrong company.
Postponing any property dealing for another
day is the best thing to do today as indicated in your card.

Love Focus: Ideological differences threaten to crop up in a new
relationship, so remain tactful so as not to offend the partner.

Love Focus: The discovery that someone loves and admires you can
get you all excited on the romantic front.

Love Focus: It is best to go with the mood of lover and keep your
own desires on hold on the romantic front.

Love Focus: Those seeking love might have to wait for the right
person to come to their life.

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Turquoise

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

for some.

Problems on the health front will soon
become a thing of the past. You remain
financially stable. Your performance is
likely to improve manifold on the
professional front. Someone may be full
of praise for you on the social front
CAPRICORN
today. This is an excellent day for
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
travelling, especially if you are planning to
go to some tourist destination. Some of you
might get lucky with your dream of purchasing own house.

Some of you might feel unwell, but it will
be nothing to get alarmed about. A
scheme that seemed lucrative is likely to
prove not that profitable. A timely
submission of something important at
work is likely to save you a lot of hassle.
AQUARIUS
Going outdoors on a picnic or something
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
will help you rejuvenate and will restore
your energies. Better to shelve any property
buying or selling plan for another day as indicated in your card.

Hard work put in on the fitness front will
let you enjoy perfect health. A project
that didn’t seem lucrative earlier might
fetch you good profit today. You may
not be able to get your way on the
professional front and may feel a bit
PISCES
frustrated. You will manage to bring peace
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
and stability at home by tact and diplomacy.
Not a good day to travel. Property business
might help you earn good profit.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, those feeling down should cheer
up as exciting days are just ahead.

Love Focus: Love life will lack the lustre of yesteryears and lead to
frustrations if you do not do anything about it.

Love Focus: Someone who secretly admires you may need a push
from your side to express love.

Love Focus: Common interests may be instrumental in bringing you
close to someone of the opposite gender on the romantic front.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Orange

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Good health will bring in a fresh breath of
life for you. You will have enough to
finance an expensive purchase today. At
work, the increment offered despite
your good performance might not suit
your liking. A family youngster is likely to
make you proud today. An exciting
vacation is on the cards for some. A
property by inheritance cannot be ruled out

SUDOKU

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Bill Watterson

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 11:05AM
11:55AM 01:45PM 04:25PM
05:05PM 07:05PM 07:45PM
10:25PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 11:15AM
02:35PM 04:55PM 07:25PM
09:45PM
Kalank 01:45PM 09:55PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

MATHDOKU

Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
08:30AM 10:00AM 12:00PM
01:50PM 03:40PM 05:40PM
07:20PM 09:30PM 11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:00AM 12:30PM 07:45PM
11:30PM
Kalank 04:15PM

DID YOU KNOW?
Anurag Kashyap wanted to include a
serial killer in Bombay Velvet (2015),
but he scrapped the character, and later
based Raman Raghav 2.0 (2016) on it.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

SCRAMBLE - 3070
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

LNAEO
S CR OD
CDEUDL
ORTYFH
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

SOLUTION SUDOKU

It is an affront to treat _________ with complaisance.
- Thomas paine (9)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Alone/anole, cords, cuddle, frothy
ANSWER: It is an affront to treat falsehood with complaisance. Thomas paine

‘I stillsufferfromlow
self-esteemsometimes’

MOVIES ON TV

Shreya Mukherjee

Hellboy at
1745

EDITOR’S
PICK

0908 Project A
Part II
1059 Surf’s Up 2:
WaveMania
1223 XXX: State Of The
Union
1410 Megamind
1551 Project A
1745 Hellboy
2000 2012

Shahenshah at 2055
1150 Dashing Jigarwala 2
1450 Souten
1820 Daring Gundaraaj
2055 Shahenshah

Zombieland at 1910

No Strings Attached at 1928

1219 I, Robot
1425 Undisputed III:
Redemption
1623 War for the Planet of the
Apes
1910 Zombieland
2015 Ong Bak

1042 Save the Last Dance 2
1212 Arthur
1405 Heart of Dragon
1542 American Assassin
1727 Same Kind Of Different As
Me
1928 No Strings Attached

Collateral at 0558

Masss at 1518

0558 Collateral
0800 Election Roadblock
1000 Anacondas: The Hunt For
The Blood Orchid
1120 Golmaal - Fun Unlimited
1357 Loafer
1655 Shiva The Super Hero 2
2000 Great Grand Masti
2232 Kung Fu Yoga

0513 Bbuddah Hoga
Terra Baap
0800 Election Roadblock
1002 Encounter Raja
1233 Bruce Lee — The
Fighter
1518 Masss
1813 Return of Raju
2100 Dayaalu

s is often perceived,
life’s not a bed of roses for
actors — ups and downs
lie in store for whom each
Friday, depending on the fate
of their films at the box office.
Sikandar Kher feels actors
need to be prepared for that.
The actor believes in “fighting
back” if one is going through a
low phase at work or in life.
“You need to speak to
somebody. Sharing your
feelings helps. Being alone is
tough. Loneliness is something
that I have suffered. If you ask
me who is my best friend, I’d
take my own name. It’s better
to have no expectation from
anyone around,” says the
actor, who recently starred in
the John Abraham-starrer
Romeo Akbar Walter.
Sikandar, who has talked
about his work struggles quite
openly, has also been vocal
about his personal lows. When
his engagement with long-time
girlfriend Priya Singh was
called off, he didn’t go into a
shell, but moved on.
The fast-paced nature of the
industry and the pressure of
expectations can also
sometimes get to you. Sikandar
has suffered from low self-

A

One needs to try to be
realistic — try and
share your thoughts
and feelings with your
near and dear ones. It
helps and there’s no
harm in asking for
help. If you choose to
go for therapy, that’s
also great.

n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame (4DX)
English 08:30AM 12:20PM
04:10PM 08:00PM 11:50PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
08:30AM 12:20PM 04:10PM
08:00PM 11:50PM
Avengers: Endgame 09:10AM
09:45AM 02:50PM 04:50PM
05:25PM 10:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English
11:00AM 01:35PM 06:40PM
09:15PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 01:00PM
08:40PM 11:40PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
09:00AM 04:00PM 07:30PM
11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:30AM 01:00PM 03:15PM
04:30PM 08:00PM 10:15PM
11:30PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
11:45AM 06:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:30PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 09:15AM
06:05PM 08:40PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman English 09:45AM
Kalank 12:05PM 11:15PM
The Tashkent Files 03:15PM

SIKANDAR KHER ACTOR
esteem owing to the same. “And
I still do, sometimes. One needs
to try to be realistic — try and
share your thoughts and
feelings with your near and
dear ones. It helps and there’s
no harm in asking for help. If
you choose to go for therapy,
that’s also great. Try and be
thankful for what you have,”
shares the actor, who is playing
the titular character’s (Sonam
Kapoor) brother in The Zoya
Factor. “I don’t have a sibling,
so I wanted to play such a role…
If at least in films I can get a feel
of this, then why not?” he ends.

Avengers: Endgame Hindi
08:00AM 03:40PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
08:35AM 09:30AM 11:20AM
12:25PM 01:20PM 03:10PM
04:15PM 05:10PM 07:00PM
08:05PM 09:00PM 10:50PM
11:55PM
Avengers: Endgame English
10:25AM 11:50AM 02:15PM
06:05PM 07:30PM 09:55PM
11:20PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 08:45AM
01:05PM 07:40PM
Kalank 09:30AM 04:05PM
10:50PM
Shazam! English 11:45AM
The Tashkent Files 05:30PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman English 08:35PM
Kesari 10:40PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame English
08:30AM 12:20PM 04:10PM
08:00PM 11:50PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI

Sikander Kher urges one to
fight back if they’re going
through tough times
professionally or personally

Avengers: Endgame Hindi
08:30AM 10:20AM 12:20PM
02:10PM 04:10PM 06:00PM
08:00PM 09:50PM 11:50PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:00AM 12:50PM 04:40PM
08:30PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
09:40AM 11:30AM 01:30PM
03:20PM 05:20PM 07:10PM
09:10PM 11:00PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 08:45AM

11:45AM 02:45PM 08:30PM
11:30PM
Shaapit Stree Hindi 09:40AM
Kalank 12:00PM 06:40PM 10:15PM
The Tashkent Files 03:35PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 05:45PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Avengers: Endgame English
10:00AM 01:50PM 05:40PM
09:30PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
11:00AM 02:50PM 06:40PM
10:30PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
07:30AM 11:00AM 01:40PM
02:50PM 06:40PM 09:00PM
10:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:00AM 12:20PM 03:20PM
07:10PM 11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
10:00AM 05:20PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
03:55PM 11:00PM
Kalank 09:00AM 07:35PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 09:10AM
11:50AM 02:30PM 08:10PM
11:05PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 05:25PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
08:00AM 09:00AM 12:30PM
02:45PM 07:30PM 09:45PM
11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
11:15AM 04:00PM 06:15PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:15AM
12:45PM 06:30PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 11:00AM
01:45PM 07:15PM 10:00PM
Kalank 03:15PM 09:00PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
08:05AM 10:30AM 06:10PM
09:35PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
10:00AM 11:30AM 01:40PM
05:20PM 09:00PM 11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
02:20PM 10:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
03:10PM 07:10PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 09:40AM
12:15PM 06:40PM
Kalank 03:10PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
08:00AM 11:15AM 02:00PM
03:00PM 05:45PM
09:30PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
09:15AM 11:50AM 01:00PM
03:30PM 04:45PM 08:30PM
10:05PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
10:15AM 06:45PM 10:30PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
06:00AM 01:00PM 08:00PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
09:00AM 11:00AM 02:30PM
06:00PM 07:00PM 09:30PM
10:30PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
09:30AM 04:30PM 11:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English
03:30PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 12:30PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
08:00AM 09:00AM 11:20AM
12:20PM 02:45PM
10:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
03:45PM 06:15PM 07:15PM
09:45PM
Kalank 10:00AM 03:30PM
09:15PM

PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

SHEERAN’SON-SCREEN
CHARACTER STILL ALIVE

d Sheeran has thanked
the writers of Game of
Thrones for not killing
off his character in the
series. The singer appeared as
Eddie, a Lannister soldier, in
the seventh season premiere
episode of the show on the
request of his friend, series
star Maisie Williams, who
reprises the character, Arya
Stark.
In the episode, Sheeran’s
character is seen crooning a
song as a part of the chance
encounter with Williams.
Eddie was, however, nowhere
to be seen or talked about in
the series till the eighth
season premiere, where one of
the prostitutes says she had

E

heard the character’s face
was “burned right off” and
had no eyelids after he was
subjected to one of Daenerys
Targeryen’s three dragons’
fire.
Sheeran took to social
media over the weekend to
thank the show’s
screenwriters. “Thanks
@GameOfThrones, I knew I
was a survivor,” he wrote in
his Instagram Story.
The singer faced heavy
trolling by fans and followers
for his cameo. Sheeran later
said although he enjoyed his
screen time on the show, he
would not want to return as
no one wanted to see him
PTI
again.

Dolphin College’s Vibhav Mittal
gets leading educationist award
n recognition of his
unparalleled enthusiasm,
dedication and
perseverance that has
translated into remarkable
changes in the knowledge,
practice and education of
agriculture, paramedical
and life sciences, Vibhav
Mittal, vice-chairman of
Dolphin (PG) College of
Science and Agriculture,
Chandigarh, has been
conferred with the ‘Leading
Educationalist of Punjab’
award.
At the award ceremony of
‘India’s Most Prominent
Education Awards 2019’ held
recently in New Delhi,
women’s world boxing
champion and Olympic
medallist Mary Kom gave
away the prize to Vibhav
Mittal, who was shortlisted
for his contributions to the
fields of life sciences and
agriculture by imparting
quality education to several
students in India.
Mary Kom appreciated
the efforts Mittal’s
institution has been making.
After receiving the
prestigious award, vicechairman Mittal said, “This
award is indeed a motivation
for me to continue making
more and more such strides.
It has also put more
responsibility on my
shoulders of living up to
expectations of makers of

I

Ed Sheeran
PHOTO:
AP/LUCA BRUNO

Stark’s character has evolved a lot, says David
ame of Thrones coshowrunner David Benioff
believes the character of
Sansa Stark has transformed
enormously over the course of
the show’s previous seven
seasons. In the first season,
Sansa, played by Sophie

G
David Benioff

Turner, appeared as a starryeyed to-be-queen but over the
next six seasons, the character
underwent massive
personality changes, courtesy
the tumultuous turn of events
around her. Benioff said it
could be a surprising fact to

many that Sansa survived the
odds and emerged as a
powerful figure in the show.
“She started out so naive and
was forced to undergo the most
brutal possible education into
the world but emerged from it
and became this powerful

figure and kind of against all
odds. I don’t think too many
people watching the first
season had any expectation
that Sansa would become the
woman that she became,” he
told Entertainment Weekly.

PTI

PHOTO: REUTERS

oe Hahn, DJ of the iconic
American rock band
Linkin Park, has revealed
that the group is planning to
make new music together.
The music group, which
features Mike Shinoda, Brad
Delson, Dave Farrell, Hahn,
and Rob Bourdon, went on a
hiatus after the death of
frontman Chester Bennington
in 2017.
“The members are taking
care of themselves and their
families and are going
through the problems in their
own way. And ... Now the
band has started talking
about making new music
together,” Hahn told a
newspaper.
The 42-year-old DJ,
however, said that they are
yet to set a deadline for the
new album. “We just want
to focus on the present and
talk about music. We aren’t
discussing detailed plans. I
just want to go back to
those days when I made
music in the warehouse,” he
added.
Previously, Mike Shinoda
said that the band could
return to the music scene
with a new singer in place of
Bennington, who had
committed suicide in July
2017.
— PTI

J

Kanye West sells
merchandise with
god-fearing slogans
apper Kanye West’s
Sunday Service wasn’t the
only big draw on the last
day of Coachella. His worshipinspired merchandise boasted
lines that stretched across the
field. The self-proclaimed
“church clothes” were
available for purchase during
the rapper’s Sunday morning
performance.
The collectiion was made up
of neutral-hue
ed items each
bearing variou
us god-fearing
slogans, includ
ding ‘holy spirit’,

‘trust god’ and ‘Jesus walks’
on pairs of socks.
Online reactions to the
merchandise were also mixed.
“Yikes,” wrote one Twitter
user. Another said: “I love
Kanye but I ain’t paying $255
for a pretty basic hoodie.”
West surprised Coachella
fans with more than just
pricey
i
attires.
tti
O Sunday
On
S d
night, he also appeare
onstage during rappe
Kid Cudi’s set.

I

‘MY PAARENTS
DID NOOT
EMPHAASISE
GENDEER NORMS’
riticallly-acclaimed actor
Lupita
a Nyong’o believes
in challlenging beauty
norms and credits her parents
for raising her
h as a confident
individual. The Oscar winner,
who has esttablished herself as
a trendsette
er, said she was a
tomboy gro
owing up and never
cared too much
m
about her
looks.
“I was a tomboy.
t
My
parents did
d not emphasise
gender norms. I loved
climbing trrees and getting
dirty outsid
de. I also enjoyed
playing triccks on my family I
still do,” sh
he said in an
interview, as
a she is given the
title, Beautty of the Year.
The Blacck Panther (2018)
star also sh
hared a piece of
advice thatt she would like to
give to her 15-year-old self. “I
h to dance like no
would tell her
one was wa
atching, enjoy
boredom while
w
she can and
continue to
o stand for what
she believe
es in. I would also
tell her to liisten to my
mother and
d moisturise,”
Nyong’o sa
aid.

A group photo of Linkin Park

Kim
Kardashian
PHOTO: AP

C

PTI

SHORTLISTED FOR
CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE FIELDS OF LIFE
SCIENCES AND
AGRICULTURE
such coveted conferrals.”
“I and my team want
Dolphin (PG) College of
Science and Agriculture to
be on the list of the top-10
private institutions under a
mission to provide
affordable and quality
education to youth from each
and every nook and corner of

this globe,” he added.
Dolphin (PG) College of
Science and Agriculture has
become the first educational
institution to provide
international internships
and placement opportunities
to its students in the US and
Australia. Recently, a
student, Jerin David, had
bagged an annual package of
Rs 15 lakh ($22,000) in a dairy
farm at California, during
the first placement drive
conducted in India in the
field of agriculture. Mittal
said, “This was possible due
to the vision of our chairman
and managing director
Dr Vinod Mittal and our
dedicated team members.”

Joe Hahn reveals that Linkin Mydaughters
Park is planning a comeback lovevisiting

Kanye West

R

Olympic medallist Mary Kom (left) and MAMR CEO Jiya Panwar
(right) presenting the award to Vibhav Mittal.
HTCS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LINKINPARK

I want my kids to
be as grounded as
possible, says Kim
eality TV star Kim
Kardashian West would
never use her fame and
privilege to get her children
into college. The 38-year-old
reality star, who is expecting
her fourth child with husband
Kanye West, with whom she
already has North, 5, Saint, 3,
and Chicago, 14 months, says
that there would be no
“benefit” in “forcing” her
brood into a college if they did
not have the necessary skill set.
In an upcoming interview, Kim
said, “If they couldn’t get into a
school, I would never want to
use privilege to try to force
them into a situation that they
wouldn’t thrive in any way.
That’s what I see is not
appropriate. I want my kids to
be as grounded as possible. To
buy your way into something
just wouldn’t benefit anybody.”
The reality star is currently
studying to become a lawyer
and hopes her children are
“inspired” by her “hard work”
and can see that there is no
time limit on completing their
education.

R
Lupita
Nyong'o
PHOTO: AP

filmsets:Drew
y
Barrymore
ollywood star Drew
Barrymorre says her
daughterss with exhusband Will Kopelman,
K
artconsultant, Olive
Barrymore Ko
opelman
and Frankie Barrymore
B
Kopelman, are
e “very
theatrical” and
d enjoy coming
on film sets. Th
he 44-year-old
actor said she can sense he
children are in
nterested i
pursuing actin
ng.
“They’re ve
ery
theatrical. The
ey
definitely have
ea
Barrymore gen
n
strong within t
two of them, bu
they’re funny a
they’re cool an
they’re
adventurous a
they love comi
to the set,” said
Barrymore. Th
Santa Clarita D
actor, who sho
o
fame as a child
d
with Steven
T
Spielberg’s E.T
Extra-Terrestrri
(1982), said she
e
wanted her kid
ds
choose the
profession.
er, is
She, howeve
with them join
ning the industr
at an “approprriate age”. She
adds, “I always thought the
ere born, ‘Oh
second they we
God, I don’t wa
ant you to be an
actor.’ But wha
at I really
realised is thatt I just don’t
want them to not
n have a
childhood. If th
hey were to go
into acting in an
a appropriate
age, I’d be the most
m
supportive,
fiercest lion for it... Now I’m
ant to do that and
like, ‘If you wa
go into theatre
e in high school
and do that forr a living, I’m
behind you.’ I just
j
want them
to have, like a normal
n
childhood.”
PTI

H

PHOTO: AFP

I always thought when
they were born that, ‘Oh
God, I don’t want you to
be an actor.’ Now if
they want to go into
theatre in high school
and do that for a living,
I’m behind them. I just
want them to have, like
a normal childhood.
DREW BARRYMORE,
ACTOR

IANS
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HEALTH WISDOM

A diet to soothe mouth
ulcers

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
MONDAY, A PRIL 29, 2019

BACK TO
ROOTS
FACT OVER MYTH

Gorge on sprouts. They are
rich in proteins, which help
suppress hunger hormones
and aid in satiety
Anjali Mukerjee

ulcer may also develop a
fever and feel sluggish and
uncomfortable.
Most mouth ulcers will
heal on their own in a few
days to a couple of weeks.
While you’re waiting for
them to disappear, there are
some things you can do:
n Avoid spicy foods and
acidic foods such as
lemons, tomatoes or
citrus fruits as they can be
extremely painful on
these open wounds.You
should also restrict food
with sharp edges such as
nuts or potato chips,
which can poke or rub the
sore. You need to be
careful while brushing
your teeth, too
n Several studies show that
one in seven people with
mouth ulcers is deficient
in folate, iron and vitamin
B, and it’s strongly
recommended to increase
these nutrients in your
daily diet to prevent sores
or to quicken recovery.
Peas, beans and lentils are
excellent folate sources;
leafy vegetables, egg yolk
and fortified cereals are
high in iron, and whole
grains and sprouts are
high in B vitamins
n Adequate intake of
vitamin C (basil leaf
juice,, gooseberry juice,
ju

ne in five people get
recurrent mouth
ulcers. They are small
painful sores that occur
inside the mouth. You
might get them on the
inside of your lips, the
insides of your cheeks, the
base of your gums or under
your tongue. These small
blister-like sores are quite
different from the fever
blisters, which usually
appear on the outside of
your lips or the corners of
the mouth. Mouth ulcers
usually pop up alone, but
may also show up in small
clusters.
The exact cause of mouth
ulcers is not completely
understood, but they seem
to be triggered by stress,
poor nutrition, food
allergies and menstrual
periods. Attempts to find
bacteria or viruses linked
with the condition have not
proven fruitful, although an
allergy to a type of bacteria,
commonly found in the
mouth, may cause some
people to develop mouth
ulcers. The sores also might
be an allergic reaction to
certain foods. Among
others, any injury to the
mouth such as scratching
by abrasive foods or a stray
toothbrush bristle can
trigger outbreaks of a
mouth ulcer. Hormonal
disorders can contribute to
mouth ulcers, as can
deficiencies of iron, folic
acid, or vitamin B12.
The initial symptoms
usually begin with a
tingling or burning
sensation that you feel
before other symptoms
develop. Then after a day or
so, it bursts, leaving an
open, shallow white or
yellowish ulcer with a red
border. Occasionally,
someone who gets a mouth

O

carrot juice) and
antioxidants are effective
at preventing or healing of
mouth ulcers,
particularly for people
who are under a lot of
stress or who consume a
lot of alcohol or smoke
n Gentle and good oral
hygiene may help in the
prevention of some types
of mouth ulcers. It may
also help to prevent some
complications from
mouth ulcers. Good oral
hygiene includes
brushing the teeth at least
twice a day, flossing at
least once a day, and
getting regular
professional dental
cleaning and examination
n Your doctor may
recommend antibiotics to
help correct the ulcer.
Topical (rubbed on)
antihistamines, antacids,
corticosteroids, or other
soothing preparations
may be recommended for
applying on top of the
ulcer.
If you have mouth ulcers
that do not get better after a
few days or if you find that
the sores keep coming back,
or if they make you feel so
sick that you are unable to
eat properly, then its better
that you see your doctor or
dentist.

Sprouted grains have always been an integral part of
Indian cuisine. With the month of April dedicated to
them, we look at their several health benefits
Sarojini Jose
or the month of April, the
Whole Grains Council
has highlighted all the
sprouted grains in their
section, grain of the month.
Apparently, the simple act of
soaking grains overnight
turns plain grains into
powerhouses of nutrients. We
get experts to give us the lowdown on not just their health
benefits but also for whom it
might not be suitable for.

F

WHY SPROUTED
WHOLEGRAINS?
According to Edwina Raj,
senior dietitian, Aster CMI,
the process of sprouting
reduces the anti-nutritional
factors, allergens and brings
out enzymes. “Sprouting

While raw spouts are a good
source of vitamin C and folate,
those with compromised
immunity should consume them
in limited quantities PHOTOS: ISTOCK

increases the amount and
bioavailability of nutrients
including proteins, vitamins
(A , B , K , C) and minerals.
This turns them into potential
and inexpensive nutritional
powerhouses. Further, this
makes them alkaline and a
rich source of antioxidants,”
says Raj.
Sprouting legumes such as
green gram, Bengal gram,
chickpea, cowpea and nuts
makes them easier to digest.
Also, apart from enhancing
the digestibility of nutrients, it
also reduces cooking time and
is, therefore, more
economical. Further, cooking
sprouted grains prevents them
from causing gas and bloating,
too..
G
Giving
an example be
spro
outed and plain
graiins, Munmu
Gan
neriwal,

nutritionist and founder,
Yuktahaar, shares, “A study
from the University of
Minnesota mentioned that the
nutrient density of sprouted
wheat was hundred times
higher than in whole wheat,
specifically in vitamin C, folic
acid, niacin and riboflavin
(vitamin B2).”

THE RIGHT TIME TO
EAT THEM
The best time to consume
sprouts is for lunch as they are
a great source of fibre and aid
in digestion, according to Dr
Sweedal Trinidande, dietician,
PD Hinduja Hospital & MRC.
Other experts believe that
sprouts are best consumed as a
snack or as complements or
side dishes along with your

breakfast or lunch. Sprouts
are also rich in proteins, which
help suppress hunger
hormones and aid in satiety
and so, are good to start your
day with.

WHAT IS PREFERRED —
RAW, BOILED, OR
WELL-COOKED?
In a letter published in
Harvard Health, Kristina
Secinaro, dietitian, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center,
was quoted as saying, “Don’t
eat raw sprouted grains.
Instead, mash them into a
paste for use in baked goods, or
cook the raw sprouts before
adding them to a meal.
Cooking or baking the sprouts
should be enough to kill any
bacteria.”
The reason cited was the
way sprouts are germinated.
According to Secinaro,
moisture also helps bacteria
thrive and so, it is better to be
safe.
Raj concurs,, stating that
raw sprouts ha
arbour bacterial
gr
due to m
moist

Myth: Sprouts raise body
heat
Fact: Pulses do not
contribute to an increase
in body heat. There is no
scientific evidence to
prove its effect on
producing heat or cold.
However, yoghurt can be
added to give a symbiotic
effect, as pulses are a
prebiotic and yoghurt is a
probiotic which may be
beneficial to gut health.
-Naaznin Husein,
nutrition expert,
InnerBeing

environment, which has been
associated with outbreaks of
food-borne illnesses and can
cause serious infections and
diseases in vulnerable groups
as well as those with
compromised immunity.
However, healthy
individuals can afford to
consume them raw since vital
nutrients and enzymes are
deactivated or destroyed while
cooking them, especially
vitamin C and folate.

WHO SHOULD STAY
AWAY FROM SPROUTS?
Raw or undercooked sprouts
should be avoided during
pregnancy, and also by those
with poor immunity such as
infants, elderly and those on
drugs and antibiotics,
which suppress their
body’s immunity.
Sprouts should also be
consumed in a limited
manner by those
suffering from chronic
diarrhoea.
With inputs from
Nafisa Habib,
dietician, Wockhardt
Hospital and Dr
Ashwini Konnur,
nutritionist,
AyurUniverse
n

ht.cafe.@htlive.com
PHOTOS: ISTOCK; FOR
REPRESENTATIONAL
PURPOSES ONLY

‘Eatinglessaftersunsethas
th
workedforme’

HEALTH-STRUCK WITH MUKTI
MOHAN, DANCER-ACTOR

Y can feel caffeine
You
ff i bbuzz without actually
drinking coffee: Study

Anjali Shetty
Which is the one breakfast food
that you must have?
I have a serving of a variety of
fruits the first thing in the
morning.

How do you get back in shape
post a fattening indulgence?
I go for long-distance runs. It
helps me get rid of all the
calories gained because of the
excess I ate.
Do you prefer mini meals? What
do they normally contain?
Yes, I prefer good mini snacks
that curb hunger such as
makhana, peanut butter toast,
yoghurt and fruit granola
bowls.
A diet plan that always works for
you?
I would say that the eating less
after sunset had worked well
for me.
Do you work out at home? What
are the exercises you follow?
Running up and down the
stairs, stretching using bands

he placebo effect of coffee
can heighten arousal,
ambition and focus in
regular drinkers without
them actually consuming the
beverage, recent findings
suggest.
As part of the study, a team
of researchers explored the
association between coffee
and arousal to see if the
brain’s exposure to stimuli
could deliver the same
cognitive benefits as a
caffeine buzz.
“As long as individuals see
a connection between coffee
and arousal, whatever its
origin may be, mere exposure
to coffee-related cues might
trigger arousal in and of
themselves without ingesting
any form of caffeine,” said
Eugene Chan, lead researcher
of the study, published in the
Journal of Consciousness and
Cognition.
According to the
researchers, smelling coffee
gives rise to the beverage’s
psychoactive, arousing
effects. This is because the
brains of habitual coffee

T

One fattening food item that you
just can’t resist?
It has to be caramel popcorn
and tender coconut ice cream.

and doing planks.

Which are your favourite physical
activities?
Playing badminton and
gymnastics.
A health tip that you rely on.
Hydrate well and one major
advice would be to choose
fructose over sucrose.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com

Robusta coffee fruits
PHOTO: REUTERS

Just the smell of coffee is enough to stir your senses

consumers are conditioned to
respond to coffee in peculiar
ways, as per Pavlov’s dog
theory.
“So walking past your
favourite cafe, smelling coffee
grounds, or even witnessing
coffee-related cues in the form
of advertising can trigger the
chemical receptors in our
body enough for us to obtain
the same arousal sensations
without consumption,” Chan
explained.
Researchers exposed 871
participants from Western

and Eastern cultures to coffee
and tea-related cues across
four separate experiments
that would make them think
of the substance without
actually ingesting it.
The study centred on a
psychological effect called
‘mental construal’. This
determines how individuals
think and process
information, whether they
focus on narrow details or on
the bigger picture.
The cognitive-altering
effects of coffee were more

PHOTO: NYT

prevalent in participants from
Western countries, where
coffee is more popular and has
connotations related to
energy, focus, and ambition,
compared to those from
Eastern countries. Coffee was
also associated with greater
arousal than tea.
“Our research can offer
intriguing implications, as it
relies not on physiology but
rather on psychological
associations to change our
cognitive patterns,” Chan
— ANI
asserted.
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WEATHER
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24°c
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Sunset
Monday at
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Sunrise
Tuesday at
5:41am
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38°c
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24°c

Yesterday’s temp: Max 39°C

shortstories
BUS FACILITY
DISCONTINUED,
8-YR-OLD GIRL
CHANGES SCHOOL
CHANDIGARH :An eight-year-old
student of Nayagaon was forced
to take admission in another
school after her school discontinued her transportation facility.
Formerly a student of Kundan
International School, Sector 46,
the girl had been availing transportation service for last four
years but the contractor refused
to provide her the facility from
the ongoing academic session.
Parents of the child got her
admitted to Class 4 in Manav
Mangal High School, Sector 21. P4

A day after woman’s body
found, police clueless
PANCHKULA :A day after the
charred body of an unidentified
woman, appearing to be in her
late twenties, was found at
Mansa Devi Complex (MDC)
here, police on Sunday said
they were still probing the case
and were clueless about the
victim’s identity. On Saturday,
the incident came to light around
5am when a woman residing
nearby noticed the body and
called the police. According to
the officials, the body was
found in the bushes at an
empty plot near Sector 5B in
MDC, with smoke emanating
P2
from it.

debate of
the week
STRIKE RATE

SHOULD THE
LAWYERS GO
ON STRIKE?
Lawyers struck work for four
days last week, stalling
court work, which caused
inconvenience to litigants.
What can be done to
prevent the recurrence of
strikes? How else should
lawyers air their grievances?
Share your views with
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by May 3.

Humidity
Max: 50%
Min: 14%

P’KULA ABATTOIR

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION AWAITS HARYANA LOCAL BODIES
>>p2
NOD FOR THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE PROJECT

MOHALI SUICIDE

Min 22.2°C

Focusonacademics,stayaway
fromcontroversies,saysNaidu

Two delivery boys
hit by BMW car,
owner booked

68TH PU CONVOCATION Chancellor says he wants to see the varsity among the top at next convocation

HT Correspondent
n

n

CHANDIGARH: Two scooter-borne

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Vice-president of
India and chancellor of Panjab
University (PU) Venkaiah Naidu
on Sunday said that India can
once again become the ‘vishwa
guru (world leader)’ and the centre of excellence if the universities focus more on academics
enhancement than other issues,
including politics. He was
addressing at the 68th annual
convocation of the university.
Among those present at the
event were Chandigarh administrator VPS Badnore, vice-chancellor Raj Kumar, dean of university instruction (DUI) Shankarji Jha, registrar, Karamjeet
Singh, former PU V-C Arun K
Grover, former registrar Col GS
Chadha (retd), PU fellows, syndicate members and faculty members.
“Universities should not get
into controversies at all. The
only aim of the university faculty should be to work hard, aim
high and reach newer heights to
take the country forward. That is
the purpose of a centre of higher
learning,” he said.
Naidu advised the senators
and syndicate members to stay
away from controversies. “The
senate and the syndicate, they
should give credence to academic activities over other
things. Often I hear about unnecessary controversies cropping
up. In a democracy, there is difference of opinions but the focus
should be on upgrading the university a centre of excellence.”
There was a controversy a
couple of days ahead of the convocation when author Sudha
Murthy declined the Honoris
Causa D Litt from the university
after two senators raised objection to she being conferred with

n

Vice-president of India M Vankaiah Naidu awarding Vigyan Ratna Award to ISRO chairman Dr K Sivan during the 68th annual convocation of
Panjab University in Chandigarh on Sunday as UT administrator VPS Badnore and V-C Raj Kumar look on.
ANIL DAYAL/HT

‘GIVE PREFERENCE TO AGRICULTURE’

NIRF Ranking

“I also suggest to the university to
focus more on agriculture which is
the backbone of our country. There
are separate universities but
everybody should have some
insight into agriculture and make
agriculture viable,” said Naidu,

YEAR OVERALL AMONG
RANK
VARSITIES
2019
34
21
2018
33
20
2017
54
33
2016
12
--

the honour. Senator Chaman Lal
raised the issue in the meeting on
April 21.
‘WANT TO SEE BETTER
RANKING NEXT TIME’
PU was ranked 21st among the
universities in the National
Institutional Ranking Frame-

adding that 64% of the Indian
population depends on agriculture.
“If you want to have an integrated
view of life, you should also know
about agriculture. The curriculum
should have something on that,” he
added.

work (NIRF). “I am happy being
the chancellor. Why 21st, why
not the first? That should be the
task and it cannot be done by V-C
alone, by the deans alone, by the
HoDs alone or the professors
alone or the students. All of you
have to work together to become
the best,” Naidu said.

“Being the chancellor, I hope
when I come for the convocation
next time, I should hear some
good news in this regard,” he
said. The V-P complimented PU
for ranking 9th in the first ever
Atal Ranking of Institutions of
Innovation
Achievements
(ARIIA).

HTSPOTLIGHT
WATER SUPPLY
AND SEWERAGE:
PLENTIFUL, YET
DOWN THE DRAIN

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: With the customs

HIRED THROUGH FAKE
COMPANIES
Thoughthemainhandlersstayin
Dubai,buttheircontactsinIndia
hire youngsters with humble
backgroundthroughfakecompanies, assuring them job in Dubai
orpaidholidaysandsomemoney.
Mostly, there are school or college dropouts. Their hotel stay
and air tickets are sponsored.
They stay in Dubai for several
daysandaretrainedbeforebeing
sent backwith thegold.They are
handed over bags for delivery in
India. The couriers are not even
aware of the articles in bag and
don’t even know anything about
the receiver of the consignment.
The arrested persons were
mainlyfromvillagesofAmritsar,
Bathinda, Mansa, Tarn Taran
and Ludhiana.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

Arshdeep Arshi

Hillary Victor

department recently arresting a
Mansaresident,whowasreturning from Dubai, with 2.5kg gold
worth₹76lakhattheChandigarh
International Airport, the total
seizure of the smuggled yellow
metalatthefacilityinthelastone
yearhasgoneupto30kg.Inthe15
such instances during the said
period, the worth of the seized
gold is pegged at ₹8.5 crore.
The 15 people arrested by the
customs department and directorate of revenue intelligence
(DRI) — country’s premier antismuggling agency — are in the
agegroupof30-35yearsandmost
ofthemcomefromsmalltownsof
Punjab.interestingly,allofthem
were just working as couriers
andreportedlynotawareoftheir
main handlers. HT investigates
to find out the modus operandi
and the lure behind the illegal
practice.

BJP CANDIDATE
HOLDS TWO
ROAD SHOWS
WITH FANFARE
IN THE CITY >>p3

SANDEEP S SANDHU TAKES OVER AS THE 27TH
PRESIDENT OF THE CHANDIGARH GOLF CLUB AFTER
BEING ELECTED UNOPPOSED
>>p6

22-YEAR-OLD WOMAN KILLS SELF BY CONSUMING PAINT
THINNER AT HER HOUSE IN PHASE 8 OF MOHALI
>>p3

Dub(a)ious gold rush at city airport
n

KIRRON
ROAD
SHOWS

SANDHU TAKES
OVER AS CGC
PRESIDENT

n

Passengers collecting their luggage at a counter of the airport.

›

Smugglers are under
the false impression
that since the Chandigarh
Airport is new, the level of
surveillance may not be up
to the mark.
A SENIOR DRI OFFICIAL

HOW MUCH ARE
COURIERS PAID?
A senior officer of the customs
department said that a courier is
paidanything between₹10,000to
₹30,000 for a single trip, depending on the quantity of the
gold. After arrest, the couriers
tell about their handlers abroad,
but have little to share about
those operating from India, who
are the masterminds.
MODUS OPERANDI
AND THE LURE
From using shoes, vacuum
cleaner, iron, harmoniums,

ARRESTS IN A YEAR

15

GOLD SEIZED

30kg

MARKET VALUE

₹8.5 crore
microwaves,handbagstohuman
body to hide the precious metal,
there is no dearth of innovation
whenit comesto smuggling.The
24-karat gold costs between
₹26,000 to ₹27,000 per 10 grams in
Dubai,whileinIndia,22-Kgoldis
availablefor₹32,000per10grams.
WHAT IS THE
PUNISHMENT?
Afterthearrestoftheperson,customsdepartmentconfiscatesthe
gold and begins the adjudication
process. In case the value of the
seized gold is between ₹20 lakh
and ₹1 crore, the bail is given by
thedepartmentonlyandforcases

In May, Chandigarh will get
another round of supply from
the Bhakra canal, ensuring that
the demand for water is fully
met; yet, there is a need to check
the wastage of water and
sewerage lines are replaced
to ensure a smooth run. This
will be the city’s first augmentation of canal water supply
since 2006. After the city was
built, it managed the first
three decades by living on
tube-well supply. Politics on
this largely technical issue flares
up only when contaminated
water supply leaves residents
ill, or there is credit to be
had for creation of
P3
infrastructure.

HT FILE PHOTO

where the seizure is above ₹1
crore, they are produced in the
court. If found guilty of the
offence, a person can get a jail
term up to 3 years.
In cases where adjudicationis
decided,apenaltyof10%to20%of
the value of the seized items is
charged.
Even the advocates are hired
by the main handlers to bail out
the accused.
HOW MUCH GOLD
CAN BE BROUGHT?
As per the rules, the holder of an
Indian passport, having six
months’continuousstayabroad,
can bring up to 1kg of gold either
in gold coins, biscuits, or other
ornaments, on payment of 10%
customs duty. If someone does
not fulfil the six-month stay condition, the duty is 36%.
Awomanpassengerisallowed
to bring in 40 grams of gold and a
male can bring 20 grams. But
thereisanotherrider—this,too,
is only for those staying abroad
for more than six months.

‘RAISE THE QUALITY
OF EDUCATION’
“More and more students are
studying in our higher educational institutions. But what we
have to focus on is to raise the
quality of education and ensure
that we offer the best possible
education to our young minds so
that contribute in nation building,” said Naidu.
“We have to have institutions
which are continuously nourished by five important
streams,” he said, pointing to fostering inquisitiveness, supporting innovativeness, inspirational institutional ethos, integrational academic approach
and internalised value system.
>>MORE ON PAGE 4

delivery boys were seriously
injured after being hit and
dragged by a BMW driver, from
Baltana light point till near Big
Bazaar light, in the wee hours of
Sunday, police said.
Driver and owner of the white
BMW has been identified as
Karan Hasija, the brother of popular television actor Angad
Hasija, has been booked. A case
has been registered against
Karan Hasija under Section
337(causing hurt by endangering
life of others), 279 (rash driving)
and 427(mischief causing damage to the amount of fifty) of
Indian Penal Code.
The victims have been identified as Honey,18, and Ankit,19.
The duo work as delivery boys in
Sector 22, Panchkula, and had
gone to deliver pizza in Zirakpur.
After the incident, the duo was
rushed to Panchkula civil hospital, Sector 6, where they are
undergoing treatment.
Police said the BMW driver
fled from the spot after some people driving alongside pointed out
to him that two men were stuck
underneath the car.
Police said Karan was behind
the wheel and possibly drunk as
he was present at HypnoticClub,
a pub, before the mishap took
place. Inspector of excise department Vinay Kumar, who had
conducted a surprise check at
the club, said: “I went to Hypnotic Club at 12:15am where
liquor was still being served. A
challan was issued.”
Dhakoli SHO Dalbir Singh
said, “The driver and owner of
the car has been identified as
Karan Hasija and he lives in
Dhakoli. Whether he was drunk
or not is a matter of investigation
and nothing can be said right
now.”

n

Karan Hasija

ACCUSED IS BROTHER
OF TV ACTOR ANGAD
HASIJA; COPS SUSPECT
IT TO BE A CASE OF
DRUNKEN DRIVING

MAN KILLED
IN ANOTHER
HIT-AND-RUN
CHANDIGARH : A 28-year-

old man was killed
after being hit by a car
near Bakharpur roundabout on airport road,
here on Saturday, police
said.
The deceased was
identified as Sukhjinder
Singh, a milkman of
Moujpur, Mohali. Police
said Sukhjinder, who
was going from Dera
Bassi to his village, was
riding a motorcycle.
After crossing the Bahkharpur roundabout, he
was hit by a car that was
being driven on the
wrong side. Sukhjinder
was rushed to a hospital
where he was declared
brought dead. A case has
HTC
been registered .

Fire at Dadumajra plant
derails waste processing
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :The city's only gar-

bage processing plant based in
Dadumajra may remain nonfunctional for at least a week as a
major fire engulfed it late Sunday afternoon.
The plant is run by Jaypee
Group.
Fire official Jagtar Singh said,
“Nearly 45-50 minutes were
taken to bring the fire under control and half an hour more to
douse the flames completely.”
“We received a call around
4:33pm, two water boozers, along
with three fire tenders,were sent
to the spot. Belts of the machines
used to process garbage at the
plant were gutted.”
MAYOR KALIA TAKES
STOCK OF SITUATION
Mayor Rajesh Kalia visited the
plant to take stock of the situation. Jaypee plant manager NK
Vohra said, “Cables and machinery were gutted. The fire had
reached the highest point of the
conveyer belt.”
He also said the repair work

n

The fire started at 4.30pm and it took around an hour for the
HT PHOTO
firefighters to douse the flames.

›

Cables, machines and the conveyer belt have been
gutted. The fire had reached the highest point of
the belt. The repair work will take at least a week.
NK VOHRA, Jaypee plant manager

might take at least a week. Cause
of the fire and losses incurred are
yet to be ascertained.
The waste disposal facility
comprises a waste processing
plant run by Jaypee Associates
and a dumping ground meant to
store waste before its disposal.

The plant can process only 30%
of over 500 metric tonnes of garbage generated by the city everyday.
The remaining waste is
dumped outside. Out of the 500
metric tonnes waste generated
per day, 45% is biodegradable.

76-yr-old woman’s purse snatched in P’kula
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : Two motorcycleborne men snatched the purse of
a 76-year-old woman near Sector
16 market here on Saturday, taking the number of snatching cases reported in the city this
year to nine. Victim Santosh

Gupta, a resident of Sector 16
here was walking towards the
market with her husband when
two unidentified men on a
motorcycle struck from the rear
and the man riding pillion
snatched her purse.
Police said as per woman’s
complaint, the purse contained
₹3,000 in cash. She told the police

that the snatchers sped away
withinsecondsduetowhichthey
failed to note down the registration number of the bike.
Sector 16 police post in-charge
assistant sub-inspector Baldev
Singh said, “Soon after the incident, officials reached the spot
and started investigation. Initially a DDR was lodged. The

investigating officials checked
the CCTV footage from nearby
cameras in the area. Efforts are
on to obtain some leads and trace
the accused.”
He said a case was later
registered under Section 379A
(snatching) of the Indian
Penal Code at Sector 14 police
station.
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P’kulaMCawaitslocal
bodiesdeptnodfor
slaughterhouseproject
HANGING FIRE Slaughterhouses were proposed at Pinjore,
Panchkula and Kalka; enforcement of poll code delayed nod
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA :Pending for almost a
decade now, the project of setting up of three slaughterhouses
in the district is now awaiting a
final nod from the Haryana
urban local bodies (ULB)
department.
As soon as that happens,
Panchkula municipal corporation (MC) will construct
three slaughterhouses in the
district at a cost of ₹10 crore
each. These slaughterhouses will come up in Panchkula, Pinjore and Kalka.
MC commissioner-cum-administrator Rajesh Jogpal said
that a proposal was sent to
directorate of ULB before the
model code of conduct was
implemented for Lok Sabha
elections, but the approval to
begin construction work is still
awaited.
“The civic body had got

Banur man held
with 12 bottles
of illicit liquor

›

We got administrative
approval from urban
local bodies department
for constructing
slaughterhouses. A
technical sanction to start
construction work is
awaited.
RAJESH JOGPAL, MC commissioner

administrative approval from
the urban local bodies department for constructing
three slaughterhouses. A technical sanction to begin construction work for the same is
awaited, after which, tenders
will be floated for the project,”
said Jogpal
The Supreme Court had put a
stay on the construction

of slaughterhouses in the Industrial Area in Panchkula, following a petition filed by some
industrialists in 2010.
However, the stay was lifted
by the apex court in 2014. But,
despite the plan being already in
place for too long, the work for
the slaughterhouses never
began in the district.
The civic body has marked
the sites in Kalka and Pinjore
and one in Industrial Area in
Panchkula.
Around 10 shops each will be
constructed in the three slaughterhouses. MC officials said the
shops will be air-conditioned
and will have deep freezers to
preserve the meat.
Jogpal said there are certain
plans afoot to maintain hygiene
in the locality, including a special waste treatment plant. As
per the plans, only 150 animals
will culled in a day. Besides, a
veterinary doctor will examine
the animals.
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Maximum temp
touches 39°C, light
rain from Tuesday

Idol at P’kula roundabout covered:
Residents express resentment

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Maximum tempera-

ture went up to 39°C on Sunday,
the highest this year. Minimum
temperature fell from 23.3°C on
Saturday to 22.2°C on Sunday.
As per the India Meteorological Department (IMD) officials,
the temperature is likely to rise
in the next few days with light
rain and dust storms.
As per the officials, a disturbance is approaching the city and
is expected to bring cloudy
weather from Monday onwards.
“Rain is likely to start from
Tuesdayonwards but before that
strong winds up to 40 km/h are
likely to blow in the city, leading
to dust storms.”

RAJPURA, NEAR CHANDIGARH

LAW

ENGINEERING | MANAGEMENT | AGRI
EDUCATION | NURSING | PHARMACY
Scholarship for Needy Students

Call: 098762-99888

PANCHKULA: The residents have

expressed resentment against
covering of a god’s idol despite
being installed several months
ago at a Panchkula roundabout,
here.
An idol of lord Krishna with
Arjuna was installed at Geeta
Chowk on the crossing of Sectors
5, 6, 7 and 8 in January this year,
however it has been covered
since then.
Sector 12- resident Ashok Singla said, “The authorities are
waiting for what? Earlier, the
civic body had said that it will
inaugurate the idol, later, following some discrepancies in the
roundabout work, an inquiry
was initiated. But, how can an
idol be related with all these.
Why is inauguration important
for this roundabout when others
have been made operational?”
SPIRITUAL FEEL
Residents said that the roundabout is one of the entries and
exit point towards PanchkulaChandigarh and the statue
should be uncovered so that people can get a spiritual feel while
crossing from there.
Another resident, Ankit

Residents sit under the covered idol at Geeta Chowk in Panchkula on Sunday.

Sharma, from Sector 4 said even
though there are some government offices near the roundabout including the Haryana
Shehri Vikas Pradhikaran
(HSVP), but none of the officials
took up the matter.
Citizen welfare association
president SK Nayar said, “I don’t
think that an idol of god should
be covered for so long and that
too for the sake of inauguration.
It is disrespectful.”
Municipal corporation (MC)

n

HT Correspondent
MOHALI :A 20-year-old man was
arrested with 12 bottles of illicit
liquor in Sukhgarh last night,
said police on Sunday. The
accused has been identified as
Gurpreet Singh, a resident of
Banur.
Police said following a tip-off,
they stopped the accused who
was riding an Activa near Sukhgarh village where a naka had
been put up. On checking, 12 bottles of illicit liquor were recovered. The accused who bought
the liquor bottles from Chandigarh at cheap rates and intended
to sell them at a higher price in
Mohali.
The accused was arrested
under the Excise Act and sent to
judicial custody.

n

n

Artistes of Parampara Arts stage a play, ‘Nok Jhonk’, directed by Varun Sharma, during Jaspal Bhatti Comedy Sunday at Tagore
Theatre in Sector 18, Chandigarh, on Sunday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

16-year-old dies as speeding 30-year-old victim
truck overturns near Pinjore refuses to undergo
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : A 16-year-old boy

died and three others sustained
injuries when a truck they were
travelling in overturned after
losing balance in Surajpur near
Pinjore on Sunday, police
said.
The incident took place at
around 6.30am, when a speeding
truck going towards Pinjore on
the Kalka-Shimla highway
overturned, police said.
The deceased identified as

Bittu Kumar, a resident of Lalru
village in Dera Bassi, used to
work as a disc jockey (DJ) and
was going towards Pinjore with
three other youngsters in the
truck when the incident took
place.
Pinjore station house officer
(SHO) inspector Mukesh Kumar
said, “The truck driver was
allegedly driving rash and while
taking a turn near Surajpur, lost
control and the vehicle overturned. The truck driver fled the
spot leaving the vehicle behind.
He will be arrested soon.”

Police said the other three
injured were rushed to Panchkula civil hospital in Sector 6;
one of them was referred to
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research,
Chandigarh, who is said to be
critical.
A case was registered against
the driver under Sections
279 (rash driving), 304 A (causing death by negligence)
and 337 (causing hurt by act
endangering life or personal
safety of others) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC).

Mohali police catch UP Apni mandi: Veggie
man with 500gm opium prices low, likely
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :A 32- year-old man was

arrested after 500gm of opium
was recovered from his possession near T-Point, Sector 91,
said police on Sunday. The
accused was identified as Virpal, a resident of Uttar Pradesh.
Police said the accused, who
was walking towards the
T-Point, was nabbed following a
tip-off. He was arrested after we
recovered 500 grams of opium,
said police.
Police said they were investigating the case to ascertain

WILL BE PRODUCED
IN COURT TODAY;
POLICE ARE ALSO
TRYING TO ASCERTAIN
THE SOURCE AND
DESTINATION OF DRUGS
where the accused was carrying
the drugs.
A case under the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act was registered against the accused. The
arrested accused will be produced before a court on Monday.

to rise next week

CHANDIGARH:The prices of vegeta-

bles in the apni mandis were the
lowest in recent times on Sunday, coming down after the
recent increase last week, when
it hailed in the neighbouring villages of Chandigarh.
Officials of the Punjab Mandi
Board said, “There is a surplus of
vegetables in the market, with
new crops of bitter-gourd, ladyfinger and ridge-gourd coming
in.”
The price of ladyfinger is at its
lowest in this year at ₹50 per kilogram. It had shot up to ₹100 per
kilogram a few weeks ago. HTC

medical examination
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: A day after the police
booked four people for allegedly
raping a 30-year-old Kurali
woman, the victim has refused
going for the medical
examination here, police said on
Sunday.
Kurali station house officer
(SHO) Pardeep Singh said the
woman was scheduled to go for
the medical examination on
Sunday, for which she refused.
She also complained the
police had not filed a first information report (FIR) against her
mother and sister-in-law, who
helped the four main accused in
raping her.”
The victim alleged that her
mother and sister-in- law had
forcibly made her abort her sixmonth-old foetus in 2016.
She also mentioned in her
complaint that the two threw
acid on her body and helped the
accused in the crime.
The SHO said the police tried
to convince her to undergo medical examination based on
which further action could be
taken.
“We even told her to give the
statement in a local court under
Section 164 (1) of the Criminal
Procedure Code if she wasn’t

HAD ACCUSED FATHER,
BROTHER, UNCLE OF
RAPING HER; ALSO
BLAMES HER MOTHER
AND SISTER-IN-LAW
FOR FORCING HER TO
TERMINATE HER
PREGNANCY
comfortable but she refused,”
the SHO added.
Police said the victim in her
complaint had alleged that her
husband along with his brother,
father and uncle raped her at
her house in Allahpur village of
Kurali.
As per report, the victim got
married to her husband, who
was allegedly a drunkard and
physically abusive, in 2015.
A case under Sections 375
(rape), 328 (causing hurt by
means of poison), 326B (punishment for attempted acid throwing), 354 (criminal force to
woman with intent to outrage
her modesty), 323 (voluntarily
causing hurt), 506 (criminal
intimidation) and 120B (criminal conspiracy) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) was registered
against the accused at Kurali
Sadar police station.

Sarpanch among 8 booked for clash over shamlat land
MOHALI: Ten days after two
groups clashed over encroachment upon shamlat land in Majri
Block, Kurali, eight people
including two women and the
sarpanch, were booked on Saturday.
The injured were identified as
sarpanch Mian Singh and his
brother Tarlochan while the
people from the opposite group
were identified as Dalbir Singh,

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : A day after the

KURALI RAPE CASE

HT Correspondent

for revamping the roundabout to
M/s Sakumbari Engineering
Works at a cost of ₹49.90 lakh.The
same firm had the work orders
for revamping all the roundabouts in Panchkula at a total
cost of ₹ 2.84 crore. It was
expected to be inaugurated by
Haryana chief minister (CM)
Manohar Lal Khattar in January.
Khattar had named this
roundabout Geeta Chowk in 2015
during Gita Mahotsav.

HT Correspondent

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

BOUGHT THE LIQUOR
FROM CHANDIGARH
TO SELL IT IN MOHALI
AT A PREMIUM

commissioner Rajesh Jogpal
said, “It was almost finalised for
inauguration but later the plans
were changed with regards to
installation of two other idols.”
“A single idol was making the
roundabout look empty from
both sides and it was decided to
install two more at the roundabout. It will be done once the
model code of conduct is lifted
and will be formally inaugurated,” Jogpal said.
The MC had allotted the work

SANT ARORA/HT

Woman’s burnt body 22-YEAR-OLD
HERSELF
found in MDC: Day KILLS
IN MOHALI
on, police clueless

BICKERING BATTLES

HT Correspondent
n

n

Shubam Giri, Tarlochan Giri,
Bhupinder Singh, Charanjit
Kaur and Pal Kaur.
The groups attacked each
other with sharp-edged weapons
and sticks. The injured were
rushed to Civil Hospital, Kurali.
One of them was transferred to
Government Multi-Specialty
Hospital, Sector 16.
Sarpanch Mian Singh said the
clash took place over shamlat

land that was being illegally
occupied by the other group, a
case regarding the same is pending before the Punjab and Haryana high court.
The sarpanch had alleged that
the opposite group kidnapped
him from his house and pressurised him to withdraw their claim
from the land.
Refuting the allegations, a
member of the group, Lakhvin-

der Singh, said the sarpanch and
his accomplices attacked them
first and that the sarpanch was
also embroiled in a defamation
case involving their sister,
whose pictures he had morphed.
The investigating officer, subinspector Jasvir Singh, said,
“We have taken both parties’
versionthoughmanyofthemare
still undergoing treatment at the
hospital.”

A case was registered under
Sections 307 (attempt to murder),
364 (kidnapping or abducting
with intent to murder), 382 (theft
after preparation made for causing death), 452 (House trespassing after preparation for hurt),
188 (disobeying a public servant), and 436 (mischief by fire or
any explosive substance, intending to destroy house) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC). HTC

charred body of an unidentified
woman, appearing to be in her
late twenties, was found at
Mansa Devi Complex (MDC)
here, police on Sunday said they
were still probing the case and
were clueless about the victim’s
identity.
On Saturday, the incident
came to light around 5am when
a woman residing nearby
noticed the body and called the
police. According to the officials, the body was found in the
bushes at an empty plot near
Sector 5B in MDC, with smoke
emanating from it. The police
said the accused had possibly
left immediately after setting
the body afire.
Station house officer (SHO),
inspector Vijay Kumar said,
“Investigation is in process and
we are yet to establish the identity of the woman.” He said the
body has been kept at the mortuary of civil hospital, Sector 6,
and after 72 hours, postmortem
will be conducted.
Panchkula deputy commissioner of police (DCP) Kamal
Deep Goyal, assistant commissioner of police (ACP), Noopur
Bishnoi and crime investigation

Riding without
helmet, biker
hits cop, booked

agency (CIA) visited the spot on
Saturday morning.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: A 22-year old girl committed suicide on Sunday after
consuming paint thinner at her
residence in Industrial Area,
Phase 8. The deceased was identified as Priyanka, a resident of
Uttar Pradesh.
Police said they have arrested
her 35- year-old friend Dharmendra, a resident of Bihar with,
whom she had eloped a few years
back on the pretext of marriage.
Dharmendra was working in
a private factory in Phase 8 B
Mohali andwas living in arented
accommodation in Balongi.
“The girl had eloped with the
man a few years ago and her family was not happy with her decision,” the police said.
Police said the post mortem of
the body couldn’t be conducted
as the girl’s family refused to
identify their daughter.
The police have initiated
inquest proceedings under Section 174 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.

CCTV FOOTAGE BEING
SCRUTINISED
According to sources, a black
Maruti Alto was reportedly seen
in one of the CCTV cameras
installed nearby. The car was
spotted in the footage at around
1am, but the registration number of the vehicle was not visible. Police are suspecting the
involvement of the vehicle in
the case.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP) Noopur Bishnoi
said, “Investigation is underway and we are checking all the
CCTV cameras nearby the area.
Nothing conclusive has come so
far from the CCTV camera footage and teams are working on
several aspects.”
Police had said that prima
facie it appeared that the woman
was strangled with a dupatta,
dumped at the spot in a sack and
later set afire.
The possibility of rape could
not be ruled out, officials said. A
case under sections 302 (murder) and 201 (causing disappearance of evidence of offence, or
giving false information to
screen offender) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) was registered.

HAD ELOPED WITH A UP
MAN WHO HAS BEEN
HELD; POST-MORTEM
NOT CONDUCTED AS
FAMILY REFUSED TO
IDENTIFY BODY

tricitytoday
MONDAY 29, 2019

YOGA SESSION

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: A helmet-less rider
was booked after he crashed his
bike into a UT police sub-inspector, who was on special duty for
vice-president's visit, here on
Sunday.
The accused has been indentified as Jagtar Singh of
Kaimbwala village of Morni.
Police said the incident took
place at around 11:15am when
victim Krishan Dev Singh of the
economic offences wing (EOW),
was on duty near Hira Lal
roundabout.
“The biker was coming from
Hira LaL Chowk while V-P Venkaiah Naidu was returning from
Panjab University to Punjab Raj
Bhawan via Sector 4-5-8-9 route.
The biker was asked to take
another road but he misunderstood the communiqué and tried
to escape by going through the
V-P's official route" said one of
the officials privy to the matter.
He further said, “The SI was
injured in a bid to stop him as
biker crashed his bike into him.
There is a possibility that the
biker thought we were stopping
him for driving without helmet."
Krishan fractured his left
arm and was immediately taken
to Government Multi-Specialty
Hospital(GMSH-16) for treatment, police said.
Meanwhile, a case under Section 323 (punishment for voluntarily causing hurt), 353 ( assault
or criminal force to deter a public servant from discharging his
duty), 332 (voluntarily causing
hurt to deter a public servant
from discharging his duties) of
the Indian Penal Code was registered against the biker in Sector
3 police station.

Isha Yoga Center Chandigarh is organising an ‘inner
engineering programme’

Where: Beant Singh Memorial,
Sector 42, Chandigarh
When: 9:00 am onwards

FESTIVAL TIME FOR MEDICOS
College of nursing, Government Medical College and Hospital, Sector 32,
is holding ‘Pulsatio’ a two-day nursing festival organised by BSc nursing
students. It will be inaugurated by BS Chavan, director principal of
GMCH. Around 500 students from various nursing colleges will participate in various cultural activities.
Where: Sarai Building main auditorium, GMCH-32
When: 11:00 am onwards

SUMMER CAMP

EXHIBITION

CSIR IMTECH is organising a summer
research camp for school students
titled ‘Jigyasa’. They will be given a
tour of the facilities available there
and they will also work on research
projects designed for school students.

CII’s 4day long Coolex
exhibition will conclude
today. Refrigeration and air
conditioning equipment of
over 16 brands is on display
here

Where: CSIR IMTECH, Sector 39,
Chandigarh

Where: Himachal Bhawan,
Sector 28, Chandigarh

When: 9:00 am onwards

When: 10:30 am onwards

APNI MANDI
CHANDIGARH:
Sector 43, 45D,
Dadumajra

Dadumajra
Chandigarh

Phase 5

MOHALI: Sector 67,
Phase 5

Mohali

PANCHKULA: Mansa
Devi Complex

Sector 67

Sector 43
Sector 45D

Mansa Devi
Complex
Panchkula
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ISSUES THAT MATTER:
CHANDIGARH WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE

Down the
drainpipe

expertview

›

Studies show a lot of
water goes waste due
to leakages in supply lines.
There has never been any
serious effort to plug it. The
city’s greenery is being
fed canal water
instead of
recycled
water.

WATER LEAKAGE In May, the city gets new supply from the
Bhakra canal; yet, water wastage is a big hole in supply. Politics
flares up only when contaminated water supply leaves residents
ill, or there is credit to be had for creation of infrastructure

ALOK SRIVASTVA,
PU professor

›

There is a lot of
leakage in
underground water
pipeline in Chandigarh.
These must be replaced
with jointless MS pipes.
Then there is no check on
water wastage in
colonies and
slums.

Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Come May first week, and
the city’s supply of water (110 MGD) will
almost equal its peak summer demand
(115MGD), with the commissioning of
additional 29 MGD water from Phases 5
and 6 of projects from the Bhakra Canal.
MGD stands for Million Gallons Per Day.
This will be the city’s first augmentation of canal water supply since 2006.
After the city was built, it managed
the first three decades by living on tubewell supply. Canal water project was
first mooted in 1983 when a 40-km pipeline was laid to bring canal water from
Bhakhra main line in Kajauli village that
falls in Punjab’s Chamkaur Sahib. The
city draws 58 MGD from the first four
phases.
Municipal corporation chief engineer
Manoj Bansal said, “After the new lines
are commissioned, the city will have
enough water for its entire 12 lakh population.”
However, the key question is will the
residents’ life run any smoother due to
the augmented supply.
Panjab University professor Alok
Srivastva, who has closely studied the
city’s water supply, said, “Studies show
a lot of water goes waste due to leakages
in supply lines. The city’s greenery is
being fed through canal water instead of
recycled water.”
He adds, “There has never been any
serious effort to plug it without which
the demand and supply gap will not be
met. The UT needs to invest its resources
to save water and to ensure clean supply.

CONTAMINATION,
SUPPLY LOSSES HIT LIVES
A municipal corporation (MC) budget
report tabled in February showed that
3MGD of water is wasted due to leakages
in phase 3 and 4 pipelines. This can meet
the daily requirement of 50,000 people in
Chandigarh.
Another 2017 MC report claimed that
the civic body faces 25% of non-revenue
supply losses.
One-fourth of supply is lost, before it is
metered by way of leakages in city’s

Pressure points
that hit availability
The city’s water supply and
sewerage infrastructure needs
an upgrade . Here are the
numbers that will need to
improve for the city to deliver.
loss at source
3MGD Water
due to leakages in

Kajauli's phase 3 and 4 pipelines

n

25%

Non-revenue supply
losses due to leakages
in underground water distribution network, wastage through
running taps in colonies & slums,
theft and meter inaccuracies

115 MGD City’s demand
81MGD 110MGD
Supply now

30%
In 2018, water
and sewerage
plaints were
30% of total
grievances

Supply after
29MGD is
added as
part of the
5th, 6th phase
of Bhakra
canal project
that will
come in May

underground water distribution network, wastage through running taps in
colonies and slums, theft and even meter
inaccuracies.
Contamination is a huge problem and
a health hazard. Recently, Dhanas residents complained of contaminated water
supply. In June, 2018, diarrohea broke
out in Mauli Jagran and more than 50
people were hospitalised.
In 2017, contamination was reported
in Sector 18, and over 250 diarrhoea cases
were detected. In a House meeting in
September, the councillor from Sector
52, Chandravati Shukla, brought a
muddy water bottle in the House to bring
attention to the issue.

In colonies and slums, water taps remain open most of the time, leading to leakages that are as high as 25%. The risk of
contaminated water supply is also a huge health hazard.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

‘MY MOST TANGIBLE
ACHIEVEMENT’

›

Augmenting city’s water
supply is among the most
tangible achievement of BJP in
the last five years.
Other related
issues will be
dealt on priority.

‘ADDITIONAL SUPPLY
WILL BE INEFFECTIVE’

PAWAN BANSAL,
Cong candidate

HARMOHAN DHAWAN ,
AAP candidate

SYSTEM UPGRADE NEEDED
An MC engineer, not wishing to be
quoted, said that water leakages were
more in branch lines than in the main
lines and is also main source of contamination. He added that the branch lines
connected the main line to individual
houses.
“We must start a project to change
these lines. A part of the cost may be
recovered from consumers, if there is
consensus. Main lines too needs to be
upgraded as the joints have withered
with time,” he said.
Low pressure of water in upper floors
is also an issue as people especially in
southern sectors often complain of short

supply during the summer.
MC commissioner KK Yadav said that
supply to upper floors will improve with
commissioning of new phases with a
₹500 crore 24X7 water supply project
dealing with other water-related issues.
“A pilot project for Manimajra has been
floated. We hope to tender it after elections. The funding is being taken from a
French government agency under the
smart city collaboration,” he added.
City’s water storage capacity needs to
be augmented. Since 70% of the city supply is dependent on canal water, the UT
needs to store half of its consumption at
a given time.
Thismeansthatwaterdrawnfromthe

Bhakra in the morning is supplied in the
evening and then tanks are again refilled
in evening for morning supply
“There is chaos in the city when
Bhakra supply gets disrupted due to
breakdown in lines. We need to create
more storage capacity to sustain the city
in an emergency. Over the past three
years, the BJP-ruled MC has done nothing in this direction and have ignored
this issue,” said MC leader of opposition
Devinder Babla.
The storage project has been held
up due to lack of funds with the MC.
Nearly ₹200 crore is required for creating
three-day water storage capacity for
the city.

SEWERAGE NEEDS ATTENTION
Of 1,100km sewerage line in the city, an
MC report in February said that in some
locations the pipes were laid 40-odd
years ago. Over 20% of sewer lines have
outlived their designed functional life.
This often creates seepages and creates
civic nuisance.
There are lines where the carrying
capacity has reduced to 50%, causing
back-flow or flooding at upstream during peak hours. Due to frequent repair of
lines, there is great inconvenience to
public as a portion of the roads is closed
for traffic for days, before lines are
restored by creating additional manholes.
There is a MC budget proposal of ₹30
crore to upgrade lines, but execution has
floundered due to financial constraints.
Another major issue is the poor quality of treated sewerage water; its use to
irrigate city’s greenery has not worked.
The use of treated water is compulsory for gardening in houses above 1
kanal, besides all public parks.
This area is around 3,600 acre and
treated water requirement for this is
20MGD. However, treated water available is only 50% of this quantity. People
don’t use it due to bad smell, despite having tertiary water connections.
An MC engineer, who deals with the
issue said, “A ₹700 crore project is being
undertaken under smart city mission
that will tackle this issue over the next
years.”
two y
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Chandigarh returning officer-cum-DC Mandip Singh
Brar, said the administration
will make all arrangements
to ensure that the differentlyabled voters were able to
exercise their franchise.
“Ramps in all polling booths
and facility for registration
on Election Commission
website for poll day help will
be provided,” Brar added.
Wheel chairs will be made
available at polling booths
and a companion will be
allowed to accompany blind/
infirm elector to assist him/
her in casting of vote, if the
person so wished.

Boota Singh, a retired senior
officer credited with exposing coal mafia during his service days with Indian Railway Traffic Service (IRTC)
will file his nomination as an
Independent from Chandigarh on Monday. He retired
as chief commercial manager, railways, in 2008. A
former AAP associate, he is
post-graduate in Economics
from PU. “I know the challenge underprivileged people face every day for survival in our country. I represent them,” he claimed.

I blame poor planning
under the BJP and the
Congress regimes for frequent
complaints of low
water pressure and
contamination. A
policy is needed.

KIRRON KHER, BJP
candidate

BJP candidate Kirron Kher
held two road shows in the
city on Sunday. The first was
from Mauli Jagran to Vikas
Nagar and the second was
held in Bapudhamwhere city
BJP chief Sanjay Tandon
accompanied her. In both the
events, Kirron spoke about
the development works completed during her tenure. In
the evening, she addressed
public meetings at the Customs and Excise Society, Sector-51, and Nirvana Society,
Sector-49. She also addressed
party workers at the residence of Hardeep Singh Bhatia in Sector 42.

Ex-rly manager
to contest as
Independent

›

›

Differently
abled to get all
facilities to vote

Boota Singh

‘PLANNING HAS NOT
BEEN UP TO THE MARK’

The BJP has not upgraded
water supply infrastructure.
Without this, additional
water supply will be
ineffective and
shortage will
continue.

Kirron holds
two road
shows in city

n

VK BHARDWAJ,
Former MC chief
engineer

politicalleadersviews

POLLBUZZ

n

03

The roadshow of BJP candidate Kirron Kher in Mauli Jagran on Sunday.

‘Will shift dump
from Dadumajra’

Police observer
takes stock

Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) candidate Harmohan Dhawan
campaigned in Dadumajra
village, along with Jujhar
Singh Badheri, and former
sarpanches of villages, where
the issue of the dumping
ground was discussed. “I
assure you that, if elected, the
dumping ground will be
shifted from residential area,”
Dhawan told the gathering.

Ambala and Kurukshetra
police observer Mainul Islam
Mandal who is deputy
inspector general of Vigilance and anti Corruption
fromAssamcadreon Sunday
took a tour of Ambala parliamentary constituency. He is
also the police observer for
Kurukshetra. Ambala and
Kurukshetra constituencies
have four legislative assembly constituencies each.

Chandumajra, Tewari, Shergill file
papers for Anandpur Sahib today
Congress candidate from Anandpur Sahib constituency Manish
Tewari, SAD candidate Prem Singh Chandumajra and AAP candidate Narinder Singh Shergill will file nomination with deputy
commissioner-cum-returning officer Sumeet Jarangal on Monday. To date, 15 candidates have filed their papers. Punjab chief
minister Captain Amarinder Singh and senior Congress leaders
will accompany Tewari during the filing of his papers. Before
nomination, Tewari and Congress workers will take out a road
show. SAD candidate Prem Singh Chandumajra will file his
papers after paying obeisance at the historic gurdwara Bhatta
Sahib. AAP’s Shergill will also take out a road show.

SANT ARORA/HT

Balbir Sidhu bats for Tewari
Punjab cabinet minister Balbir Singh Sidhu and general secretary of Punjab Pradesh Congress Committee, Ravinder Singh
Pali, began door-to-door campaigning in Sector 70 in support of
party candidate from Anandpur Sahib, Manish Tewari. Sidhu
claimed the SAD-BJP will lose all Lok Sabha seats in Punjab.

YOUNGISTAN

RESOLVE AGRARIAN CRISIS
Young people in the tricity are concerned about the agrarian crisis and want the new
government to resolve it. The free fall of the rupee also needs to be stopped, they say.
Other demands include weeding out corruption from society, controlling crime rates
and ensuring that minority communities are not made to feel ‘left out’

AGRICULTURE SECTOR NEEDS A BOOST

STRENGTHEN
THE RUPEE
ABHISHEK NAIN, 20, BSc nonmedical second year student,
DAV College-10, Chandigarh

AMARINDER NEGI, 19, BSc first-year student,
SGGS (Khalsa) College, Chandigarh
Do extensive research on candidates before voting.
Safe environment: People should be able to leave their
homes without fear

A country’s politics is the backbone
of its democracy

No quota:There should be equal opportunities for all
and reservations scrapped

Strong rupee: The government
should control the depreciating
value the rupee against the dollar
by making India financially stable
Women’s safety: Crimes against
women
should be
dealt with
quickly
Unemployment: It’s a
serious issue
for the youth
of India.

Agriculture: Improvements in the agriculture sector
have to be prioritised.

BETTER HEALTHCARE, SANITATION
AMANDEEP KAUR, BSc non-medical final year
student, DAV College-10, Chandigarh
Critical issues the government must address:
Jobs: The national career service scheme is a flop
Women’s empowerment: Despite laws to protect
women from domestic violence, nothing has changed
Healthcare: People need access to quality healthcare.

ELIMINATE CORRUPTION
RIGZIN TSOMO, BA II student, Post Graduate
Government College-46, Chandigarh
Remove corruption, poverty and unemployment.
Corruption: No development is possible without
eliminating corruption.
Poverty: A war should be launched against poverty
Employment: The literacy rate has improved so job
opportunities should grow correspondingly

n

Punjab cabinet minister Balbir Singh Sidhu (c) with
supporters in Sector 70 on Sunday.

HT PHOTO

‘PGI to get
direct funds’

‘Jumla politics
will end now’

Congress candidate Pawan
Kumar Bansal assured residents of PGI campus that he
would ensure direct funding
for the institute, if elected as
the MP. He was speaking at a
public meeting at the PGI
campus. on Sunday.

Shiromani Akali Dal (Taksali) candidate from Anandpur Sahib Bir Devinder
Singh said, on Sunday, that
the 2019 elections will put an
end to ‘jumla’ politics. He was
addressing a meeting in
Rupnagar.

COMPILED BY MUNIESHWER A SAGAR, HILLARY VICTOR , BAHADURJEET SINGH AND VIVEK GUPTA

SET UP MORE BUSINESSES
NALINI PATEL, 21, Physiotherapy second year student,
Chandigarh University
The government should not ignore the interests of
the poor or middle class and give importance
to the rich.
Corruption: Many government officials and those in
the legal profession are corrupt. This should change.
Unemployment: Lack of jobs could drive our youth
towards depression, drug abuse, and even suicide.
Business: More private companies have to be set up
in the country to create job opportunities.

INCLUSIVE
DEVELOPMENT
RUPANSHI SAKLANI, 23,
Postgraduate in journalism and
mass communication, Panjab
University
The next government needs to
work on the following:
Jobs: The government should
provide employment to youngsters, or the crime rate is bound to
go up
Inclusive development: The
current government has excluded
the minority
communities
from its
narrative. That
should change
Peace: A
peace treaty
between India
and Pakistan is
a must.

COMPILED BY YUVRAJ KAUSHAL, RACHNA VERMA, SRISHTI JASWAL,
IDREES BUKHTIYAR AND RAJANBIR SINGH
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Two senators among 493
students receive doctorates

specialmentions
RIDING HIGH
Following are some students who received their PhD degrees at the 68th annual convocation of Panjab University on
Sunday. Coming from diverse fields, they conducted research on topics ranging from counter-narratives of exile and
dispossession in selected memoirs from Palestine to political hold over Sikh institutions and poetry of resistance in
post-progressive phase to quality control approaches for minimising the defects in apparel industries of Punjab.

68TH ANNUAL CONVOCATION 174 degrees were awarded in science, 95 in arts, 72 in education, 48 in languages,
29 in law, 26 in engineering, 21 in business management, 17 in pharmaceutical sciences and 11 in design and fine arts
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:Two Panjab Univer-

sity (PU) senators, among 493 students, received their doctor of
philosophy (PhD) degrees on the
68th annual convocation organised here on Sunday.
Vice-president of India and
varsity chancellor M Venkaiah
Naidu, who was the chief guest,
awarded the degrees to senators
Harpreet Singh Dua and Parveen
Goyal besides the students.
43-year-old Dua is also a sitting
member of the Syndicate.
174 PhD degrees were awarded
in science, 95 in arts, 72 in education, 48 in languages, 29 in law, 26
in engineering and technology, 21
in business management and
commerce, 17 in pharmaceutical
sciences and 11 in design and fine
arts faculties.
527 GET UG, PG DEGREES
At least 527 students received
their degrees in undergraduate(UG) and postgraduate (PG)
courses, 340 students were
awarded medals, certificates and
cash prizes.
Dua received his PhD on the
topic ‘Democratic Aspect of Sri
Guru Granth Sahib.’ He said that
he thought of the topic when Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) was
emerging.
“Everything the party was
talking about is already there in
Sikhism. Sri Guru Granth Sahib
guides us against caste, creed,
corruption and all such things. It
has always guided democracy.”
40-year-old Goyal worked on
EDM tools, electrodes and
completed his PhD in six years.
VIGYAN RATTAN
CONFERRED UPON
ISRO CHAIRMAN
Venkaiah Naidu conferred Vigyan Rattan on chairman of Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) and secretary, department of space, Bengaluru, K
Sivan. Naidu said, “Sivan is
another great son of the country.
It is our tradition to honour those
with talent.”

n

Students after receiving their PhD degrees at the 68th annual convocation at Panjab University in Chandigarh on Sunday.

ANIL DAYAL/HT

‘Education not only for employment’
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : “Education is not
primarily for employment. It is
for enhancement of knowledge,
enlightenment, empowerment
and lastly for employment,” said
vice-president of India and Panjab University (PU) chancellor M
Venkaiah Naidu.
“Unfortunately, we have been
thinking in reverse, one of the
purposes is – you need to
enlighten yourself, you need to
enhance your knowledge,” he
said.
Addressing a gathering during
convocation ceremony of the varsity, Naidu stressed on eating
healthy and investing time in
physical activities. He said,

n

M Venkaiah Naidu

HT PHOTO

“Instant food means constant disease. There is no restriction as to
what you want to eat, only it has
to be healthy.” On the occasion,
Naidu asked vice-chancellor
(V-C) Raj Kumar to do away with
convocation robes and adopt
something Indian.
“Our tradition has to be preserved,” he said.

5 POINTS TO REMEMBER
Naidu gave five points worth
remembering to the students,
“The mother who has given you
birth should never ever be forgotten, never forget the place of
birth. You should never forget
your mother tongue which is like
our eyes, never forget your motherland, irrespective of caste,
creed and religion. Never forget
the ‘guru’ who has given you
knowledge, a guru can never be
replaced by Google.”
Stressing upon the importance
of mother tongue, Naidu mentioned several names, including
those of former prime ministers
Manmohan Singh and IK Gujral
who had never went to convent
schools.
He said that Prime Minister

A DAUGHTER FULFILLING
HER FATHER’S DREAM

STUDY OF URANIUM
SOURCE IN PUNJAB

OF CARBON AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

It was an overwhelming moment
for 28-year-old Ranjana Bhandari ,
daughter of former dean of university instructions (DUI) AK Bhandari,
as she received her PhD degree in
pharmaceutical sciences. She said
that it was a dream of her father
who passed away in February. She
said her father wanted her to be a
good scientist and researcher.

31-year-old Anoubam Diana
Sharma from Manipur received
her doctorate in environment
science. She had investigated the
source of uranium and its geochemical pathways in alluvial aquifers
of Southwest Punjab. The results
clearly established that the
source of uranium was geogenic,
she said.

32-year-old Afreen Jan from
Anantnag, Jammu and Kashmir,
received her PhD degree in botany.
Her topic was ‘Carbon Sequestration and Nutrient Accumulation in
Macrophytes of Temperate and
Sub-tropical Wetlands’. She said
90% of the wetlands have already
been lost. They play a key role in
climate regulation, she added.

PALESTINE CONFLICT
FINDS A VOICE

RESERACH ON SIKH
INSTITUTIONS

FINALLY, A PhD-DEGREE
HOLDER AT 55

35-year-old Anchalee Seangthong
from Thailand received her doctorate in English. Inspired by the
culture, history and heritage of
India, she chose PU and conducted
her research on counter-narratives
of exile and dispossession in
selected memoirs from Palestine.
She said one should break the
binary.

Kanwardeep Singh, 33, received
his doctorate in political science.
He studied the political hold over
Sikh institutions and topic of his
research was ‘The Sikhs -- Institutions and identity’. He pointed
out in his research that political
ambitions have become the top
priority for Sikh politico-religious
class.

Rajeev Sharma, 55, who teaches at
DAV College, Hoshiarpur, received
his doctorate in botany. In 2005, he
decided to enrol himself in PhD but
could not continue following which
his registration was cancelled. Once
again, he enrolled for PhD in 2012.
He conducted taxonomic investigation carried out on micromycetes
diversity in Shivalik region.

FIRST DOCTORATE IN
FASHION TECHNOLOGY

AN IRANIAN’S PURSUIT
OF ENGLISH READING

ANOTHER FEAT FOR
FORMER STUDENT LEADER

40-year-old Meeta Gawri received
the first doctorate degree from
University Institute of Fashion
Technology and Vocational Development (UIFT and VD). She is
presently working in Northern India
Institute of Fashion Technology,
Mohali. She conducted a study of
quality control approaches for
minimising the defects in apparel
industries of Punjab.

41-year-old Mitra Pajoumnia from
Tehran, Iran, received her doctorate
in English. She had conducted an
empirical study on the relationship
between critical thinking and
English reading comprehension in
second language learners at
undergraduate level. She has
experience in teaching English as a
second language and has been
teaching it at PU.

Former student leader and the first
presidential candidate of Students
for Society (SFS), Amandeep Kaur,
received her doctorate in English.
Her topic of research was ‘Poetry of
Resistance in Post-progressive
Phase’. She is presently working as
an assistant professor at GNDU,
Amritsar. She had got 1,334 votes
during the student elections in 2014,
first-ever such feat for women.

Narendra Modi did not even see a
convent school.
Stressing on the Centre’s
schemes such as ‘Beti Bachao
Beti Padhao’, ‘Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan’ and emphasis on yoga,
he said, “Swachh Bharat is for
our body, not for Modi. Yoga is for
our body, not for Modi.”
LATECOMERS
DRAW ATTENTION
Few senators, syndics and
students who came late for the
convocation address of the
vice-president, continuously
thumped on one of the doors of
the hall, inviting attention of
everybody, from students to the
chief guest.
It took nearly 15-20 minutes to
ensure decorum.

8-year-old girl changes school It took 16 years for this woman to get her PhD degree
after being denied bus facility
Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : An eight-year-old
student of Nayagaon was forced
to take admission in another
school after her school discontinued her transportation facility.
Formerly a student of Kundan
International School, Sector 46,
the girl had been availing transportation service for last four
years but the contractor refused
to provide her the facility from
the ongoing academic session.
Parents of the child got her
admitted to Class 4 in Manav
Mangal High School, Sector 21.
The parents alleged that they
had held several meetings with
the school to intervene but they
said their hands were tied as the
contractor did not agree to ferry
their child.

PARENTS APPROACH
EDUCATION SECY
On April 4, the parents wrote to
education secretary asking him
to intervene into the matter, however, no cognisance was taken
into the matter.
In her complaint to the education secretary, the child’s mother

›

I could not provide
transport facility to
this child as she lives on an
opposite axis. Even if they
pay me extra, I’d still run
into losses by picking the
child from Nayagaon.
KIRPAL S SAINI, bus contractor

Nisha Sharma had mentioned,
“On March 20, the bus contractor
called me and said that he could
not provide the service to pick up
my child from Shivalik Vihar in
Nayagaon.”
She said the school further
forced her to admit her child to
some other school. “How can we
decide any new school in 10 days,
given the fact that academic sessions in many schools have
already started,” she stated, adding that they had to arrange
around ₹50,000 immediately for
readmission of their child to
another school.
Alleging harassment at the
hand of the school authorities,

SCD COLLEGE ROW

the parents said, “This is the
business of the school. They
also told me that a mother should
not be working, she should stay
at home for taking care of
children.”
‘SCHOOL DIDN’T REFUND
SECURITY DEPOSIT’
Nisha further stated, “Even after
admitting our child to Manav
Mangal School, Kundan International School has not refunded
our security money of ₹5,000.
Whenever we call them, they say
that it is in process.”
When approached, Kundan
International School principal
Manjeet Jauhar refused to speak
on the matter.
The bus facility contractor Kirpal Singh Saini said, “I cannot
provide facility to their child as it
is totally an opposite route. Even
if they pay me extra, it will still
result into a loss by running a bus
on the route for just one child. We
have expenses of petrol, taxes and
maintenance. How will I overcome them?”
Education secretary BL
Sharma said, “I will look into the
complaint and investigate the
matter.”

PAU to hold play

Hindu outfits protest on Jallianwala
against police ‘inaction’ Bagh massacre
LUDHIANA: Members of Vishwa

Hindu Parishad, Bajrang Dal and
other Hindu outfits staged a protest at Bharat Nagar chowk here
on Sunday, against police inaction in a case registered for
“mockery of Hindu Gods” by unidentified persons during a play
staged at the SCD Government

College on April 7.
The protestors alleged that the
police are deliberately not
arresting the accused for
hurting religious sentiments of
Hindus. Protesters said that if no
action is taken by the police till
Monday, they will intensify the
HTC
protest.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: An hour-long play on
the 1919 Jallianwala Bagh massacre will be staged at the Dr Manmohan Singh Auditorium of Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU) here on May 6.
What makes this play interesting is the portrayal of Jallianwala
Bagh as a character to be played
by a university student,
Palwinder Bassi, who will represent a wall of Jallianwala Bagh
with stains of blood on it to
recreate the real scene of the massacre.
Bassi, who is pursuing Masters in Forestry, said that such
plays are necessary and should
be organised frequently to make
youngsters aware of the country’
s history. The play is written and
directed by Anil Sharma, assistant director, Radio and TV, Punjab Agricultural University.

n

Mukesh Lata

HT PHOTO

CHANDIGARH:
Forty-year-old
Mukesh Lata received her doctor
of philosophy PhD degree in Punjabi after 16 years.
Lata had enrolled herself
under the programme in 2003 and
worked on the stories of author
Ravinder Ravi.
Lata said she was denied submission of her thesis for long due
to “politics” in the department of

Punjabi. She had even complained against her supervisor JS
Nehru, requesting the authorities to let her submit her thesis or
change her supervisor.
‘FOUGHT HARD
FOR DEGREE’
Lata said, “In 2016-17, I read a
news story about a person getting
his PhD degree after 22 years. I

contacted the then V-C Arun K
Grover. He took up my case and
allowed me to change my supervisor and submit my thesis under
late HS Gosal.” She added, “I have
fought hard for this degree but at
this point, it means nothing to me.
I don’t feel any happiness. I cannot apply for a job at this point, I
lost my career options in these
years.”

Chairperson of one of the committees, Pam Rajput, said, “She
has been very courageous and
fortunately, has been awarded
the degree at last.” Senator DPS
Randhawa said, “We need to
introspect a lot. Everybody is not
as courageous as she had been.
We must make a promise to not let
it happen with any student
HTC
again.”

campusconnect
INTER-STATE
SCHOLARSHIP TEST
AT RAYAT BAHRA
RUPNAGAR : Rayat Bahra Group of
Institutions organised an inter-state
mega scholarship test for students of
Class 12 to make them aware of new
job oriented courses at its Rupnagar
campus on Sunday.Campus director
Suresh Seth said more than 300
students from Punjab, Himachal
Pradesh and Chandigarh took part in
the test. The campus director said it
was a good platform to judge the
ability of students appearing for
various competitive exams in
future.The first fifty rank holders in
the test were given cash prizes and
certificates at the event.

300 students get
degrees at DSCW
CHANDIGARH : Dev Samaj College for
Women (DSCW), Sector 45-B, here
organised the 31st annual convocation. Professor Paramjit Singh Jaswal,
vice-chancellor, Rajiv Gandhi National University of Law, Patiala, was
the chief guest. Nirmal Singh Dhillon,
secretary, Dev Samaj, and Dr Agnese
Dhillon, principal, Dev Samaj College
of Education, were the guests of
honour on the occasion. Principal Dr
Jaspal Kaur awarded academic
degrees to 300 students of different
courses at the event. As many as 204
students were honoured with merit
certificates for their excellent
achievements. Professor Paramjit S
Jaswal emphasised the significance
of education in today’s society,
especially for young girls. Dhillon
reiterated the commitment of Dev
Samaj towards women education

n

Students with their degrees after convocation at Dev Samaj College for Women, Sector 45, in Chandigarh on Sunday.

during the function.Renu Kalra,
convenor, annual convocation,
thanked everyone for gracing the
occasion with their presence.

UGI organises
int’l conference
DERABASSI : A one-day international
conference on emerging trends and
innovations in social science, engineering, management, agriculture

and medical science (SEMAM 2K19)
was organised by Universal Group
of Institutions (UGI), Lalru, in
collaboration with Globally Multidisciplinary Research and Education
Association, Ambala. Sarit K Das,
director, IIT Ropar, said universities
and institutes should not only
concentrate on teaching but also on
promoting research and innovation.
MS Manna, former director, All India

Council for Technical Education
(AICTE), emphasised on the strategy
of publication for better dissemination of their findings. He said the UGI
should set up an incubation centre at
Universal Group of Institutes to allow
young minds to think out of the box.

motivated students to become job
providers instead of becoming job
seekers.

elections were conducted under the
supervision of the Electoral Literacy
Club. The students of Classes 9 to
12 participated in the event. The
selected cabinet members will take
oath on Monday.

Law alumni committee plans
silver jubilee, releases logo
CHANDIGARH : Panjab University’s

KESHAV SINGH /HT

core committee of law alumni- 1994
met on Sunday under coordinator
Vikas Chatrath, an advocate in the
Punjab and Haryana high court.
As many as 12 law graduates of the
batch were present at the meeting,
where they decided to reach out
to their university professors and
honour them. The logo of the
committee was also finalised on
at the alumni meet.

schoolnotes
CL AGGARWAL DAV

Session on fire safety
CHANDIGARH : CL Aggarwal DAV
Model School, Sector 7-B, organised a
session on fire safety on Sunday. The
resource person for the session was
a fire safety official was the resource
perso. He apprised the students of
the dos and don’ts and shared fire
safety tips. He also explained the
functioning of a fire extinguisher. A

mock drill was performed with the
help fire extinguishers.
BCM SCHOOL

Orientation session held
LUDHIANA: BCM School, Chandigarh
Road, organised an orientation
session, ‘Shape the mind’, for the
commerce students of Classes 11 and
12 on Sunday. LBCM Foundation
executive director Prem Kumar

KBDAV-7

Senate elections
conducted
CHANDIGARH : KB DAV Senior
Secondary Public School, Sector 7-B,
conducted elections for the School
Senate (2019-20) on Sunday. The

SHISHU NIKETAN

Sports meet organised
CHANDIGARH : Shishu Niketan Model
Senior Secondary School, Sector

22-D, organised a sports meet for the
students of Classes Nursery to 2 on
Sunday. Nursery students took part
in simple races, while Kindergarten
students took part in run-touchback–race.Class 1 students participated in frog race and the Class 2
students took part in lemon race.
Principal Amita Khorana said such
events were not only important for
physical well-being but also instilling
competitive spirit in the children.
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tricitythisweek
Press Freedom Day marks the anniversary of the Declaration of Windhoek, a
statement on press freedom principles
by African newspaper journalists in
1991. Produced at a UNESCO seminar,
it promoted an independent and pluralistic African Press, in Windhoek, Namibia. The 2019 theme is journalism and
elections in times of disinformation.
n

King’s XI Punjab owner Preity Zinta and Kolkata Knight Riders’ Shah Rukh Khan.

Gill also returns to his home ground
in the KKR outfit.
Fans can also expect some fireworks
as the two Caribbeans Russell and
Chris Gayle might take it upon them-

Mon
APRIL 29
ART WALK

n

Manjot Kaur.

LAST DAY FOR FILING
NOMINATIONS
Monday is the last date for filing
nominations for the Chandigarh
Lok Sabha seat. So far 10 candidates, including two independents,
have filed their nomination papers,
with Congress candidate Pawan
Kumar Bansal and BJP’s Kirron
Kher being the leading candidates.
AAP and BSP candidates are also
expected to file their nominations.

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Water shortage to be discussed.

APRIL 30
MC HOUSE MEETING

The MC will hold its monthly
House meeting on Tuesday. Except
for the approval of the minutes of
the last House meeting, no listed
agenda is expected due to the
enforcement of the model code of
conduct because of the Lok Sabha
polls. The MC had sought approval
from Election Commission to table
the policy draft on construction
and demolition waste but has not
received a go-ahead. The Congress,
is likely to corner the BJP on issues
of low water pressure, parking
chaos and harassment of residents
due to faulty tax notices.

SHOP REGISTRATIONS
April 30 is the last date for shopkeepers to renew the registration of
their shops under the Shop and
Registration Act. The registration
will be done online.

Rooh Punjab Di is a cultural programme organised for young participants from Punjab, Haryana
and Chandigarh. Virasat-e-Punjab
Art and Cultural Club in association with Khalsa Anandpur Wale
group aims to spread awareness
among the youth of drug menace.
The cultural evening will include
play, folk orchestra and gatka to
promote Punjabi culture.
When: 6pm to 9pm.
Where: Tagore Theatre.

n

Saying no to drugs.

GETTY IMAGES

LABOUR DAY
Labour Day honours workers
around the world. The day is also
linked with International Workers’ Day. A public holiday, the day
is marked by events devoted to
causes, rights and contributions of
workers.

The Rose Garden
library, inaugurated in 1985,
was once a great attraction for
book and newspaper lovers and
scores of people used to visit it
and spend a lot of time in reading books and newspapers and
magazines. But this is not the
case anymore.
The library has a rich collection of 6,058 books, which are
stocked on rusted racks. The
books are also in a deplorable
condition with many being
worn out with time and rust.
Many books have also been
badly damaged by termites.
Chairs in the library are broken and are in a condition that
no one can use them.
The only water cooler is nonoperational with tube light also
not functioning properly.
“The ceiling of the library
leaks and water keeps on falling
on books when it rains,” said
Hemlata, who has been working
as a caretaker of the library for
the past 17 years.
“I have complained multiple

n

The roof of the Rose Garden library in Ludhiana has developed cracks.

times to the authorities concerned, but to no avail,” she
added. With spiders and lizards

making their homes in every
corner of the library. Rust and
termites are also eating into the

GURMINDER SINGH/HT

pages of books.
“A foul smell keeps on coming out of rusted and soiled

n

n

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: A whopping 6,648 new
students between the age group
of 3 to 10, have been enrolled in
several government primary
schools across the district in
pre-primary to Class 5.
Out of the newly enrolled students, a total of 3,852 students
have been admitted to pre-primary classes. The education
department had started the
enrolment process for these
classes on December 18, 2018
and in the last four months, a
huge number of students from
private schools have secured
admission in Classes 1 to 5.
The department has attributed the increase in enrolment
to efforts made by teachers and
department officials. Teachers

opted innovative ways of holding rallies on tractors, visiting
door-to-door to convince parents and informing them about
the benefits of studying in government schools.
Last year, a total of 96,448 students had enrolled themselves
in the schools of the district and
now there are one lakh students
studying in 993 government primary schools, thus showcasing
the rise of over 6,000 students
(6,648).
As per the data uploaded on
the ePunjab web portal by government primary schools, there
are around 400 schools, which
have not been able to improve
enrolment since last year.
District education officer
Balbir Singh and deputy district
education officer, elementary,
Kuldeep Singh Saini, have been

EDU DEPT ATTRIBUTED
THE INCREASE IN
ENROLMENT TO
EFFORTS MADE BY
TEACHERS AND
DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS
visiting schools every day and
motivating teachers to enhance
the enrolment.
As per the officials, 672 new
students have been enrolled in
the Government Primary
School, Giaspura, which tops
the district. The school had 1,944
students admitted in the previous academic session and in the
last one month, the number
reached 2,616.
School head Nisha Rani said,
“We have sufficient number of

classrooms to accommodate the
new students.”
“Our teachers conducted a
survey in which it was revealed
that many students have gone to
their native states and will come
back in July. More students
will be enrolled in July once
these children come to Ludhiana,” she said.
The next in the list is the Government Primary School, Sukhdev Nagar, where 113 new students have been enrolled during
this session, out of which 74 students of private schools
took admission in different
classes.
Head teacher Sudhdir Singh
Sekhon said, “Every teacher
made efforts to increase the
enrolment of students and now
the strength of the school has
reached 418.”
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MAY 2
TRIBUTE TO NORAH
RICHARDS
‘Thy Work Is Done’ is part of the
epitaph on the grave of Norah
Richards, known as the great
grandmother of Punjabi drama
and theatre. An Irish by birth and
nationality, Richards lived in India
for over 60 years and this play by
Sahitya Akademi awardee Atamjit
Singh is a tribute to her contributions to Punjabi language.
When: 6.30pm.
Where: Tagore Theatre.

books and it makes it quite difficult for us to read and use
books,” said Ranjeet Singh, a
member of the library.
“There are no regular visitors to the library as the municipal corporation is not making
any efforts to improve its
deplorable condition,” he
added.The library is now left
with just 18 members, but they
also hardly visit it.
The library keeps newspapers, but there are no readers.
MC secretary Jasdev Singh
Sekhon said, “Due to lack of
funds, we have not been able to
renovate it. However, we look
forward to replace the books
with new ones in a month or so.”

“We have also come up with a
new block consisting of three
classrooms, best infrastructure,
a well-maintained mid-day meal
kitchen.
Our school has also started
music and art workshops for
students. Classes are held every
Saturday,” he added.
The situation is no different
in other primary schools.
At the Government Primary
School, Sherpur Khurd, as
many as 77 new students have
been enrolled in different
classes. Now, the school has a
total strength of 721 students.
At the Government Primary
School, Chanan Devi, 58 new
students joined the school this
year.
The school strength was 540
last year and now there are 598
students in the school.

Partly
Cloudy

Sun

Norah Richards.

6,648 get enrolled in govt primary schools
Deepa Sharma Sood

38°c

To celebrate the commitment, dedication and sacrifice by firefighters, the Chandigarh fire department will hold awareness campaigns at important spots in town.
The aim of the event is to make people aware and recognise the efforts
made by the firefighters in keeping
the city’s communities and environment safe.
When: Time yet to be decided.
Where: Elante Mall and
Sector 17.

THE BOOKS ARE ALSO
IN A DEPLORABLE
CONDITION WITH MANY
BEING WORN OUT WITH
TIME AND RUST;
MANY BOOKS HAVE
ALSO BEEN BADLY
DAMAGED BY TERMITES

LUDHIANA:

38°c

35

Sat

n

Keeping city safe.

MAY 5
DHONI-LED CSK FACE
ASHWIN’S MEN
Another marquee match is scheduled for Sunday, which will have
King’s XI Punjab skipper Ashwin
itching for some revenge. Ashwin,
who has had a long innings under
Dhoni and Chennai Super Kings
(CSK), saw KXIP losing to CSK in
Chennai on April 6. With CSK
already qualified, this match at the
fag end of the league stage will have
Punjab doing all the running needing a win more than their rivals.
It’s not easy to outfox Dhoni but
nevertheless Ashwin might try to
spring a surprise.
Time: 4 pm.
Where: IS Bindra Punjab
Cricket Association Stadium,
Mohali

HT PHOTO

AMIT SHAH IN CITY
BJP National president Amit Shah will
be holding a public rally on Sunday, May
5 in Chandigarh. Shah is one of the star
campaigners of the party.
n

CSK skipper MS Dhoni.

PTI

AC I D AT TAC K I N L U D H I A N A

Victims reluctant to record
statement, police suspicious
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

39°c

MAY 4
FIREFIGHTERS’ DAY

STOCK Library has a collection of 6,058 books, but placed on rusted racks and are in a bad condition
Atish Sharma

38°c

30

SNOOKER, LAST DATE

MAY 1
YOUTH AND DRUGS
n

40

Three events conclude: The 18th Asian
Billiards, 20th U-21 Asian Snooker
Championship and 3rd Ladies Asian
SnookerChampionship. Where: Community Centre, Sector 19.

selves to light up the venue.
When: An 8pm start ensures
some respite from heat
Where: IS Bindra PCA Stadium,
Mohali

With leaking roof, damaged books,
Ludhiana’s library in a shambles
n

APRIL 29
WEATHER FORECAST MONDAY,
TO SUNDAY,MAY 5

PRESS FREEDOM DAY

MAY 3
SRK’S KNIGHTS AND
PREITY’S KINGS

Artist Manjot Kaur will organise a
walk around her exhibition Paradoxically Absurd. With a combination of science experiments, installations, paintings and audio clips
together, Kaur wants to raise
awareness on important issues
such as climate change, corrosion
of culture, impact of pesticides and
economic policies.
When: 12 noon.
Where: Punjab Kala Bhawan.

EVENTS TO WATCH OUT FOR

alsoonthisday

eventoftheweek

It may boil down to this match as
Preity Zinta’s Kings XI Punjab
(KXIP) and Shah Rukh Khan’s
Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) chase
playoff berths. KKR have fizzled out
after a great start while KXIP skipper
Ravichandran Ashwin will be looking
for a superb effort from his side for a
meaningful impact on rankings and
qualify for next stage.
Keep an eye on power hitter Andre
Russell. The much talented Shubman
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LUDHIANA: A day after being

attacked by acid by two motorcycle-borne masked men, both
the girls were shifted to a private room in the civil hospital
here on Sunday. The police are
finding the matter suspicious as
the victims are reluctant to
record their statement for lodging a first information report
(FIR).
The women have also been
changing their statement frequently, said the police.
The police visited the spot on
Sunday where the women were
allegedly attacked by acid, but
found nothing. The police have
also scanned CCTV cameras in
the area.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP) Sandeep Vadhera,
said that there are many missing links in the story narrated
by the victims. The man, who

›

There are many
missing links in the
story narrated by victims.
The man, who brought the
women to hospital, is also
missing and his mobile
phone is switched off.
SANDEEP VADHERA,
assistant commissioner of police

brought the women to the hospital, is missing and his mobilephone is switched off. He added
that the spot, where the women
claimed that they were
attacked, is merely 200 metres
from the house of one of the victims. Instead of informing her
family members, they informed
the live-in partner of one of
them, who claimed that he was
her husband.
The ACP added that the police

Advancements in
retinal, glaucoma
surgeries discussed
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Department of

Ophthalmology, Dayanand
Medical College and Hospital
(DMCH), in association with the
Ludhiana Ophthalmology Society, organised a continuing
medical education (CME) event
on “Master Class in Ophthalmology” here on Sunday.
The purpose of the CME was
to update the knowledge and
expertise of delegates in retinal
diseases and glaucoma management techniques.
The CME ement was inaugurated by secretary of DMCH
Managing Society Prem Kumar
Gupta. He said that the department of ophthalmology (eye) at
the DMCH is well-equipped with
state- of-the-art facilities and

equipments to treat eye
patients.
Eminent speakers during the
CME programme were Dr Lingam Gopal and Dr Lingam
Vijaya from Sankara Nethralaya, Chennai, who shared their
knowledge and delivered talks
on advancements in retinal and
glaucoma surgeries.
Organising secretary Dr
Sumeet Chopra, professor and
head of department of ophthalmology, DMCH, said that this
CME is an opportunity for
young ophthalmologists to
interact with the distinguished
doctors of the country.
Other eminent doctors
included Dr Sukhjiwan Kakkar,
president, Ludhiana Ophthalmology Society; and Dr BS
Rana, secretary, Ludhiana Ophthalmology Society.

have scanned their call record
and found that they did not
make any call after being allegedly attacked by acid. The victim had strained relations with
her live-in partner. She suspected him of ignoring her. The
women are Facebook friends.
They met on the social networking site a month ago. On Saturday, one of them had gone to Kot
Mangal Singh to meet the other
for the first time.
The ACP said no case has
been registered so far. Appropriate action will be taken after
investigating the matter thoroughly, he said. Two woman
were admitted to the civil hospital with burns on Saturday
night. They alleged that two
motorcycle- borne masked men
assaulted them with acid in the
Kot Mangal Singh area and
escaped. However, they
reported the matter to the police
around 8 pm, four hours after
the incident.

One booked for
raping 20-yr-old
girl in Ambala
AMBALA : Naraingarh women’s
police have booked one person
for allegedly raping a 20 year old
girl in August last year.
The accused was identified as
Harpreet Singh alias Kala of
Sanghrani village in the district.
In her complaint to the police,
Baljinder Kaur said the accused
took her in Royal Blue hotel in
Naraingarh, 35 km from
Ambala, on August 27 last year.
“There he raped me several
times. He had been wooing me
for a long time, and then too, he
raped me,” she added. As per
sources, the girl is 8 months
pregnant now.
SHO Naraingarh women’s
police station Sheela Watni said
they have booked Harpreet
Singh under IPC sections 366-A
and 376.
She added, “We are investigating the case, and a hunt will
be launched against the
accused.”
HTC
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Sourav outclasses Pankaj

H R U V PA N D OV E U - 1 9 T R O P H Y

FINE SHOW Sourav Kothari registers biggest upset of the day defeating seasoned Pankaj Advani 4-0

Manav’s superb 154 sets up
Mohali’s win over Bathinda

HT Correspondent

n

n

managed to spring a surprise
defeating much experienced
Pankaj Advani 4-0 in billiards on
the second day of the 18th Asian
Billiards, 20th U-21 Asian
Snooker Championship and the
3rd Ladies Asian Snooker Championship starting at Community
Centre, Sector 19, on Sunday.
Sourav was a man on a mission and took an early lead and
then hit breaks of 100 and 58 to
clinch the match. Up against
multiple times World Champion
and a former Asian Champion
Pankaj who has 21 world titles to
his credit, Kothari, who himself
won the Asian billiards title few
years ago started well taking the
first frame 100-18.
The second frame saw a battle
which went down to the wires
with Sourav winning the frame
100-98, Pankaj had hit a break of
62 but was unlucky to let go of an
opportunity which could have
helped him make a comeback.
Up 2-0, Sourav wasted little
time in wrapping up the third
frame 100 (100)-0. In the fourth
frame, Sourav clinched the tie
100-57 with a break of 58.
Siddharth Parikh of India,
who had an off day yesterday
when he went down 2-4 to compatriot Rohan Jambusaria, was in
a different zone today when he
faced one of the most experienced players on the billiards
circuit Praprut Chaithanasakun
of Thailand. Praprut started well
winning the first frame 100
(68)-50, but Siddhrath bounced
back to win the second frame
100-5, hitting a break of 80.Praprut then clinched the third
frame with a break of 89, 100-92.
Thereafter, Siddharth won
the next three frames 100 (97)-30,
100 (100)-23 and 100 (99)-17, to win
the match 4-2. Chit Ko Ko of
Myanmar rallied after being
down 0-2 (35-102, 85-102) against
Yuttapop Pakpoj of Thailand to
win 4-2.
Chit Ko Ko came into his own
in the third frame and then won
the next four frames on the trot
to take the match 4-2 (35-102,
85-102, 100-90, 100(52)-14, 100
(92)-6, 102 (102)-0)
Dhvaj Haria of India easily
accounted for Karthik Ramaswamy of Singapore winning 4-0

n

Sourav Kothari beat much experienced Pankaj Advani 4-0 in billiards on the second day of the 18th Asian Billiards, 20th U-21 Asian Snooker
HT PHOTO
Championship and the 3rd Ladies Asian Snooker Championship starting at Community Centre, Sector 19, on Sunday

Pauk Sa of Myanmar managed to steal one frame from
twice Asian Billiards Champion
Dhruv Sitwala who romped
home 4-1.
In the under-21 snooker, Zhao
Jianbo of China defeated Lyangi
Ryan Li of Hong Kong 4-1, while
Cheung Ka Wai of Hong Kong
made his second century break
(105) of the tournament in the
fourth frame against Jongrak
Boonrod of Thailand to win 4-2.
Chang Yu Kiu of Hong Kong easily beat Amin Sanjaei of Iran
without breaking a sweat 4-2.
India junior no 1 Shoaib Khan
lost the first frame to Sanjay Bajracharya of Nepal before winning 4-1. He won the next four
frames on the trot. Vishvas Mangla of India did well to win two
frames against the more experienced Yazan Al Haddad of Syria
before losing 4-2.
Yazan made breaks of 76 and
57 in the fifth and sixth frame to
win 4-2. Rayaan Razmi of India
who was leading 3-2 against
Karan Bhandari also from India
when the match was stopped as
they ran out of time. Rayaan
eventually lost 3-4.

n

Multiple times World Champion and a former Asian Champion Pankaj Advani (above), who has 21 world
HT PHOTO
titles to his credit, could not produce his top game against Sourav Kothari.

UT CUP T20 CRICKET TOURNAMENT

HARYANA FACE
HIMACHAL IN
EVES FOOTBALL
SEMIFINALS
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

KOLHAPUR: Haryana will take on

A batsman goes for a shot during a match played in the UT Cricket Association, at the Government
Model Senior Secondary School, Sector 26, on Sunday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

Ritik’s all-round fashions
St Anne’s four-wicket win
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Ritik’s all-round

heroics (51 no and 1 for 6) fashioned St Anne’s School, Sector
32, to a four-wicket win over St
Kabir School, Sector 26, in a
match during the ongoing UT
Cup T20 cricket tournament for
U-14 being organised by UT
Cricket Association, at the Government Model Senior Secondary School, Sector 26, on Sunday.
In the second match, DAV
Senior Secondary School, Sector 8, beat St Joseph’s School,
Sector 44, by 73 runs.
Batting first, St Kabir posted
a total of 94 runs for the loss of

BRIEF SCORES
Match 1: St Kabir-26: 94 for 6 in
20 overs (Aryaman 28, Tirman 19,
Daksh 16, Lakshay 2 for 16, Ritik 1
for 6) lost to St Anne’s-32: 95 for 1
in 15 overs (Ritik 51 no, Akansh 6,
Saourish 30 no, Pranav 1 for 17) by

six wickets in 20 overs. Aryaman (28), Tirman (19) and Daksh
(16) were the main scorers for St
Kabir. Lakshay (2 for 16) and
Ritik (1 for 6) were the main
wicket-takers for St Anne’s.
In reply, St Anne’s achieved
the target in 15 overs, losing one
wicket. Ritik (51 no) scored an
unbeaten half-century for the

four wickets
Match 2: DAV-8: 166 for 2 in 20
overs (Saourav Kumar 88 no,
Parveen 39 no, Pranav 1 for 17)
beat St Joseph’s-44: 93 for 6 in 20
overs (Ishan 9, Deepak 11, Vansh 11,
Vineet 2 for 13, Akshit 2 for 17) by
73 runs

winning team. He was ably supported by Saourish (30 no) from
the other end.
Batting first, DAV-8 scored
166 runs for the loss of two wickets in 20 overs. Saourav Kumar
(88 no) and Parveen (39 no) were
the main run-getters for DAV-8.
In reply, St Joseph’s-44 scored 93
for six in 20 overs.

Dagar finishes T-17 in Morocco
Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Sourav Kothari

n

HT Correspondent

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

RABAT (MOROCCO): Diksha Dagar

rounded off her week with an
even par 73 for a total of even par
292 to end in Tied-17th place on
Sunday here at the Lalla Meryem
Cup. The 19-year-old Dagar, who
won the Women’s South African
Open last month for her maiden
win, was in the Top-3 for the first
two rounds. However, she slipped
to T-17, which is still a creditable
finish, considering this was only

her sixth start as a professional
and she has made the cut in five of
them. She has won once and finished fifth on another occasion.
Dagar shot 69, 75, 75, 73 and was
the best of the three Indians who
made the cut. Starting on the 10th,
she had two birdies and two
bogeys in her card.
Tvesa Malik, starting from the
back nine, was four-under at one
stage, but ultimately finished
three-under 70, her best for the
week. She finished T-41 with a
total of seven-over 299. Astha

Madan dropped a bunch of shots
with two bogeys and a double
between 15th and 18th for a finishing 77 and a total of nine-over 301
for T-50th.
Spain’s Nuria Iturrios shot her
four successive sub-par round to
emerge a runaway winner at
13-under 279. She shot 68, 71, 70
and 70. She won by a whopping
seven shots over Caroline Hedwall (70) and Lina Bonqvist (77),
who were tied second at six-under
286. Four players were tied for
fourth.

Himachal Pradesh in what promises to be a mouth-watering affair
in the semifinals of the Hero Junior Girls’ National Football
Championship here on Monday.
Haryana have been dominant in
the four matches they have
played so far, registering 24 unopposed goals, with skipper Raveena grabbing 10. However, they
will certainly meet their match
against a solid Himachal-side
that has really gelled well in
attack and poses a serious threat
up with their trickery and pace.
In the second semifinals
Jharkhand will take on Gujarat.
Gujarat side is yet to concede so
far in their three matches.

MOHALI : Manav (154) carried forward the momentum on the day
two as Mohali defeated
Bathinda by an innings and 26
runs during the ongoing Punjab
Inter-District cricket tournament being played for Dhruv
Pandove U-19 Trophy at Chapar
Chiri ground, Landran on
Sunday.
Manav (154) and Anshul (43)
displayed a brilliant openingwicket partnership of 125 runs.
For the home team, Dhanraj
Gautam (39) and Anshul Negi
(45 no) also played well.
Manav and Anshul came up
with another useful partnership
of 78 runs for the fifth wicket.
Mohali declared their innings at
the score of 295 runs for the loss
of five wickets in 67 overs, leading Bathinda by 162 runs.
For the visitors, Jasan Jindal
(2 for 35) was the only bowler to
fetch wickets on day two.
In reply, Bathinda were bundled out on 135 runs 66.3 overs
with Abhishek Singh (46) and
Jasan Jindal (23) being the highest run-getters. Bathinda faced
a massive blow when they lost
the fifth wicket with just 99 runs
on board.
Ashwini claimed three wickets, giving away 11 runs to
emerge as the best bowler for
the winning team.
Jashanpreet (3for 27) and
Harshdeep (2for22) also shone
with the ball. With this win,
Mohali get seven points, including a bonus while Bathinda
could not manage to score any.

RIDHAM’S UNBEATEN
TON LEADS JALANDHAR
JALANDHAR : Jalandhar-Ropar tie
concluded in a draw at Burton
Park on Sunday.
With 75 runs on board at the
resume of the play, Jalandhar
posted a total of 373 runs in 72
overs to lead Ropar by 169 runs.
Ridham Satyawan came up
with an unbeaten knock of 103
runs in 74 balls with 13 fours and
five sixes.
Jatin Sahota played a brilliant knock of 86 runs to propel
his team.
Well-deserved half centuries
by Rajan Kashyap (63), Arun
Kalia (51) and Azam Nazar (60)
contributed to the lead .
Saksham Gupta (3 for 82) was

MATCHES’ BRIEF SCORES
Match 1: Bathinda (1st Innings):
135 all out in 66.3 overs ( Abhishek
Singh 46, Jashan Jindal 23, ,
Ashwini 3 for 11, Jashanpreet 3 for
27, Harshdeep 2 for 22) vs Mohali
(1st Innings): 295 for 5(dec.) in 67
overs (Manav Malhotra 154,
Anshul Chowdhary 43, Dhanraj
Gautam 39, Anshul Negi
45no,Jasan Jindal 3 for 34,Uday
Pratap 1 for 37)
Match 2: Ropar (1st Innings): 42
for 1 in 26 overs(Himanshu
Khanna 17, Yuvraj Singh 21,
Lovepreet Singh 1 for 22) draw
Jalandhar (1st Innings): 373 for 4 in
72 overs (Ridham Satyawan 103
no, Jatin Sahota 86, Rajan
Kashyap 63, Azam Nazar 60, Arun
Kalia 51, Saksham Gupta 3 for 82)
Match 3: Amritsar (1st Innings):

CHANDIGARH TOOK
THREE POINTS ON
145-RUN FIRST INNINGS
LEAD IN A DRAWN GAME
AGAINST PATIALA IN A
MATCH PLAYED AT
CHAPAR CHIRI
the pick of the bowlers for the
visiting team.
In reply, Ropar were 42 for the
loss of one wicket in 26 overs at
the close of play on day 2.
Himanshu Khanna (17) and
Yuvraj Singh (21 no) were the
highest run-getter for Ropar.
Lovepreet Singh claimed one
wicket, giving away 22 runs.
With this draw, Jalandhar garnered three points while Ropar
earned one.
AMRITSAR BAG THREE
PTS ON FIRST INNS LEAD
LUDHIANA: Amritsar grabbed
three points on 111-run first
innings lead in a drawn game
against Ludhiana played during
a match at Ludhiana on Sunday.
Amritsar posted a huge total
of 291 runs in their first innings.
Taranbeer (99) missed his century by one run. Abhay Chaudhary (52) and Manpreet Singh
(50 no) scored useful half-centuries for Amritsar.
For Ludhiana, Gurmehar
took for four wickets but gave
away 116 runs.

291 for 6 in 95 overs (Taranbeer 99,
Abhay Chaudhary 52, Manpreet
Singh 50 no, Vashiv Mehra 46 no,
Gurmehar 4 for 116), Ludhiana (1st
Innings): 180 all out in 77.4 overs
(Jaskaran Vir 60, Harmanpreet 31,
Jaish Jain 20, Dipanshu 6 for 38),
(2nd Innings): 13 for no loss in one
over (Jaskaran 12, Karan 0 no).
Match 4: Chandigarh (1st
Innings): 366 for 8 in 95 overs
(Nipun Sharda 97, Ishan Goyal 64,
Surya Narayan 76, Akshit Rana 43
no, Sanveer Singh 3 for 70, Harjeet
Singh 2 for 68), Patiala: 221 all out
in 80.2 overs (Fatehveer Singh
104, Deepak Kumar 29, Haren
Goyal 28, Sanveer Singh 21, Raj
Angad Bawa 3 for 33, Harnoor
Singh 3 for 29, Harshit
3 for 73)

In reply, the hosts were
bowled out for 180 runs in 77.4
overs. Amritsar bowlers bowled
a good line and length to put the
opposition on the back foot. For
Ludhiana, Jaskaran Vir (60)
was the top-scorer.
For Amritsar, Dipanshu
bowled exceptionally well and
snared six wickets.
In the second innings, the
hosts were 13 for no loss when
the match ended in a draw.
CHANDIGARH DRAW
WITH PATIALA
CHANDIGARH: Chandigarh took
three points on 145-run first
innings lead in a drawn game
against Patiala in a match
played at Chapar Chiri.
Batting first, Chandigarh had
posted 366 runs for the loss of
eight points in 95 overs on Day 1
in their first innings with Nipun
Sharda scoring the highest 97
runs. For Patiala, Sanveer
Singh (3 for 70) and Harjeet
Singh (2 for 68) were the main
scorers. In reply, Patiala were
bowled out for 221 runs in 80.2
overs. Fatehveer Singh hit 104
runs for Patiala. Deepak Kumar
(29) and Haren Goel (28) were
other run-getters for Patiala.
For Chandigarh, Raj Angad
Bawa (3 for 33), Harnoor Singh
(3 for 29) and Harshit (3 for 73)
bowled well. Gursukhan, who
has had very good tournament,
took one wicket for 46 runs.
While Chandigarh took three
points, Patiala got one.

Sandhu takes over as president of CGC
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Sandeep S Sandhu
(Bobby) took over as the 27th
president of the Chandigarh Golf
Club on Sunday. Bobby was
unanimously elected for CGC’s
top post after club’s members
were able to build a consensus
leaving no space for elections.
Bobby took over the reins of
the club from Birinder Singh
Gill. Bobby is the son of late Brigadier NS Sandhu, who was
awarded the Maha Vir Chakra
(MVC) in the 1971 Indo-Pak war.
In fact, no elections took place
this year with the management
committee also elected unopposed.
The new members of management committee are Col Iqbal
Singh, Shekhar Kapur, Sanjeev
Verma, Zorawar Singh, Kulwant
Singh Bhullar, Arvind Bajaj,
Manpreet Singh Waraich, Sukhjyot Preet Singh Matharoo, Darvesh Kumar, Jaspreet Singh
Batth, Sanjeev Talwar (Sanjay).

n

(Centre in white shirt) Newly elected president Sandeep S Sandhu (Bobby) along with his management
committee members after taking over the management of Chandigarh Golf Club on Sunday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

Anubhav, Precious hog limelight,
crowned U-19 chess champions

Delhi-based team
bags North zone
bridge trophy

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

n

CHANDIGARH: Anubhav Tuknayat

with 4.5 points in under-19 open
category and Precious Bansal
with three points in under-19
girls category clinched the titles
in the Chandigarh Chess Championship for U-19 (Open and
Girls) and U-13 (Open and Girls)
categories at Dr Ambedkar
Bhawan, Sector 37, Chandigarh,
on Sunday.
The championship was organised by Chandigarh Chess
Association (CCA).
Arnav Khushwaha with four
points in under-13 Open category and Nikita Goyal with
three points in U-13 girls’ category emerged as champions. A
total of 40 boys’ and girls’ participated in this championship.
In the closing ceremony
prizes and trophies were given
away by CCA president AP Saxena.
In the U-19 open category,
Aryan Arora (4 points) came
second, while Shaurya Kumaria
and Agaaz Bansal were tied at
3.5 points at the end of fifth and
final round.
In the U-13 open category

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Bhandari-Pant
team from Delhi bagged top honours during the 3rd Kasauli
Club Invitational North Zone
bridge tournament.
Punjab (Patiala) team and
Behuria team from Delhi finished second and third, respectively. Meanwhile, the Dhaliwal
team came fourth.
Brig. Vikram Sharma, chairman of The Kasauli Club, gave
away the prizes to the position
holders of the three-day
tournament

n

Winners of the Chandigarh Chess Championship for U-19 (Open and Girls) and U-13 (Open and Girls)
HT PHOTO
categories at Dr Ambedkar Bhawan, Sector 37, Chandigarh, on Sunday.

Arnav Kushwaha was followed
by Amey Goyal, Shaurya
Chopra and Aditya Singla on 3.5
points.
In the U-13 girls’ category,
Nikita Goyal was followed by
Ashna Bansal, Prisha and
Amaira Kahlon tied at 2 points
each.

RESULTS (AFTER 5TH
AND FINAL ROUND):
U-19 open: 4.5 points: Anubhav
Tuknayat; 4 points: Aryan
Arora; 3.5 points: Shaurya
Kumaria, Agaaz Bansal; 3
points: Levanshu Khullar, Precious Bansal, Ayushman Bhatt;
U-13 open: 4 points: Arnav

Kushwaha; 3.5 points: Amey
Goyal, Shaurya Chopra, Aditya
Singla, 3 points: Arnav Goyal,
Ekaaksha, Raghav Mahajan,
Aaditya Singla; U-13 girls’: 3
points: Nikita Goyal, 2 points:
Ashna Bansal, Prisha, Amaira
Kahlon; 1.5 points: Kamya
Kumari, Samaira Taneja.
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PLAY ON JALLIANWALA BAGH MASSACRE AT PUNJAB
AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY ON MAY 6
>>p2

shortstories
SCD COLLEGE
ROW: HINDU
OUTFITS PROTEST
LUDHIANA: Members of Vishwa
Hindu Parishad, Bajrang Dal and
other Hindu outfits staged a
protest at Bharat Nagar chowk
here on Sunday, against police
inaction in a case registered for
“mockery of Hindu Gods” by
unidentified persons during a
play staged at the SCD Government College on April 7. The
protestors alleged that the police
are deliberately not arresting the
accused for hurting religious
››P2
sentiments of Hindus.

RESIDENTS SAY BAN HOARDINGS,BANNERS >>debate p4

HT Correspondent
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The DD Khosla
Memorial Ludhiana District Chess
Championship organised by the
Ludhiana District Chess Association (LDCA) concluded at the
Lakewood School here on Sunday.
The chief guest for the closing
function was Lakewood School
principal Sunita Babu and LDCA
president Vikas Sharma. Players
from various schools participated
in the matches played under 7, 9,
11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 in boys and girls
categories.
››P2

death of a 22-year-old man, the
Koomkalan police have booked
his friend — who had injected the
drugs into the victim — for culpable homicide, here on Sunday.
The deceased has been identified
as Shera Singh.
Accused Suchha Singh,26, of
Chaunta village also used to supply drugs to the victim, said
police. The duo knew each other
since three years, said police.
Meharban station house officer (SHO), sub-inspector, Davinder Pal Singh said that Suchha
Singh is already facing trial in
several cases of drug peddling.
A case was lodged following a
complaint by the victim’s father
Gurnam Singh, 55, of Sasrali Colony, Meharban.
ThedeceasedSherawasfound
in an unconscious state at a petrol pump in Salempur village on
April 24. Initially, the police had
started inquest proceedings
under Section 174 of the CrPC.

LUDHIANA: Four days after the

WAS A DRUG ADDICT,
SAYS FATHER
Deceased’s father Gurnam, a DJ
operator, said that his son used
to help him in his business.
Gurnam told the police as his
son was a drug addict, he had
assumed initially that the latter
had injected drugs himself. Gurnam told the police that on the
day of incident he had left the
house in morning.
Later, on Saturday, Shera ‘s
friend Lakhwinder Singh,22,
alias Lakhi of Mangli Tanda village, Meharban, told him that he
along with Shera had gone to
Chaunta after Suchha asked
Shera to reach Dholanwal, as he
had received a consignment of
drugs.Suchha used to ask Shera
to use the drugs whenever he

THREESIBLINGSARRESTED
WITH20-GRAMHEROIN
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: In a crackdown

on drugs, the anti-narcotic
wing of police commissionerate, Ludhiana, arrested
three siblings with 20gm
heroin on Saturday night
during a special checking in
Shimlapuri while their two
accomplices managed to
escape from the spot.
The police have also
recovered a .315 bore countrymade pistol from their
possession.
The arrested accused
have been identified as Ranjit Singh, 32, of Sukhdev
Nagar, Shimlapuri, his two
sisters Gagandeep Kaur, 25,
and Amandeep Kaur, 20.
The accused who managed
to escape are Ashu and Jasbir Kaur.
Sub-inspector Major
Singh of Anti Narcotic cell,
said that following a tip-off,
the trio were arrested during a special checking near
Sidhwan Canal.
The accused were travelling in a car when the police

received a new consignment,
said police.
LakhwindertoldGurnamthat
Suchha had injected drugs in the
arm of Shera in a deserted forest
area of Dholanwal.
Further, Lakhwinder said
while returning back, Shera
complained of suffocation and
asked to take a halt for water at a
petrol pump in Salempur but he
lost conscious on reaching the

signalled them to stop. On
spotting cops, two occupants jumped out of the car
while the other three were
nabbed.
The sub-inspector said
that on seeing the police,
the accused threw a packet
out of the car which was
recovered later and contained 20gm heroin.
On checking the car, the
police recovered .315 bore
countrymade pistol from it.
Accused Amandeep
Singh is already facing trial
in several criminal cases,
said police. Gagandeep
Kaur is married in Jalandhar and her husband is
also facing trial in drug peddling case. Amandeep Kaur
is unmarried.
A case under Sections
21/61/85 of the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances (NDPS) Act and
25/54/59 of the Arms Act
has been registered against
the accused at Daba police
station. The police have
also launched a manhunt
for the arrest of their
accomplices.

petrol pump. Shera’s family was
informed who rushed him to the
hospital, where he died due to
drug overdose.
SHO Davinder Pal Singh said
that a case under Section 304
(culpable homicide not amounting to murder) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) has been registered against Suchha and a manhunt has been launched to arrest
the accused.

Rise in admissions: 6,648 students
enrolled in govt primary schools

RAPE ON PRETEXT
OF MARRIAGE:
2 MEN BOOKED
been reported in Ludhiana, said
police on Sunday. In both the
cases, the women have accused
the men of establishing physical
relationwiththemonthepretext
of marriage.
In the first case, a 27-year-old
man has been booked for allegedlyrapinghis23-year-oldneighbour.Theaccusedhasbeenidentified as Mohammad Irfan.
The victim is a resident of
Sunet village and lives with her
mother and younger sister, said
police. The victim does embroidery on clothes to support her
family.The accused who lives in
the same labour quarter used to
get her work orders, said police.
The victim told the police that
around 12 months ago, when she
was alone at home, the accused
proposed her for marriage and
established physical relations
with her. She told the police that
the accused kept on establishing
physical relations with her for
oneyearandwhensheaskedhim
formarriage,herefused.Followingthis,thewomanlodgedacomplaint with police and a case was
registered.
ASISulakhanSingh,Sarabha
Nagar,saidthatthepolicearetryingtotracetheaccusedwhohails
from Uttar Pradesh and is
absconding. A case under Sections 376 and 506 of the IPC has
been registered against the
accused.Inanothercase,theDivision Number 7 police booked
Ramandeep Singh of Keema
Bhaini village, Koomkalan, on
Saturday for allegedly raping a
32-year-old woman, his
co-worker,forovereightmonths
on the pretext of marriage.
In her complaint, the woman
whoisresidentofBastiJodhewal
stated that she used to work in a
factory where the accused
befriended her. Thewomansaid
that the accused promised to
marry her and took her to different hotels where he established
physical relations with her.
She added that on November
2018whensheaskedRamandeep
to marry her, he refused, following which he stopped taking her
calls.ASIReshamSinghsaidthat
acasehasbeenregisteredagainst
accusedunderSections417(punishment for cheating) and 376
(rape) of the IPC. The accused is
HTC
yet to be arrested.

mustread
LOCALS PROTEST
OVER CLOGGED
SEWERS
Residents of Vishal Nagar,
situated in ward number 5,
held a protest against the MC
and area councillor Neelam
Sharma over choked sewers in
the area.
››P3

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: A whopping 6,648 new
students between the age group
of 3 to 10, have been enrolled in
several government primary
schools across the district in preprimary to Class 5.
Out of the newly enrolled students, a total of 3,852 students
have been admitted to pre-primary classes. The education
department had started the
enrolment process for these
classes on December 18, 2018 and
in the last four months, a huge
number of students from private
schools have secured admission
in Classes 1 to 5.

GOVT SCHOOL AT
GIASPURA TOPS LIST
As per the officials, 672 new stu-

n

The Indian stone-curlew ( also called Indian thick-knee) spotted at the PAU botanical garden in
GURPREET SINGH/HT
Ludhiana on Sunday.

Woman kingpin held, ran drug
racket with help of jailed son
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :The special task force

(STF) on Sunday arrested a
woman under for drug peddling
after 440gm heroin, worth ₹2.2
crore in international market,
was recovered from her possession. As per the STF officials, the
woman was running a drug peddling racket with her son, who is
lodged in Ludhiana Central Jail
and operated the drug network
using mobile phone from inside
the jail.
The woman was identified as
Sukhwinder Kaur, 55, of Nirmal
PalaceRoad.Followingtheinformation provided by the STF, the
LudhianaCentralJailstaffrecovered the mobile phone from her
son Lovedeep Singh booked
under the charge of attempt
to murder on sub-inspector SanjivKumaroftheanti-narcoticcell
in 2017.
Lovedeep was later nabbed
with 260gm of heroin and was
lodged in jail, said police.
The STF in-charge inspector
Harbans Singh said a woman,
who was travelling on a scooter,
wasarrestedfromacheckpostat
Nirmal Nagar Road following a
tip-off. When frisked, the STF
recovered heroin from her
besides an electronic weighing
machine from her possession.
On investigation,it was found
that the woman had procured
heroin from a Nigerian national
living in Vikaspuri area of Delhi
and was heading towards Focal
Point area to deliver the drug,
said the inspector.
The accused said she had met
the Nigerian national in the
women’s jail around a year ago,
addingthatshelatercameincon-

n

The accused woman in police custody in Ludhiana on
Sunday.

HT PHOTO

FIVE WOMEN NABBED IN EIGHT DAYS
n Five women have been arrested

for drug peddling in past eight
days.
n The special task force (STF) had
arrested a salon owner Rekha
Goyal alias Shama, 27, of New
Punjabi Bagh colony for drug
peddling and recovered 50gm
heroin from her possession on
April 20.
n The STF had arrested a 30-yearold orchestra dancer and her

tact with another Nigerian
national and procured drugs
from him as well, the STF
in-charge.
He further said that Sukhwinderusedtohiretaxiforsmuggling drug from Delhi.
“Thewomanhasalsobeenfacing trials in three different cases
under the Narcotic Drugs PsychotropicSubstances(NDPS)Act

teenager friend for drug
peddling on April 25. The STF
had recovered 110gm heroin
from their possession.
n The anti-narcotic cell had
arrested two women and their
brother for drug peddling on
Saturday night.
n An STF team also arrested a
woman for drug peddling and
recovered 440gm heroin from
her possession on Sunday.

but was released on bail a a year
ago.HerhusbandSukhdevSingh
isalsoinvolvedindrugpeddling.
Sukhdev and Lovedeep are also
facing trials in six cases each,”
said Harbans.
Acase under Sections21,61,85
of the NDPS Act was registered
against the accused at the STF,
Phase 4, Shaibzada Ajit Singh
(SAS) Nagar.

ELECTION2019

Keeping up withh tradition: Multiple
nominations a fad with party bigwigs
Harsimran Singh Batra

EFFORTS MADE BY
THE TEACHERS
The department has attributed
the increase in enrolment to
efforts made by teachers and
department officials. Teachers
opted innovative ways ofholding
rallies on tractors, visiting doorto-door to convince parents and
informing them about the benefits of studying in government
schools. Last year, a total of
96,448 students had enrolled
themselves in the schools of the
district and now there are one
lakh students studying in 993
government primary schools,
thus showcasing the rise of over
6,000 students (6,648).
As per the data uploaded on
the ePunjab web portal by government primary schools, there
are around 400 schools, which
have not been able to improve
enrolment since last year. District education officer Balbir
Singh and deputy district education officer, elementary, Kuldeep Singh Saini, have been
visiting schools every day and
motivating teachers to enhance
the enrolment.

BIRD’S-EYE VIEW

LUDHIANA: Two rape cases have

Deepa Sharma Sood
n

7:03pm
5:46am

PENALISE DEFAULTING CANDIDATES

HISTORY- SHEETER Accused Suchha Singh is already
facing trial in several cases of drug peddling, say police
n

LUDHIANA: While all contestants
are spending a lot to woo voters
ahead of the Lok Sabha elections,
an independent candidate, Jai
Prakash Jain alias Titu Bania, who
works as a comedian, auctioned
his bike and trophies, which he
had won in different seminars, to
raise funds for campaigning here
on Sunday. However, a state
awardee and retired teacher
Ajmer Singh Mohie, who came out
as the highest bidder with
₹20,000 as bid amount for the
bike, returned the bike and
trophies to the candidate as a
››P3
goodwill gesture.

ROSE GARDEN
LIBRARY: A
PICTURE OF
NEGLECT >>p3

Drugoverdose:4
daysafterman’s
death,friendbooked

DD Khosla chess
championship concludes

Independent auctions bike
for funds, gets it back

Sunset on Monday
Sunrise on Tuesday

n

harsimran.batra@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Maintaining the dec-

n

The education department had started the enrolment process on December 18, 2018 and in the past 4
months, a huge number of students from private schools have secured admission in Classes 1 to 5. HT FILE

672 NEW STUDENTS
HAVE BEEN ENROLLED IN
THE GOVT PRIMARY
SCHOOL, GIASPURA,
WHICH TOPS THE DIST
dents have been enrolled in the
Government Primary School,
Giaspura, which tops the district. The school had 1,944 students admitted in the previous
academic session and in the last
one month, the number reached
2,616. School head Nisha Rani
said, “We have sufficient number of classrooms to accommodate the new students.”
“Our teachers conducted a
survey in which it was revealed
that many students have gone to
their native states and will come
back in July. More students
will be enrolled in July once
these children come to Ludhiana,” she said.

The next in the list is the Government Primary School, Sukhdev Nagar, where 113 new students have been enrolled during
this session, out of which 74 students of private schools
took admission in different
classes. Head teacher Sudhdir
Singh Sekhon said, “Every
teacher made efforts to increase
the enrolment of students and
now the strength of the school
has reached 418.”
MULTIPLE WORKSHOPS
“We have also come up with a
new block consisting of three
classrooms, best infrastructure,
a well-maintained mid-day meal
kitchen. Our school has also
started music and art workshops
for students. Classes are held
every Saturday,” he added.
The situation is no different in
other primary schools. At the
Government Primary School,
Sherpur Khurd, as many as 77
new students have been enrolled

in different classes. Now, the
school has a total strength of 721
students. At the Government
Primary School,ChananDevi,58
new students joined the school
this year. The school strength
was 540 last year and now there
are 598 students in the school.
At the Government Primary
School, Mundian Khurd, 51 new
students have been enrolled.The
school has a strength of 308 students in pre-primary classes to
Class 5. Earlier, the school has
257 students.
Deputy district education officer, elementary, Kuldeep Singh
said, “Heads of primary schools
have been directed to update the
data of newly enrolled students
daily on the ePunjab web portal.
There are around 15 primary
schools in the district where the
enrolment has increased and to
accommodate the newly
enrolled students, the department is planning to run the
schools in double shifts.”

ades-old tradition, candidates of
major political parties, who fear
rejection of their papers, have
been filing more than one nomination paper for the last many
years now.
These Lok Sabha polls are no
different as the sitting Ludhiana
MP Ravneet Bittu has filed four
nominationpaperswhilehiswife
Anupama who is the covering
candidate has filed two nomination papers.
Bittu said that the reason for
filing separate files is to be on a
safer side and the practice is followedasdirectedbythelegalcell
of the party.Bittu is fighting general elections for the third time.
Similarly,AkalicandidateMaheshinder Singh Grewal and AAP
candidate TejpalSinghGill have
filed two nomination papers
each. Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
candidate Prof Tajpal Gill has
also filed two nominations in his
name and another two in the
name of his wife Amanjot Kaur.
Punjab Democratic Alliance
(PDA) candidate and LIP chief,
MLA,SimarjeetSinghBainshas,
however, filed only one nominationeachinhisandwifeSurinder

THOUGH THESE
LEADERS HAVE
SEPARATE LEGAL CELLS
AND HAVE FOUGHT
ELECTIONS IN THE PAST,
THE FEAR OF REJECTION
STILL HAUNTS THEM
Kaur’sname.Bainsisfightingthe
general elections for the second
time as he had also contested the
2014 polls.
Advocate Ramesh Kapoor,
lookingafterthelegalcellofAAP,
said,“Aspertheguidelines,maximumfourseparatenominations
can be submitted in the name of
one candidate.Only₹ 25,000 is
chargedeveniffournominations
are submitted on the same
name.” “However, an extra
₹25,000 has to be paid for filing
nominationpapersinthenameof
the covering candidate.The only
difference in the separate files
submitted on same name is the
nameofproposers,”saidKapoor.
SAD candidate, Maheshinder
Singh Grewal said that he has
filedtwonominationsjustincase
onefileisrejectedbytheElection
Commission. The nomination
papersforthecoveringcandidate
will be filed on Monday, he said.

143 voters in dist are
above 100 years of age
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : A total of 143 voters
above the age of 100 years in district Ludhiana will be exercising
their right to vote in the upcoming Lok Sabha 2019 elections.
The district administration is
making special efforts to ensure
their participation.
Jagraon additional deputy
commissioner-cum-nodal officer SVEEP activities Neeru Katyal Gupta said that there are 20
voters above the age of 100 years
in Samrala, 10 in Sahnewal, two
each in Ludhiana East and Ludhiana South assembly constituencies, six in Atam Nagar, nine
in Ludhiana West, 10 in Ludhiana North, 14 in Gill, 12 in Payal,
10 in Dakha, 16 in Raikot and 23
in Jagraon assembly constituency.There are nine voters
above 100 years of age in Khanna
assembly segment, said Gupta.
She said, “It has been
observed that aged voters are
unable to cast vote themselves,
besides their family members

also don’t show any interest in
taking them to polling booths.”
“In democracy, every single
vote counts and that is why the
district administration has
decided to motivate these 143
voters to exercise their right.
They will be provided with all
possible facilities,” said Gupta.
Gupta said that assistant
returning officers or nodal officers of SVEEP activities have
been asked to establish direct
contact with these voters.
BENEFITS
She said that for the benefit of
these voters, wheel chairs will
be kept at all polling stations and
that is why, all the villages have
been directed to purchase two
wheel chairs each. “The proposal to depute special volunteers at each polling station has
also been finalised,” said Gupta.
She said that special appreciation letters will also be distributed among these voters, NRI
voters, differently abled and first
time voters by the district
administration.
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facetoface
GEET SETHI, WON 5 WORLD BILLIARDS TITLES

‘With OGQ, we are already planning for 2024 Olympics’
Can you briefly entail your
association with OGQ?

Ashutosh Sharma
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

With OGQ we are trying to
see if we can make a difference. An Olympic medal, we
feel determines the sporting
identity of a country. Not
many know, that we have
been supporting PV Sindhu
since she was a 14-year-old.
We gave her the first international exposure. She and
Sania Nehwal are the two
players wherein we have
attached two separate physiotherapists. So, that is the
kind of minute detailing that
we go into so that a player
can achieve their potential.

CHANDIGARH: In October 2018,

n

exactly five years after he had
walked away from the game
and packed his cue stick, Geet
Sethi was back in the familiar
surroundings. The occasion
was World Billiards Championships in Leeds, it was here
in 2013 that Sethi had taken
his final bow to the game he
had played, nurtured and
inspired for 4 decades.
Rusty, but still the 58 years
old had enough in him to
reach the last 16. Since his
retirement, Sethi who runs a
travel agency, has been dividing time between family, business and Olympic Gold Quest
(OGQ)—wherein former
greats like Vishwanathan
Anand, Prakash Padukone,
Viren Rasquinha joined
hands to support talented
players of the country.
Here to inaugurate the 18th
Asian Billiards, 20th U-21
Asian Snooker Championship and the 3rd Ladies Asian
Snooker Championship,
Sethi discussed his plans for
OGQ and his comeback.
Excerpts

Students during the rehearsal of the play on the Jallianwala Bagh massacre at Dr Manmohan Singh
Auditorium of PAU in Ludhiana on Sunday.
HT PHOTO

Play on Jallianwala
Bagh massacre
at PAU on May 6
REVISITING HISTORY In the play, Jallianwala Bagh will be
portrayed as a character; to be played by a university student
Amarpal Singh
n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: An hour-long play on

the 1919 Jallianwala Bagh massacre will be staged at the Dr
Manmohan Singh Auditorium
of Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) here on May 6.
What makes this play interesting is the portrayal of Jallianwala Bagh as a character to be
played by a university student,
Palwinder Bassi, who will represent a wall of Jallianwala
Bagh with stains of blood on it to
recreate the real scene of the
massacre.
Bassi, who is pursuing Masters in Forestry, said that such
plays are necessary and should
be organised frequently to make
youngsters aware of the country’ s history.
The play is written and
directed by Anil Sharma, assist-

ant director, Radio and TV,
PAU. Sharma said he had been
working on the play for the past
one-and-a-half years. “I read
many books and wrote this play
by taking references from historians. As the country is commemorating the 100th year of
the massacre, it was the right
time to strike the chord and take
the residents, especially youngsters, back to those days,” he
said.
He added there is a team of 50
members, including students,
professors as well as wards of
employees of the university,
who are taking part in the play.
The youngest of all members
includes three-year-old Cherry
Ghuman and six-year-old
Anhad Prem Singh.
A research scholar, Sarabjeet
Singh, is performing the character of Udham Singh. He said that
through this play, he will show

SCD college row: Hindu outfits
protest against police ‘inaction’
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Members of Vishwa

Hindu Parishad, Bajrang Dal and
other Hindu outfits staged a protest at Bharat Nagar chowk here
on Sunday, against police inaction in a case registered for
“mockery of Hindu Gods” by unidentified persons during a play
staged at the SCD Government
College on April 7.
The protestors alleged that the
police are deliberately not arresting the accused for hurting religious sentiments of Hindus.
Protestors led by district general secretary of Vishwa Hindu
Parishad Aman Kalsi and convener of Ludhiana Bajrang Dal
Chetan Malhotra, said they have
been demanding arrest of the
accused and if no action is taken
by the police till Monday, they
will intensify the protest.
Later, deputy commissioner of
police (DCP) Ashwani Kapoor
pacified the protestors and

Mega scholarship
test held at
Rayat campus
RUPNAGAR :Rayat Bahra Group of

Institutions organised an interstate mega scholarship test for
students of Class 12 to make
them aware of new job oriented
courses at its Rupnagar campus
on Sunday.
Campus director Suresh Seth
said more than 300 students from
Punjab, Himachal Pradesh and
Chandigarh took part in the test.
He said it was a good platform to
judge the ability of students
appearing for various competitive exams in future.The first
fifty rank holders in the test were
given cash prizes and certificates
at the event.
HTC

n

Members of Hindu outfits protesting at the Bharat Nagar Chowk in
HT PHOTO
Ludhiana on Sunday.

assured them of action against
the accused.
Kalsi said their sentiments
were hurt when the artistes in the
play mocked Hindu Gods including Lord Rama, Sita and Draupadi.He said they had staged a
protest outside the college after
they came to know about it. However, despite the protest, the col-

lege management staged the play
on the second day also.
On April 15, the division number 8 police had registered a case
under Sections 295-A (Deliberate
and malicious acts, intended to
outrage religious feelings of any
class by insulting its religion or
reli¬gious beliefs) of the IPC
against unidentified persons.

Geet Sethi along with other former players created Olympic Gold Quest to support and nurture talented
Indian players.
HT PHOTO

›

As a true blood
billiards player, I
think long format is the
one for me. Game-wise
it’s more of a hobby and
a past time. Might still
go for the World
Championship

What was it like coming back
after a break of five years?

On playing after 5 years

Five years is a long time, but
actually when you have been
playing for close to 40 years, it
doesn’t seem long. I think, it is
more to just keep up fitness
and keep the body flexible.
And I started playing reasonably well, so thought might as
well go and play. Met my
friends and colleagues and
managed to reach the last 16.
When you have been playing
for so long, it’s not a comeback but more of coming back
home. The billiards circuit
hasn’t changed that much,
maybe one or two new players, but lots of old friends who
were very supportive.

how Udham Singh lived with the
pain of the massacre for 21 years
before assassinating Lt Gov
Michael O’Dwyer, the perpetrator of the massacre.
AFGHAN STUDENT TO
PLAY BRITISH OFFICER
A student from Afghanistan,
Hamidullah Amiry, doing Masters in Agriculture Extension
Education, is playing the character of a British officer. Amiry
said he has never participated in
such plays.
He said that he has read about
the massacre, but it is for the
first time that he is going to act
in such a play.
“I have come to Punjab to get
education and this massacre is a
major part of Punjab’s history. I
am fortunate that I will get a
chance to go through the history
of Punjab by participating in
this play,” he said.

And what are the long term
plans with regards to OGQ?
n

Relived the feeling and genuinely enjoyed the game and it
was because of the game that I
was there.

By the time you decided to
play again, Rupesh Shah had
modified and was using one of
your cues? Secondly, are you
still found of long format?
Rupesh took my cue, he cut it
up and started playing with it.
I had ordered a new one and it
was lying with me for four
years. As a true blood billiards player, I think long format is the one for me. Of
course now you have a

›

With OGQ we are
trying to see if we
can make a difference. An
Olympic medal
determines the sporting
identity of a country. We
have been supporting PV
Sindhu since she was 14

›

We are planning for
2024 and 2028
Olympics besides
supporting the current
medal hopefuls for the
2020 Games. Around 70
juniors have been
identified

On Olympic Gold Quest

On Olympic Gold Quest

shorter format and it has its
own charm. Game-wise it’s
more of a hobby and a past
time. Might still go for the
World Championship, but my
time is going to be spend on
OGQ more.

eration is new and technology
has come in, mentoring is
there with so many former
players teaching. Technology
has played significant part,
camera and TV have made
things accessible. Sonic Multani, my friend, has put up a
technology at home where
you play a shot and can see an
instant replay. You can make
out what I have done right
or wrong. But in the end,
it’s an individual effort, you
have to spend a lot of time in
learning the skills. Spend 5-6
hours for years to get things
right.

When you started there was
little mentoring or technical
know-how in the country.
But today players have a lot of
backing and many things are
easily accessible, so how tough
was it back then?
We had a little bit of mentoring. I would not say it was
difficult for me. But this gen-

DD Khosla chess c’ship concludes
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The DD Khosla Memo-

rial Ludhiana District Chess
Championship organised by the
Ludhiana District Chess
Association (LDCA) concluded
at the Lakewood School here on
Sunday.
The chief guest for the closing
function was Lakewood School
principal Sunita Babu and
LDCA president Vikas Sharma.
Players from various schools
participated in the matches
played under 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17
and 19 in boys and girls categories, as per Swiss League System.
PLAYERS WHO BAGGED
TOP POSITIONS
In under 7 (boys): Adharv
Gupta bagged the first position,
Shivaan Sikka got the second
position and Avyay Bhatia
stood third.
In under 7 (girls): Soumya
secured the first position, Sirjan
Kaur stood second and Hiranya
Sharma was third.
In under 9 (boys): Pranav
Bansal secured the first position, Armaan Gupta stood second and Aarav Kalra got third
position.
In under 9 (girls ):Asmi
Dhand bagged first position, Iira
Goyal stood second and Aadi-

n

Players with their prizes after the conclusion of chess championship in Ludhiana on Sunday.

shree Dada got third position.
In under 11 (boys category) Gunraaj bagged the first
position, Kartik Kapoor stood
second and Rishi Sagar bagged
third position.
In under 11 (girls): Prisha
Nano Sehgal secured the first
position, Gursharan Kaur stood
second and Yukti bagged the
third position.
In under 13 (boys): Sukhmani Singh secured the first
position, Tanush Jindal was
second and Himanshu Basnal
stood third.

In under 13 (girls): Bhumika Saini bagged the first position, Kashvi Dhand stood second and Laskhita got third position.
In under 15 (boys): Parmarth scored the first position,
Damanpal Singh stood second
and Prabhnoor got the third
position.
In under 15 (girls): Mansavi bagged the first position,
Chehakand stood second and
Kunjal bagged the third position.
In under 17 (boys): Vineet

HT PHOTO

bagged the first position,
Naman Dogra stood second and
Piyush Goyal clinched the third
position.
In under 17 (girls): Kovida
bagged the first position.
In under 19 (boys): Mumukshu clinched the first position,
Anuj Bansal stood second and
Tanveer Singh bagged the third
position.
In under 19 (girls): Nandani Kaura secured the first
position, Deepti Sharma stood
second and Priyanka bagged the
third position.

We are already planning for
2024 and 2028 Olympics
besides supporting the current medal hopefuls in the
2020 Games. We are supporting the current players in
archery, badminton, wrestling, boxing and shooting.
Besides that, around 70 junior
players have also been identified as the next generation.
Money is a bit easier now.
To raise funds, there is a lot of
CSR who are giving money
and there are individuals who
are repeating their funding
every year.

Any memorable moment or
the best match that you
have played which is still
vivid in your memory?
I remember two matches
against Mike Russell. In the
1993, World Championship, I
was trailing him by some 700
points but made a break of
744 to beat him by 700 points.
Then in Moscow we were
playing again but this time it
was best of 13 frames. I was
trailing 6-1 but made it 6-all. I
eventfully lost to him 6-7.
These two matches I think
were up there in terms of
spectators viewing.

TWO SENATORS,
493 STUDENTS
RECEIVE PHD
DEGREES AT PU
CHANDIGARH: Two Panjab University (PU) senators, along with 493
students received their doctor of
philosophy (PhD) degrees on the
68th annual convocation organised here on Sunday.
Vice-president of India and
varsity chancellor M Venkaiah
Naidu, who was the chief guest,
awarded the degrees to senators
Harpreet Singh Dua and Parveen
Goyal besides the students.
43-year-old Dua is also a sitting
member of the Syndicate. Dua
received his PhD on the topic
‘Democratic Aspect of Sri Guru
Granth Sahib.’ He said that he
thought of the topic when Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) was emerging.
174 PhD degrees were awarded
in science, 95 in arts, 72 in education, 48 in languages, 29 in law, 26
in engineering and technology, 21
in business management and
commerce, 17 in pharmaceutical
sciences and 11 in design and fine
arts faculties. At least 527 students received their degrees in
undergraduate(UG) and postgraduate (PG) courses, 340 students were awarded medals, certificates and cash prizes. HTC

educationnotes
FAREWELL PARTY
AT GGN KHALSA
LUDHIANA: The post-graduate
department of English at the GGN
Khalsa College organised a farewell
party for the outgoing students of
MA second year on Saturday, under
the patronage of Gujranwala Khalsa
Educational Council and principal
Arvinder Singh Bhalla. Students held
a cultural extravaganza with singing,
dancing and poem recitations.
Hemant was adjudged Mr farewell
and Neha was crowned Miss farewell.
Principal Arvinder Singh Bhalla
wished good luck to the outgoing
students for their future.

Students bid adieu to seniors
at Guru Nanak Khalsa College
LUDHIANA: The post-graduate
department of English at the Guru
Nanak Khalsa College for Women,
Gujarkhan Campus, Model Town,
organised a farewell party for the
outgoing students on Saturday. Manveer was crowned Miss
farewell. Sukhman and Surbhi
were adjudged first and second
runner-up respectively. Miss
personality title was bestowed on
Yumna, Gurarpan got the best attire
title, Jasleen got best catwalk title
and the best smile was given to Kirti.
The principal wished good luck to the
outgoing students for their future.

Former student’s book release
at Khalsa College for Women
LUDHIANA: The old students association of the Khalsa College for

n

Students of BCM School during the orientation session in Ludhiana on Saturday.

Women, Civil Lines, organised a the
book release of ’Rings of Life (13
short stories)’ written by an old
student of the college, Kanwalpreet
Kaur, on Saturday.Kaur is presently
working as assistant professor at
DAV College, Chandigarh. The book
cover is designed by Navpreet
Grewal Dhillon and the book is
facilitated with a grant given by
Chandigarh Sahitya Academy.

Orientation session
held at BCM School
LUDHIANA: BCM School, Chandigarh

HT PHOTO

Road, organised an orientation
session, ‘Shape the mind’, for the
commerce students of Classes 11 and
12 on Sunday. LBCM Foundation
executive director Prem Kumar
motivated students to start their
own business and become job
providers instead of becoming job
seekers.

teachers on Saturday. Various
activities were held to apprise
participants of listening an communication skills. Resource person Mahesh
Arora, faculty of JCI, said about
communication was a two-way
process and that listening was
important for communicating a
message.

Effective communication
workshop at Adarsh school

Ryan International school
holds dance workshop

LUDHIANA: Adarsh Public School,
Kapil Park, conducted a workshop on
effective communication for the

LUDHIANA: Ryan International
School, Jamalpur, conducted a dance
workshop. Aman Sidhu was the

n

Winners of various titles during the farewell party at Guru Nanak Khalsa College for Women,
Gujarkhan campus, in Ludhiana on Saturday.

resource person. Students of Classes
6-8 took part in the workshop. The
principal lauded the efforts of the
students and teachers for organising
the dance workshop.

Rhyme recitation
competition at BCM
LUDHIANA: BCM School, Chandigarh
Road, organised a English rhyme
recitation competition for the UKG
students on Saturday with an aim to
enhance the phonetc skills of the
students. The participants recited on

topics like ‘Save Nature’, ‘Say no to
polybags’, ‘Save girl child’, ‘Pollution’
and ‘Save Green Trees’using props.
The preliminary round was
conducted by the class teachers in
their respective classrooms and the
best performers were selected for
the final round. The winners were
given certificates by headmistress.

Quiz contest at Green
Valley Public School
LUDHIANA: Green Valley Public
School, Ahmedgarh, celebrated

HT PHOTO

World Earth day on Sunday. Various
activities were conducted on the
occasion. Students of Classes 5 and 6
took part in a speech activity.
Students of Classes 7 to 8 participated in poster-making, Classes 9
and 9 class participated in a quiz
contest. Classes 11 and 12 designed
slogans. Managing director Yash
Bhushan Gupta, director Shubham
Gupta, Sonia Gupta, principal Kavita
Kapoor, vice-principal Ennu Bhalla
were present. They told students to
keep the environment clean.
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With leaking roof, damaged books, Independent auctions bike,
Rose Garden library in a shambles trophies to raise funds
HT Correspondent
n

STOCK Library
has a collection of
6,058 books, but
placed on rusted
racks and are in
a bad condition

LUDHIANA: While all contestants

are spending a lot to woo voters
ahead of the Lok Sabha elections, an independent candidate, Jai Prakash Jain alias Titu
Bania, who works as a comedian, auctioned his bike and trophies, which he had won in different seminars, to raise
funds for campaigning here on
Sunday.
However, a state awardee and
retired teacher Ajmer Singh
Mohie, who came out as the
highest bidder with ₹20,000 as
bid amount for the bike,
returned the bike and trophies
to the candidate as a goodwill
gesture.
Titu said he will not make
fake promises to the residents
and vowed to bring a change at
the ground level if elected.
“I belong to a middle income
group family, so, I have no funds
for campaigning, but the other
leaders are spending crores of
rupees to woo voters. I have also
taken out the money my child
had collected in his piggy bank
to enable myself to deposit the
nomination fee of ₹25,000,” said
Titu.
He said with no funds, he
decided to auction his Hero
Deluxe bike and over 20 trophies
he had won in different seminars/events.
The auction was held at the
main Mullanpur chowk and
started from ₹10,000. A local resident, Raghubir Singh, also gave
₹5,000 to Titu as election fund,
said Titu.
Titu said that the Election
Commission should not allow
₹70 lakh as election expenses as
the candidates belonging to the
low-income group, cannot

Atish Sharma
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

The Rose Garden
library, inaugurated in 1985, was
once a great attraction for book
and newspaper lovers and scores
of people used to visit it and
spend a lot of time in reading
books and newspapers and magazines. But this is not the case
anymore.
The library has a rich collection of 6,058 books, which are
stocked on rusted racks. The
books are also in a deplorable
condition with many being worn
out with time and rust. Many
books have also been badly damaged by termites.
Chairs in the library are broken and are in a condition that no
one can use them. The only water
cooler is non-operational with
tube light also not functioning
properly.
“The ceiling of the library
leaks and water keeps on falling
on books when it rains,” said
Hemlata, who has been working
as a caretaker of the library for
the past 17 years.
“I have complained multiple
times to the authorities concerned, but to no avail,” she
added. With spiders and lizards
making their homes in every corner of the library. Rust and termites are also eating into the
pages of books.
“A foul smell keeps on coming
out of rusted and soiled books
and it makes it quite difficult for
us to read and use books,” said
Ranjeet Singh, a member of the
library. “There are no regular
visitors to the library as the
municipal corporation is not
making any efforts to improve its
deplorable condition,” he added.
The library is now left with
just 18 members, but they also
hardly visit it. The library keeps

LUDHIANA:

n

The roof of the library, which
has developed cracks; and
(right) broken chairs and an
almirah at the Rose Garden
library in Ludhiana.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

THE BOOKS ARE ALSO
IN A DEPLORABLE
CONDITION WITH MANY
BEING WORN OUT WITH
TIME AND RUST;
MANY BOOKS HAVE
ALSO BEEN BADLY
DAMAGED BY TERMITES

VISHAL NAGAR
RESIDENTS HOLD
PROTEST OVER
CLOGGED SEWERS

newspapers, but there are no
readers. MC secretary Jasdev
Singh Sekhon said, “Due to lack
of funds, we have not been able to
renovate it. However, we look
forward to replace the books
with new ones in a month or so.”

HT Correspondent
n

Maheshinder holds roadshow in
Ludhiana central constituency

‘Became serial rapist after
being named in false case’
Shailee Dogra
n

shailee.dogra@htlive.com

MOHALI:Taxi driver Lucky Singh,

SAD-BJP candidate Maheshinder Singh Grewal with
HT PHOTO
supporters during a roadshow on Sunday.

Shiromani Akali Dal-Bharatiya Janata Party (SAD-BJP)
candidate from Ludhiana
parliamentary constituency,
Maheshinder Singh Grewal,
held a roadshow in Ludhiana
central constituency on Sunday. Accompanied by senior
BJP leaders, including district president Jatinder Mittal, Gurdev Sharma Debi and
other leaders of the Yuva
Morcha, Grewal covered different areas of the constituency during the road show.
He also paid obeisance at various religious places.
Grewal said that development and public welfare is

the only agenda of the alliance. Asking people to vote
for him, Grewal said their
vote will directly go to
PM Narendra Modi, which
will strengthen the country.
“Give me a similar example where the PM took such a
bold and daring decision to
raid the enemy in their own
territory,” he said.
“If you want to strengthen
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, come out on May 19
and vote for the Akali-BJP
candidate,” he said, adding
that Modi ensured public
welfare along with security
of the country.

Bittu breaches Bains’ bastion,
slams him for ignoring segment

32, of Balongi village, arrested on
April 25 for raping a 22-year-old
call centre employee after giving
her a lift in his car to her office has
said he started serially raping
women after a "false" case was
filed against him in 2013.
Lucky Singh is in prison at
present with the police likely to
move an application on Monday
seeking production warrants for
his remand. He will then be interrogated for the rape of four other
women that he confessed to during preliminary questioning.
Sources privy to investigations said that the first case was
registered against Lucky
in 2013 for molestation under Section 354 of IPC at the Balongi
police station. He, however, has
claimed the case was false and
filed by a woman tenant who had

that, after the formation of the
UPA government at the Centre, GST will be scrapped for 3
years and, later, after proper
review only a single tax slab
system will be introduced.
He said that the present
faulty GST had completely
paralysed trade and business
from top to lower levels.
He claimed development
projects of more than ₹1,500
crore sanctioned for the city
during the past 2 years, will be
started after the lifting of the
model code of conduct.
He added that in Ludhiana
east halqa, development
works worth ₹ 800 crore have
been sanctioned, beside a new
government college.
He added the SAD candidate, even after remaining
adviser to the CM for 10 years,
had never taken any interest
in development of the city.
COMPILED BY HARSIMRAN SINGH BATRA

n

Lucky Singh

been asked by him to vacate his
house. Imprisoned then for 15
days, he was released after the
victim turned hostile.
PLIGHT OF HIS PARENTS
Singh’s father Balbir Singh,who
ran a dhaba at Shahimajra for 12
years but shut shop after being
diagnosed with cancer and later
suffering a paralytic attack, is in

Advancements in
retinal, glaucoma
surgeries discussed
HT Correspondent
n

Breaching the bastion of
Bains brothers, sitting member of Parliament (MP) and
Congress candidate Ravneet
Singh Bittu conducted
meetings in the South constituency, represented by MLA
Balwinder Bains, elder
brother of president of the LIP
and Punjab Democratic Alliance (PDA) candidate, MLA
Simarjeet Singh Bains, on
Sunday.
Bittu, slamming Bains
brothers, said both the brothers have failed to work for the
development of their respective constituencies and have
just worked for their personal
benefits. Residents of the
South constituency are irked
over the clogged sewers while
the brothers have constructed their house outside
the constituency.
Bittu also addressed a
series of meetings in the East
constituency and announced

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com
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Independent candidate Jai Parkash Jain auctioning his bike and
HT PHOTO
trophies at Mullanpur in Ludhiana on Sunday.

match the leaders which have
‘looted the public and manipulate the voters with money and
others gifts’
Ajmer Singh said that he was
moving in the area and saw Titu
auctioning his bike and trophies.
"As Titu is fighting election to
bring a change, I could not resist
helping him out and decided to
give the highest bid. I gave him
the money and also returned the
bike and trophies.
Our religion and culture also

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Department of

Ophthalmology, Dayanand
Medical College and Hospital
(DMCH), in association with the
Ludhiana Ophthalmology Society, organised a continuing
medical education (CME) event
on “Master Class in Ophthalmology” here on Sunday.
The purpose of the CME was
to update the knowledge and
expertise of delegates in retinal
diseases and glaucoma management techniques.
The CME ement was inaugurated by secretary of DMCH
Managing Society Prem Kumar
Gupta.
He said that the department
of ophthalmology (eye) at the
DMCH is well-equipped with
state- of-the-art facilities and
equipments to treat eye
patients.
Eminent speakers during the
CME programme were Dr Lingam Gopal and Dr Lingam
Vijaya from Sankara Nethra-

laya, Chennai, who shared their
knowledge and delivered talks
on advancements in retinal and
glaucoma surgeries.
Organising secretary Dr
Sumeet Chopra, professor and
head of department of ophthalmology, DMCH, said that this
CME is an opportunity for
young ophthalmologists to
interact with the distinguished
doctors of the country.
Other eminent doctors
included Dr Sukhjiwan Kakkar,
president, Ludhiana Ophthalmology Society; and Dr BS
Rana, secretary, Ludhiana Ophthalmology Society.
Dr Lingam Gopal is the pioneer in the field of retina, which
is the back part of the eye and it
is damaged in conditions like
diabetes and retinopathy and
prematurity.
The CME included lectures,
personal interaction and casebased discussions to make it
more interactive.
The CME programme was
attended by more than 150
delegates.

shock. “Not once has he raised his
voice while talking to a woman,”
Balbir Singh said, barely able to
speak, adding that his son had
refused to get married till he “settled” down. “He wanted to join
politics,” said Balbir, who has lost
use of his left arm and has difficulty speaking as the left side of
his face is immobile.
“His mother is unwell and we
have not told her anything. She is
waiting for him to return and
have food,” the father said, claiming Lucky Singh to be a “caring
son”. He said his son had unsuccessfully contested the panchayat polls from Balongi last year
and also used to organise religious congregations at a temple
near their home.
The family has rented out a
part of their home to shops to
make a living which was supplemented by Singh’s earnings as a
taxi driver. He was also a local
moneylender.

motivates us to help others,
when they are in need," said
Singh.
ADVOCATES POPPY
CULTIVATION
Titu advocates poppy cultivation in the state and promised to
get approval for poppy cultivation in the state if voted to
power. He said this will not only
improve the economic status of
farmers, but will also take the
youths away from synthetic
drugs.

AC I D AT TAC K

Victims reluctant to
record statement,
police suspicious
HT Correspondent

MOHALI RAPE IN CAB

POLLBUZZ

n
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LUDHIANA: Residents of Vishal

n

Nagar, situated in ward number
5, held a protest against the
municipal corporation (MC)
and area councillor Neelam
Sharma over choked sewers in
the area.
They blocked the main road
for over two hours.
Residents rued that they
have been facing the problem of
clogged sewers for the past over
one-and-a-half months, but no
one, including the civic body
officials and the councillor, is
paying heed to the problem.
A resident, Jagdish Kumar,
said that the municipal
corporation teams have worked
to clean the sewers in some
areas in the past, but they have
failed to find a concrete solution.
He said residents are living
under the threat of an epidemic
and the sewage has accumulated on roads. The clogged sewers also result in water contamination frequently, he added.
Independent councillor
Neelam Sharma said the sewer
lines were cleaned in the area
in the past, but the civic body
is now facing shortage of
machinery.
She said she has asked the
municipal corporation officials
to deploy a suction machine to
solve the problem.

LUDHIANA: A day after being
attacked by acid by two motorcycle-borne masked men, both the
girls were shifted to a private
room in the civil hospital here on
Sunday. The police are finding
the matter suspicious as the victims are reluctant to record their
statement for lodging a first information report (FIR).
The women have also been
changing their statement frequently, said the police.
The police visited the spot on
Sunday where the women were
allegedly attacked by acid, but
found nothing. The police have
also scanned CCTV cameras in
the area.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP) Sandeep Vadhera,
said that there are many missing
links in the story narrated by the
victims. The man, who brought
the women to the hospital, is
missing and his mobilephone is
switched off. He added that the
spot, where the women claimed
that they were attacked, is merely
200 metres from the house of one
of the victims. Instead of informing her family members, they
informed the live-in partner of
one of them, who claimed that he
was her husband.
The ACP added that the police
have scanned their call record

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com
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There are many
missing links in the
story narrated by victims.
The man, who brought the
women to hospital, is also
missing and his mobile
phone is switched off.
SANDEEP VADHERA, assistant
commissioner of police

and found that they did not make
any call after being allegedly
attacked by acid. The victim had
strained relations with her live-in
partner. She suspected him of
ignoring her. The women are
Facebook friends. They met on
the social networking site a
month ago. On Saturday, one of
them had gone to Kot Mangal
Singh to meet the other for the
first time.
The ACP said no case has been
registered so far. Appropriate
action will be taken after investigating the matter thoroughly, he
said. Two woman were admitted
to the civil hospital with burns on
Saturday night. They alleged that
two motorcycle- borne masked
men assaulted them with acid in
the Kot Mangal Singh area and
escaped. However, they reported
the matter to the police around 8
pm, four hours after the incident.

informationyoucanuse
POLICE CONTROL
ROOM
100, 98158-00251, 0161-241-4932, 933
Community Police Resource Centre
0161-241-4943, 0161-502-7043
TRAFFIC HELPLINE
1073, 0161-277-0012
SENIOR CITIZENS’ HELPLINE
1090
WOMEN HELPLINE
1091, 78370-18555
CHILDREN HELPLINE
1098
RED CROSS SOCIETY BLOOD BANK
0161-244-1257

FREE AMBULANCE
SERVICE
108

FIRE SERVICE
101
n Fire station (Ludhiana headquarters)
– 0161- 275-0764
n Fire station Khanna – 01628-221-343
n Fire station Samrala – 01628-262-100
n Fire station Jagraon – 01624-223-230

HOSPITALS
n
n
n
n
n
n

n Ludhiana civil hospital – 01612223999, 0161261577
n Jagraon civil hospital - 01624-257749
CMCH - 98148-29303, 01612115100, 5289, 5276
DMCH - 98155-55101
Hero DMC Heart Institute – 0161-230-4282
ESIC Model Hospital – 0161-277-2435
GTB Charitable Hospital – 0161-437-7100
Fortis hospital – 0161-522-2333

LUDHIANA

n SPS hospital – 887-202-7036
n Mohan Dai Oswal Cancer Hospital – 0161-509-4540
n GADVASU Veterinary Clinic – 0161-241-4010, 4011

13005
12014
12242

CIVIC HELPLINES

12716

n PSPCL (for power-related complaints) - 1912
n PPCB (for pollution-related complaints)
– 0161-267-2055
n MC’s fogging facility – 0161-277-1499
n MC helpline number (water supply, sewerage,
roads, streetlights and other complaints)
– 0161-274-8412
n MC’s toll-free helpline - 1800-1800-024
n MC’s flood control room - 0161-2749120
n District-level flood control room – 0161-243-3100
n Ludhiana Improvement Trust’s enquiry
number - 0161-525-5404

RAILWAY HELPLINES
n 182 – For security issue
n 138 – For medical emergency, food and catering and
cleanliness
n 139 – To enquire about PNR status, arrival,
departure and fare

RAILWAY
SCHEDULE

DEPARTURE TIMINGS
Train no
12426
12425
12445
12446
12903
14682

Destination
Rajdhani (Jammu to New Delhi)
Rajdhani (New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(Jammu to New Delhi)
Golden Temple Mail
(Mumbai to Amritsar)
Intercity
(Jalandhar City to New Delhi)

Timing
00:15am
01:07am
01:42am
01:35am
02:47am
05:25am

12460
12411
12054
12926
12029
12919
12497
12920
12925
12498
12715
12030
12241
12459
12053
12412
12013
13006
14681
12904

Howrah Mail (Howrah to Amritsar) 05:50am
Shatabdi (Amritsar to New Delhi) 07:02am
Chandigarh Superfast
(Amritsar to Chandigarh)
07:20am
Sachkhand Express
(Amritsar to Hazur Sahib)
07:55am
Intercity (Amritsar to New Delhi) 08:40am
Intercity (Chandigarh to Amritsar) 09:10am
Jan Shatabdi (Amritsar to Haridwar) 09:03am
Paschim Exp (Amritsar to Bandra) 10:35am
Swarna Shatabdi
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
11:33am
Malwa (Indore to Jammu)
11:15am
Shan-e-Punjab
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
12:07pm
Malwa (Jammu to Indore)
01:50pm
Paschim Ex. (Bandra to Amritsar) 04:52pm
Shan-e-Punjab
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
05:23pm
Sachkhand Express
(Hazur Sahib to Amritsar)
05:55pm
Swarna Shatabdi
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
06:55pm
Chandigarh Superfast
(Chandigarh to Amritsar)
06:57pm
Intercity (New Delhi to Amritsar) 07:20pm
Jan Shatabdi (Haridwar to Amritsar) 07:35pm
Intercity (Amritsar to Chandigarh) 07:55pm
Shatabdi (New Delhi to Amritsar) 08:20pm
Howrah Mail (Amritsar to Howrah) 09:15pm
Intercity
(New Delhi to Jalandhar City)
10:35pm
Golden Temple Mail
(Amritsar to Mumbai)
11:59pm

FLIGHTS
SCHEDULE
Alliance Air Flight from
Sahnewal airport to Delhi
(Only Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday)
Ludhiana 4:20pm, New Delhi 5:35pm

"
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htreaders’take

debate of
the week
CHANDIGARH
UT STATUS

LOK SABHA ELECTIONS

Penalise erring candidates
FALL IN LINE OR PAY PRICE Readers are of the view that the candidates who are not following the model code of conduct should
be punished and a hefty fine should be imposed on them; some are of the view that nomination of the violators should be cancelled

HOW TO REIN IN
DEFACEMENT OF
PROPERTIES?
Political hoardings, posters and
banners can be seen across the city
in violation of the model code of
conduct. Despite notices from the
assistant returning officers of
different constituencies to the
Congress for the illegal hoardings
of party candidate Ravneet Bittu,
the violation still continues. With
filing of nominations beginning on
April 22, candidates will now
intensify their campaigns, and
more hoardings and banners are
expected to spring up, defacing
government and private property.
What steps should the Election
Commission take to rein in the
menace?

experttake

DESIGNATE PLACES
AND FIX CHARGES
Election Commission should be strict in
checking defacement of properties
during elections. Candidates should be
allowed to advertise themselves but at
designated places only and that too
after paying fixed charges. The defacements are also a huge distraction and
pose a grave risk to commuters who
get deviated while driving.
Sanjay Goel, Director,
Ludhiana Smart city Limited, Ludhiana

RESIDENT SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
MODEL CODE OF CONDUCT

n

Political parties put up buntings across the traffic lights, causing hindrance for the traffic on road.

HOARDINGS AND BANNERS
SHOULD BE BANNED
The only potent solution to prevent
defacement of properties is to ban putting up of hoardings, banners and
posters stickers. Alternatively, all
political parties should be allowed
extensive use of social media for campaigning. Also, these guidelines
should be monitored directly by the
Election Commission of India (ECI)
and any violation should lead to penalisation by cancellation of the political
party’s candidature.
Sachin Jain, Ludhiana

ADVERTISE ON SOCIAL
MEDIA PORTALS
The least expensive and the most
impactful way of campaigning is putting up hoardings and banners over
public property which leads to accidents as it gets detached and falls on
ground, damaging vehicles and causing physical injuries. To prevent this,
political parties should in fact advertise in newspapers, on electronic
media and on social media platforms.
Vikas Sharma, Kitchlu Nagar,
Ludhiana

STREET PLAYS SHOULD BE
STAGED FOR CAMPAIGNING
Defacement of property is illegal and
anyone found putting up posters on
walls should be punished with imprisonment and fine. Also, street plays
should be staged for creating awareness among people about the elections.
Advertising on the television and the
internet can also help people to vote
the right person.
Khushi Loomba, Ludhiana

MAKE VOTERS AWARE ABOUT
MODEL CODE OF CONDUCT
Most voters are not aware about the
model code of conduct. There is no use
in creating applications if people are
not aware of the poll code and its violation. Hence people should be made
aware about it. Also, the district
authorities should notify the political
candidates to not stick banners on
public and private properties.
Ankush, Jamalpur

BOYCOTT CANDIDATES WHO
VIOLATE CAMPAIGNING RULES
The youth should boycott candidates
who violate the rules and disturb the
residents during their campaign. The
political candidate, on knowing that
people are unhappy with his/her
method of campaigning, will stop violating the norms. Candidates should

be held responsible for violating the
rules during campaigning.
Taranjeet,Student, Ludhiana

DISTRICT AUTHORITIES SHOULD
MONITOR ALL CANDIDATES
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Palwinder Singh, Deatwal village, Ludhiana

EC SHOULD BE UNBIASED WHILE
PENALISING VIOLATORS

If candidates violate campaigning
rules, they should be fined or barred
from contesting. Also, the district
authorities should monitor all the candidates. The city residents should
report about those candidates who violate the poll code.
Tajinder, Student, Ludhiana

The government should take action
against those who put hoardings.
Strict action should be taken against
the officials who allow candidates to
put hoardings on public properties.
The election commission should be
unbiased in penalising the violating
candidates.
Amanjot, Dugri village, Ludhiana

PEOPLE SHOULD BE AWARE
OF ELECTION CODE

USE OF HOARDINGS
SHOULD BE BANNED

Usually, candidates of the ruling party
takes it as their privilege to violate the
poll code. Officers on duty should take
action against all the candidates if they
violate the rules. People should be
informed about the model code of conduct so that candidates would not dare
to violate the rules and put banners
and hoardings on public and private
property.
Mandeep singh, Kakowal village,
Ludhiana

Large hoardings of the contesting candidates is a common sight across the
city. After their use, such hoardings
are thrown away carelessly and make
for an unpleasant site. And so, their
use should be banned by the EC.
Taranjeet Kaur, Ludhiana

FINE SHOULD BE IMPOSED
ON VIOLATING CANDIDATES
If a candidate violates the poll code, he
should be warned. If a candidate violates the model code of conduct even
after warnings, a hefty fine should be
imposed and he/she should be
restricted from campaigning.
Sukhjivan Singh, Sidhwan Beth,
Jagraon

USE C-VIGIL APPLICATION
TO REGISTER COMPLAINTS
People should be made aware about
the model code of conduct. The cVIGIL
application can be used to register
complaints. The government should
take steps to make people conscious
about the violations of the poll code.
Election commission should bar the
candidates who violate the model code
of conduct from contesting elections.
Aman Sodhey, Malakpur village,
Ludhiana

EC SHOULD INCREASE
MONITORING OF CANDIDATES
The Election Commission should take
prompt action against the violators of
the model code of conduct. Candidates
should not use illicit means to lure people and get their votes. Also, the Election Commission should increase the
number of observers and flying
squads so that they can monitor the
activities of political parties.

readeroftheweek
DEFAULTERS SHOULD REPAIR
DEFACED PROPERTY
During the elections, the candidates turn a blind eye to
the rules set up by the Election Commission and the
entire government machinery just to garner more
votes. They use muscle power to tackle the protesting
residents and face no punishment for the defacement
of government properties. The government should be
unbiased in punishing all the defaulting candidates and
not favour any particular candidate. Some ways to
tackle such violators include disqualification from the
elections, repairing and repainting of government and
private property which have been defaced.
Vishal Sharma, Sham Nagar, Ludhiana

NOMINATIONS OF VIOLATORS
SHOULD BE CANCELLED

ana a smart city, but on the other hand
we deface it by pasting campaigning
posters on walls. Authorities don’t
take any action because they themselves, are participants to the violation of the poll code. Residents too,
should protest against such violators.
Deepali,via email

AUTHORITIES SHOULD WARN
ERRING CANDIDATES
There is a need to take stern action
against the candidates who are violating the model code of conduct. Defacement of the city due to putting up of
hoardings, posters and banners
should be banned. Also, authorities
should warn the erring candidates so
that other candidates don’t indulge in
these violations.
Amrit Pal Singh, Dugri willage,
Ludhiana

DEFACING PROPERTY DOES NOT
HELP IN WOOING VOTERS

Strict action should be taken against
political parties who are found offending basic norms. Nominations of such
leaders should be cancelled as they
end up creating havoc around the city.
The EC should ensure that no posters
or pamphlets are put up on trees and if
found guilty, strict action should be
taken against the violator.
Monica Bedi, New Model Town

The model code of conduct must be
strictly enforced in the district. Candidates are defacing the city by putting
up posters, banners and hoardings on
public and private properties. The
authorities should remove such banners and cases against the violating
candidates must be registered. Candidates need to understand that defacing
commercial and residential properties
will not help them in wooing voters.
Radhika Sharma, via email

EC SHOULD KEEP RECORD OF
CAMPAIGNING EXPENDITURE

EC SHOULD TAKE STRICT
ACTION AGAINST VIOLATORS

Political parties put up banners and
hoardings which pollutes the environment. The EC needs to keep record of
the expenditure being incurred by the
political parties on campaigning. Also,
it should make people aware about the
model code of conduct. People should
register complaints against the contestind candidate who breaches the
code of conduct.
Preeti Behl, Ludhiana

Hoardings, banners and posters of the
contesting candidates can be spotted
everywhere. These prove the extent to
which the candidates go to grab the
voter’s attention. The candidates have
not even spared the electricity poles
and telephone towers from being
defaced. Also, the election commission
must take strict action against the
defaulters.
Ashok Kumar, via email

TAKE STRICT ACTION
AGAINST DEFAULTERS

AUTHORITIES SHOULD
ESTABLISH A COMPLAINT CELL

Political parties are putting up their
hoardings and violating the code of
conduct right under the nose of the
election commissioner but the authorities still, only issue a notice at the
most with not penalisation of the violating candidate. There is a need of taking strict action of cancellation of nominations of the violating candidate.
Only this will make a real difference.
Damanjot Kaur, via email

Authorities must establish a complaint cell where residents can report
about the poll violations by the candidates. Concerned authorities must
take action immediately so that the
other candidates refrain from getting
involved in any violations during the
elections.
Kanika Khanna, a via email

CANCEL NOMINATION
OF VIOLATORS

Defacement of the city should be
stopped by the authorities, without
coming under any political pressure.
An FIR should also be lodged against
the defaulters under the Prevention of
Defacement of Property Act. After
serving a notice to the violator, the EC
should take legal action action if the
violator commits the violation again.
Harpreet Singh, Model Town
Extension

Ravneet Bittu, the candidate from
Congress is continuously violating the
norms. Earlier he installed hoardings
along the roadsides for which he was
issued a notice, but no action was
taken against him. Recently, when
Bittu went to file the nominations he
and his party workers created nuisance on roads and blocked the traffic.
Even then, the authorities took no
action against him. The only punishment for such violators is cancellation
of their nomination.
Gurkirat Singh, via email

RESIDENTS SHOULD PROTEST
AGAINST VIOLATORS
On one hand we want to make Ludhi-

should pay heed to the problem of campaign posters being put up on the walls
of the residents’ houses and tackle the
same.
Balpreet Singh, New Prem Nagar

DISTRICT ADMN SHOULD TAKE
ACTION AGAINST OFFENDERS
Posters and banners of the contesting
candidates have been pasted at each
nook and corner of the city. Though
the election commission has issued
instructions about pasting posters and
banners, the district administration is
not taking any action. The EC should
take stern action against such candidates by imposing a heavy fine on such
candidates and cancelling their nomination.
Ravikant, via e-mail

AUTHORITIES NEED TO
PULL UP THEIR SOCKS
Candidates of all political parties have
been pasting posters on private properties of city residents who don’t
belong to any party. If they resist, the
aides of the candidates issue threats to
the residents saying that they would
implicate the residents in a false police
case. And so, the candidates have been
breaching the model code of conduct
and the authorities have turned a
blind eye towards the breach. It’s high
time that the authorities pull up their
socks and take action against the
defaulters.
Vipan Ahuja, South City,
Ludhiana

DEFAULTERS SHOULD
RENOVATE DEFACED PROPERTY
During the elections, the candidates
turn a blind eye to the rules set up by
the election commission and the entire
government machinery just to garner
more votes. They use muscle power to
tackle the protesting residents and
face no punishment for the defacement of government properties. The
government too must be unbiased in
punishing all the defaulting candidates and not favour any particular
candidate. Some ways to tackle such
violators include disqualification
from the elections, repairing and
repainting of government and private
property which got defaced even
before the election day and heavy fines
on the defaulters.
Vishal Sharma, Sham Nagar,
Ludhiana

The election commission of India is an
independent body with its own set of
rules which must be followed. In case
of any violence, punishment along
with a hefty fine should be imposed.
Also, in such a case, the name of the
candidate should be deleted from the
nomination list. Proper implementation of the rules should take place and
all residents should know about the
model code of conduct.
Ekta Kaur , Ludhiana

SC SHOULD PUT A BLANKET
BAN ON ROADSHOWS
Recently, during a roadshow by a Congress candidate which was followed by
the same by other parties, traffic
blockade was a common sight and anyone who objected was tacked by muscle power. To solve this problem. the
Supreme Court should bring about a
blanket ban on such roadshows by all
politicians and parties. This will help
save the tax payer’s money. Also, the
Election Commission should implement the model code of conduct without succumbing to any political pressure
Mahesh Chander, Ludhiana

PUT A LIMIT ON
NUMBER OF HOARDINGS
It is very noticeable that public and
private buildings are being badly
defamed during the elections. This
does not only waste paper but also
leads to the tainting of the city. To
solve this issue, it will be viable to put a
limit on the number of hoardings that
can be put up in particular locations.Also, candidates violating such
laws should not be allowed to file nominations. Even one such cancellation
will set an example for all contesting
candidates.
Manmeet Kaur, Atam Nagar

RESIDENTS SHOULD PROTEST
AGAINST VIOLATIONS
When public property is being ruined
in the process of campaigning, the private property too gets marred in the
process. During the elections, the
walls of the houses, shops, parks and
signboards are choked with the posters of various political parties. During
this time, it is imperative for the Election Commission to take action by putting a limit on the use of hoardings,
posters and banners in the city. Moreover, residents of the respective areas
can also help prevent this defacing by
stepping forward and protesting
about the same.
Inderpal Singh, Basti Jodhewal,
Ludhiana

FIR SHOULD BE LODGED
AGAINST DEFAULTERS

AUTHORITIES SHOULD
ADDRESS RESIDENTS’ WOES
The authorities should ban the use of
posters completely and strict action
should be taken if somebody uses the
same. Political parties should indulge
in campaigning by putting hoardings
only at specified places. Authorities

n

Congress flags dotting the Bhai Bala Chowk area on Ferozepur road in Ludhiana. GURPREET SINGH/HT
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‘I’M A HUGE
FANOF
MICHAEL
JACKSON’
On International Dance day,
while Hrithik Roshan calls
himself a huge fan of King of
Pop MJ, Sanya Malhotra
expresses her wish to do a
dance film with the actor

PHOTO:
DABBOO
RATNANI

Sneha Mahadevan
hen Hrithik Roshan
debuted in 2000, he
was hailed as the next
superstar of
Bollywood. Apart from his
good looks and acting prowess,
the actor also established
himself as an exceptional
dancer in his very first film.
Ever since, there has been no
looking back for the actor, who
is considered to be one of the
best dancers in Bollywood by
most of his contemporaries.
Tiger Shroff looks up to the
actor for his dancing skills as
do so many other young actors.
On International Dance Day,
we caught up with the actor to
talk about everything related to
his passion — dance.

W

What are your earliest memories
of dancing?
My earliest memories of dance
are from school. We would
have annual day shows where
all the kids would perform
together and there would be
dance competitions and
performances. There used to be
a lot of dancing to Bollywood
songs at birthday parties,
where each one of us would do
hook steps of popular songs
and show our best moves. I
took keen interest in dance
while I was preparing for my
debut film, Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai (2000).
Growing up, who was your
inspiration?
I have always been a huge fan
of Michael Jackson, Shammi
Kapoor and Govinda. Each
of their dancing style is
different from the other. I
have grown up imitating
their styles in front of the
mirror.
If you had the choice to do a
dance off with any person living
or dead, who would it be?
Maybe not a dance off, but I
would have loved to share the
stage with the legendary
Michael Jackson. I have
been a huge fan of his
since childhood and he
is the reason I started
dancing.

Doing a dance film
with Hrithik Roshan
would be a dream
come true. Just the
thought of it is giving
me goosebumps. He is
such a fabulous
dancer.
SANYA MALHOTRA,
ACTOR

What does dance mean to you?
I feel dance is a very powerful
medium to draw people
towards physical fitness. There
was a time in my life when the
doctors had told me that I will
never be able to dance again. I
danced my way through that
phase, too (smiles). Dancing is a
great way to stay fit. It helps
you burn calories, strengthen
muscles, increase flexibility,
and also keeps one upbeat and
happy. I have also introduced
my mom and kids to it and they
love it.
You have a lot of dance numbers to
your credit. Which is your personal
favourite?
It is tough to choose just one

Dance reality shows are a great platform to discover
and promote new talent from across India.
HRITHIK ROSHAN, ACTOR
favourite song of mine to dance
to. But my top favourites are
Deva Shree Ganesha
(Agneepath; 2012), Dhoom
Again (Dhoom 2; 2006), Bang
Bang (Bang Bang; 2014) and Ek
Pal ka Jeena (Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai; 2000).

Dance reality shows are a great
platform to discover and
promote new talent from
across India. It gives people an
opportunity to showcase their
talent. I have judged a dance
reality show in the past and I
will definitely be open to doing
it again in the future if
something interesting
comes up.

What do you think about dance
reality shows that are the rage on
television channels currently?

n

he is the happiest when
she is dancing, as much
as she is while facing
the arch lights. That’s Sanya
Malhotra for you. Well, on
International Dance Day

S

(April 29), Sanya talks about
the good things related to
the art form and how it has
changed her life.
For the uninitiated,
Sanya’s love for dance
began at an early age. She
was in school when she
accompanied her mother’s
best friend to a dance
competition in Delhi.
Coaxed by her aunt, she by
chance, participated and
stole the show with her
version of Tu Cheez Badi
Hai Mast Mast (Mohra;
1994).
“That day I knew I love
dancing, more so because
there was no stage fright at
all. Then, I became that kid
who would dance at every
family get together, parties
or weddings. And mind you,
I was famous too in those
circles,” she says. Soon the
love turned into passion and
Sanya trained herself in
ballet, freestyle and
jazz. On her to-do
list is tap
dancing and
she also
wants to
learn a
classical
dance form.
If you
follow her
on social
media, then
it’s
impossible to
miss her dance
videos and the
kind of reactions
they garner from
her fans and
colleagues alike. A
latest video of her
with rapper Naezy
saw Hrithik Roshan
commenting,
“OUTSTANDING”.

Mention this to Sanya and
she falls short of words to
express her happiness. So,
will we see her in a dance
film with Hrithik any time
soon? “That would be a
dream come true. Just the
thought of it is giving me
goosebumps. He is such a
fabulous dancer. But before
everything else, I want to do
a dance film. Koi toh mujhse
film mein dance karwao
(Someone, please make me
dance in a film). I want to see
myself dancing on the big
screen,” adds the actor, who
had choreographed her
Dangal (2016) co-actor
Aamir Khan for Secret
Superstar (2017).
About her plans for April
29, Sanya says she is
thinking of doing something
with Naezy and
choreographer Shazeb
Sheikh. “Let me figure this
out… It will be a surprise,”
she keeps it at that.
Ask her if she would like
to give out a message to her
fans on the occasion of
International Dance Day
and Sanya is quick to add,
“Dancing does make you
happy. It has helped me deal
with the hardships in my
life. Not everyone is a good
dancer but you just have to
enjoy doing it. Dance as if no
one is watching. You can be
a part of a group or dance
at home and even involve
your family. Trust me,
it’s fun. It’s a good exercise
for your mind, body and
soul. At times, I visit
workshops and see even
non-dancers having a
good time. That’s the spirit.
The happy hormones need
to be generated,” she signs
off.
n

Manish Mishra
ecently, superstar
Akshay Kumar and
Hollywood heartthrob
Robert Downey Junior were
seen sporting an identical
abstract camouflage printed
tie from Givenchy. While
Akshay teamed it with a
powder blue snug-fitted shirt,
which had a harness-like

R
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strap detailing, RDJ teamed it
with a classic suit. In his
inimitable witty style, the
Khiladi posted a collage image
of him and RDJ on his
Instagram account and
challenged Robert to a
sartorial clash in a post while
praising the latter’s latest box
office scorcher — Avengers:
Endgame. Akshay captioned
the post as “When #IronMan
wears the same tie as you!!
#WhoWoreItBetter Ps:
#EndGame is out of this
world”.
Not surprisingly, the post
instantly elicited more than
100,000 likes in less than 10
minutes.
We got stylists to share
their take on who nailed the

tie’s transformative prowess
to the T. Stylist Isha Bhansali
says, “Akshay wore it better.
His fit is great. The colour
combo is interesting. RDJ’s
suit doesn’t fit well at all.”
As they say nothing is
worse than an ill-fitting suit
and the awkward fit of RDJ’s
attire is a bit of a faux pas and
brings down the nifty appeal
of the statement-making tie.
Stylist Divyak D’Souza
seconds that, “Both Downey’s
glasses and suit fit is a bit of a
let down. With tailored pieces
it’s all about the right fit and
Akshay’s well-fitted ensemble
proves that. The Givenchy tie
is a smart way to elevate a
classic like a shirt.”
Also, the fact that Akshay

is in an excellent shape, the tie
complements his taut and
toned physique accentuated
by the dapper shirt. Designer
Aniket Satam says, “Akshay
absolutely pulls off this neo
dapper look accessorised with
this abstract camouflage
printed tie. The classic,
summer blue shirt is a perfect
canvas for this quirky tie.”
Akshay has an incredible
stylistic history of pulling off
dramatic tie looks. Not long
ago, he had hit all the right
style notes in an edgy skull
print tie from Alexander
McQueen and this Givenchy
number further cements him
as the dapper dresser with a
hint of quirk.
n
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MEGAN FOX FILES TO
DISMISS DIVORCE
FROM HUSBAND BRIAN
AUSTIN GREEN AFTER
RECONCILIATION
merican actor Megan
Fox filed to dismiss her
divorce case against
husband Brian Austin Green
after the two restored their
relationship.

A

The 32-year-old on
Thursday requested to
dismiss her divorce filed in
Los Angeles, reported US
Magazine.
The couple got married in
June 2010. Five years later,
they decided to part ways
and filed for divorce in
August 2015.
— ANI

Akshay’s Instagram post challenging RDJ to a sartorial challenge
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‘Indie music will be above film music again’
Samarth Goyal

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘Dancing has helped me deal
with the hardships of my life’
Shreya Mukherjee

AkshayvsRDJ:Whoworethistie
better?StylistsvotefortheKhiladi

usician Yo Yo Honey
Singh is a big advocate of
staying independent as an
artist even while working in
the film industry. While the 36year-old is happy about the
return of non-film music in the
popular domain, he wants indie
musicians to make the most of
this opportunity.
“I think an artist should stay
independent even if they join
Bollywood and make non-film
music. I think that is what the
fans want. I want to tell this to
all the independent artists that
wherever you are, you must
create at least one or two
independent songs in a year. I
request record labels to give
chance to new artists,” he says.
The Punjab-born rappersinger insists that despite
striking it rich in Bollywood, he
never put his independent
status at the back-burner. “I
worked on songs in films
during 2013. During that time I
did Lungi Dance (with Shah
Rukh Khan), I did Party All
Night with Akshay paaji and
then I thought I should do an
independent song. The same
year I recorded Blue Eyes and
shot it,” he says.
Recalling the famous ’90s
pop era, Singh feels that the

M

future will once again see nonfilm music take precedence
over that of the film industry.
“When Stereo Nation, Daler
Mehndi, Anamika, Sukhbir,
and Alisha Chinai were active,
independent music was very
heavy and was even above film
music. I think that phase will
be back soon,” he says.
The reason, he says is
absence of any limits for nonfilm artists. “It is not that the
film music scene is bad but a
movie’s songs are made
according to the screenplay
and all the six are made on the
storyline. When it comes to
independent music there is a
vast sea of all [kinds of] vibe
and you can give justice to it,
which helps [one as a
musician].

THE PUNJAB-BORN
RAPPER-SINGER
INSISTS THAT DESPITE
STRIKING IT RICH IN
BOLLYWOOD, HE
NEVER PUT HIS
INDEPENDENT STATUS
ON BACK-BURNER

Yo Yo Honey Singh made a comeback with his single Makhna
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

There is always room for good actors: Richa
ctor, Richa Chadha says
there is always room for
good artistes.
Richa, who started her
Bollywood career in 2008 with
Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!,
impressed both the audiences
as well as the critics with her
performance in the Gangs of
Wasseypur series. She says one
can never be out of work in the
film industry if they have
talent.
“There is always enough
room for good actors. I have
never been short of work.
There has not been a single
year where I have not had a

A

Good work has a
snowball effect.
RICHA CHADHA,
ACTOR

release. I have always been
working every year right from
my debut film. Good work has a
snowball effect, it keeps leading
to more good work,” Richa
says. The Fukrey series actor
appreciates the fact that
audience these days reject a
bad film outright, even if it is
star-driven, but the actor
believes star system is not
going to fade away anytime
soon.
“Here (in Bollywood), it
could become like Hollywood,
where everybody is good and
have competence, but only few
will manage to stay up there
like Leonardo DiCaprio, Meryl
Streep, etc. Also, people who
are famous on the digital space
or are YouTubers will have
their own audience and all
these people will be stars,” she
added. The actor is currently
awaiting the release of her film,
Shakeela.
PTI
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Daniel Day-Lewis: The actor, known for his roles
in films such as There Will Be Blood, Gangs of New
York and Phantom Thread, turns 62 today.

Health front remains fine. You are likely to
be in a confused state due to too many
responsibilities and financial instability.
Day is favourable for starting a new
project at work. A family member will be
able to get rid of an addiction through
ARIES
sheer will power. A productive day is
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
foreseen for those learning to drive or swim.
This is not a perfect day to contemplate buying
or selling of a property.

A minor ailment can aggravate, if
neglected. Business owners and people
dealing in financial services might not
enjoy a fulfilling day in terms of profit.
Professionals will find the day quite
satisfactory at work. Doing little things
TAURUS
together with family is likely to cement
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
lasting bonds of love. Buying a new house
today is on the cards for some. Travelling with
someone close might not be too satisfying as you expected.

Not investing in a scheme that seems
lucrative at this point of time will save
you from a future loss. This is the day
when you will achieve unprecedented
success in your current occupation or
work. Good time management will help
GEMINI
homemakers in taking a breather at home
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
with everyone. Don’t plan a visit to a
secluded location if you don’t want to get into
any trouble. Those in property business might have to undergo loss.

An opportunity to improve your finances
must not be missed today. Those working
from home may find unfavourable work
environment. Getting introduced to a
charming opposite number cannot be
ruled out, so get set for an exciting time.
CANCER
There is much happening on the family
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
front that is likely to involve you. Chance of
booking a vehicle is on the cards for some.
Those involved in a legal case related to property can expect victory.

Love Focus: If love has eluded you up till now, don’t despair as your
perfect mate is waiting to begin a romantic journey together!

Love Focus: Expecting too much from your partner at this juncture is
not going to suit your relation.

Love Focus: Stagnation may set into a long-term relationship on the
romantic front, if you don’t do something about it.

Love Focus: Someone who used to like you may deliberately try to
avoid you. Don’t be upset but try to find out why.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Green

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Monetary condition will start showing
signs of improvement. Those passing
through a bad patch in career should not
worry as these are the ups and downs of
life. Praise from family may keep you
glowing the whole day today. Legal
hassles on the property front being faced
by some may show signs of improvement in
the form of negotiation. You may enjoy a new
tourist destination with friends.

Health remains satisfactory. Good returns
on an investment promise to make you
financially strong. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment might
not fetch the kind of appreciation that
you deserve. An exciting incident with
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
your family is likely to be etched in your
memory and give you endless pleasure. It
seems to be not a very good day for travelling.
The day seems profitable for property business.

Financially, you will find the day quite
satisfactory. There is likely to be some
behind-the-scene manipulations at
work against you; so be careful. Those
planning some changes or some activity
in the family might have to struggle to
LIBRA
convince the rest of the family for their
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
support. Travelling to a far-off place is likely
to pose some technical issue with vehicle. A
loan for buying property is likely to get sanctioned today.

Your new initiative is likely to make the day
profitable. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment will be
highly appreciated and help you on the
professional front. You must do
something to break the monotonous
SCORPIO
family environment. A vacation might
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
turn boring because of wrong company.
Postponing any property dealing for another
day is the best thing to do today as indicated in your card.

Love Focus: Ideological differences threaten to crop up in a new
relationship, so remain tactful so as not to offend the partner.

Love Focus: The discovery that someone loves and admires you can
get you all excited on the romantic front.

Love Focus: It is best to go with the mood of lover and keep your
own desires on hold on the romantic front.

Love Focus: Those seeking love might have to wait for the right
person to come to their life.

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Turquoise

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

for some.

Problems on the health front will soon
become a thing of the past. You remain
financially stable. Your performance is
likely to improve manifold on the
professional front. Someone may be full
of praise for you on the social front
CAPRICORN
today. This is an excellent day for
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
travelling, especially if you are planning to
go to some tourist destination. Some of you
might get lucky with your dream of purchasing own house.

Some of you might feel unwell, but it will
be nothing to get alarmed about. A
scheme that seemed lucrative is likely to
prove not that profitable. A timely
submission of something important at
work is likely to save you a lot of hassle.
AQUARIUS
Going outdoors on a picnic or something
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
will help you rejuvenate and will restore
your energies. Better to shelve any property
buying or selling plan for another day as indicated in your card.

Hard work put in on the fitness front will
let you enjoy perfect health. A project
that didn’t seem lucrative earlier might
fetch you good profit today. You may
not be able to get your way on the
professional front and may feel a bit
PISCES
frustrated. You will manage to bring peace
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
and stability at home by tact and diplomacy.
Not a good day to travel. Property business
might help you earn good profit.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, those feeling down should cheer
up as exciting days are just ahead.

Love Focus: Love life will lack the lustre of yesteryears and lead to
frustrations if you do not do anything about it.

Love Focus: Someone who secretly admires you may need a push
from your side to express love.

Love Focus: Common interests may be instrumental in bringing you
close to someone of the opposite gender on the romantic front.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Orange

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Good health will bring in a fresh breath of
life for you. You will have enough to
finance an expensive purchase today. At
work, the increment offered despite
your good performance might not suit
your liking. A family youngster is likely to
make you proud today. An exciting
vacation is on the cards for some. A
property by inheritance cannot be ruled out

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Sikander Kher
urges one to fight
back if they’re
going through
tough times
professionally or
personally

Bill Watterson

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Anurag Kashyap wanted to include a
serial killer in Bombay Velvet (2015),
but he scrapped the character, and later
based Raman Raghav 2.0 (2016) on it.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3070
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Alone/anole, cords, cuddle, frothy
ANSWER: It is an affront to treat falsehood with complaisance. Thomas paine

s is often perceived,
life’s not a bed of roses for
actors — ups and downs lie
in store for whom each Friday,
depending on the fate of their
films at the box office. Sikandar
Kher feels actors need to be
prepared for that. The actor
believes in “fighting back” if
one is going through a low
phase at work or in life.
“You need to speak to
somebody. Sharing your
feelings helps. Being alone is
tough. Loneliness is something
that I have suffered. If you ask
me who is my best friend, I’d
take my own name. It’s better to
have no expectation from
anyone around,” says the actor,
who recently starred in the
John Abraham-starrer Romeo
Akbar Walter. Sikandar, who
has talked about his work
struggles quite openly, has also
been vocal about his personal
lows. When his engagement
with long-time girlfriend Priya

A

Singh was called off, he didn’t
go into a shell, but moved on.
The fast-paced nature of the
industry and the pressure of
expectations can also
sometimes get to you. Sikandar
has suffered from low selfesteem owing to the same. “And
I still do, sometimes. One needs
to try to be realistic — try and
share your thoughts and
feelings with your near and
dear ones. It helps and there’s
no harm in asking for help. If
you choose to go for therapy,
that’s also great. Try and be
thankful for what you have,”
shares the actor, who is playing
the titular character’s (Sonam
Kapoor) brother in The Zoya
Factor.
“I don’t have a sibling, so I
wanted to play such a role… If
at least in films I can get a feel of
this, then why not?” he ends.

It is an affront to treat _________ with complaisance.
- Thomas paine (9)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
FYRE
2019 | 16+| 1h 37m|
Documentary

SIKANDAR KHER ACTOR

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Billy McFarland,
Jason Bell, Gabrielle Bluestone
Synopsis: The Fyre Festival
was billed as a luxury music
experience on a posh
private island, but it failed
spectacularly in the hands of
a cocky entrepreneur.
Starring: Jim Caviezel, Taraji P
Henson, Kevin Chapman

PERSON OF INTEREST
2011 | 16+ | 5 seasons | Series

Synopsis: A former assassin
and a programmer save lives
via a surveillance AI that sends
them the identities of civilians
involved in impending crimes.
Starring: Nyra Banerjee,
Pawan Chopra, Gautam Gulati

OPERATION COBRA
2019 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

One needs to try to be
realistic — try and
share your thoughts
and feelings with your
near and dear ones. It
helps and there’s no
harm in asking for
help. If you choose to
go for therapy, that’s
also great.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Shreya Mukherjee

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

I stillsufferfrom
lowself-esteem
sometimes:Kher

LNAEO
SCROD
CDEUDL
ORTYF H

Synopsis: A terrorist outfit
gets access to a technology
resulting from a research.
Only one man can stop them —
India’s Agent Condor.

Hellboy at
1745

EDITOR’S
PICK

0908 Project A
Part II
1059 Surf’s Up 2:
WaveMania
1223 XXX: State Of The
Union
1410 Megamind
1551 Project A
1745 Hellboy
2000 2012

Zombieland at 1910

No Strings Attached at 1928

1219 I, Robot
1425 Undisputed III:
Redemption
1623 War for the Planet of the
Apes
1910 Zombieland
2015 Ong Bak

1042 Save the Last Dance 2
1212 Arthur
1405 Heart of Dragon
1542 American Assassin
1727 Same Kind Of Different As
Me
1928 No Strings Attached

Collateral at 0558

Masss at 1518

0558 Collateral
0800 Election Roadblock
1000 Anacondas: The Hunt For
The Blood Orchid
1120 Golmaal - Fun Unlimited
1357 Loafer
1655 Shiva The Super Hero 2
2000 Great Grand Masti
2232 Kung Fu Yoga

0513 Bbuddah Hoga
Terra Baap
0800 Election Roadblock
1002 Encounter Raja
1233 Bruce Lee — The
Fighter
1518 Masss
1813 Return of Raju
2100 Dayaalu

Starring: Arunoday Singh,
Nidhi Singh, Mahie Gill

APHARAN
2018 | 18+ | Season 1 | Series

AMERICAN CRIME STORY
2016 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: A cop kidnaps a
young girl at her request.
When the chain of events goes
wrong, he realises that he is
now a part of a conspiracy.?
Starring: Sterling K Brown,
Kenneth Choi, Christian
Clemenson

Shahenshah at 2055

Synopsis: A series centered
around America’s most
notorious crimes and criminals.

1450 Souten

1150 Dashing Jigarwala 2
1820 Daring Gundaraaj
2055 Shahenshah
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Mydaughters
lovevisiting
filmsets:Drew
Barrymore

d Sheeran has
thanked the
writers of Game of
Thrones for not
killing off his character
in the series. The singer
appeared as Eddie, a
Lannister soldier, in the
seventh season premiere
episode of the show on
the request of his friend,
series star Maisie
Williams, who reprises
the character, Arya
Stark.
In the episode,
Sheeran’s character is
seen crooning a song as
a part of the chance
encounter with
Williams. Eddie was,
however, nowhere to be
seen or talked about in
the series till the eighth
season premiere, where
one of the prostitutes
says she had heard the
character’s face was
“burned right off” and
had no eyelids after he
was subjected to one of
Daenerys Targeryen’s
three dragons’ fire.
Sheeran took to social
media over the weekend
to thank the show’s
screenwriters. “Thanks
@GameOfThrones, I
knew I was a survivor,”
he wrote in his
Instagram Story.
The singer faced
heavy trolling by fans
and followers for his
cameo. Sheeran later
said although he enjoyed
his screen time on the
show, he would not want
to return as no one
wanted to see him again.

E
Ed Sheeran
PHOTO:
AP/LUCA BRUNO

SHEERAN’S
ON-SCREEN
CHARACTER
STILL ALIVE

PHOTO: AFP

PTI

Joe Hahn reveals that Linkin
Park is planning a comeback

Kanye West
PHOTO: REUTERS

oe Hahn,
H
DJ of the iconi
American rock band
kin Park, has reveale
Link
that the
e group is planning to
make new
n music together. T
music group,
g
which features
Mike Sh
hinoda, Brad Delson,
Dave Fa
arrell, Hahn, and Rob
Bourdo
on, went on a hiatus
after th
he death of frontman
Chesterr Bennington in 2017.
“The
e members are taking
care of themselves
t
and their
familiess and are going through
the prob
blems in their own way.
And ... Now
N
the band has
started talking about making
usic together,” Hahn
new mu
told a newspaper. The 42-yearold DJ, however, said that the
are yet to set a deadline for th
bum. “We just want to
new alb
focus on
n the present and talk
about music.
m
We aren’t
discusssing detailed plans. I
just wan
nt to go back to those
days wh
hen I made music in the
wareho
ouse,” he added.
Prev
viously, Mike Shinoda
said tha
at the band could return
to the music scene with a new
singer in place of Bennington,
who had committed suicide in
— PTI
July 2017.

J

Kanyee West sells
merchandise with
god-fearing slogans
apper Kanye West’s
Sunday Service wasn’t the
only big draw on the last
day of Coachella. His worshipinspired merchandise boasted
lines that stretched across the
field. The self-proclaimed
“church clothes” were
available for purchase during
the rapper’s Sunday morning
performance.
The collection was made up
of neutral-hued items each
bearing various god-fearing
slogans, including ‘holy spirit’,

R

‘trust god’ and ‘Jesus walks’
on pairs of socks.
Online reactions to the
merchandise were also mixed.
“Yikes,” wrote one Twitter
user. Another said: “I love
Kanye but I ain’t paying $255
for a pretty basic hoodie.”
West surprised Coachella
fans with more than just
pricey attires. On Sunday
h he
h also
l appeared
d
niight,
on
nstage during rapper
K Cudi’s set.
Kid

I

‘MY PARENTS
DID NOT
EMPHASISE
GENDER NORMS’
ritically-acclaimed actor
Lupita Nyong’o believes
in challenging beauty
norms and credits her parents
for raising her as a confident
individual. The Oscar winner,
who has established herself as
a trendsetter, said she was a
tomboy growing up and never
cared too much about her
looks.
“I was a tomboy. My
parents did not emphasise
gender norms. I loved
climbing trees and getting
dirty outside. I also enjoyed
playing tricks on my family I
still do,” she said in an
interview, as she is given the
title, Beauty of the Year.
The Black Panther (2018)
star also shared a piece of
advice that she would like to
give to her 15-year-old self. “I
would tell her to dance like no
one was watching, enjoy
boredom while she can and
continue to stand for what
she believes in. I would also
tell her to listen to my
mother and moisturise,”
Nyong’o said.

Kim
Kardashian
PHOTO: AP

C
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A group photo of Linkin Paark

PHOTO: AP

ollywood star Dre
ew
Barrymore says h
her
daughters with ex
xhusband Will Kopelma
an, artconsultant, Olive
Barrymore Kopelman
n
and Frankie
Barrymore Kopelman
n, are
“very theatrical” and e
enjoy
coming on film sets. Th
he 44year-old actor said she
e can
sense her children are
e
interested in pursuing
g acting.
“They’re very
eatrical. Th
hey
finitely h
have a
arrymorre gene
rong wiithin the
o of the
em, but
ey’re ffunny
d they’re
ol and
d
ey’re
ventu
urous
d the
ey love
ming
g to the
t,” sa
aid
rrym
more.
e Sa
anta
arita
a Diet
tor, who
ot to
o fame
a ch
hild star
th Steven
ielb
berg’s
T. th
he
tra
arre
estrial
9822), said
en
never
an
nted her
dss to
oose the
o
ofession.
o
She,
S
wever,
w
okay
o
iith them
ining
he

H

p
ag
ge”.
e adds, “I alw
ways
ught the seco
ond they
re born, ‘Oh G
God, I
’t want you to be an
or.’ But what I really
alised is that I ju
ust don’t
nt them to not h
have a
ildhood. If they w
were to
into acting in
appropriate age
e, I’d be
e most supportiv
ve,
rcest lion for it.... Now
like, ‘If you wan
nt to do
t and go into thea
atre in
h school and do th
hat for a
ng, I’m behind you
u.’ I just
t them to have, lik
ke a
rmal childhood.”

PTI

I always thought when they were born that, ‘Oh God, I
don’t want you to be an actor.’ Now if they want to go into
theatre in high school and do that for a living, I’m behind
them. I just want them to have, like a normal childhood.
DREW BARRYMORE,
ACTOR

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LINKINPARK

I want my kids to Stark’s character has
be as grounded as evolved a lot: David
possible, says Kim G
eality TV star Kim
Kardashian West would
never use her fame and
privilege to get her children
into college. The 38-year-old
reality star, who is expecting
her fourth child with husband
Kanye West, with whom she
already has North, 5, Saint, 3,
and Chicago, 14 months, says
that there would be no
“benefit” in “forcing” her
brood into a college if they did
not have the necessary skill set.
In an upcoming interview, Kim
said, “If they couldn’t get into a
school, I would never want to
use privilege to try to force
them into a situation that they
wouldn’t thrive in any way.
That’s what I see is not
appropriate. I want my kids to
be as grounded as possible. To
buy your way into something
just wouldn’t benefit anybody.”
The reality star is currently
studying to become a lawyer
and hopes her children are
“inspired” by her “hard work”
and can see that there is no
time limit on completing their
education.

R
Lupita
Nyong'o

03

IANS

ame of Thrones coshowrunner David
Benioff believes the
character of Sansa Stark has
transformed enormously over
the course of the show’s
previous seven seasons.
In the first season, Sansa,
played by Sophie Turner,
appeared as a starry-eyed tobe-queen but over the next six
seasons, the character
underwent massive
personality changes, courtesy
the tumultuous turn of events
around her. Benioff said it
could be a surprising fact to
many that Sansa survived the
odds and emerged as a
powerful figure in the show.
“She started out so naive
and was forced to undergo the
most brutal possible education
into the world but emerged
from it and became this
powerful figure and kind of
against all odds. I don’t think
too many people watching the
first season had any
expectation that Sansa would
become the woman that she
became,” he told
Entertainment Weekly.
“And part of that is the story
and part of that is Sophie
Turner and the phenom she
turned out to be as an actress.

GOT co-showrunner David
Benioff (top) feels that Sansa’s
character has evolved into a
powerful one PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
We knew when we cast Sophie
that she was this really good
child actor but we had no idea
she’d become the force that’s
she’s become,” Benioff added.
Sophie will next be seen
reprising her role as the
mutant Jean Grey in the
upcoming X-Men: Dark
Phoenix.
PTI
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HEALTH WISDOM

A diet to soothe mouth
ulcers

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
MONDAY, A PRIL 29, 2019

BACK TO
ROOTS
FACT OVER MYTH

Anjali Mukerjee

ulcer may also develop a
fever and feel sluggish and
uncomfortable.
Most mouth ulcers will
heal on their own in a few
days to a couple of weeks.
While you’re waiting for
them to disappear, there are
some things you can do:
n Avoid spicy foods and
acidic foods such as
lemons, tomatoes or
citrus fruits as they can be
extremely painful on
these open wounds.You
should also restrict food
with sharp edges such as
nuts or potato chips,
which can poke or rub the
sore. You need to be
careful while brushing
your teeth, too
n Several studies show that
one in seven people with
mouth ulcers is deficient
in folate, iron and vitamin
B, and it’s strongly
recommended to increase
these nutrients in your
daily diet to prevent sores
or to quicken recovery.
Peas, beans and lentils are
excellent folate sources;
leafy vegetables, egg yolk
and fortified cereals are
high in iron, and whole
grains and sprouts are
high in B vitamins
n Adequate intake of
vitamin C (basil leaf
juice,, gooseberry juice,
ju

ne in five people get
recurrent mouth
ulcers. They are small
painful sores that occur
inside the mouth. You
might get them on the
inside of your lips, the
insides of your cheeks, the
base of your gums or under
your tongue. These small
blister-like sores are quite
different from the fever
blisters, which usually
appear on the outside of
your lips or the corners of
the mouth. Mouth ulcers
usually pop up alone, but
may also show up in small
clusters.
The exact cause of mouth
ulcers is not completely
understood, but they seem
to be triggered by stress,
poor nutrition, food
allergies and menstrual
periods. Attempts to find
bacteria or viruses linked
with the condition have not
proven fruitful, although an
allergy to a type of bacteria,
commonly found in the
mouth, may cause some
people to develop mouth
ulcers. The sores also might
be an allergic reaction to
certain foods. Among
others, any injury to the
mouth such as scratching
by abrasive foods or a stray
toothbrush bristle can
trigger outbreaks of a
mouth ulcer. Hormonal
disorders can contribute to
mouth ulcers, as can
deficiencies of iron, folic
acid, or vitamin B12.
The initial symptoms
usually begin with a
tingling or burning
sensation that you feel
before other symptoms
develop. Then after a day or
so, it bursts, leaving an
open, shallow white or
yellowish ulcer with a red
border. Occasionally,
someone who gets a mouth

O

carrot juice) and
antioxidants are effective
at preventing or healing of
mouth ulcers,
particularly for people
who are under a lot of
stress or who consume a
lot of alcohol or smoke
n Gentle and good oral
hygiene may help in the
prevention of some types
of mouth ulcers. It may
also help to prevent some
complications from
mouth ulcers. Good oral
hygiene includes
brushing the teeth at least
twice a day, flossing at
least once a day, and
getting regular
professional dental
cleaning and examination
n Your doctor may
recommend antibiotics to
help correct the ulcer.
Topical (rubbed on)
antihistamines, antacids,
corticosteroids, or other
soothing preparations
may be recommended for
applying on top of the
ulcer.
If you have mouth ulcers
that do not get better after a
few days or if you find that
the sores keep coming back,
or if they make you feel so
sick that you are unable to
eat properly, then its better
that you see your doctor or
dentist.

Sprouted grains have always been an integral part of
Indian cuisine. With the month of April dedicated to
them, we look at their several health benefits
Sarojini Jose
or the month of April, the
Whole Grains Council
has highlighted all the
sprouted grains in their
section, grain of the month.
Apparently, the simple act of
soaking grains overnight
turns plain grains into
powerhouses of nutrients. We
get experts to give us the lowdown on not just their health
benefits but also for whom it
might not be suitable for.

F

WHY SPROUTED
WHOLEGRAINS?
According to Edwina Raj,
senior dietitian, Aster CMI,
the process of sprouting
reduces the anti-nutritional
factors, allergens and brings
out enzymes. “Sprouting
increases the amount and
bioavailability of nutrients
including proteins, vitamins

While raw spouts are a good
source of vitamin C and folate,
those with compromised
immunity should consume them
in limited quantities PHOTOS: ISTOCK

(A , B , K , C) and minerals.
This turns them into potential
and inexpensive nutritional
powerhouses. Further, this
makes them alkaline and a
rich source of antioxidants,”
says Raj.
Sprouting legumes such as
green gram, Bengal gram,
chickpea, cowpea and nuts
makes them easier to digest.
Also, apart from enhancing
the digestibility of nutrients, it
also reduces cooking time and
is, therefore, more
economical. Further, cooking
sprouted grains prevents them
from causing gas and bloating,
too.
Giving an example between
sprouted and plain grains,
Munmun Ganeriwal,
nutritionist and founder,
Yuktahaar, shares, “A study
from the University of
Minnesota mentioned that the
nutrient density of sprouted
wheat was hundred times
higher than in whole wheat,

specifically in vitamin C, folic
acid, niacin and riboflavin
(vitamin B2).”

THE RIGHT TIME TO
EAT THEM
The best time to consume
sprouts is for lunch as they are
a great source of fibre and aid
in digestion, according to Dr
Sweedal Trinidande, dietician,
PD Hinduja Hospital & MRC.
Other experts believe that
sprouts are best consumed as a
snack or as complements or
side dishes along with your
breakfast or lunch. Sprouts
are also rich in proteins, which
help suppress hunger
hormones and aid in satiety
and so, are good to start your
day with.

WHAT IS PREFERRED —
RAW, BOILED, OR
WELL-COOKED?

Myth: Sprouts raise body
heat
Fact: Pulses do not
contribute to an increase
in body heat. There is no
scientific evidence to
prove its effect on
producing heat or cold.
However, yoghurt can be
added to give a symbiotic
effect, as pulses are a
prebiotic and yoghurt is a
probiotic which may be
beneficial to gut health.
-Naaznin Husein,
nutrition expert,
InnerBeing

Harvard Health, Kristina
Secinaro, dietitian, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center,
was quoted as saying, “Don’t
eat raw sprouted grains.
Instead, mash them into a
paste for use in baked goods, or
cook the raw sprouts before
adding them to a meal.
Cooking or baking the sprouts
should be enough to kill any
bacteria.”
The reason cited was the
way sprouts are germinated.
According to Secinaro,

In a letter published in

Gorge on sprouts. They are
rich in proteins, which help
suppress hunger hormones
and aid in satiety
moisture also helps bacteria
thrive and so, it is better to be
safe.
Raj concurs, stating that
raw sprouts harbour bacterial
growth due to moist
environment, which has been
associated with outbreaks of
food-borne illnesses and can
cause serious infections and
diseases in vulnerable groups
as well as those with
compromised immunity.
However, healthy
individuals can afford to
consume them raw since vital
nutrients and enzymes are
deactivated or destroyed while
cooking them, especially
vitamin C and folate.

WHO SHOULD STAY
AWAY FROM SPROUTS?
Raw or undercooked sprouts
should be avoided during
pregnancy, and also by those
with poor immunity such as
infants, elderly and those on
drugs and antibiotics, which
suppress their body’s
immunity. Sprouts should also
be consumed in a limited
manner by those suffering
from chronic diarrhoea.
With inputs from Nafisa
Habib, dietician, Wockhardt
Hospital and Dr Ashwini
Konnur, nutritionist,
AyurUniverse
n
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HEALTH-STRUCK WITH MUKTI
MOHAN, DANCER-ACTOR

Y can feel caffeine
You
ff i bbuzz without actually
drinking coffee: Study

Anjali Shetty
Which is the one breakfast food
that you must have?
I have a serving of a variety of
fruits the first thing in the
morning.

How do you get back in shape
post a fattening indulgence?
I go for long-distance runs. It
helps me get rid of all the
calories gained because of the
excess I ate.
Do you prefer mini meals? What
do they normally contain?
Yes, I prefer good mini snacks
that curb hunger such as
makhana, peanut butter toast,
yoghurt and fruit granola
bowls.
A diet plan that always works for
you?
I would say that the eating less
after sunset had worked well
for me.
Do you work out at home? What
are the exercises you follow?
Running up and down the
stairs, stretching using bands

he placebo effect of coffee
can heighten arousal,
ambition and focus in
regular drinkers without
them actually consuming the
beverage, recent findings
suggest.
As part of the study, a team
of researchers explored the
association between coffee
and arousal to see if the
brain’s exposure to stimuli
could deliver the same
cognitive benefits as a
caffeine buzz.
“As long as individuals see
a connection between coffee
and arousal, whatever its
origin may be, mere exposure
to coffee-related cues might
trigger arousal in and of
themselves without ingesting
any form of caffeine,” said
Eugene Chan, lead researcher
of the study, published in the
Journal of Consciousness and
Cognition.
According to the
researchers, smelling coffee
gives rise to the beverage’s
psychoactive, arousing
effects. This is because the
brains of habitual coffee

T

One fattening food item that you
just can’t resist?
It has to be caramel popcorn
and tender coconut ice cream.

and doing planks.

Which are your favourite physical
activities?
Playing badminton and
gymnastics.
A health tip that you rely on.
Hydrate well and one major
advice would be to choose
fructose over sucrose.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com

Robusta coffee fruits
PHOTO: REUTERS

Just the smell of coffee is enough to stir your senses

consumers are conditioned to
respond to coffee in peculiar
ways, as per Pavlov’s dog
theory.
“So walking past your
favourite cafe, smelling coffee
grounds, or even witnessing
coffee-related cues in the form
of advertising can trigger the
chemical receptors in our
body enough for us to obtain
the same arousal sensations
without consumption,” Chan
explained.
Researchers exposed 871
participants from Western

and Eastern cultures to coffee
and tea-related cues across
four separate experiments
that would make them think
of the substance without
actually ingesting it.
The study centred on a
psychological effect called
‘mental construal’. This
determines how individuals
think and process
information, whether they
focus on narrow details or on
the bigger picture.
The cognitive-altering
effects of coffee were more

PHOTO: NYT

prevalent in participants from
Western countries, where
coffee is more popular and has
connotations related to
energy, focus, and ambition,
compared to those from
Eastern countries. Coffee was
also associated with greater
arousal than tea.
“Our research can offer
intriguing implications, as it
relies not on physiology but
rather on psychological
associations to change our
cognitive patterns,” Chan
— ANI
asserted.
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‘I’M A HUGE
FANOF
MICHAEL
JACKSON’
On International Dance day,
while Hrithik Roshan calls
himself a huge fan of King of
Pop MJ, Sanya Malhotra
expresses her wish to do a
dance film with the actor

PHOTO:
DABBOO
RATNANI

Sneha Mahadevan
hen Hrithik Roshan
debuted in 2000, he
was hailed as the next
superstar of
Bollywood. Apart from his
good looks and acting prowess,
the actor also established
himself as an exceptional
dancer in his very first film.
Ever since, there has been no
looking back for the actor, who
is considered to be one of the
best dancers in Bollywood by
most of his contemporaries.
Tiger Shroff looks up to the
actor for his dancing skills as
do so many other young actors.
On International Dance Day,
we caught up with the actor to
talk about everything related to
his passion — dance.

W

What are your earliest memories
of dancing?
My earliest memories of dance
are from school. We would
have annual day shows where
all the kids would perform
together and there would be
dance competitions and
performances. There used to be
a lot of dancing to Bollywood
songs at birthday parties,
where each one of us would do
hook steps of popular songs
and show our best moves. I
took keen interest in dance
while I was preparing for my
debut film, Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai (2000).
Growing up, who was your
inspiration?
I have always been a huge fan
of Michael Jackson, Shammi
Kapoor and Govinda. Each
of their dancing style is
different from the other. I
have grown up imitating
their styles in front of the
mirror.
If you had the choice to do a
dance off with any person living
or dead, who would it be?
Maybe not a dance off, but I
would have loved to share the
stage with the legendary
Michael Jackson. I have
been a huge fan of his
since childhood and he
is the reason I started
dancing.

Doing a dance film
with Hrithik Roshan
would be a dream
come true. Just the
thought of it is giving
me goosebumps. He is
such a fabulous
dancer.
SANYA MALHOTRA,
ACTOR

What does dance mean to you?
I feel dance is a very powerful
medium to draw people
towards physical fitness. There
was a time in my life when the
doctors had told me that I will
never be able to dance again. I
danced my way through that
phase, too (smiles). Dancing is a
great way to stay fit. It helps
you burn calories, strengthen
muscles, increase flexibility,
and also keeps one upbeat and
happy. I have also introduced
my mom and kids to it and they
love it.
You have a lot of dance numbers to
your credit. Which is your personal
favourite?
It is tough to choose just one

Dance reality shows are a great platform to discover
and promote new talent from across India.
HRITHIK ROSHAN, ACTOR
favourite song of mine to dance
to. But my top favourites are
Deva Shree Ganesha
(Agneepath; 2012), Dhoom
Again (Dhoom 2; 2006), Bang
Bang (Bang Bang; 2014) and Ek
Pal ka Jeena (Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai; 2000).

Dance reality shows are a great
platform to discover and
promote new talent from
across India. It gives people an
opportunity to showcase their
talent. I have judged a dance
reality show in the past and I
will definitely be open to doing
it again in the future if
something interesting
comes up.

What do you think about dance
reality shows that are the rage on
television channels currently?

n

he is the happiest when
she is dancing, as much
as she is while facing
the arch lights. That’s Sanya
Malhotra for you. Well, on
International Dance Day

S

(April 29), Sanya talks about
the good things related to
the art form and how it has
changed her life.
For the uninitiated,
Sanya’s love for dance
began at an early age. She
was in school when she
accompanied her mother’s
best friend to a dance
competition in Delhi.
Coaxed by her aunt, she by
chance, participated and
stole the show with her
version of Tu Cheez Badi
Hai Mast Mast (Mohra;
1994).
“That day I knew I love
dancing, more so because
there was no stage fright at
all. Then, I became that kid
who would dance at every
family get together, parties
or weddings. And mind you,
I was famous too in those
circles,” she says. Soon the
love turned into passion and
Sanya trained herself in
ballet, freestyle and
jazz. On her to-do
list is tap
dancing and
she also
wants to
learn a
classical
dance form.
If you
follow her
on social
media, then
it’s
impossible to
miss her dance
videos and the
kind of reactions
they garner from
her fans and
colleagues alike. A
latest video of her
with rapper Naezy
saw Hrithik Roshan
commenting,
“OUTSTANDING”.

Mention this to Sanya and
she falls short of words to
express her happiness. So,
will we see her in a dance
film with Hrithik any time
soon? “That would be a
dream come true. Just the
thought of it is giving me
goosebumps. He is such a
fabulous dancer. But before
everything else, I want to do
a dance film. Koi toh mujhse
film mein dance karwao
(Someone, please make me
dance in a film). I want to see
myself dancing on the big
screen,” adds the actor, who
had choreographed her
Dangal (2016) co-actor
Aamir Khan for Secret
Superstar (2017).
About her plans for April
29, Sanya says she is
thinking of doing something
with Naezy and
choreographer Shazeb
Sheikh. “Let me figure this
out… It will be a surprise,”
she keeps it at that.
Ask her if she would like
to give out a message to her
fans on the occasion of
International Dance Day
and Sanya is quick to add,
“Dancing does make you
happy. It has helped me deal
with the hardships in my
life. Not everyone is a good
dancer but you just have to
enjoy doing it. Dance as if no
one is watching. You can be
a part of a group or dance
at home and even involve
your family. Trust me,
it’s fun. It’s a good exercise
for your mind, body and
soul. At times, I visit
workshops and see even
non-dancers having a
good time. That’s the spirit.
The happy hormones need
to be generated,” she signs
off.
n

Manish Mishra
ecently, superstar
Akshay Kumar and
Hollywood heartthrob
Robert Downey Junior were
seen sporting an identical
abstract camouflage printed
tie from Givenchy. While
Akshay teamed it with a
powder blue snug-fitted shirt,
which had a harness-like

R
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strap detailing, RDJ teamed it
with a classic suit. In his
inimitable witty style, the
Khiladi posted a collage image
of him and RDJ on his
Instagram account and
challenged Robert to a
sartorial clash in a post while
praising the latter’s latest box
office scorcher — Avengers:
Endgame. Akshay captioned
the post as “When #IronMan
wears the same tie as you!!
#WhoWoreItBetter Ps:
#EndGame is out of this
world”.
Not surprisingly, the post
instantly elicited more than
100,000 likes in less than 10
minutes.
We got stylists to share
their take on who nailed the

tie’s transformative prowess
to the T. Stylist Isha Bhansali
says, “Akshay wore it better.
His fit is great. The colour
combo is interesting. RDJ’s
suit doesn’t fit well at all.”
As they say nothing is
worse than an ill-fitting suit
and the awkward fit of RDJ’s
attire is a bit of a faux pas and
brings down the nifty appeal
of the statement-making tie.
Stylist Divyak D’Souza
seconds that, “Both Downey’s
glasses and suit fit is a bit of a
let down. With tailored pieces
it’s all about the right fit and
Akshay’s well-fitted ensemble
proves that. The Givenchy tie
is a smart way to elevate a
classic like a shirt.”
Also, the fact that Akshay

is in an excellent shape, the tie
complements his taut and
toned physique accentuated
by the dapper shirt. Designer
Aniket Satam says, “Akshay
absolutely pulls off this neo
dapper look accessorised with
this abstract camouflage
printed tie. The classic,
summer blue shirt is a perfect
canvas for this quirky tie.”
Akshay has an incredible
stylistic history of pulling off
dramatic tie looks. Not long
ago, he had hit all the right
style notes in an edgy skull
print tie from Alexander
McQueen and this Givenchy
number further cements him
as the dapper dresser with a
hint of quirk.
n

manish.mishra1@hindustantimes.com

MEGAN FOX FILES TO
DISMISS DIVORCE
FROM HUSBAND BRIAN
AUSTIN GREEN AFTER
RECONCILIATION
merican actor Megan
Fox filed to dismiss her
divorce case against
husband Brian Austin Green
after the two restored their
relationship.

A

The 32-year-old on
Thursday requested to
dismiss her divorce filed in
Los Angeles, reported US
Magazine.
The couple got married in
June 2010. Five years later,
they decided to part ways
and filed for divorce in
August 2015.
— ANI

Akshay’s Instagram post challenging RDJ to a sartorial challenge

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/AKSHAYKUMAR

‘Indie music will be above film music again’
Samarth Goyal

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘Dancing has helped me deal
with the hardships of my life’
Shreya Mukherjee

AkshayvsRDJ:Whoworethistie
better?StylistsvotefortheKhiladi

usician Yo Yo Honey
Singh is a big advocate of
staying independent as an
artist even while working in
the film industry. While the 36year-old is happy about the
return of non-film music in the
popular domain, he wants indie
musicians to make the most of
this opportunity.
“I think an artist should stay
independent even if they join
Bollywood and make non-film
music. I think that is what the
fans want. I want to tell this to
all the independent artists that
wherever you are, you must
create at least one or two
independent songs in a year. I
request record labels to give
chance to new artists,” he says.
The Punjab-born rappersinger insists that despite
striking it rich in Bollywood, he
never put his independent
status at the back-burner. “I
worked on songs in films
during 2013. During that time I
did Lungi Dance (with Shah
Rukh Khan), I did Party All
Night with Akshay paaji and
then I thought I should do an
independent song. The same
year I recorded Blue Eyes and
shot it,” he says.
Recalling the famous ’90s
pop era, Singh feels that the

M

future will once again see nonfilm music take precedence
over that of the film industry.
“When Stereo Nation, Daler
Mehndi, Anamika, Sukhbir,
and Alisha Chinai were active,
independent music was very
heavy and was even above film
music. I think that phase will
be back soon,” he says.
The reason, he says is
absence of any limits for nonfilm artists. “It is not that the
film music scene is bad but a
movie’s songs are made
according to the screenplay
and all the six are made on the
storyline. When it comes to
independent music there is a
vast sea of all [kinds of] vibe
and you can give justice to it,
which helps [one as a
musician].

THE PUNJAB-BORN
RAPPER-SINGER
INSISTS THAT DESPITE
STRIKING IT RICH IN
BOLLYWOOD, HE
NEVER PUT HIS
INDEPENDENT STATUS
ON BACK-BURNER

Yo Yo Honey Singh made a comeback with his single Makhna
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

There is always room for good actors: Richa
ctor, Richa Chadha says
there is always room for
good artistes.
Richa, who started her
Bollywood career in 2008 with
Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!,
impressed both the audiences
as well as the critics with her
performance in the Gangs of
Wasseypur series. She says one
can never be out of work in the
film industry if they have
talent.
“There is always enough
room for good actors. I have
never been short of work.
There has not been a single
year where I have not had a

A

Good work has a
snowball effect.
RICHA CHADHA,
ACTOR

release. I have always been
working every year right from
my debut film. Good work has a
snowball effect, it keeps leading
to more good work,” Richa
says. The Fukrey series actor
appreciates the fact that
audience these days reject a
bad film outright, even if it is
star-driven, but the actor
believes star system is not
going to fade away anytime
soon.
“Here (in Bollywood), it
could become like Hollywood,
where everybody is good and
have competence, but only few
will manage to stay up there
like Leonardo DiCaprio, Meryl
Streep, etc. Also, people who
are famous on the digital space
or are YouTubers will have
their own audience and all
these people will be stars,” she
added. The actor is currently
awaiting the release of her film,
Shakeela.
PTI
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Daniel Day-Lewis: The actor, known for his roles
in films such as There Will Be Blood, Gangs of New
York and Phantom Thread, turns 62 today.

Health front remains fine. You are likely to
be in a confused state due to too many
responsibilities and financial instability.
Day is favourable for starting a new
project at work. A family member will be
able to get rid of an addiction through
ARIES
sheer will power. A productive day is
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
foreseen for those learning to drive or swim.
This is not a perfect day to contemplate buying
or selling of a property.

A minor ailment can aggravate, if
neglected. Business owners and people
dealing in financial services might not
enjoy a fulfilling day in terms of profit.
Professionals will find the day quite
satisfactory at work. Doing little things
TAURUS
together with family is likely to cement
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
lasting bonds of love. Buying a new house
today is on the cards for some. Travelling with
someone close might not be too satisfying as you expected.

Not investing in a scheme that seems
lucrative at this point of time will save
you from a future loss. This is the day
when you will achieve unprecedented
success in your current occupation or
work. Good time management will help
GEMINI
homemakers in taking a breather at home
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
with everyone. Don’t plan a visit to a
secluded location if you don’t want to get into
any trouble. Those in property business might have to undergo loss.

An opportunity to improve your finances
must not be missed today. Those working
from home may find unfavourable work
environment. Getting introduced to a
charming opposite number cannot be
ruled out, so get set for an exciting time.
CANCER
There is much happening on the family
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
front that is likely to involve you. Chance of
booking a vehicle is on the cards for some.
Those involved in a legal case related to property can expect victory.

Love Focus: If love has eluded you up till now, don’t despair as your
perfect mate is waiting to begin a romantic journey together!

Love Focus: Expecting too much from your partner at this juncture is
not going to suit your relation.

Love Focus: Stagnation may set into a long-term relationship on the
romantic front, if you don’t do something about it.

Love Focus: Someone who used to like you may deliberately try to
avoid you. Don’t be upset but try to find out why.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Green

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Monetary condition will start showing
signs of improvement. Those passing
through a bad patch in career should not
worry as these are the ups and downs of
life. Praise from family may keep you
glowing the whole day today. Legal
hassles on the property front being faced
by some may show signs of improvement in
the form of negotiation. You may enjoy a new
tourist destination with friends.

Health remains satisfactory. Good returns
on an investment promise to make you
financially strong. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment might
not fetch the kind of appreciation that
you deserve. An exciting incident with
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
your family is likely to be etched in your
memory and give you endless pleasure. It
seems to be not a very good day for travelling.
The day seems profitable for property business.

Financially, you will find the day quite
satisfactory. There is likely to be some
behind-the-scene manipulations at
work against you; so be careful. Those
planning some changes or some activity
in the family might have to struggle to
LIBRA
convince the rest of the family for their
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
support. Travelling to a far-off place is likely
to pose some technical issue with vehicle. A
loan for buying property is likely to get sanctioned today.

Your new initiative is likely to make the day
profitable. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment will be
highly appreciated and help you on the
professional front. You must do
something to break the monotonous
SCORPIO
family environment. A vacation might
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
turn boring because of wrong company.
Postponing any property dealing for another
day is the best thing to do today as indicated in your card.

Love Focus: Ideological differences threaten to crop up in a new
relationship, so remain tactful so as not to offend the partner.

Love Focus: The discovery that someone loves and admires you can
get you all excited on the romantic front.

Love Focus: It is best to go with the mood of lover and keep your
own desires on hold on the romantic front.

Love Focus: Those seeking love might have to wait for the right
person to come to their life.

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Turquoise

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

for some.

Problems on the health front will soon
become a thing of the past. You remain
financially stable. Your performance is
likely to improve manifold on the
professional front. Someone may be full
of praise for you on the social front
CAPRICORN
today. This is an excellent day for
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
travelling, especially if you are planning to
go to some tourist destination. Some of you
might get lucky with your dream of purchasing own house.

Some of you might feel unwell, but it will
be nothing to get alarmed about. A
scheme that seemed lucrative is likely to
prove not that profitable. A timely
submission of something important at
work is likely to save you a lot of hassle.
AQUARIUS
Going outdoors on a picnic or something
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
will help you rejuvenate and will restore
your energies. Better to shelve any property
buying or selling plan for another day as indicated in your card.

Hard work put in on the fitness front will
let you enjoy perfect health. A project
that didn’t seem lucrative earlier might
fetch you good profit today. You may
not be able to get your way on the
professional front and may feel a bit
PISCES
frustrated. You will manage to bring peace
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
and stability at home by tact and diplomacy.
Not a good day to travel. Property business
might help you earn good profit.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, those feeling down should cheer
up as exciting days are just ahead.

Love Focus: Love life will lack the lustre of yesteryears and lead to
frustrations if you do not do anything about it.

Love Focus: Someone who secretly admires you may need a push
from your side to express love.

Love Focus: Common interests may be instrumental in bringing you
close to someone of the opposite gender on the romantic front.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Orange

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Good health will bring in a fresh breath of
life for you. You will have enough to
finance an expensive purchase today. At
work, the increment offered despite
your good performance might not suit
your liking. A family youngster is likely to
make you proud today. An exciting
vacation is on the cards for some. A
property by inheritance cannot be ruled out

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Sikander Kher
urges one to fight
back if they’re
going through
tough times
professionally or
personally

Bill Watterson

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Anurag Kashyap wanted to include a
serial killer in Bombay Velvet (2015),
but he scrapped the character, and later
based Raman Raghav 2.0 (2016) on it.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3070
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Alone/anole, cords, cuddle, frothy
ANSWER: It is an affront to treat falsehood with complaisance. Thomas paine

s is often perceived,
life’s not a bed of roses for
actors — ups and downs lie
in store for whom each Friday,
depending on the fate of their
films at the box office. Sikandar
Kher feels actors need to be
prepared for that. The actor
believes in “fighting back” if
one is going through a low
phase at work or in life.
“You need to speak to
somebody. Sharing your
feelings helps. Being alone is
tough. Loneliness is something
that I have suffered. If you ask
me who is my best friend, I’d
take my own name. It’s better to
have no expectation from
anyone around,” says the actor,
who recently starred in the
John Abraham-starrer Romeo
Akbar Walter. Sikandar, who
has talked about his work
struggles quite openly, has also
been vocal about his personal
lows. When his engagement
with long-time girlfriend Priya

A

Singh was called off, he didn’t
go into a shell, but moved on.
The fast-paced nature of the
industry and the pressure of
expectations can also
sometimes get to you. Sikandar
has suffered from low selfesteem owing to the same. “And
I still do, sometimes. One needs
to try to be realistic — try and
share your thoughts and
feelings with your near and
dear ones. It helps and there’s
no harm in asking for help. If
you choose to go for therapy,
that’s also great. Try and be
thankful for what you have,”
shares the actor, who is playing
the titular character’s (Sonam
Kapoor) brother in The Zoya
Factor.
“I don’t have a sibling, so I
wanted to play such a role… If
at least in films I can get a feel of
this, then why not?” he ends.

It is an affront to treat _________ with complaisance.
- Thomas paine (9)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
FYRE
2019 | 16+| 1h 37m|
Documentary

SIKANDAR KHER ACTOR

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Billy McFarland,
Jason Bell, Gabrielle Bluestone
Synopsis: The Fyre Festival
was billed as a luxury music
experience on a posh
private island, but it failed
spectacularly in the hands of
a cocky entrepreneur.
Starring: Jim Caviezel, Taraji P
Henson, Kevin Chapman

PERSON OF INTEREST
2011 | 16+ | 5 seasons | Series

Synopsis: A former assassin
and a programmer save lives
via a surveillance AI that sends
them the identities of civilians
involved in impending crimes.
Starring: Nyra Banerjee,
Pawan Chopra, Gautam Gulati

OPERATION COBRA
2019 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

One needs to try to be
realistic — try and
share your thoughts
and feelings with your
near and dear ones. It
helps and there’s no
harm in asking for
help. If you choose to
go for therapy, that’s
also great.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Shreya Mukherjee

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

I stillsufferfrom
lowself-esteem
sometimes:Kher

LNAEO
SCROD
CDEUDL
ORTYF H

Synopsis: A terrorist outfit
gets access to a technology
resulting from a research.
Only one man can stop them —
India’s Agent Condor.

Hellboy at
1745

EDITOR’S
PICK

0908 Project A
Part II
1059 Surf’s Up 2:
WaveMania
1223 XXX: State Of The
Union
1410 Megamind
1551 Project A
1745 Hellboy
2000 2012

Zombieland at 1910

No Strings Attached at 1928

1219 I, Robot
1425 Undisputed III:
Redemption
1623 War for the Planet of the
Apes
1910 Zombieland
2015 Ong Bak

1042 Save the Last Dance 2
1212 Arthur
1405 Heart of Dragon
1542 American Assassin
1727 Same Kind Of Different As
Me
1928 No Strings Attached

Collateral at 0558

Masss at 1518

0558 Collateral
0800 Election Roadblock
1000 Anacondas: The Hunt For
The Blood Orchid
1120 Golmaal - Fun Unlimited
1357 Loafer
1655 Shiva The Super Hero 2
2000 Great Grand Masti
2232 Kung Fu Yoga

0513 Bbuddah Hoga
Terra Baap
0800 Election Roadblock
1002 Encounter Raja
1233 Bruce Lee — The
Fighter
1518 Masss
1813 Return of Raju
2100 Dayaalu

Starring: Arunoday Singh,
Nidhi Singh, Mahie Gill

APHARAN
2018 | 18+ | Season 1 | Series

AMERICAN CRIME STORY
2016 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: A cop kidnaps a
young girl at her request.
When the chain of events goes
wrong, he realises that he is
now a part of a conspiracy.?
Starring: Sterling K Brown,
Kenneth Choi, Christian
Clemenson

Shahenshah at 2055

Synopsis: A series centered
around America’s most
notorious crimes and criminals.

1450 Souten

1150 Dashing Jigarwala 2
1820 Daring Gundaraaj
2055 Shahenshah
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Mydaughters
lovevisiting
filmsets:Drew
Barrymore

d Sheeran has
thanked the
writers of Game of
Thrones for not
killing off his character
in the series. The singer
appeared as Eddie, a
Lannister soldier, in the
seventh season premiere
episode of the show on
the request of his friend,
series star Maisie
Williams, who reprises
the character, Arya
Stark.
In the episode,
Sheeran’s character is
seen crooning a song as
a part of the chance
encounter with
Williams. Eddie was,
however, nowhere to be
seen or talked about in
the series till the eighth
season premiere, where
one of the prostitutes
says she had heard the
character’s face was
“burned right off” and
had no eyelids after he
was subjected to one of
Daenerys Targeryen’s
three dragons’ fire.
Sheeran took to social
media over the weekend
to thank the show’s
screenwriters. “Thanks
@GameOfThrones, I
knew I was a survivor,”
he wrote in his
Instagram Story.
The singer faced
heavy trolling by fans
and followers for his
cameo. Sheeran later
said although he enjoyed
his screen time on the
show, he would not want
to return as no one
wanted to see him again.

E
Ed Sheeran
PHOTO:
AP/LUCA BRUNO

SHEERAN’S
ON-SCREEN
CHARACTER
STILL ALIVE

PHOTO: AFP

PTI

Today is the last day to grab best
fashion products at Summer Fiesta

‘My parents did not emphasise
gender norms’
ritically-acclaimed actor
Lupita Nyong’o believes
in challenging beauty
norms and credits her parents
for raising her as a confident
individual. The Oscar winner,
who has established herself as
a trendsetter, said she was a
tomboy growing up and never
cared too much about her
looks.
“I was a tomboy. My
parents did not emphasise
gender norms. I loved
climbing trees and getting
dirty outside. I also
enjoyed playing tricks
on my family I still do,” she
said in an interview, as she is
given the title, Beauty of the
Year.
The Black Panther
(2018) star also shared
a piece of advice that she
would like to give to her 15year-old self.
“I would tell her to dance
like no one was watching,
enjoy boredom while
she can and continue to
stand for what she
believes in. I would also tell
her to listen to my
mother and moisturise,”
Nyong’o said.

C

PHOTO: HTCS

he ongoing Summer
Fiesta in Amritsar’s
Hotel Golden Tulip is
sure to draw crowd on its last
day on Monday. The mostpremium lifestyle exhibition
of Amritsar has been curated
by Wedding Mantra.
The exhibition, which is
sure to give the shoppers best
value for money, has
clothing options ranging
from ethnic outfits to
western wear.
Summer Fiesta is offering
a variety of jewellery and

T

accessories, besides fashion
and lifestyle products.
The exhibition has
brought to the city country’s
top fashion styles; giving the
localites access to latest
trends in vogue.
Over 50 exhibitors from all
over India have displayed
their finest of products here.
Designer labels participating
in this edition are from
Mumbai, Delhi, Noida,
Chandigarh, Ludhiana,
Jaipur, Jalandhar and
Lucknow.

The fiesta has plethora of
latest western and IndoWestern outfits, ethnic wear,
kids wear, bags and clutches,
artificial and real jewels,
sandals and stilettos, fashion
and home accessories,
furniture and home décor.
To complement the
wardrobe, the exhibition has
accessories in gemstones,
sapphire and rubies, besides
platinum, gold and silver.
The event is on till April 29
at Hotel Golden Tulip,
Amritsar.

Lupita
Nyong'o
PHOTO: AP

PTI

I always thought when they were born that, ‘Oh God, I
don’t want you to be an actor.’ Now if they want to go into
theatre in high school and do that for a living, I’m behind
them. I just want them to have, like a normal childhood.
DREW BARRYMORE,
ACTOR

PTI

Joe Hahn reveals that Linkin
Park is planning a comeback

Kanye West
PHOTO: REUTERS

oe Hahn, DJ of the iconic
American rock band
Linkin Park, has revealed
that the group is planning to
make new music together. The
music group, which features
Mike Shinoda, Brad Delson,
Dave Farrell, Hahn, and Rob
Bourdon, went on a hiatus
after the death of frontman
Chester Bennington in 2017.
“The members are taking
care of themselves and their
families and are going through
the problems in their own way.
And ... Now the band has
started talking about making
new music together,” Hahn
told a newspaper. The 42-yearold DJ, however, said that they
are yet to set a deadline for the
new album. “We just want to
focus on the present and talk
about music. We aren’t
discussing detailed plans. I
just want to go back to those
days when I made music in the
warehouse,” he added.
Previously, Mike Shinoda
said that the band could return
to the music scene with a new
singer in place of Bennington,
who had committed suicide in
July 2017.
— PTI

J

Kanyee West sells
merchandise with
god-fearing slogans
apper Kanye West’s
Sunday Service wasn’t the
only big draw on the last
day of Coachella. His worshipinspired merchandise boasted
lines that stretched across the
field. The self-proclaimed
“church clothes” were
available for purchase during
the rapper’s Sunday morning
performance.
The collection was made up
of neutral-hued items each
bearing various god-fearing
slogans, including ‘holy spirit’,

R

‘trust god’ and ‘Jesus walks’
on pairs of socks.
Online reactions to the
merchandise were also mixed.
“Yikes,” wrote one Twitter
user. Another said: “I love
Kanye but I ain’t paying $255
for a pretty basic hoodie.”
West surprised Coachella
fans with more than just
pricey attires. On Sunday
night, he also appeared
onstage during rapper Kid
Cudi’s set.

IANS

A group photo of Linkin Park

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LINKINPARK
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Stark’s character has
evolved a lot: David
ame of Thrones coshowrunner David
Benioff believes the
character of Sansa Stark has
transformed enormously over
the course of the show’s
previous seven seasons.
In the first season, Sansa,
played by Sophie Turner,
appeared as a starry-eyed tobe-queen but over the next six
seasons, the character
underwent massive
personality changes, courtesy
the tumultuous turn of events
around her. Benioff said it
could be a surprising fact to
many that Sansa survived the
odds and emerged as a
powerful figure in the show.
“She started out so naive
and was forced to undergo the
most brutal possible education
into the world but emerged
from it and became this
powerful figure and kind of
against all odds. I don’t think
too many people watching the
first season had any
expectation that Sansa would
become the woman that she
became,” he told
Entertainment Weekly.
“And part of that is the story
and part of that is Sophie
Turner and the phenom she
turned out to be as an actress.

G

GOT co-showrunner David
Benioff (top) feels that Sansa’s
character has evolved into a
powerful one PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
We knew when we cast Sophie
that she was this really good
child actor but we had no idea
she’d become the force that’s
she’s become,” Benioff added.
Sophie will next be seen
reprising her role as the
mutant Jean Grey in the
upcoming X-Men: Dark
Phoenix.
PTI
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HEALTH WISDOM

A diet to soothe mouth
ulcers

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
MONDAY, A PRIL 29, 2019

BACK TO
ROOTS
FACT OVER MYTH

Anjali Mukerjee

ulcer may also develop a
fever and feel sluggish and
uncomfortable.
Most mouth ulcers will
heal on their own in a few
days to a couple of weeks.
While you’re waiting for
them to disappear, there are
some things you can do:
n Avoid spicy foods and
acidic foods such as
lemons, tomatoes or
citrus fruits as they can be
extremely painful on
these open wounds.You
should also restrict food
with sharp edges such as
nuts or potato chips,
which can poke or rub the
sore. You need to be
careful while brushing
your teeth, too
n Several studies show that
one in seven people with
mouth ulcers is deficient
in folate, iron and vitamin
B, and it’s strongly
recommended to increase
these nutrients in your
daily diet to prevent sores
or to quicken recovery.
Peas, beans and lentils are
excellent folate sources;
leafy vegetables, egg yolk
and fortified cereals are
high in iron, and whole
grains and sprouts are
high in B vitamins
n Adequate intake of
vitamin C (basil leaf
juice,, gooseberry juice,
ju

ne in five people get
recurrent mouth
ulcers. They are small
painful sores that occur
inside the mouth. You
might get them on the
inside of your lips, the
insides of your cheeks, the
base of your gums or under
your tongue. These small
blister-like sores are quite
different from the fever
blisters, which usually
appear on the outside of
your lips or the corners of
the mouth. Mouth ulcers
usually pop up alone, but
may also show up in small
clusters.
The exact cause of mouth
ulcers is not completely
understood, but they seem
to be triggered by stress,
poor nutrition, food
allergies and menstrual
periods. Attempts to find
bacteria or viruses linked
with the condition have not
proven fruitful, although an
allergy to a type of bacteria,
commonly found in the
mouth, may cause some
people to develop mouth
ulcers. The sores also might
be an allergic reaction to
certain foods. Among
others, any injury to the
mouth such as scratching
by abrasive foods or a stray
toothbrush bristle can
trigger outbreaks of a
mouth ulcer. Hormonal
disorders can contribute to
mouth ulcers, as can
deficiencies of iron, folic
acid, or vitamin B12.
The initial symptoms
usually begin with a
tingling or burning
sensation that you feel
before other symptoms
develop. Then after a day or
so, it bursts, leaving an
open, shallow white or
yellowish ulcer with a red
border. Occasionally,
someone who gets a mouth

O

carrot juice) and
antioxidants are effective
at preventing or healing of
mouth ulcers,
particularly for people
who are under a lot of
stress or who consume a
lot of alcohol or smoke
n Gentle and good oral
hygiene may help in the
prevention of some types
of mouth ulcers. It may
also help to prevent some
complications from
mouth ulcers. Good oral
hygiene includes
brushing the teeth at least
twice a day, flossing at
least once a day, and
getting regular
professional dental
cleaning and examination
n Your doctor may
recommend antibiotics to
help correct the ulcer.
Topical (rubbed on)
antihistamines, antacids,
corticosteroids, or other
soothing preparations
may be recommended for
applying on top of the
ulcer.
If you have mouth ulcers
that do not get better after a
few days or if you find that
the sores keep coming back,
or if they make you feel so
sick that you are unable to
eat properly, then its better
that you see your doctor or
dentist.

Sprouted grains have always been an integral part of
Indian cuisine. With the month of April dedicated to
them, we look at their several health benefits
Sarojini Jose
or the month of April, the
Whole Grains Council
has highlighted all the
sprouted grains in their
section, grain of the month.
Apparently, the simple act of
soaking grains overnight
turns plain grains into
powerhouses of nutrients. We
get experts to give us the lowdown on not just their health
benefits but also for whom it
might not be suitable for.

F

WHY SPROUTED
WHOLEGRAINS?
According to Edwina Raj,
senior dietitian, Aster CMI,
the process of sprouting
reduces the anti-nutritional
factors, allergens and brings
out enzymes. “Sprouting
increases the amount and
bioavailability of nutrients
including proteins, vitamins

While raw spouts are a good
source of vitamin C and folate,
those with compromised
immunity should consume them
in limited quantities PHOTOS: ISTOCK

(A , B , K , C) and minerals.
This turns them into potential
and inexpensive nutritional
powerhouses. Further, this
makes them alkaline and a
rich source of antioxidants,”
says Raj.
Sprouting legumes such as
green gram, Bengal gram,
chickpea, cowpea and nuts
makes them easier to digest.
Also, apart from enhancing
the digestibility of nutrients, it
also reduces cooking time and
is, therefore, more
economical. Further, cooking
sprouted grains prevents them
from causing gas and bloating,
too.
Giving an example between
sprouted and plain grains,
Munmun Ganeriwal,
nutritionist and founder,
Yuktahaar, shares, “A study
from the University of
Minnesota mentioned that the
nutrient density of sprouted
wheat was hundred times
higher than in whole wheat,

specifically in vitamin C, folic
acid, niacin and riboflavin
(vitamin B2).”

THE RIGHT TIME TO
EAT THEM
The best time to consume
sprouts is for lunch as they are
a great source of fibre and aid
in digestion, according to Dr
Sweedal Trinidande, dietician,
PD Hinduja Hospital & MRC.
Other experts believe that
sprouts are best consumed as a
snack or as complements or
side dishes along with your
breakfast or lunch. Sprouts
are also rich in proteins, which
help suppress hunger
hormones and aid in satiety
and so, are good to start your
day with.

WHAT IS PREFERRED —
RAW, BOILED, OR
WELL-COOKED?

Myth: Sprouts raise body
heat
Fact: Pulses do not
contribute to an increase
in body heat. There is no
scientific evidence to
prove its effect on
producing heat or cold.
However, yoghurt can be
added to give a symbiotic
effect, as pulses are a
prebiotic and yoghurt is a
probiotic which may be
beneficial to gut health.
-Naaznin Husein,
nutrition expert,
InnerBeing

Harvard Health, Kristina
Secinaro, dietitian, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center,
was quoted as saying, “Don’t
eat raw sprouted grains.
Instead, mash them into a
paste for use in baked goods, or
cook the raw sprouts before
adding them to a meal.
Cooking or baking the sprouts
should be enough to kill any
bacteria.”
The reason cited was the
way sprouts are germinated.
According to Secinaro,

In a letter published in

Gorge on sprouts. They are
rich in proteins, which help
suppress hunger hormones
and aid in satiety
moisture also helps bacteria
thrive and so, it is better to be
safe.
Raj concurs, stating that
raw sprouts harbour bacterial
growth due to moist
environment, which has been
associated with outbreaks of
food-borne illnesses and can
cause serious infections and
diseases in vulnerable groups
as well as those with
compromised immunity.
However, healthy
individuals can afford to
consume them raw since vital
nutrients and enzymes are
deactivated or destroyed while
cooking them, especially
vitamin C and folate.

WHO SHOULD STAY
AWAY FROM SPROUTS?
Raw or undercooked sprouts
should be avoided during
pregnancy, and also by those
with poor immunity such as
infants, elderly and those on
drugs and antibiotics, which
suppress their body’s
immunity. Sprouts should also
be consumed in a limited
manner by those suffering
from chronic diarrhoea.
With inputs from Nafisa
Habib, dietician, Wockhardt
Hospital and Dr Ashwini
Konnur, nutritionist,
AyurUniverse
n

ht.cafe.@htlive.com

PHOTOS: ISTOCK; FOR
REPRESENTATIONAL
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‘Eatinglessaftersunsethas
th
workedforme’

HEALTH-STRUCK WITH MUKTI
MOHAN, DANCER-ACTOR

Y can feel caffeine
You
ff i bbuzz without actually
drinking coffee: Study

Anjali Shetty
Which is the one breakfast food
that you must have?
I have a serving of a variety of
fruits the first thing in the
morning.

How do you get back in shape
post a fattening indulgence?
I go for long-distance runs. It
helps me get rid of all the
calories gained because of the
excess I ate.
Do you prefer mini meals? What
do they normally contain?
Yes, I prefer good mini snacks
that curb hunger such as
makhana, peanut butter toast,
yoghurt and fruit granola
bowls.
A diet plan that always works for
you?
I would say that the eating less
after sunset had worked well
for me.
Do you work out at home? What
are the exercises you follow?
Running up and down the
stairs, stretching using bands

he placebo effect of coffee
can heighten arousal,
ambition and focus in
regular drinkers without
them actually consuming the
beverage, recent findings
suggest.
As part of the study, a team
of researchers explored the
association between coffee
and arousal to see if the
brain’s exposure to stimuli
could deliver the same
cognitive benefits as a
caffeine buzz.
“As long as individuals see
a connection between coffee
and arousal, whatever its
origin may be, mere exposure
to coffee-related cues might
trigger arousal in and of
themselves without ingesting
any form of caffeine,” said
Eugene Chan, lead researcher
of the study, published in the
Journal of Consciousness and
Cognition.
According to the
researchers, smelling coffee
gives rise to the beverage’s
psychoactive, arousing
effects. This is because the
brains of habitual coffee

T

One fattening food item that you
just can’t resist?
It has to be caramel popcorn
and tender coconut ice cream.

and doing planks.

Which are your favourite physical
activities?
Playing badminton and
gymnastics.
A health tip that you rely on.
Hydrate well and one major
advice would be to choose
fructose over sucrose.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com

Robusta coffee fruits
PHOTO: REUTERS

Just the smell of coffee is enough to stir your senses

consumers are conditioned to
respond to coffee in peculiar
ways, as per Pavlov’s dog
theory.
“So walking past your
favourite cafe, smelling coffee
grounds, or even witnessing
coffee-related cues in the form
of advertising can trigger the
chemical receptors in our
body enough for us to obtain
the same arousal sensations
without consumption,” Chan
explained.
Researchers exposed 871
participants from Western

and Eastern cultures to coffee
and tea-related cues across
four separate experiments
that would make them think
of the substance without
actually ingesting it.
The study centred on a
psychological effect called
‘mental construal’. This
determines how individuals
think and process
information, whether they
focus on narrow details or on
the bigger picture.
The cognitive-altering
effects of coffee were more

PHOTO: NYT

prevalent in participants from
Western countries, where
coffee is more popular and has
connotations related to
energy, focus, and ambition,
compared to those from
Eastern countries. Coffee was
also associated with greater
arousal than tea.
“Our research can offer
intriguing implications, as it
relies not on physiology but
rather on psychological
associations to change our
cognitive patterns,” Chan
— ANI
asserted.
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‘I’M A HUGE
FANOF
MICHAEL
JACKSON’
On International Dance day,
while Hrithik Roshan calls
himself a huge fan of King of
Pop MJ, Sanya Malhotra
expresses her wish to do a
dance film with the actor

PHOTO:
DABBOO
RATNANI

Sneha Mahadevan
hen Hrithik Roshan
debuted in 2000, he
was hailed as the next
superstar of
Bollywood. Apart from his
good looks and acting prowess,
the actor also established
himself as an exceptional
dancer in his very first film.
Ever since, there has been no
looking back for the actor, who
is considered to be one of the
best dancers in Bollywood by
most of his contemporaries.
Tiger Shroff looks up to the
actor for his dancing skills as
do so many other young actors.
On International Dance Day,
we caught up with the actor to
talk about everything related to
his passion — dance.

W

What are your earliest memories
of dancing?
My earliest memories of dance
are from school. We would
have annual day shows where
all the kids would perform
together and there would be
dance competitions and
performances. There used to be
a lot of dancing to Bollywood
songs at birthday parties,
where each one of us would do
hook steps of popular songs
and show our best moves. I
took keen interest in dance
while I was preparing for my
debut film, Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai (2000).
Growing up, who was your
inspiration?
I have always been a huge fan
of Michael Jackson, Shammi
Kapoor and Govinda. Each
of their dancing style is
different from the other. I
have grown up imitating
their styles in front of the
mirror.
If you had the choice to do a
dance off with any person living
or dead, who would it be?
Maybe not a dance off, but I
would have loved to share the
stage with the legendary
Michael Jackson. I have
been a huge fan of his
since childhood and he
is the reason I started
dancing.

Doing a dance film
with Hrithik Roshan
would be a dream
come true. Just the
thought of it is giving
me goosebumps. He is
such a fabulous
dancer.
SANYA MALHOTRA,
ACTOR

What does dance mean to you?
I feel dance is a very powerful
medium to draw people
towards physical fitness. There
was a time in my life when the
doctors had told me that I will
never be able to dance again. I
danced my way through that
phase, too (smiles). Dancing is a
great way to stay fit. It helps
you burn calories, strengthen
muscles, increase flexibility,
and also keeps one upbeat and
happy. I have also introduced
my mom and kids to it and they
love it.
You have a lot of dance numbers to
your credit. Which is your personal
favourite?
It is tough to choose just one

Dance reality shows are a great platform to discover
and promote new talent from across India.
HRITHIK ROSHAN, ACTOR
favourite song of mine to dance
to. But my top favourites are
Deva Shree Ganesha
(Agneepath; 2012), Dhoom
Again (Dhoom 2; 2006), Bang
Bang (Bang Bang; 2014) and Ek
Pal ka Jeena (Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai; 2000).

Dance reality shows are a great
platform to discover and
promote new talent from
across India. It gives people an
opportunity to showcase their
talent. I have judged a dance
reality show in the past and I
will definitely be open to doing
it again in the future if
something interesting
comes up.

What do you think about dance
reality shows that are the rage on
television channels currently?

n

he is the happiest when
she is dancing, as much
as she is while facing
the arch lights. That’s Sanya
Malhotra for you. Well, on
International Dance Day

S

(April 29), Sanya talks about
the good things related to
the art form and how it has
changed her life.
For the uninitiated,
Sanya’s love for dance
began at an early age. She
was in school when she
accompanied her mother’s
best friend to a dance
competition in Delhi.
Coaxed by her aunt, she by
chance, participated and
stole the show with her
version of Tu Cheez Badi
Hai Mast Mast (Mohra;
1994).
“That day I knew I love
dancing, more so because
there was no stage fright at
all. Then, I became that kid
who would dance at every
family get together, parties
or weddings. And mind you,
I was famous too in those
circles,” she says. Soon the
love turned into passion and
Sanya trained herself in
ballet, freestyle and
jazz. On her to-do
list is tap
dancing and
she also
wants to
learn a
classical
dance form.
If you
follow her
on social
media, then
it’s
impossible to
miss her dance
videos and the
kind of reactions
they garner from
her fans and
colleagues alike. A
latest video of her
with rapper Naezy
saw Hrithik Roshan
commenting,
“OUTSTANDING”.

Mention this to Sanya and
she falls short of words to
express her happiness. So,
will we see her in a dance
film with Hrithik any time
soon? “That would be a
dream come true. Just the
thought of it is giving me
goosebumps. He is such a
fabulous dancer. But before
everything else, I want to do
a dance film. Koi toh mujhse
film mein dance karwao
(Someone, please make me
dance in a film). I want to see
myself dancing on the big
screen,” adds the actor, who
had choreographed her
Dangal (2016) co-actor
Aamir Khan for Secret
Superstar (2017).
About her plans for April
29, Sanya says she is
thinking of doing something
with Naezy and
choreographer Shazeb
Sheikh. “Let me figure this
out… It will be a surprise,”
she keeps it at that.
Ask her if she would like
to give out a message to her
fans on the occasion of
International Dance Day
and Sanya is quick to add,
“Dancing does make you
happy. It has helped me deal
with the hardships in my
life. Not everyone is a good
dancer but you just have to
enjoy doing it. Dance as if no
one is watching. You can be
a part of a group or dance
at home and even involve
your family. Trust me,
it’s fun. It’s a good exercise
for your mind, body and
soul. At times, I visit
workshops and see even
non-dancers having a
good time. That’s the spirit.
The happy hormones need
to be generated,” she signs
off.
n

Manish Mishra
ecently, superstar
Akshay Kumar and
Hollywood heartthrob
Robert Downey Junior were
seen sporting an identical
abstract camouflage printed
tie from Givenchy. While
Akshay teamed it with a
powder blue snug-fitted shirt,
which had a harness-like

R
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strap detailing, RDJ teamed it
with a classic suit. In his
inimitable witty style, the
Khiladi posted a collage image
of him and RDJ on his
Instagram account and
challenged Robert to a
sartorial clash in a post while
praising the latter’s latest box
office scorcher — Avengers:
Endgame. Akshay captioned
the post as “When #IronMan
wears the same tie as you!!
#WhoWoreItBetter Ps:
#EndGame is out of this
world”.
Not surprisingly, the post
instantly elicited more than
100,000 likes in less than 10
minutes.
We got stylists to share
their take on who nailed the

tie’s transformative prowess
to the T. Stylist Isha Bhansali
says, “Akshay wore it better.
His fit is great. The colour
combo is interesting. RDJ’s
suit doesn’t fit well at all.”
As they say nothing is
worse than an ill-fitting suit
and the awkward fit of RDJ’s
attire is a bit of a faux pas and
brings down the nifty appeal
of the statement-making tie.
Stylist Divyak D’Souza
seconds that, “Both Downey’s
glasses and suit fit is a bit of a
let down. With tailored pieces
it’s all about the right fit and
Akshay’s well-fitted ensemble
proves that. The Givenchy tie
is a smart way to elevate a
classic like a shirt.”
Also, the fact that Akshay

is in an excellent shape, the tie
complements his taut and
toned physique accentuated
by the dapper shirt. Designer
Aniket Satam says, “Akshay
absolutely pulls off this neo
dapper look accessorised with
this abstract camouflage
printed tie. The classic,
summer blue shirt is a perfect
canvas for this quirky tie.”
Akshay has an incredible
stylistic history of pulling off
dramatic tie looks. Not long
ago, he had hit all the right
style notes in an edgy skull
print tie from Alexander
McQueen and this Givenchy
number further cements him
as the dapper dresser with a
hint of quirk.
n
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MEGAN FOX FILES TO
DISMISS DIVORCE
FROM HUSBAND BRIAN
AUSTIN GREEN AFTER
RECONCILIATION
merican actor Megan
Fox filed to dismiss her
divorce case against
husband Brian Austin Green
after the two restored their
relationship.

A

The 32-year-old on
Thursday requested to
dismiss her divorce filed in
Los Angeles, reported US
Magazine.
The couple got married in
June 2010. Five years later,
they decided to part ways
and filed for divorce in
August 2015.
— ANI

Akshay’s Instagram post challenging RDJ to a sartorial challenge

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/AKSHAYKUMAR

‘Indie music will be above film music again’
Samarth Goyal

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘Dancing has helped me deal
with the hardships of my life’
Shreya Mukherjee

AkshayvsRDJ:Whoworethistie
better?StylistsvotefortheKhiladi

usician Yo Yo Honey
Singh is a big advocate of
staying independent as an
artist even while working in
the film industry. While the 36year-old is happy about the
return of non-film music in the
popular domain, he wants indie
musicians to make the most of
this opportunity.
“I think an artist should stay
independent even if they join
Bollywood and make non-film
music. I think that is what the
fans want. I want to tell this to
all the independent artists that
wherever you are, you must
create at least one or two
independent songs in a year. I
request record labels to give
chance to new artists,” he says.
The Punjab-born rappersinger insists that despite
striking it rich in Bollywood, he
never put his independent
status at the back-burner. “I
worked on songs in films
during 2013. During that time I
did Lungi Dance (with Shah
Rukh Khan), I did Party All
Night with Akshay paaji and
then I thought I should do an
independent song. The same
year I recorded Blue Eyes and
shot it,” he says.
Recalling the famous ’90s
pop era, Singh feels that the

M

future will once again see nonfilm music take precedence
over that of the film industry.
“When Stereo Nation, Daler
Mehndi, Anamika, Sukhbir,
and Alisha Chinai were active,
independent music was very
heavy and was even above film
music. I think that phase will
be back soon,” he says.
The reason, he says is
absence of any limits for nonfilm artists. “It is not that the
film music scene is bad but a
movie’s songs are made
according to the screenplay
and all the six are made on the
storyline. When it comes to
independent music there is a
vast sea of all [kinds of] vibe
and you can give justice to it,
which helps [one as a
musician].

THE PUNJAB-BORN
RAPPER-SINGER
INSISTS THAT DESPITE
STRIKING IT RICH IN
BOLLYWOOD, HE
NEVER PUT HIS
INDEPENDENT STATUS
ON BACK-BURNER

Yo Yo Honey Singh made a comeback with his single Makhna
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

There is always room for good actors: Richa
ctor, Richa Chadha says
there is always room for
good artistes.
Richa, who started her
Bollywood career in 2008 with
Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!,
impressed both the audiences
as well as the critics with her
performance in the Gangs of
Wasseypur series. She says one
can never be out of work in the
film industry if they have
talent.
“There is always enough
room for good actors. I have
never been short of work.
There has not been a single
year where I have not had a

A

Good work has a
snowball effect.
RICHA CHADHA,
ACTOR

release. I have always been
working every year right from
my debut film. Good work has a
snowball effect, it keeps leading
to more good work,” Richa
says. The Fukrey series actor
appreciates the fact that
audience these days reject a
bad film outright, even if it is
star-driven, but the actor
believes star system is not
going to fade away anytime
soon.
“Here (in Bollywood), it
could become like Hollywood,
where everybody is good and
have competence, but only few
will manage to stay up there
like Leonardo DiCaprio, Meryl
Streep, etc. Also, people who
are famous on the digital space
or are YouTubers will have
their own audience and all
these people will be stars,” she
added. The actor is currently
awaiting the release of her film,
Shakeela.
PTI
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Daniel Day-Lewis: The actor, known for his roles
in films such as There Will Be Blood, Gangs of New
York and Phantom Thread, turns 62 today.

Health front remains fine. You are likely to
be in a confused state due to too many
responsibilities and financial instability.
Day is favourable for starting a new
project at work. A family member will be
able to get rid of an addiction through
ARIES
sheer will power. A productive day is
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
foreseen for those learning to drive or swim.
This is not a perfect day to contemplate buying
or selling of a property.

A minor ailment can aggravate, if
neglected. Business owners and people
dealing in financial services might not
enjoy a fulfilling day in terms of profit.
Professionals will find the day quite
satisfactory at work. Doing little things
TAURUS
together with family is likely to cement
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
lasting bonds of love. Buying a new house
today is on the cards for some. Travelling with
someone close might not be too satisfying as you expected.

Not investing in a scheme that seems
lucrative at this point of time will save
you from a future loss. This is the day
when you will achieve unprecedented
success in your current occupation or
work. Good time management will help
GEMINI
homemakers in taking a breather at home
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
with everyone. Don’t plan a visit to a
secluded location if you don’t want to get into
any trouble. Those in property business might have to undergo loss.

An opportunity to improve your finances
must not be missed today. Those working
from home may find unfavourable work
environment. Getting introduced to a
charming opposite number cannot be
ruled out, so get set for an exciting time.
CANCER
There is much happening on the family
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
front that is likely to involve you. Chance of
booking a vehicle is on the cards for some.
Those involved in a legal case related to property can expect victory.

Love Focus: If love has eluded you up till now, don’t despair as your
perfect mate is waiting to begin a romantic journey together!

Love Focus: Expecting too much from your partner at this juncture is
not going to suit your relation.

Love Focus: Stagnation may set into a long-term relationship on the
romantic front, if you don’t do something about it.

Love Focus: Someone who used to like you may deliberately try to
avoid you. Don’t be upset but try to find out why.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Green

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Monetary condition will start showing
signs of improvement. Those passing
through a bad patch in career should not
worry as these are the ups and downs of
life. Praise from family may keep you
glowing the whole day today. Legal
hassles on the property front being faced
by some may show signs of improvement in
the form of negotiation. You may enjoy a new
tourist destination with friends.

Health remains satisfactory. Good returns
on an investment promise to make you
financially strong. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment might
not fetch the kind of appreciation that
you deserve. An exciting incident with
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
your family is likely to be etched in your
memory and give you endless pleasure. It
seems to be not a very good day for travelling.
The day seems profitable for property business.

Financially, you will find the day quite
satisfactory. There is likely to be some
behind-the-scene manipulations at
work against you; so be careful. Those
planning some changes or some activity
in the family might have to struggle to
LIBRA
convince the rest of the family for their
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
support. Travelling to a far-off place is likely
to pose some technical issue with vehicle. A
loan for buying property is likely to get sanctioned today.

Your new initiative is likely to make the day
profitable. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment will be
highly appreciated and help you on the
professional front. You must do
something to break the monotonous
SCORPIO
family environment. A vacation might
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
turn boring because of wrong company.
Postponing any property dealing for another
day is the best thing to do today as indicated in your card.

Love Focus: Ideological differences threaten to crop up in a new
relationship, so remain tactful so as not to offend the partner.

Love Focus: The discovery that someone loves and admires you can
get you all excited on the romantic front.

Love Focus: It is best to go with the mood of lover and keep your
own desires on hold on the romantic front.

Love Focus: Those seeking love might have to wait for the right
person to come to their life.

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Turquoise

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

for some.

Problems on the health front will soon
become a thing of the past. You remain
financially stable. Your performance is
likely to improve manifold on the
professional front. Someone may be full
of praise for you on the social front
CAPRICORN
today. This is an excellent day for
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
travelling, especially if you are planning to
go to some tourist destination. Some of you
might get lucky with your dream of purchasing own house.

Some of you might feel unwell, but it will
be nothing to get alarmed about. A
scheme that seemed lucrative is likely to
prove not that profitable. A timely
submission of something important at
work is likely to save you a lot of hassle.
AQUARIUS
Going outdoors on a picnic or something
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
will help you rejuvenate and will restore
your energies. Better to shelve any property
buying or selling plan for another day as indicated in your card.

Hard work put in on the fitness front will
let you enjoy perfect health. A project
that didn’t seem lucrative earlier might
fetch you good profit today. You may
not be able to get your way on the
professional front and may feel a bit
PISCES
frustrated. You will manage to bring peace
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
and stability at home by tact and diplomacy.
Not a good day to travel. Property business
might help you earn good profit.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, those feeling down should cheer
up as exciting days are just ahead.

Love Focus: Love life will lack the lustre of yesteryears and lead to
frustrations if you do not do anything about it.

Love Focus: Someone who secretly admires you may need a push
from your side to express love.

Love Focus: Common interests may be instrumental in bringing you
close to someone of the opposite gender on the romantic front.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Orange

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Good health will bring in a fresh breath of
life for you. You will have enough to
finance an expensive purchase today. At
work, the increment offered despite
your good performance might not suit
your liking. A family youngster is likely to
make you proud today. An exciting
vacation is on the cards for some. A
property by inheritance cannot be ruled out

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Sikander Kher
urges one to fight
back if they’re
going through
tough times
professionally or
personally

Bill Watterson

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Anurag Kashyap wanted to include a
serial killer in Bombay Velvet (2015),
but he scrapped the character, and later
based Raman Raghav 2.0 (2016) on it.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3070
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Alone/anole, cords, cuddle, frothy
ANSWER: It is an affront to treat falsehood with complaisance. Thomas paine

s is often perceived,
life’s not a bed of roses for
actors — ups and downs lie
in store for whom each Friday,
depending on the fate of their
films at the box office. Sikandar
Kher feels actors need to be
prepared for that. The actor
believes in “fighting back” if
one is going through a low
phase at work or in life.
“You need to speak to
somebody. Sharing your
feelings helps. Being alone is
tough. Loneliness is something
that I have suffered. If you ask
me who is my best friend, I’d
take my own name. It’s better to
have no expectation from
anyone around,” says the actor,
who recently starred in the
John Abraham-starrer Romeo
Akbar Walter. Sikandar, who
has talked about his work
struggles quite openly, has also
been vocal about his personal
lows. When his engagement
with long-time girlfriend Priya

A

Singh was called off, he didn’t
go into a shell, but moved on.
The fast-paced nature of the
industry and the pressure of
expectations can also
sometimes get to you. Sikandar
has suffered from low selfesteem owing to the same. “And
I still do, sometimes. One needs
to try to be realistic — try and
share your thoughts and
feelings with your near and
dear ones. It helps and there’s
no harm in asking for help. If
you choose to go for therapy,
that’s also great. Try and be
thankful for what you have,”
shares the actor, who is playing
the titular character’s (Sonam
Kapoor) brother in The Zoya
Factor.
“I don’t have a sibling, so I
wanted to play such a role… If
at least in films I can get a feel of
this, then why not?” he ends.

It is an affront to treat _________ with complaisance.
- Thomas paine (9)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
FYRE
2019 | 16+| 1h 37m|
Documentary

SIKANDAR KHER ACTOR

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Billy McFarland,
Jason Bell, Gabrielle Bluestone
Synopsis: The Fyre Festival
was billed as a luxury music
experience on a posh
private island, but it failed
spectacularly in the hands of
a cocky entrepreneur.
Starring: Jim Caviezel, Taraji P
Henson, Kevin Chapman

PERSON OF INTEREST
2011 | 16+ | 5 seasons | Series

Synopsis: A former assassin
and a programmer save lives
via a surveillance AI that sends
them the identities of civilians
involved in impending crimes.
Starring: Nyra Banerjee,
Pawan Chopra, Gautam Gulati

OPERATION COBRA
2019 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

One needs to try to be
realistic — try and
share your thoughts
and feelings with your
near and dear ones. It
helps and there’s no
harm in asking for
help. If you choose to
go for therapy, that’s
also great.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Shreya Mukherjee

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

I stillsufferfrom
lowself-esteem
sometimes:Kher

LNAEO
SCROD
CDEUDL
ORTYF H

Synopsis: A terrorist outfit
gets access to a technology
resulting from a research.
Only one man can stop them —
India’s Agent Condor.

Hellboy at
1745

EDITOR’S
PICK

0908 Project A
Part II
1059 Surf’s Up 2:
WaveMania
1223 XXX: State Of The
Union
1410 Megamind
1551 Project A
1745 Hellboy
2000 2012

Zombieland at 1910

No Strings Attached at 1928

1219 I, Robot
1425 Undisputed III:
Redemption
1623 War for the Planet of the
Apes
1910 Zombieland
2015 Ong Bak

1042 Save the Last Dance 2
1212 Arthur
1405 Heart of Dragon
1542 American Assassin
1727 Same Kind Of Different As
Me
1928 No Strings Attached

Collateral at 0558

Masss at 1518

0558 Collateral
0800 Election Roadblock
1000 Anacondas: The Hunt For
The Blood Orchid
1120 Golmaal - Fun Unlimited
1357 Loafer
1655 Shiva The Super Hero 2
2000 Great Grand Masti
2232 Kung Fu Yoga

0513 Bbuddah Hoga
Terra Baap
0800 Election Roadblock
1002 Encounter Raja
1233 Bruce Lee — The
Fighter
1518 Masss
1813 Return of Raju
2100 Dayaalu

Starring: Arunoday Singh,
Nidhi Singh, Mahie Gill

APHARAN
2018 | 18+ | Season 1 | Series

AMERICAN CRIME STORY
2016 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: A cop kidnaps a
young girl at her request.
When the chain of events goes
wrong, he realises that he is
now a part of a conspiracy.?
Starring: Sterling K Brown,
Kenneth Choi, Christian
Clemenson

Shahenshah at 2055

Synopsis: A series centered
around America’s most
notorious crimes and criminals.

1450 Souten

1150 Dashing Jigarwala 2
1820 Daring Gundaraaj
2055 Shahenshah
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Mydaughters
lovevisiting
filmsets:Drew
Barrymore

d Sheeran has
thanked the
writers of Game of
Thrones for not
killing off his character
in the series. The singer
appeared as Eddie, a
Lannister soldier, in the
seventh season premiere
episode of the show on
the request of his friend,
series star Maisie
Williams, who reprises
the character, Arya
Stark.
In the episode,
Sheeran’s character is
seen crooning a song as
a part of the chance
encounter with
Williams. Eddie was,
however, nowhere to be
seen or talked about in
the series till the eighth
season premiere, where
one of the prostitutes
says she had heard the
character’s face was
“burned right off” and
had no eyelids after he
was subjected to one of
Daenerys Targeryen’s
three dragons’ fire.
Sheeran took to social
media over the weekend
to thank the show’s
screenwriters. “Thanks
@GameOfThrones, I
knew I was a survivor,”
he wrote in his
Instagram Story.
The singer faced
heavy trolling by fans
and followers for his
cameo. Sheeran later
said although he enjoyed
his screen time on the
show, he would not want
to return as no one
wanted to see him again.

E
Ed Sheeran
PHOTO:
AP/LUCA BRUNO

SHEERAN’S
ON-SCREEN
CHARACTER
STILL ALIVE

PHOTO: AFP
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Joe Hahn reveals that Linkin
Park is planning a comeback

Kanye West
PHOTO: REUTERS

oe Hahn,
H
DJ of the iconi
American rock band
kin Park, has reveale
Link
that the
e group is planning to
make new
n music together. T
music group,
g
which features
Mike Sh
hinoda, Brad Delson,
Dave Fa
arrell, Hahn, and Rob
Bourdo
on, went on a hiatus
after th
he death of frontman
Chesterr Bennington in 2017.
“The
e members are taking
care of themselves
t
and their
familiess and are going through
the prob
blems in their own way.
And ... Now
N
the band has
started talking about making
usic together,” Hahn
new mu
told a newspaper. The 42-yearold DJ, however, said that the
are yet to set a deadline for th
bum. “We just want to
new alb
focus on
n the present and talk
about music.
m
We aren’t
discusssing detailed plans. I
just wan
nt to go back to those
days wh
hen I made music in the
wareho
ouse,” he added.
Prev
viously, Mike Shinoda
said tha
at the band could return
to the music scene with a new
singer in place of Bennington,
who had committed suicide in
— PTI
July 2017.

J

Kanyee West sells
merchandise with
god-fearing slogans
apper Kanye West’s
Sunday Service wasn’t the
only big draw on the last
day of Coachella. His worshipinspired merchandise boasted
lines that stretched across the
field. The self-proclaimed
“church clothes” were
available for purchase during
the rapper’s Sunday morning
performance.
The collection was made up
of neutral-hued items each
bearing various god-fearing
slogans, including ‘holy spirit’,

R

‘trust god’ and ‘Jesus walks’
on pairs of socks.
Online reactions to the
merchandise were also mixed.
“Yikes,” wrote one Twitter
user. Another said: “I love
Kanye but I ain’t paying $255
for a pretty basic hoodie.”
West surprised Coachella
fans with more than just
pricey attires. On Sunday
h he
h also
l appeared
d
niight,
on
nstage during rapper
K Cudi’s set.
Kid

I

‘MY PARENTS
DID NOT
EMPHASISE
GENDER NORMS’
ritically-acclaimed actor
Lupita Nyong’o believes
in challenging beauty
norms and credits her parents
for raising her as a confident
individual. The Oscar winner,
who has established herself as
a trendsetter, said she was a
tomboy growing up and never
cared too much about her
looks.
“I was a tomboy. My
parents did not emphasise
gender norms. I loved
climbing trees and getting
dirty outside. I also enjoyed
playing tricks on my family I
still do,” she said in an
interview, as she is given the
title, Beauty of the Year.
The Black Panther (2018)
star also shared a piece of
advice that she would like to
give to her 15-year-old self. “I
would tell her to dance like no
one was watching, enjoy
boredom while she can and
continue to stand for what
she believes in. I would also
tell her to listen to my
mother and moisturise,”
Nyong’o said.

Kim
Kardashian
PHOTO: AP

C
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A group photo of Linkin Paark

PHOTO: AP

ollywood star Dre
ew
Barrymore says h
her
daughters with ex
xhusband Will Kopelma
an, artconsultant, Olive
Barrymore Kopelman
n
and Frankie
Barrymore Kopelman
n, are
“very theatrical” and e
enjoy
coming on film sets. Th
he 44year-old actor said she
e can
sense her children are
e
interested in pursuing
g acting.
“They’re very
eatrical. Th
hey
finitely h
have a
arrymorre gene
rong wiithin the
o of the
em, but
ey’re ffunny
d they’re
ol and
d
ey’re
ventu
urous
d the
ey love
ming
g to the
t,” sa
aid
rrym
more.
e Sa
anta
arita
a Diet
tor, who
ot to
o fame
a ch
hild star
th Steven
ielb
berg’s
T. th
he
tra
arre
estrial
9822), said
en
never
an
nted her
dss to
oose the
o
ofession.
o
She,
S
wever,
w
okay
o
iith them
ining
he

H

p
ag
ge”.
e adds, “I alw
ways
ught the seco
ond they
re born, ‘Oh G
God, I
’t want you to be an
or.’ But what I really
alised is that I ju
ust don’t
nt them to not h
have a
ildhood. If they w
were to
into acting in
appropriate age
e, I’d be
e most supportiv
ve,
rcest lion for it.... Now
like, ‘If you wan
nt to do
t and go into thea
atre in
h school and do th
hat for a
ng, I’m behind you
u.’ I just
t them to have, lik
ke a
rmal childhood.”

PTI

I always thought when they were born that, ‘Oh God, I
don’t want you to be an actor.’ Now if they want to go into
theatre in high school and do that for a living, I’m behind
them. I just want them to have, like a normal childhood.
DREW BARRYMORE,
ACTOR

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LINKINPARK

I want my kids to Stark’s character has
be as grounded as evolved a lot: David
possible, says Kim G
eality TV star Kim
Kardashian West would
never use her fame and
privilege to get her children
into college. The 38-year-old
reality star, who is expecting
her fourth child with husband
Kanye West, with whom she
already has North, 5, Saint, 3,
and Chicago, 14 months, says
that there would be no
“benefit” in “forcing” her
brood into a college if they did
not have the necessary skill set.
In an upcoming interview, Kim
said, “If they couldn’t get into a
school, I would never want to
use privilege to try to force
them into a situation that they
wouldn’t thrive in any way.
That’s what I see is not
appropriate. I want my kids to
be as grounded as possible. To
buy your way into something
just wouldn’t benefit anybody.”
The reality star is currently
studying to become a lawyer
and hopes her children are
“inspired” by her “hard work”
and can see that there is no
time limit on completing their
education.

R
Lupita
Nyong'o

03
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ame of Thrones coshowrunner David
Benioff believes the
character of Sansa Stark has
transformed enormously over
the course of the show’s
previous seven seasons.
In the first season, Sansa,
played by Sophie Turner,
appeared as a starry-eyed tobe-queen but over the next six
seasons, the character
underwent massive
personality changes, courtesy
the tumultuous turn of events
around her. Benioff said it
could be a surprising fact to
many that Sansa survived the
odds and emerged as a
powerful figure in the show.
“She started out so naive
and was forced to undergo the
most brutal possible education
into the world but emerged
from it and became this
powerful figure and kind of
against all odds. I don’t think
too many people watching the
first season had any
expectation that Sansa would
become the woman that she
became,” he told
Entertainment Weekly.
“And part of that is the story
and part of that is Sophie
Turner and the phenom she
turned out to be as an actress.

GOT co-showrunner David
Benioff (top) feels that Sansa’s
character has evolved into a
powerful one PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
We knew when we cast Sophie
that she was this really good
child actor but we had no idea
she’d become the force that’s
she’s become,” Benioff added.
Sophie will next be seen
reprising her role as the
mutant Jean Grey in the
upcoming X-Men: Dark
Phoenix.
PTI
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HEALTH WISDOM

A diet to soothe mouth
ulcers

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
MONDAY, A PRIL 29, 2019

BACK TO
ROOTS
FACT OVER MYTH

Anjali Mukerjee

ulcer may also develop a
fever and feel sluggish and
uncomfortable.
Most mouth ulcers will
heal on their own in a few
days to a couple of weeks.
While you’re waiting for
them to disappear, there are
some things you can do:
n Avoid spicy foods and
acidic foods such as
lemons, tomatoes or
citrus fruits as they can be
extremely painful on
these open wounds.You
should also restrict food
with sharp edges such as
nuts or potato chips,
which can poke or rub the
sore. You need to be
careful while brushing
your teeth, too
n Several studies show that
one in seven people with
mouth ulcers is deficient
in folate, iron and vitamin
B, and it’s strongly
recommended to increase
these nutrients in your
daily diet to prevent sores
or to quicken recovery.
Peas, beans and lentils are
excellent folate sources;
leafy vegetables, egg yolk
and fortified cereals are
high in iron, and whole
grains and sprouts are
high in B vitamins
n Adequate intake of
vitamin C (basil leaf
juice,, gooseberry juice,
ju

ne in five people get
recurrent mouth
ulcers. They are small
painful sores that occur
inside the mouth. You
might get them on the
inside of your lips, the
insides of your cheeks, the
base of your gums or under
your tongue. These small
blister-like sores are quite
different from the fever
blisters, which usually
appear on the outside of
your lips or the corners of
the mouth. Mouth ulcers
usually pop up alone, but
may also show up in small
clusters.
The exact cause of mouth
ulcers is not completely
understood, but they seem
to be triggered by stress,
poor nutrition, food
allergies and menstrual
periods. Attempts to find
bacteria or viruses linked
with the condition have not
proven fruitful, although an
allergy to a type of bacteria,
commonly found in the
mouth, may cause some
people to develop mouth
ulcers. The sores also might
be an allergic reaction to
certain foods. Among
others, any injury to the
mouth such as scratching
by abrasive foods or a stray
toothbrush bristle can
trigger outbreaks of a
mouth ulcer. Hormonal
disorders can contribute to
mouth ulcers, as can
deficiencies of iron, folic
acid, or vitamin B12.
The initial symptoms
usually begin with a
tingling or burning
sensation that you feel
before other symptoms
develop. Then after a day or
so, it bursts, leaving an
open, shallow white or
yellowish ulcer with a red
border. Occasionally,
someone who gets a mouth

O

carrot juice) and
antioxidants are effective
at preventing or healing of
mouth ulcers,
particularly for people
who are under a lot of
stress or who consume a
lot of alcohol or smoke
n Gentle and good oral
hygiene may help in the
prevention of some types
of mouth ulcers. It may
also help to prevent some
complications from
mouth ulcers. Good oral
hygiene includes
brushing the teeth at least
twice a day, flossing at
least once a day, and
getting regular
professional dental
cleaning and examination
n Your doctor may
recommend antibiotics to
help correct the ulcer.
Topical (rubbed on)
antihistamines, antacids,
corticosteroids, or other
soothing preparations
may be recommended for
applying on top of the
ulcer.
If you have mouth ulcers
that do not get better after a
few days or if you find that
the sores keep coming back,
or if they make you feel so
sick that you are unable to
eat properly, then its better
that you see your doctor or
dentist.

Sprouted grains have always been an integral part of
Indian cuisine. With the month of April dedicated to
them, we look at their several health benefits
Sarojini Jose
or the month of April, the
Whole Grains Council
has highlighted all the
sprouted grains in their
section, grain of the month.
Apparently, the simple act of
soaking grains overnight
turns plain grains into
powerhouses of nutrients. We
get experts to give us the lowdown on not just their health
benefits but also for whom it
might not be suitable for.

F

WHY SPROUTED
WHOLEGRAINS?
According to Edwina Raj,
senior dietitian, Aster CMI,
the process of sprouting
reduces the anti-nutritional
factors, allergens and brings
out enzymes. “Sprouting
increases the amount and
bioavailability of nutrients
including proteins, vitamins

While raw spouts are a good
source of vitamin C and folate,
those with compromised
immunity should consume them
in limited quantities PHOTOS: ISTOCK

(A , B , K , C) and minerals.
This turns them into potential
and inexpensive nutritional
powerhouses. Further, this
makes them alkaline and a
rich source of antioxidants,”
says Raj.
Sprouting legumes such as
green gram, Bengal gram,
chickpea, cowpea and nuts
makes them easier to digest.
Also, apart from enhancing
the digestibility of nutrients, it
also reduces cooking time and
is, therefore, more
economical. Further, cooking
sprouted grains prevents them
from causing gas and bloating,
too.
Giving an example between
sprouted and plain grains,
Munmun Ganeriwal,
nutritionist and founder,
Yuktahaar, shares, “A study
from the University of
Minnesota mentioned that the
nutrient density of sprouted
wheat was hundred times
higher than in whole wheat,

specifically in vitamin C, folic
acid, niacin and riboflavin
(vitamin B2).”

THE RIGHT TIME TO
EAT THEM
The best time to consume
sprouts is for lunch as they are
a great source of fibre and aid
in digestion, according to Dr
Sweedal Trinidande, dietician,
PD Hinduja Hospital & MRC.
Other experts believe that
sprouts are best consumed as a
snack or as complements or
side dishes along with your
breakfast or lunch. Sprouts
are also rich in proteins, which
help suppress hunger
hormones and aid in satiety
and so, are good to start your
day with.

WHAT IS PREFERRED —
RAW, BOILED, OR
WELL-COOKED?

Myth: Sprouts raise body
heat
Fact: Pulses do not
contribute to an increase
in body heat. There is no
scientific evidence to
prove its effect on
producing heat or cold.
However, yoghurt can be
added to give a symbiotic
effect, as pulses are a
prebiotic and yoghurt is a
probiotic which may be
beneficial to gut health.
-Naaznin Husein,
nutrition expert,
InnerBeing

Harvard Health, Kristina
Secinaro, dietitian, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center,
was quoted as saying, “Don’t
eat raw sprouted grains.
Instead, mash them into a
paste for use in baked goods, or
cook the raw sprouts before
adding them to a meal.
Cooking or baking the sprouts
should be enough to kill any
bacteria.”
The reason cited was the
way sprouts are germinated.
According to Secinaro,

In a letter published in

Gorge on sprouts. They are
rich in proteins, which help
suppress hunger hormones
and aid in satiety
moisture also helps bacteria
thrive and so, it is better to be
safe.
Raj concurs, stating that
raw sprouts harbour bacterial
growth due to moist
environment, which has been
associated with outbreaks of
food-borne illnesses and can
cause serious infections and
diseases in vulnerable groups
as well as those with
compromised immunity.
However, healthy
individuals can afford to
consume them raw since vital
nutrients and enzymes are
deactivated or destroyed while
cooking them, especially
vitamin C and folate.

WHO SHOULD STAY
AWAY FROM SPROUTS?
Raw or undercooked sprouts
should be avoided during
pregnancy, and also by those
with poor immunity such as
infants, elderly and those on
drugs and antibiotics, which
suppress their body’s
immunity. Sprouts should also
be consumed in a limited
manner by those suffering
from chronic diarrhoea.
With inputs from Nafisa
Habib, dietician, Wockhardt
Hospital and Dr Ashwini
Konnur, nutritionist,
AyurUniverse
n

ht.cafe.@htlive.com
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‘Eatinglessaftersunsethas
th
workedforme’

HEALTH-STRUCK WITH MUKTI
MOHAN, DANCER-ACTOR

Y can feel caffeine
You
ff i bbuzz without actually
drinking coffee: Study

Anjali Shetty
Which is the one breakfast food
that you must have?
I have a serving of a variety of
fruits the first thing in the
morning.

How do you get back in shape
post a fattening indulgence?
I go for long-distance runs. It
helps me get rid of all the
calories gained because of the
excess I ate.
Do you prefer mini meals? What
do they normally contain?
Yes, I prefer good mini snacks
that curb hunger such as
makhana, peanut butter toast,
yoghurt and fruit granola
bowls.
A diet plan that always works for
you?
I would say that the eating less
after sunset had worked well
for me.
Do you work out at home? What
are the exercises you follow?
Running up and down the
stairs, stretching using bands

he placebo effect of coffee
can heighten arousal,
ambition and focus in
regular drinkers without
them actually consuming the
beverage, recent findings
suggest.
As part of the study, a team
of researchers explored the
association between coffee
and arousal to see if the
brain’s exposure to stimuli
could deliver the same
cognitive benefits as a
caffeine buzz.
“As long as individuals see
a connection between coffee
and arousal, whatever its
origin may be, mere exposure
to coffee-related cues might
trigger arousal in and of
themselves without ingesting
any form of caffeine,” said
Eugene Chan, lead researcher
of the study, published in the
Journal of Consciousness and
Cognition.
According to the
researchers, smelling coffee
gives rise to the beverage’s
psychoactive, arousing
effects. This is because the
brains of habitual coffee

T

One fattening food item that you
just can’t resist?
It has to be caramel popcorn
and tender coconut ice cream.

and doing planks.

Which are your favourite physical
activities?
Playing badminton and
gymnastics.
A health tip that you rely on.
Hydrate well and one major
advice would be to choose
fructose over sucrose.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com

Robusta coffee fruits
PHOTO: REUTERS

Just the smell of coffee is enough to stir your senses

consumers are conditioned to
respond to coffee in peculiar
ways, as per Pavlov’s dog
theory.
“So walking past your
favourite cafe, smelling coffee
grounds, or even witnessing
coffee-related cues in the form
of advertising can trigger the
chemical receptors in our
body enough for us to obtain
the same arousal sensations
without consumption,” Chan
explained.
Researchers exposed 871
participants from Western

and Eastern cultures to coffee
and tea-related cues across
four separate experiments
that would make them think
of the substance without
actually ingesting it.
The study centred on a
psychological effect called
‘mental construal’. This
determines how individuals
think and process
information, whether they
focus on narrow details or on
the bigger picture.
The cognitive-altering
effects of coffee were more

PHOTO: NYT

prevalent in participants from
Western countries, where
coffee is more popular and has
connotations related to
energy, focus, and ambition,
compared to those from
Eastern countries. Coffee was
also associated with greater
arousal than tea.
“Our research can offer
intriguing implications, as it
relies not on physiology but
rather on psychological
associations to change our
cognitive patterns,” Chan
— ANI
asserted.
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‘I’M A HUGE
FANOF
MICHAEL
JACKSON’
On International Dance day,
while Hrithik Roshan calls
himself a huge fan of King of
Pop MJ, Sanya Malhotra
expresses her wish to do a
dance film with the actor

PHOTO:
DABBOO
RATNANI

Sneha Mahadevan
hen Hrithik Roshan
debuted in 2000, he
was hailed as the next
superstar of
Bollywood. Apart from his
good looks and acting prowess,
the actor also established
himself as an exceptional
dancer in his very first film.
Ever since, there has been no
looking back for the actor, who
is considered to be one of the
best dancers in Bollywood by
most of his contemporaries.
Tiger Shroff looks up to the
actor for his dancing skills as
do so many other young actors.
On International Dance Day,
we caught up with the actor to
talk about everything related to
his passion — dance.

W

What are your earliest memories
of dancing?
My earliest memories of dance
are from school. We would
have annual day shows where
all the kids would perform
together and there would be
dance competitions and
performances. There used to be
a lot of dancing to Bollywood
songs at birthday parties,
where each one of us would do
hook steps of popular songs
and show our best moves. I
took keen interest in dance
while I was preparing for my
debut film, Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai (2000).
Growing up, who was your
inspiration?
I have always been a huge fan
of Michael Jackson, Shammi
Kapoor and Govinda. Each
of their dancing style is
different from the other. I
have grown up imitating
their styles in front of the
mirror.
If you had the choice to do a
dance off with any person living
or dead, who would it be?
Maybe not a dance off, but I
would have loved to share the
stage with the legendary
Michael Jackson. I have
been a huge fan of his
since childhood and he
is the reason I started
dancing.

Doing a dance film
with Hrithik Roshan
would be a dream
come true. Just the
thought of it is giving
me goosebumps. He is
such a fabulous
dancer.
SANYA MALHOTRA,
ACTOR

What does dance mean to you?
I feel dance is a very powerful
medium to draw people
towards physical fitness. There
was a time in my life when the
doctors had told me that I will
never be able to dance again. I
danced my way through that
phase, too (smiles). Dancing is a
great way to stay fit. It helps
you burn calories, strengthen
muscles, increase flexibility,
and also keeps one upbeat and
happy. I have also introduced
my mom and kids to it and they
love it.
You have a lot of dance numbers to
your credit. Which is your personal
favourite?
It is tough to choose just one

Dance reality shows are a great platform to discover
and promote new talent from across India.
HRITHIK ROSHAN, ACTOR
favourite song of mine to dance
to. But my top favourites are
Deva Shree Ganesha
(Agneepath; 2012), Dhoom
Again (Dhoom 2; 2006), Bang
Bang (Bang Bang; 2014) and Ek
Pal ka Jeena (Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai; 2000).

Dance reality shows are a great
platform to discover and
promote new talent from
across India. It gives people an
opportunity to showcase their
talent. I have judged a dance
reality show in the past and I
will definitely be open to doing
it again in the future if
something interesting
comes up.

What do you think about dance
reality shows that are the rage on
television channels currently?

n

he is the happiest when
she is dancing, as much
as she is while facing
the arch lights. That’s Sanya
Malhotra for you. Well, on
International Dance Day

S

(April 29), Sanya talks about
the good things related to
the art form and how it has
changed her life.
For the uninitiated,
Sanya’s love for dance
began at an early age. She
was in school when she
accompanied her mother’s
best friend to a dance
competition in Delhi.
Coaxed by her aunt, she by
chance, participated and
stole the show with her
version of Tu Cheez Badi
Hai Mast Mast (Mohra;
1994).
“That day I knew I love
dancing, more so because
there was no stage fright at
all. Then, I became that kid
who would dance at every
family get together, parties
or weddings. And mind you,
I was famous too in those
circles,” she says. Soon the
love turned into passion and
Sanya trained herself in
ballet, freestyle and
jazz. On her to-do
list is tap
dancing and
she also
wants to
learn a
classical
dance form.
If you
follow her
on social
media, then
it’s
impossible to
miss her dance
videos and the
kind of reactions
they garner from
her fans and
colleagues alike. A
latest video of her
with rapper Naezy
saw Hrithik Roshan
commenting,
“OUTSTANDING”.

Mention this to Sanya and
she falls short of words to
express her happiness. So,
will we see her in a dance
film with Hrithik any time
soon? “That would be a
dream come true. Just the
thought of it is giving me
goosebumps. He is such a
fabulous dancer. But before
everything else, I want to do
a dance film. Koi toh mujhse
film mein dance karwao
(Someone, please make me
dance in a film). I want to see
myself dancing on the big
screen,” adds the actor, who
had choreographed her
Dangal (2016) co-actor
Aamir Khan for Secret
Superstar (2017).
About her plans for April
29, Sanya says she is
thinking of doing something
with Naezy and
choreographer Shazeb
Sheikh. “Let me figure this
out… It will be a surprise,”
she keeps it at that.
Ask her if she would like
to give out a message to her
fans on the occasion of
International Dance Day
and Sanya is quick to add,
“Dancing does make you
happy. It has helped me deal
with the hardships in my
life. Not everyone is a good
dancer but you just have to
enjoy doing it. Dance as if no
one is watching. You can be
a part of a group or dance
at home and even involve
your family. Trust me,
it’s fun. It’s a good exercise
for your mind, body and
soul. At times, I visit
workshops and see even
non-dancers having a
good time. That’s the spirit.
The happy hormones need
to be generated,” she signs
off.
n

Manish Mishra
ecently, superstar
Akshay Kumar and
Hollywood heartthrob
Robert Downey Junior were
seen sporting an identical
abstract camouflage printed
tie from Givenchy. While
Akshay teamed it with a
powder blue snug-fitted shirt,
which had a harness-like

R
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strap detailing, RDJ teamed it
with a classic suit. In his
inimitable witty style, the
Khiladi posted a collage image
of him and RDJ on his
Instagram account and
challenged Robert to a
sartorial clash in a post while
praising the latter’s latest box
office scorcher — Avengers:
Endgame. Akshay captioned
the post as “When #IronMan
wears the same tie as you!!
#WhoWoreItBetter Ps:
#EndGame is out of this
world”.
Not surprisingly, the post
instantly elicited more than
100,000 likes in less than 10
minutes.
We got stylists to share
their take on who nailed the

tie’s transformative prowess
to the T. Stylist Isha Bhansali
says, “Akshay wore it better.
His fit is great. The colour
combo is interesting. RDJ’s
suit doesn’t fit well at all.”
As they say nothing is
worse than an ill-fitting suit
and the awkward fit of RDJ’s
attire is a bit of a faux pas and
brings down the nifty appeal
of the statement-making tie.
Stylist Divyak D’Souza
seconds that, “Both Downey’s
glasses and suit fit is a bit of a
let down. With tailored pieces
it’s all about the right fit and
Akshay’s well-fitted ensemble
proves that. The Givenchy tie
is a smart way to elevate a
classic like a shirt.”
Also, the fact that Akshay

is in an excellent shape, the tie
complements his taut and
toned physique accentuated
by the dapper shirt. Designer
Aniket Satam says, “Akshay
absolutely pulls off this neo
dapper look accessorised with
this abstract camouflage
printed tie. The classic,
summer blue shirt is a perfect
canvas for this quirky tie.”
Akshay has an incredible
stylistic history of pulling off
dramatic tie looks. Not long
ago, he had hit all the right
style notes in an edgy skull
print tie from Alexander
McQueen and this Givenchy
number further cements him
as the dapper dresser with a
hint of quirk.
n

manish.mishra1@hindustantimes.com

MEGAN FOX FILES TO
DISMISS DIVORCE
FROM HUSBAND BRIAN
AUSTIN GREEN AFTER
RECONCILIATION
merican actor Megan
Fox filed to dismiss her
divorce case against
husband Brian Austin Green
after the two restored their
relationship.

A

The 32-year-old on
Thursday requested to
dismiss her divorce filed in
Los Angeles, reported US
Magazine.
The couple got married in
June 2010. Five years later,
they decided to part ways
and filed for divorce in
August 2015.
— ANI

Akshay’s Instagram post challenging RDJ to a sartorial challenge

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/AKSHAYKUMAR

‘Indie music will be above film music again’
Samarth Goyal

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘Dancing has helped me deal
with the hardships of my life’
Shreya Mukherjee

AkshayvsRDJ:Whoworethistie
better?StylistsvotefortheKhiladi

usician Yo Yo Honey
Singh is a big advocate of
staying independent as an
artist even while working in
the film industry. While the 36year-old is happy about the
return of non-film music in the
popular domain, he wants indie
musicians to make the most of
this opportunity.
“I think an artist should stay
independent even if they join
Bollywood and make non-film
music. I think that is what the
fans want. I want to tell this to
all the independent artists that
wherever you are, you must
create at least one or two
independent songs in a year. I
request record labels to give
chance to new artists,” he says.
The Punjab-born rappersinger insists that despite
striking it rich in Bollywood, he
never put his independent
status at the back-burner. “I
worked on songs in films
during 2013. During that time I
did Lungi Dance (with Shah
Rukh Khan), I did Party All
Night with Akshay paaji and
then I thought I should do an
independent song. The same
year I recorded Blue Eyes and
shot it,” he says.
Recalling the famous ’90s
pop era, Singh feels that the

M

future will once again see nonfilm music take precedence
over that of the film industry.
“When Stereo Nation, Daler
Mehndi, Anamika, Sukhbir,
and Alisha Chinai were active,
independent music was very
heavy and was even above film
music. I think that phase will
be back soon,” he says.
The reason, he says is
absence of any limits for nonfilm artists. “It is not that the
film music scene is bad but a
movie’s songs are made
according to the screenplay
and all the six are made on the
storyline. When it comes to
independent music there is a
vast sea of all [kinds of] vibe
and you can give justice to it,
which helps [one as a
musician].

THE PUNJAB-BORN
RAPPER-SINGER
INSISTS THAT DESPITE
STRIKING IT RICH IN
BOLLYWOOD, HE
NEVER PUT HIS
INDEPENDENT STATUS
ON BACK-BURNER

Yo Yo Honey Singh made a comeback with his single Makhna
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

There is always room for good actors: Richa
ctor, Richa Chadha says
there is always room for
good artistes.
Richa, who started her
Bollywood career in 2008 with
Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!,
impressed both the audiences
as well as the critics with her
performance in the Gangs of
Wasseypur series. She says one
can never be out of work in the
film industry if they have
talent.
“There is always enough
room for good actors. I have
never been short of work.
There has not been a single
year where I have not had a

A

Good work has a
snowball effect.
RICHA CHADHA,
ACTOR

release. I have always been
working every year right from
my debut film. Good work has a
snowball effect, it keeps leading
to more good work,” Richa
says. The Fukrey series actor
appreciates the fact that
audience these days reject a
bad film outright, even if it is
star-driven, but the actor
believes star system is not
going to fade away anytime
soon.
“Here (in Bollywood), it
could become like Hollywood,
where everybody is good and
have competence, but only few
will manage to stay up there
like Leonardo DiCaprio, Meryl
Streep, etc. Also, people who
are famous on the digital space
or are YouTubers will have
their own audience and all
these people will be stars,” she
added. The actor is currently
awaiting the release of her film,
Shakeela.
PTI
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Daniel Day-Lewis: The actor, known for his roles
in films such as There Will Be Blood, Gangs of New
York and Phantom Thread, turns 62 today.

Health front remains fine. You are likely to
be in a confused state due to too many
responsibilities and financial instability.
Day is favourable for starting a new
project at work. A family member will be
able to get rid of an addiction through
ARIES
sheer will power. A productive day is
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
foreseen for those learning to drive or swim.
This is not a perfect day to contemplate buying
or selling of a property.

A minor ailment can aggravate, if
neglected. Business owners and people
dealing in financial services might not
enjoy a fulfilling day in terms of profit.
Professionals will find the day quite
satisfactory at work. Doing little things
TAURUS
together with family is likely to cement
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
lasting bonds of love. Buying a new house
today is on the cards for some. Travelling with
someone close might not be too satisfying as you expected.

Not investing in a scheme that seems
lucrative at this point of time will save
you from a future loss. This is the day
when you will achieve unprecedented
success in your current occupation or
work. Good time management will help
GEMINI
homemakers in taking a breather at home
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
with everyone. Don’t plan a visit to a
secluded location if you don’t want to get into
any trouble. Those in property business might have to undergo loss.

An opportunity to improve your finances
must not be missed today. Those working
from home may find unfavourable work
environment. Getting introduced to a
charming opposite number cannot be
ruled out, so get set for an exciting time.
CANCER
There is much happening on the family
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
front that is likely to involve you. Chance of
booking a vehicle is on the cards for some.
Those involved in a legal case related to property can expect victory.

Love Focus: If love has eluded you up till now, don’t despair as your
perfect mate is waiting to begin a romantic journey together!

Love Focus: Expecting too much from your partner at this juncture is
not going to suit your relation.

Love Focus: Stagnation may set into a long-term relationship on the
romantic front, if you don’t do something about it.

Love Focus: Someone who used to like you may deliberately try to
avoid you. Don’t be upset but try to find out why.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Green

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Monetary condition will start showing
signs of improvement. Those passing
through a bad patch in career should not
worry as these are the ups and downs of
life. Praise from family may keep you
glowing the whole day today. Legal
hassles on the property front being faced
by some may show signs of improvement in
the form of negotiation. You may enjoy a new
tourist destination with friends.

Health remains satisfactory. Good returns
on an investment promise to make you
financially strong. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment might
not fetch the kind of appreciation that
you deserve. An exciting incident with
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
your family is likely to be etched in your
memory and give you endless pleasure. It
seems to be not a very good day for travelling.
The day seems profitable for property business.

Financially, you will find the day quite
satisfactory. There is likely to be some
behind-the-scene manipulations at
work against you; so be careful. Those
planning some changes or some activity
in the family might have to struggle to
LIBRA
convince the rest of the family for their
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
support. Travelling to a far-off place is likely
to pose some technical issue with vehicle. A
loan for buying property is likely to get sanctioned today.

Your new initiative is likely to make the day
profitable. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment will be
highly appreciated and help you on the
professional front. You must do
something to break the monotonous
SCORPIO
family environment. A vacation might
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
turn boring because of wrong company.
Postponing any property dealing for another
day is the best thing to do today as indicated in your card.

Love Focus: Ideological differences threaten to crop up in a new
relationship, so remain tactful so as not to offend the partner.

Love Focus: The discovery that someone loves and admires you can
get you all excited on the romantic front.

Love Focus: It is best to go with the mood of lover and keep your
own desires on hold on the romantic front.

Love Focus: Those seeking love might have to wait for the right
person to come to their life.

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Turquoise

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

for some.

Problems on the health front will soon
become a thing of the past. You remain
financially stable. Your performance is
likely to improve manifold on the
professional front. Someone may be full
of praise for you on the social front
CAPRICORN
today. This is an excellent day for
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
travelling, especially if you are planning to
go to some tourist destination. Some of you
might get lucky with your dream of purchasing own house.

Some of you might feel unwell, but it will
be nothing to get alarmed about. A
scheme that seemed lucrative is likely to
prove not that profitable. A timely
submission of something important at
work is likely to save you a lot of hassle.
AQUARIUS
Going outdoors on a picnic or something
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
will help you rejuvenate and will restore
your energies. Better to shelve any property
buying or selling plan for another day as indicated in your card.

Hard work put in on the fitness front will
let you enjoy perfect health. A project
that didn’t seem lucrative earlier might
fetch you good profit today. You may
not be able to get your way on the
professional front and may feel a bit
PISCES
frustrated. You will manage to bring peace
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
and stability at home by tact and diplomacy.
Not a good day to travel. Property business
might help you earn good profit.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, those feeling down should cheer
up as exciting days are just ahead.

Love Focus: Love life will lack the lustre of yesteryears and lead to
frustrations if you do not do anything about it.

Love Focus: Someone who secretly admires you may need a push
from your side to express love.

Love Focus: Common interests may be instrumental in bringing you
close to someone of the opposite gender on the romantic front.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Orange

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Good health will bring in a fresh breath of
life for you. You will have enough to
finance an expensive purchase today. At
work, the increment offered despite
your good performance might not suit
your liking. A family youngster is likely to
make you proud today. An exciting
vacation is on the cards for some. A
property by inheritance cannot be ruled out

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Sikander Kher
urges one to fight
back if they’re
going through
tough times
professionally or
personally

Bill Watterson

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Anurag Kashyap wanted to include a
serial killer in Bombay Velvet (2015),
but he scrapped the character, and later
based Raman Raghav 2.0 (2016) on it.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3070
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Alone/anole, cords, cuddle, frothy
ANSWER: It is an affront to treat falsehood with complaisance. Thomas paine

s is often perceived,
life’s not a bed of roses for
actors — ups and downs lie
in store for whom each Friday,
depending on the fate of their
films at the box office. Sikandar
Kher feels actors need to be
prepared for that. The actor
believes in “fighting back” if
one is going through a low
phase at work or in life.
“You need to speak to
somebody. Sharing your
feelings helps. Being alone is
tough. Loneliness is something
that I have suffered. If you ask
me who is my best friend, I’d
take my own name. It’s better to
have no expectation from
anyone around,” says the actor,
who recently starred in the
John Abraham-starrer Romeo
Akbar Walter. Sikandar, who
has talked about his work
struggles quite openly, has also
been vocal about his personal
lows. When his engagement
with long-time girlfriend Priya

A

Singh was called off, he didn’t
go into a shell, but moved on.
The fast-paced nature of the
industry and the pressure of
expectations can also
sometimes get to you. Sikandar
has suffered from low selfesteem owing to the same. “And
I still do, sometimes. One needs
to try to be realistic — try and
share your thoughts and
feelings with your near and
dear ones. It helps and there’s
no harm in asking for help. If
you choose to go for therapy,
that’s also great. Try and be
thankful for what you have,”
shares the actor, who is playing
the titular character’s (Sonam
Kapoor) brother in The Zoya
Factor.
“I don’t have a sibling, so I
wanted to play such a role… If
at least in films I can get a feel of
this, then why not?” he ends.

It is an affront to treat _________ with complaisance.
- Thomas paine (9)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
FYRE
2019 | 16+| 1h 37m|
Documentary

SIKANDAR KHER ACTOR

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Billy McFarland,
Jason Bell, Gabrielle Bluestone
Synopsis: The Fyre Festival
was billed as a luxury music
experience on a posh
private island, but it failed
spectacularly in the hands of
a cocky entrepreneur.
Starring: Jim Caviezel, Taraji P
Henson, Kevin Chapman

PERSON OF INTEREST
2011 | 16+ | 5 seasons | Series

Synopsis: A former assassin
and a programmer save lives
via a surveillance AI that sends
them the identities of civilians
involved in impending crimes.
Starring: Nyra Banerjee,
Pawan Chopra, Gautam Gulati

OPERATION COBRA
2019 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

One needs to try to be
realistic — try and
share your thoughts
and feelings with your
near and dear ones. It
helps and there’s no
harm in asking for
help. If you choose to
go for therapy, that’s
also great.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Shreya Mukherjee

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

I stillsufferfrom
lowself-esteem
sometimes:Kher

LNAEO
SCROD
CDEUDL
ORTYF H

Synopsis: A terrorist outfit
gets access to a technology
resulting from a research.
Only one man can stop them —
India’s Agent Condor.

Hellboy at
1745

EDITOR’S
PICK

0908 Project A
Part II
1059 Surf’s Up 2:
WaveMania
1223 XXX: State Of The
Union
1410 Megamind
1551 Project A
1745 Hellboy
2000 2012

Zombieland at 1910

No Strings Attached at 1928

1219 I, Robot
1425 Undisputed III:
Redemption
1623 War for the Planet of the
Apes
1910 Zombieland
2015 Ong Bak

1042 Save the Last Dance 2
1212 Arthur
1405 Heart of Dragon
1542 American Assassin
1727 Same Kind Of Different As
Me
1928 No Strings Attached

Collateral at 0558

Masss at 1518

0558 Collateral
0800 Election Roadblock
1000 Anacondas: The Hunt For
The Blood Orchid
1120 Golmaal - Fun Unlimited
1357 Loafer
1655 Shiva The Super Hero 2
2000 Great Grand Masti
2232 Kung Fu Yoga

0513 Bbuddah Hoga
Terra Baap
0800 Election Roadblock
1002 Encounter Raja
1233 Bruce Lee — The
Fighter
1518 Masss
1813 Return of Raju
2100 Dayaalu

Starring: Arunoday Singh,
Nidhi Singh, Mahie Gill

APHARAN
2018 | 18+ | Season 1 | Series

AMERICAN CRIME STORY
2016 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: A cop kidnaps a
young girl at her request.
When the chain of events goes
wrong, he realises that he is
now a part of a conspiracy.?
Starring: Sterling K Brown,
Kenneth Choi, Christian
Clemenson

Shahenshah at 2055

Synopsis: A series centered
around America’s most
notorious crimes and criminals.

1450 Souten

1150 Dashing Jigarwala 2
1820 Daring Gundaraaj
2055 Shahenshah
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Entertainment & Promotional Features
d Sheeran has
thanked the
writers of Game of
Thrones for not
killing off his character
in the series. The singer
appeared as Eddie, a
Lannister soldier, in the
seventh season premiere
episode of the show on
the request of his friend,
series star Maisie
Williams, who reprises
the character, Arya
Stark.
In the episode,
Sheeran’s character is
seen crooning a song as
a part of the chance
encounter with
Williams. Eddie was,
however, nowhere to be
seen or talked about in
the series till the eighth
season premiere, where
one of the prostitutes
says she had heard the
character’s face was
“burned right off” and
had no eyelids after he
was subjected to one of
Daenerys Targeryen’s
three dragons’ fire.
Sheeran took to social
media over the weekend
to thank the show’s
screenwriters. “Thanks
@GameOfThrones, I
knew I was a survivor,”
he wrote in his
Instagram Story.
The singer faced
heavy trolling by fans
and followers for his
cameo. Sheeran later
said although he enjoyed
his screen time on the
show, he would not want
to return as no one
wanted to see him again.

E
Ed Sheeran
PHOTO:
AP/LUCA BRUNO

SHEERAN’S
ON-SCREEN
CHARACTER
STILL ALIVE
D

G

‘My parents did not emphasise
gender noorms’’
Press Trust of India
ritically-acclaimed actor
Lupita Nyong’o believes
in challenging beauty
norms and credits her parents
for raising her as a confident
individual.
The Oscar winner, who
has established herself as a
trendsetter, said she was a
tomboy growing up and never
cared too much about her
looks.
“I was a tomboy. My
parents did not emphasise
gender norms. I loved
climbing trees and getting
dirty outside. I also enjoyed
playing tricks on my family I
still do,” she said in an
interview, as she is given the
title, Beauty of the Year.
The Black Panther (2018)
star also shared a piece of
advice that she would like
to give to her 15-year-old
self.
“I would tell her to dance
like no one was watching,
enjoy boredom while she can
and continue to stand for
what she believes in. I would
also tell her to listen to my
mother and moisturise,”
Nyong’o said.

C

The exhibition will end on April 30.

well as Aligarh are selling
like hotcakes.
“In this exhibition, we
have added special designer
jewellery after studying the
Jalandhar market,” says
Rajesh.
In the home section, one

PHOTOS: HTCS

could get Jodhpuri and
Saharanpur antique
furniture, Jaipuri bed
covers, table-cloths,
printed and woven
bedcovers.
The exhibition will end
on April 30.

St k’ character
h t has
h evolved
l d a lot,
lt
Stark’s
says David Benioff
ame of Thrones coshowrunner David
Benioff believes the
character of Sansa Stark has
transformed enormously over
the course of the show’s
previous seven seasons.
In the first season, Sansa,
played by Sophie Turner,
appeared as a starry-eyed tobe-queen but over the next six
seasons, the character
underwent massive
personality changes, courtesy
the tumultuous turn of events
around her. Benioff said it
could be a surprising fact to
many that Sansa survived the
odds and emerged as a
powerful figure in the show.
“She started out so naive
and was forced to undergo the
most brutal possible education

PHOTO: AFP

PTI

One-stop destination for all
lifestyle merchandise is here
uring summers,
everyone looks out for
varieties in cotton
wear to beat the sweltering
heat and appear elegant at
the same time.
It’s also the time for
designers from various
parts of the country to
exhibit their work. One
such cotton extravaganza
led by Jaipur Print, New
Delhi, is ‘SHOPPING FEST19’, which is being held at
Desh Bhagat Yaadgaar Hall
near BMC Chowk in
Jalandhar.
The exhibition is
showcasing works of finest
designers in the country. It
has more than 50 stalls
offering various lifestyle
products.
One can choose from
innumerable colours in
countless designs of kurtis,
designer suits, readymade
suits, besides chikan
embroidery fabric by
Sultan Ji from Mumbai,
jewellery, fashion
accessories, home decor,
silk dress material, bed
sheets, tableware and linen.
The shopping fest is also
offering ready-to-wear
salwar kameez, special
dupattas, ethnic wear for
kids and much more.
The biggest attractions
are ghaghra-cholis and
dhoti-kurtas specially
designed for children.
At what is touted as the
shopping heaven for
boutique owners,
Rajasthani kota doria,
chanderi and Bihar’s
Bhagalpur silk, Gujarati
handloom products, phoolpati works from Rampur as

Mydaughters
lovevisiting
filmsets:Drew
Barrymore

into the world but emerged
from it and became this
powerful figure and kind of
against all odds. I don’t think
too many people watching the
first season had any
expectation that Sansa would
become the woman that she
became,” he told
Entertainment Weekly.
“And part of that is the story
and part of that is Sophie
Turner and the phenom she
turned out to be as an actress.
We knew when we cast Sophie
that she was this really good
child actor but we had no idea
she’d become the force that’s
she’s become,” Benioff added.
Sophie will next be seen
reprising her role as the
mutant Jean Grey in the
upcoming X-Men: Dark
PTI
Phoenix.

WEST SELLS
MERCHANDISE
WITH
GOD-FEARING
SLOGANS
apper Kanye West’s
Sunday Service wasn’t the
only big draw on the last
day of Coachella. His worshipinspired merchandise boasted
lines that stretched across the
field. The self-proclaimed
“church clothes” were
available for purchase during
the rapper’s Sunday morning
performance.
The collection was made up
of neutral-hued items each
bearing various god-fearing
slogans, including ‘holy spirit’,
‘trust god’ and ‘Jesus walks’ on
pairs of socks.
Online reactions to the
merchandise were also mixed.
“Yikes,” wrote one Twitter
user. Another said: “I love
Kanye but I ain’t paying $255
for a pretty basic hoodie.”

R

p
ag
ge”.
e adds, “I alw
ways
ught the seco
ond they
re born, ‘Oh G
God, I
’t want you to be an
or.’ But what I really
alised is that I ju
ust don’t
nt them to not h
have a
ildhood. If they w
were to
into acting in
appropriate age
e, I’d be
e most supportiv
ve,
rcest lion for it.... Now
like, ‘If you wan
nt to do
t and go into thea
atre in
h school and do th
hat for a
ng, I’m behind you
u.’ I just
t them to have, lik
ke a
rmal childhood.”

PTI

I always thought when they were born that, ‘Oh God, I
don’t want you to be an actor.’ Now if they want to go into
theatre in high school and do that for a living, I’m behind
them. I just want them to have, like a normal childhood.
DREW BARRYMORE,
ACTOR

Joe Hahn reveals that Linkin
Park is planning a comeback
oe Hahn, DJ of the iconic
American rock band
Linkin Park, has revealed
that the group is planning to
make new music together. The
music group, which features
Mike Shinoda, Brad Delson,
Dave Farrell, Hahn, and Rob
Bourdon, went on a hiatus
after the death of frontman
Chester Bennington in 2017.
“The members are taking
care of themselves and their
families and are going through
the problems in their own way.
And ... Now the band has
started talking about making
new music together,” Hahn
told a newspaper. The 42-yearold DJ, however, said that they
are yet to set a deadline for the
new album. “We just want to
focus on the present and talk
about music. We aren’t
discussing detailed plans. I
just want to go back to those
days when I made music in the
warehouse,” he added.
Previously, Mike Shinoda
said that the band could return
to the music scene with a new
singer in place of Bennington,
who had committed suicide in
July 2017.
— PTI

J

Kanye
West
PHOTO:
REUTERS

GOT co-showrunner David
Benioff (top) feels that Sansa’s
character has evolved into a
powerful one PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ollywood star Dre
ew
Barrymore says h
her
daughters with ex
xhusband Will Kopelma
an, artconsultant, Olive
Barrymore Kopelman
n
and Frankie
Barrymore Kopelman
n, are
“very theatrical” and e
enjoy
coming on film sets. Th
he 44year-old actor said she
e can
sense her children are
e
interested in pursuing
g acting.
“They’re very
eatrical. Th
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finitely h
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a Diet
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group photo of Linkin Park

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LINKINPARK
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HEALTH WISDOM

A diet to soothe mouth
ulcers

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
MONDAY, A PRIL 29, 2019

BACK TO
ROOTS
FACT OVER MYTH

Anjali Mukerjee

ulcer may also develop a
fever and feel sluggish and
uncomfortable.
Most mouth ulcers will
heal on their own in a few
days to a couple of weeks.
While you’re waiting for
them to disappear, there are
some things you can do:
n Avoid spicy foods and
acidic foods such as
lemons, tomatoes or
citrus fruits as they can be
extremely painful on
these open wounds.You
should also restrict food
with sharp edges such as
nuts or potato chips,
which can poke or rub the
sore. You need to be
careful while brushing
your teeth, too
n Several studies show that
one in seven people with
mouth ulcers is deficient
in folate, iron and vitamin
B, and it’s strongly
recommended to increase
these nutrients in your
daily diet to prevent sores
or to quicken recovery.
Peas, beans and lentils are
excellent folate sources;
leafy vegetables, egg yolk
and fortified cereals are
high in iron, and whole
grains and sprouts are
high in B vitamins
n Adequate intake of
vitamin C (basil leaf
juice,, gooseberry juice,
ju

ne in five people get
recurrent mouth
ulcers. They are small
painful sores that occur
inside the mouth. You
might get them on the
inside of your lips, the
insides of your cheeks, the
base of your gums or under
your tongue. These small
blister-like sores are quite
different from the fever
blisters, which usually
appear on the outside of
your lips or the corners of
the mouth. Mouth ulcers
usually pop up alone, but
may also show up in small
clusters.
The exact cause of mouth
ulcers is not completely
understood, but they seem
to be triggered by stress,
poor nutrition, food
allergies and menstrual
periods. Attempts to find
bacteria or viruses linked
with the condition have not
proven fruitful, although an
allergy to a type of bacteria,
commonly found in the
mouth, may cause some
people to develop mouth
ulcers. The sores also might
be an allergic reaction to
certain foods. Among
others, any injury to the
mouth such as scratching
by abrasive foods or a stray
toothbrush bristle can
trigger outbreaks of a
mouth ulcer. Hormonal
disorders can contribute to
mouth ulcers, as can
deficiencies of iron, folic
acid, or vitamin B12.
The initial symptoms
usually begin with a
tingling or burning
sensation that you feel
before other symptoms
develop. Then after a day or
so, it bursts, leaving an
open, shallow white or
yellowish ulcer with a red
border. Occasionally,
someone who gets a mouth

O

carrot juice) and
antioxidants are effective
at preventing or healing of
mouth ulcers,
particularly for people
who are under a lot of
stress or who consume a
lot of alcohol or smoke
n Gentle and good oral
hygiene may help in the
prevention of some types
of mouth ulcers. It may
also help to prevent some
complications from
mouth ulcers. Good oral
hygiene includes
brushing the teeth at least
twice a day, flossing at
least once a day, and
getting regular
professional dental
cleaning and examination
n Your doctor may
recommend antibiotics to
help correct the ulcer.
Topical (rubbed on)
antihistamines, antacids,
corticosteroids, or other
soothing preparations
may be recommended for
applying on top of the
ulcer.
If you have mouth ulcers
that do not get better after a
few days or if you find that
the sores keep coming back,
or if they make you feel so
sick that you are unable to
eat properly, then its better
that you see your doctor or
dentist.

Sprouted grains have always been an integral part of
Indian cuisine. With the month of April dedicated to
them, we look at their several health benefits
Sarojini Jose
or the month of April, the
Whole Grains Council
has highlighted all the
sprouted grains in their
section, grain of the month.
Apparently, the simple act of
soaking grains overnight
turns plain grains into
powerhouses of nutrients. We
get experts to give us the lowdown on not just their health
benefits but also for whom it
might not be suitable for.

F

WHY SPROUTED
WHOLEGRAINS?
According to Edwina Raj,
senior dietitian, Aster CMI,
the process of sprouting
reduces the anti-nutritional
factors, allergens and brings
out enzymes. “Sprouting
increases the amount and
bioavailability of nutrients
including proteins, vitamins

While raw spouts are a good
source of vitamin C and folate,
those with compromised
immunity should consume them
in limited quantities PHOTOS: ISTOCK

(A , B , K , C) and minerals.
This turns them into potential
and inexpensive nutritional
powerhouses. Further, this
makes them alkaline and a
rich source of antioxidants,”
says Raj.
Sprouting legumes such as
green gram, Bengal gram,
chickpea, cowpea and nuts
makes them easier to digest.
Also, apart from enhancing
the digestibility of nutrients, it
also reduces cooking time and
is, therefore, more
economical. Further, cooking
sprouted grains prevents them
from causing gas and bloating,
too.
Giving an example between
sprouted and plain grains,
Munmun Ganeriwal,
nutritionist and founder,
Yuktahaar, shares, “A study
from the University of
Minnesota mentioned that the
nutrient density of sprouted
wheat was hundred times
higher than in whole wheat,

specifically in vitamin C, folic
acid, niacin and riboflavin
(vitamin B2).”

THE RIGHT TIME TO
EAT THEM
The best time to consume
sprouts is for lunch as they are
a great source of fibre and aid
in digestion, according to Dr
Sweedal Trinidande, dietician,
PD Hinduja Hospital & MRC.
Other experts believe that
sprouts are best consumed as a
snack or as complements or
side dishes along with your
breakfast or lunch. Sprouts
are also rich in proteins, which
help suppress hunger
hormones and aid in satiety
and so, are good to start your
day with.

WHAT IS PREFERRED —
RAW, BOILED, OR
WELL-COOKED?

Myth: Sprouts raise body
heat
Fact: Pulses do not
contribute to an increase
in body heat. There is no
scientific evidence to
prove its effect on
producing heat or cold.
However, yoghurt can be
added to give a symbiotic
effect, as pulses are a
prebiotic and yoghurt is a
probiotic which may be
beneficial to gut health.
-Naaznin Husein,
nutrition expert,
InnerBeing

Harvard Health, Kristina
Secinaro, dietitian, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center,
was quoted as saying, “Don’t
eat raw sprouted grains.
Instead, mash them into a
paste for use in baked goods, or
cook the raw sprouts before
adding them to a meal.
Cooking or baking the sprouts
should be enough to kill any
bacteria.”
The reason cited was the
way sprouts are germinated.
According to Secinaro,

In a letter published in

Gorge on sprouts. They are
rich in proteins, which help
suppress hunger hormones
and aid in satiety
moisture also helps bacteria
thrive and so, it is better to be
safe.
Raj concurs, stating that
raw sprouts harbour bacterial
growth due to moist
environment, which has been
associated with outbreaks of
food-borne illnesses and can
cause serious infections and
diseases in vulnerable groups
as well as those with
compromised immunity.
However, healthy
individuals can afford to
consume them raw since vital
nutrients and enzymes are
deactivated or destroyed while
cooking them, especially
vitamin C and folate.

WHO SHOULD STAY
AWAY FROM SPROUTS?
Raw or undercooked sprouts
should be avoided during
pregnancy, and also by those
with poor immunity such as
infants, elderly and those on
drugs and antibiotics, which
suppress their body’s
immunity. Sprouts should also
be consumed in a limited
manner by those suffering
from chronic diarrhoea.
With inputs from Nafisa
Habib, dietician, Wockhardt
Hospital and Dr Ashwini
Konnur, nutritionist,
AyurUniverse
n

ht.cafe.@htlive.com
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HEALTH-STRUCK WITH MUKTI
MOHAN, DANCER-ACTOR

Y can feel caffeine
You
ff i bbuzz without actually
drinking coffee: Study

Anjali Shetty
Which is the one breakfast food
that you must have?
I have a serving of a variety of
fruits the first thing in the
morning.

How do you get back in shape
post a fattening indulgence?
I go for long-distance runs. It
helps me get rid of all the
calories gained because of the
excess I ate.
Do you prefer mini meals? What
do they normally contain?
Yes, I prefer good mini snacks
that curb hunger such as
makhana, peanut butter toast,
yoghurt and fruit granola
bowls.
A diet plan that always works for
you?
I would say that the eating less
after sunset had worked well
for me.
Do you work out at home? What
are the exercises you follow?
Running up and down the
stairs, stretching using bands

he placebo effect of coffee
can heighten arousal,
ambition and focus in
regular drinkers without
them actually consuming the
beverage, recent findings
suggest.
As part of the study, a team
of researchers explored the
association between coffee
and arousal to see if the
brain’s exposure to stimuli
could deliver the same
cognitive benefits as a
caffeine buzz.
“As long as individuals see
a connection between coffee
and arousal, whatever its
origin may be, mere exposure
to coffee-related cues might
trigger arousal in and of
themselves without ingesting
any form of caffeine,” said
Eugene Chan, lead researcher
of the study, published in the
Journal of Consciousness and
Cognition.
According to the
researchers, smelling coffee
gives rise to the beverage’s
psychoactive, arousing
effects. This is because the
brains of habitual coffee

T

One fattening food item that you
just can’t resist?
It has to be caramel popcorn
and tender coconut ice cream.

and doing planks.

Which are your favourite physical
activities?
Playing badminton and
gymnastics.
A health tip that you rely on.
Hydrate well and one major
advice would be to choose
fructose over sucrose.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com

Robusta coffee fruits
PHOTO: REUTERS

Just the smell of coffee is enough to stir your senses

consumers are conditioned to
respond to coffee in peculiar
ways, as per Pavlov’s dog
theory.
“So walking past your
favourite cafe, smelling coffee
grounds, or even witnessing
coffee-related cues in the form
of advertising can trigger the
chemical receptors in our
body enough for us to obtain
the same arousal sensations
without consumption,” Chan
explained.
Researchers exposed 871
participants from Western

and Eastern cultures to coffee
and tea-related cues across
four separate experiments
that would make them think
of the substance without
actually ingesting it.
The study centred on a
psychological effect called
‘mental construal’. This
determines how individuals
think and process
information, whether they
focus on narrow details or on
the bigger picture.
The cognitive-altering
effects of coffee were more

PHOTO: NYT

prevalent in participants from
Western countries, where
coffee is more popular and has
connotations related to
energy, focus, and ambition,
compared to those from
Eastern countries. Coffee was
also associated with greater
arousal than tea.
“Our research can offer
intriguing implications, as it
relies not on physiology but
rather on psychological
associations to change our
cognitive patterns,” Chan
— ANI
asserted.
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shortstories
LS POLLS: GENERAL
OBSERVER
ARRIVES AT
FATEHGARH SAHIB
FATEHGARH SAHIB: District
election officer-cum-deputy
commissioner of Fatehgarh Sahib,
Prashant Kumar Goyal, on Sunday
said that general observer for the
parliamentary constituency
Fatehgarh Sahib, Shyamal Kishore
Pathak, has arrived in the constituency. He said Pathak is an IAS
officer of Bihar cadre. Goyal said
that people can contact the
observer on his mobile number
89683-84434 or on landline
01763-233052 regarding any
complaint or information about
the violation of model code of
conduct. He said Pathak will be
available at Bachat Bhawan near
district administrative complex
HTC
from 9.30am to 11.30am.

‘Became serial rapist after
being named in false case’
MOHALI : Taxi driver Lucky Singh,
32, of Balongi village, arrested on
April 25 for raping a 22-year-old call
centre employee after giving her a
lift in his car to her office has said
he started serially raping women
after a "false" case was filed
against him in 2013. Lucky Singh is
in prison at present with the police
likely to move an application on
Monday seeking production
warrants for his remand. He will
then be interrogated for the rape
of four other women that he
confessed to during preliminary
questioning. Sources privy to
investigations said that the first
case was registered against Lucky
in 2013 for molestation under IPC
››P2
Section 354 at Balongi.

Former sarpanch
charred to death
LUDHIANA: A former sarpanch of
Hissowal village, Ludhiana, was
charred to death after his Maruti
Swift car caught fire at MullanpurRaikot road near Rakba village on
Saturday morning. At the time of
incident, the deceased Harnek
Singh, 60, was going to grain
market in Dakha from his house in
Hissowal. The exact reason behind
the fire is yet to be ascertained,
said police.The incident occurred 50
metres away from a petrol pump
from where Harnek had filled
diesel in his car. At around 6.30am,
he stopped at a petrol pump and
had bought five litre petrol in a can
for his scooter, which he had kept
in his car. The police are suspecting
that the petrol could have led to
the fire. Cops are also investigating
if there was any conspiracy behind
››P2
the incident.

Upset over ‘neglect’,
Dalit outfit members
say will go for NOTA

INFERNO AT TWO INDUSTRIAL AREA UNITS

LS POLLS Allege all three major parties in the state failed
to address the issue of unequal distribution of land in Punjab
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR : Zameen Prapti Sang-

harsh Committee, which has
been agitating in the Malwa
region for reservation of onethird share in panchayati land
for Dalits, has decided to press
the ‘None Of The Above’
(NOTA) button on May 19, the
polling day in four districts of
Patiala, Sangrur, Mansa and
Barnala.
The committee’s members
held a meeting at Ghabdan village on Sunday and alleged that
all three major parties, the Congress, the SAD and the AAP,
have failed to provide 33% share
of common land to Dalits for 99
years.
Mukesh Malaudh, president
of the body, said that even after
72 years of independence, these
parties failed to address the
issue of unequal distribution of
land in the state.
‘TIME HAS COME TO
GIVE BEFITTING REPLY’
“And now, time has come to give
a reply to these parties by pressing NOTA in the parliamentary
elections,” he added.
7,000 MEMBERS TO
VOTE AGAINST ALL
“We had been holding meetings
at different villages of the region
and convincing the people to
question the candidates of these
parties during their election
campaign. At least 7,000 voters
will press NOTA on the day of
voting in Sangrur, Patiala, Barnala and Mansa districts,”
Malaudh said.
“The demands of Dalits are
still pending. So far, the central
and state governments have neither provided residential plots
to Dalits nor employment,” he
added.

ANOTHER NABHA WARD BARS
ENTRY OF POLL CANDIDATES
Mohit Singla
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

NABHA : Residents of ward

number 11 in Nabha have
put up notices and banners
in their colonies stating
that no candidate of any
political party would be
allowed to enter their area
for election campaign as
they have decided to boycott all of them.
Four days ago, residents
of ward number 5 had also
announced a similar boycott.
Ward number 11 is a
densely populated area
with several unauthorised
colonies, which have come
up in the past more than
two decades.
However, the residents of
these colonies are still
bereft of proper sewerage

systems, drains, streetlights and metalled roads.
Most of the households
have to dispose of the waste
water deep into the ground,
which leads to ground
water getting polluted.
During rains, the water
doesn’t drain out and residents even claim that
waterlogging is a common
phenomenon which takes
place even without downpour. Residents say they
are shown dreams of development before every election, but no candidate bothers about it later.
A resident, Bhushan
Kumar, said they have
decided not to vote for any
of the candidates.
There is a section of irked
residents, which has
announced that they might
not even go out to vote.

n

RAPE ON PRETEXT
OF MARRIAGE:
2 MEN BOOKED

Conference puts spotlight
on maternal mortality rate

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

n

Residents of ward number 11 with a banner announcing
boycott of all political parties in Nabha on Sunday. There
are various unauthorised colonies in the area which lack
proper sewerage systems, streetlights and metalled roads.
HT PHOTO

Two senators, 493 students receive PhD
degrees at 68th annual convocation of PU
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:Two Panjab Univer-

sity (PU) senators, among 493 students, received their doctor of
philosophy (PhD) degrees on the
68th annual convocation organised here on Sunday.
Vice-president of India and
varsity chancellor M Venkaiah
Naidu, who was the chief guest,
awarded the degrees to senators
Harpreet Singh Dua and Parveen
Goyal besides the students.
43-year-old Dua is also a sitting
member of the Syndicate.
174 PhD degrees were awarded
in science, 95 in arts, 72 in education, 48 in languages, 29 in law, 26

n

in engineering and technology, 21
in business management and
commerce, 17 in pharmaceutical
sciences and 11 in design and fine
arts faculties.
527 RECEIVE
UG, PG DEGREES
At least 527 students received
their degrees in undergraduate(UG) and postgraduate (PG)
courses, 340 students were
awarded medals, certificates and
cash prizes.
Dua received his PhD on the
topic ‘Democratic Aspect of Sri
Guru Granth Sahib.’ He said that
he thought of the topic when Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) was emerging. “Everything the party was

talking about is already there in
Sikhism. Sri Guru Granth Sahib
guides us against caste, creed,
corruption and all such things. It
has always guided democracy.”
40-year-old Goyal worked on
EDM tools, electrodes and completed his PhD in six years.
VIGYAN RATTAN
CONFERRED UPON
ISRO CHAIRMAN
Venkaiah Naidu conferred Vigyan Rattan on chairman of Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) and secretary, department of space, Bengaluru, K
Sivan. Naidu said, “Sivan is
another great son of the country.
It is our tradition to honour those

with talent.” Sivan is a fellow of
Indian National Academy of
Engineering, Aeronautical Society of India, Systems Society of
India and Indian Society of Systems for Science and Engineering.
WOMAN RECEIVES
DEGREE AFTER 16 YRS
40-year-old Mukesh Lata,
received her PhD degree in Punjabi after 16 years. She had
enrolled herself under the programme in 2003 and worked on
the stories of author Ravinder
Ravi. Lata said she was denied
submission of her thesis for long
due to ‘politics’ in the department.

Students in jubilant mood after receiving their degrees at the 68th annual convocation of PU in Chandigarh on Sunday.

ANIL DAYAL/HT

patiala@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Two rape cases were
reported in Ludhiana, wherein
the victims have accused the men
of establishing physical relation
with them on the pretext of marriage.
In the first case, a 27-year-old
man has been booked for allegedly raping his 23-year-old neighbour.
ASI Sulakhan Singh, Sarabha
Nagar, said that the police are trying to trace the accused who hails
from Uttar Pradesh.
In second case, the Division
Number 7 police booked Ramandeep Singh of Keema Bhaini village, Koom Kalan, for allegedly
raping a 32-year-old woman, his
co-worker, for over eight months
on the pretext of marriage.

n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: The department of
obstetrics and gynaecology of
the Rajindra Hospital organised
a one-day conference of Federation of Obstetrics & Gynecological Society of India-affiliated
Nabha Obstetrics and Gynecological Society (NOGSY) on Sunday on the theme, ‘Safer,
Stronger and Smarter woman’.
Inaugurating the conference
as chief guest, director research
and medical education, Punjab,
Dr Avnish Kumar said the
maternal mortality rate in the
state at present was much
higher at 122 as compared to
other states like Kerala, where it
is just 46. He urged the experts
participating in the annual
event to strongly recommend to

the state government the corrective measures.
College principal Dr KK
Aggarwal said such academic
events were necessary for the
experts to promote quality, efficiency and effectiveness in providing obstetrical and gynaecological services to the ailing and
needy people.
In her key note address, head
of department of gynaecology
and obstetrics, Dr Manjit Kaur
Mohi, said more than 350 postgraduate students of this institute were serving as experts in
gynaecology and obstetrics
fields at the national and international forum.
She said deaths from antibiotic resistance were also a big
challenge for the medical professionals and if not checked,
the trend will become the sec-

ond most-common cause of
death by 2050.
Nabha Obstetrics and Gynecological Society president Dr
Khushpreet Kaur Walia welcomed the guests. Patron of the
association, Dr Prem Singla,
also spoke at the event. The
postgraduate students of the
department, who secured best
paper and poster awards at
national level, were honoured
during the event.
Patiala civil surgeon Dr Manjit Singh, college vice-principal
Dr Harjinder Singh, medical
superintendent Dr Rajan Singla
and his deputy Dr Vinod Dangwal were also present during the
programme. Dr Parneet Kaur of
the department proposed vote of
thanks. More than 200 experts
from the region had participated in the conference.

Dub(a)ious gold rush at UT airport
Hillary Victor
n

HT Correspondent

Firefighters trying to douse the flames at one of the two units in Industrial Focal Point area where fire broke out, in Patiala on Sunday.
The fire department responded to a distress call from Ekam Plywood. As local fire tenders were unable to douse the flames, services
were sought from Nabha and Rajpura. Firemen took at least seven hours to bring the situation under control. The second incident of
fire was reported from an automobile industry unit. Though no casualty was reported in both the cases, loss worth crores is being
BHARATBHUSHAN /HT
estimated.

hillary.victor@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: With the customs

department recently arresting a
Mansa resident, who was returning from Dubai, with 2.5kg gold
worth ₹76 lakh at the Chandigarh
International Airport, the total
seizure of the smuggled yellow
metal at the facility in the last one
year has gone up to 30kg. In the 15
such instances during the said
period, the worth of the seized
gold is pegged at ₹8.5 crore.
The 15 people arrested by the
customs department and directorate of revenue intelligence
(DRI) — country’s premier antismuggling agency — are in the
age group of 30-35 years and most
of them come from small towns of
Punjab. interestingly, all of them
were just working as couriers
and reportedly not aware of their
main handlers. HT investigates
to find out the modus operandi
and the lure behind the illegal
practice.
HIRED THROUGH FAKE
COMPANIES
Though the main handlers stay in
Dubai, but their contacts in India
hire youngsters with humble
background through fake companies, assuring them job in Dubai
or foreign holiday and some
money. Mostly, there are school
or college dropouts. Their hotel
stay and air tickets are sponsored. They stay in Dubai for several days and are trained before
being sent back with the gold. In
some cases, the middleman does
shopping for these youths and
hands over bags for delivery in
India. The couriers are not even
aware of the articles in bag and
don’t even know anything about
the recipient of the consignment.
It is only after they come out of the
airport that they are contacted by
the middleman over the phone
and instructed accordingly. The
arrested persons were mainly
from villages of Amritsar, Bhatinda, Mansa and Ludhiana.

n

The total seizure of the smuggled yellow metal at the facility in the last one year has gone up to 30kg.
HT PHOTO

›

If we compare with other airports, maximum
seizures of gold have taken place at Chandigarh
Airport as our surveillance level is very high. Smugglers
are under the false impression that since the airport is
new, the level of surveillance may not be up to the mark.
SENIOR OFFICER OF DRI

HOW MUCH ARE
THEY PAID?
A senior officer of the customs
department said that a courier is
paid anything between ₹10,000 to
₹30,000 for a single trip, depending on the quantity of the gold.
After arrest, the couriers reveal
the identity of their handlers
abroad, but have little to share
about those operating from India,
who are believed to be the masterminds. An officer of the DRI said
probe into these cases often hit
the wall .
MODUS OPERANDI
From using shoes, vacuum
cleaner, iron, harmoniums,
microwaves, handbags to human
body to hide the precious metal,

there is no dearth of innovation
when it comes to smuggling. The
24-karat gold costs between
₹26,000 to ₹27,000 per 10 grams in
Dubai, while in India, 22-K gold is
available for ₹32,000 per 10 grams.
“Smugglers are under the
impression that since the Chandigarh airport is new, the level of
surveillance may not be up to
mark in comparison to the airports of big cities,” a customs official said.
WHAT IS THE
PUNISHMENT?
After the arrest of the person, customs department confiscates the
gold and begins the adjudication
process. In case the value of the
seized gold is between ₹20 lakh

and ₹1 crore, the bail is given by
the department only and for cases
where the seizure is above ₹1
crore, they are produced in the
court. If found guilty of the
offence, a person can get a jail
term up to 3 years. In cases where
adjudication is decided, a penalty
of 10% to 20% of the value of the
seized items is charged. Even the
advocates are hired by the main
handlers to bail out the accused.
HOW MUCH GOLD CAN A
PASSENGER BRING FROM
ABROAD?
As per the rules, the holder of an
Indian passport, having six
months’ continuous stay abroad,
can bring up to 1kg of gold either
in gold coins, biscuits, or other
ornaments, on payment of 10%
customs duty. If someone does
not fulfil the six-month stay condition, the duty is 36%. Smugglers
try to evade this hefty duty. A
woman passenger is allowed to
bring in 40 grams of gold and a
male can bring 20 grams. But
there is another rider — this, too,
is only for those staying abroad
for more than six months.
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patiala&beyond
Doctor booked for
rape, cheating
CRIME IN MOHALI Woman, a divorcee with an 8-year-old
son, alleges she was raped repeatedly on pretext of marriage
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

SOHANA MAN BOOKED FOR
RAPE BID ON NEIGHBOUR

MOHALI : A 37-year-old doctor

working with a private hospital
in Mohali was booked on Saturday for raping a woman repeatedly for six months.
The suspect has been identified as Dr Pradeep Utreja, 37, a
resident of Sector 21, Chandigarh, who is an anaesthesia
consultant at Ivy Hospital,
Sector 70.
In her complaint to police, the
victim said that she is a divorcee
and has an eight-year-old son,
who stays with her. She allegedly came in contact with Dr
Utreja on taking her mother for
treatment at the hospital in July
2018. The woman said the doctor
told her that he is unmarried and
is looking for a prospective bride.
Thereon, he allegedly started
sending her messages and calling her. After his repeated
requests, the woman allegedly
went to meet him in Chandigarh,
where he proposed to marry her.
She initially refused, but later
the doctor convinced her, the
woman said.
The woman told police that
the suspect, on the pretext of
marriage, had sex with her at a
flat in September 2018 and then
at his house in Sector 21 and at
her house over a period of six
months. He later refused to
marry her.
The complainant had initially
approached the Dera Bassi
court, whereon police registered
a case under Sections 376 (rape)
and 420 (cheating) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) in Zirakpur.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Police booked a

Sohana man for trying to
rape a neighbour, staying in
a paying guest accommodation, on Saturday.
Accused Sarabjit Singh
Saba, an agriculturist in his
late 20s, is the brother of
local circle kabaddi player
Paramjit Singh Pama. He
already has three cases
registered against him.
According to police, the
victim, who is 22-year-old,
called the 181 woman helpline late on Friday night,
alleging that Saba had
barged into her room
around 1:30am and tried
to rape her.
After she raised the
alarm, he fled.
Meanwhile, eight youths,
who work as bouncers and
are known to the victim,
caught hold of Saba and
started thrashing him.
When cops reached the
spot and intervened, they
were attacked too.
Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) Om Prakash of the
Sohana police station sustained injuries in the melee.
More force was called in as
the police party ran for
shelter.

MURDER BID CASE
REGISTERED AGAINST
8 FOR ATTACKING
COPS WHO REACHED
THE SPOT ON
WOMAN’S CALL
While a case under
Section 376 (rape) read with
511 (attempt to commit
crime) was registered
against Saba, another FIR
was filed against Shingra,
Gurpreet, Nannu and
Balkar, all of Sohana, and
four unidentified men on
the ASI’s complaint.
The eight have been
booked under Sections 307
(attempt to murder), 323
(voluntarily causing hurt),
341 (wrongful restraint), 186
(obstructing public servant
in discharge of public functions), 148 (rioting, armed
with deadly weapon), 149
(unlawful assembly) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC).
Police said Saba
was earlier booked for
attacking a man with a
sharp-edged weapon and
was out on bail.
He was also booked for
molestation, though the
complaint was later
withdrawn.

facetoface
GEET SETHI, WON 5 WORLD BILLIARDS TITLES

‘With OGQ, we are already planning for 2024 Olympics’
Ashutosh Sharma
n

ring. I would not say it was
difficult for me. But this generation is new and technology
has come in, mentoring is
there with so many former
players teaching. Technology
has played significant part,
camera and TV have made
things accessible. Sonic Multani, my friend, has put up a
technology at home where
you play a shot and can see an
instant replay. You can make
out what I have done right
or wrong. But in the end,
it’s an individual effort, you
have to spend a lot of time in
learning the skills. Spend 5-6
hours for years to get things
right.

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: In October 2018,
exactly five years after he had
walked away from the game
and packed his cue stick, Geet
Sethi was back in the familiar
surroundings. The occasion
was World Billiards Championships in Leeds, it was here
in 2013 that Sethi had taken
his final bow to the game he
had played, nurtured and
inspired for 4 decades.
Rusty, but still the 58 years
old had enough in him to
reach the last 16. Since his
retirement, Sethi who runs a
travel agency, has been dividing time between family, business and Olympic Gold Quest
(OGQ)—wherein former
greats like Vishwanathan
Anand, Prakash Padukone,
Viren Rasquinha joined
hands to support talented
players of the country.
Here to inaugurate the 18th
Asian Billiards, 20th U-21
Asian Snooker Championship and the 3rd Ladies Asian
Snooker Championship,
Sethi discussed his plans for
OGQ and his comeback.
Excerpts

Can you briefly entail your
association with OGQ?
n

Geet Sethi along with other former players created Olympic Gold Quest to support and nurture talented
Indian players.
HT PHOTO

›

As a true blood
billiards player, I
think long format is the
one for me. Game-wise
it’s more of a hobby and
a past time. Might still
go for the World
Championship

What was it like coming back
after a break of five years?

home. The billiards circuit
hasn’t changed that much,
maybe one or two new players, but lots of old friends who
were very supportive.
Relived the feeling and genuinely enjoyed the game and it
was because of the game that I
was there.

By the time you decided to
play again, Rupesh Shah had
modified and was using one of

Man in police net
for supplying
drugs to undertrial

HT Correspondent

LUDHIANA: Police have arrested a

broke open the windowpane of
the car with a brick but failed to
rescue Harnek.
On being informed deputy
superintendent of police (DSP)
Gurbans Singh Bains and
Dakha police station SHO
inspector Jagdish Singh
reached at the spot and initiated
investigation. The victim’s body
has been sent to civil hospital
for postmortem.
DSP Gurbans Singh Bains
said, “The body was charred
beyond
recognition.The
remains of the deceased has
been handed over to his family.”

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A former sarpanch of

Hissowal village, Ludhiana, was
charred to death after his Maruti Swift car caught fire at Mullanpur-Raikot road near Rakba
village on Saturday morning.
At the time of incident, the
deceased Harnek Singh, 60, was
going to grain market in Dakha
from his house in Hissowal.
The exact reason behind the
fire is yet to be ascertained, said
police.The incident occurred 50
metres away from a petrol pump
from where Harnek had filled
diesel in his car.
At around 6.30am, he stopped
at a petrol pump and had bought
five litre petrol in a can for his
scooter, which he had kept in his
car. The police are suspecting
that the petrol could have led to
the fire. Cops are also investigating if there was any conspiracy behind the incident.
A Congress supporter, Harnek served as sarpanch of Hissowal village for five years .His
son Jaspreet Singh is the sar-

n

The car being driven by Harnek Singh (inset) up in flames on
Mullanpur-Raikot road near Rakba village.
HT PHOTO

panch now.
The deceased was also a commission agent (arthiya).
FIRE SPREAD
WITHIN SECONDS
As per the eyewitness, Harnek
drove the car to roadside, however, before he could jump out,

a blast took place and the flames
engulfed the vehicle.
Even though the locals tried
to douse the flames by throwing
water but the fire spread within
seconds leaving no chance for
Harnek to come out of the car.
A tractor-trolley driver also
stopped on spotting the car and

HAD RETURNED
FROM US 2 DAYS AGO
Harnek Singh who had a US citizenship had returned two days
ago.
Harnek’s nephew had organised a party in the US on the
occasion of his son’s birth.Harnek had even hired a sweetmeat
maker on Friday for the birthday celebrations at his native
place. He had made arrangements for party at his house on
Sunday.

›

With OGQ we are
trying to see if we
can make a difference. An
Olympic medal
determines the sporting
identity of a country. We
have been supporting PV
Sindhu since she was 14

On playing after 5 years

Five years is a long time, but
actually when you have been
playing for close to 40 years, it
doesn’t seem long. I think, it is
more to just keep up fitness
and keep the body flexible.
And I started playing reasonably well, so thought might as
well go and play. Met my
friends and colleagues and
managed to reach the last 16.
When you have been playing
for so long, it’s not a comeback but more of coming back

Former sarpanch charred to death as
moving car catches fire in Ludhiana
n

PATIALA, BANUR, RAJPURA, SAMANA, FATEHGARH SAHIB,
MANDI GOBINDGARH, SIRHIND & NABHA

man for supplying drugs to an
undertrial in the local court complex here on Friday evening.
The accused, who is a friend of
the undertrial, had come to the
court on pretext of meeting the
friend.Police have recovered
130gm cannabis and lodged an
FIR against both – the undertrial,
Sagar, of New Prem Nagar; and
Mandeep Singh, of New Shivpuri.
A case was registered after
recording the statement of head
constable Dharminder Singh,
who is on duty of producing
undertrials before court.
The cop said that on Friday,
when he was taking Sagar to
court for a hearing, his friend
Mandeep came there.
Mandeep handed over a packet
to Sagar and tried to escape.
Following suspicion, the head
constable frisked Sagar and
recovered the contraband.
He nabbed Mandeep as well
and handed the latter over to the
Division number 5 police station.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Manjit Singh, who is investigating the case, said that the case was
registered under Sections
20/29/61/85 of the Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances
HTC
(NDPS) Act.

›

We are planning for
2024 and 2028
Olympics besides
supporting the current
medal hopefuls for the
2020 Games. Around 70
juniors have been
identified

On Olympic Gold Quest

On Olympic Gold Quest

your cues? Secondly, are you
still found of long format?

time. Might still go for the
World Championship, but my
time is going to be spend on
OGQ more.

Rupesh took my cue, he cut it
up and started playing with it.
I had ordered a new one and it
was lying with me for four
years. As a true blood billiards player, I think long format is the one for me. Of
course now you have a
shorter format and it has its
own charm. Game-wise it’s
more of a hobby and a past

When you started there was
little mentoring or technical
know-how in the country.
But today players have a lot of
backing and many things are
easily accessible, so how tough
was it back then?
We had a little bit of mento-

With OGQ we are trying to
see if we can make a difference. An Olympic medal, we
feel determines the sporting
identity of a country. Not
many know, that we have
been supporting PV Sindhu
since she was a 14-year-old.
We gave her the first international exposure. She and
Sania Nehwal are the two
players wherein we have
attached two separate physiotherapists. So, that is the
kind of minute detailing that
we go into so that a player
can achieve their potential.

And what are the long term
plans with regards to OGQ?
We are already planning for
2024 and 2028 Olympics
besides supporting the current medal hopefuls in the
2020 Games. We are supporting the current players in
archery, badminton, wrestling, boxing and shooting.
Besides that, around 70 junior
players have also been identified as the next generation.

L U D H I A N A L O K S A B H A S E AT

Two out of 3 key candidates
face criminal charges
Aneesha Sareen Kumar
n

aneesha.sareen@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: In the run up to Lok
Sabha polls, two of the three key
candidates belonging to major
political parties — contesting
from Ludhiana constituency —
are facing criminal charges.
Topping the list is Lok Insaaf
Party chief Simarjeet Bains who
has eight cases registered against
him. Bains has submitted his
nomination from Punjab Democratic Alliance .
Congress candidate Ravneet
Singh Bittu has three cases registered against him. Interestingly,
Maheshinder Singh Grewal of
Shiromani Akali Dal has the
cleanest record with no FIR
against him.
As per the affidavit submitted
by Bains, the eight cases pending
against him in Ludhiana courts
include charges of trespassing,
criminal intimidation and
obstructing public servant from
performing duty among others.
While his previous affidavit
submitted at the time of Legislative Assembly elections in 2017
showed six cases registered
against him, another two were

TOPPING THE LIST IS LIP
CANDIDATE SIMARJEET
BAINS WHO HAS EIGHT
CASES AGAINST HIM,
FOLLOWED BY RAVNEET
SINGH BITTU OF CONG
WITH THREE CASES
registered in 2018 taking the tally
to eight now.
Last year in June, Bains was
accused of trespassing in a Verka
milk plant. This was after he had
conducted a surprise check at the
plant alleging that the milk was
low on fat and called it a ₹200
crore scam.
Similarly, in April last year,
Bains was booked for trespassing
into the Passport Sewa Kendra
office when he entered there with
a dozen supporters following a
complaint.
In 2016, Bains was booked for
holding an agitation in front of
Fastway. He is also facing a defamation case by Fastway Communications. In the same year, police
had booked Bains with others for
a stir against sand mafia.

The LIP MLA faced another
FIR in 2015 for destroying a Suvidha centre at Focal Point.
In 2009, when Bains was with
SAD, he was booked in an attempt
to murder case of a tehsildar GS
Benipal. As per the case, he was
accused of launching an attack on
Benipal along with 40 of his supporters . Bains had quit the SAD
in 2012 following which he contested and won Vidhan Sabha
elections as an independent. He
floated the LIP in 2016.
Out of the eight cases, charges
have been framed against Bains
in four.
When contacted, Bains said,
“All the cases registered against
me are false. I was booked for
raising voice against the government.”
Two of the cases registered
against Congress candidate Ravneet Singh Bittu have been registered in Bhathinda while another
in Chandigarh.
In September 2015, Bittu was
booked by Bhathinda police for
rioting with others during a protest. He was booked by the Chandigarh Police in 2013 for unlawful
assembly and disobedience at the
Sector 11 police station.

MALERKOTLA
MAN ARRESTED
FOR RAPING
WOMAN COP

Ludhiana gangrape: Man who
threatened victim identified Rape in cab: ‘Became serial rapist

MOHALI: A 27-year-old Malerkotla

LUDHIANA: A week after a relative

resident was arrested on charges
of raping and blackmailing a
woman police official, and
was produced before court on
Saturday.
The accused identified as
Mohd Rafi, works in a private
company in Dubai, was sent to
two-day police custody. His
accomplice Amir, a resident of
Chandigarh, is still at large,
police said.
As per the victim, she was
introduced to Rafi 18 months ago
through a common friend. The
victim said Rafi had introduced
himself as Rajbir Sharma and
had later proposed marriage.
Police on Thursday registered
a case on complaint of the
woman police official who
alleged that she was drugged
with cold drink laced with intoxicants and raped by two men,
including Rafi, in a hotel room.
The victim alleged that the
accused withdrew ₹6 lakh from
her account by threatening to
upload her videos on social
media. The victim alleged that
the accused raped her twice, first
in a hotel along with the co-accused, and again in a car. HTC

of one of the accused in Ludhiana
gangrape case barged into the
house of the victim in Sarabha
Nagar and threatened her, the
police on Saturday identified and
booked him.
The accused Gurdeep Singh of
Amar Nagar, Lohara, had also
offered ₹5 lakh to the victim to
reach a compromise.
Gurdeep who is a property
dealer was traced using the
mobile phone number he had
given to the victim, said police.
The accused is related to
Khanpur village resident
Surmu, one of the co-accused in
the gangrape.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

VICTIM’S MOTHER
LODGES COMPLAINT
In her police complaint, the victim’s mother stated that an unidentified accused had barged
into her house. She told the
police that her daughter was also
present during the time of incident.
The victim’s mother told the
police that the accused started
pressurising them for settlement
and when they refused, he
threatened them with dire con-

THE CASE
n The incident dates back to

February 9, this year when
the 21-year-old victim and
her male friend were
kidnapped by a gang of
miscreants near Issewal
Bridge and held hostage for
money till morning.
n The woman was gangraped
at a vacant plot in Issewal
village, while her friend was
physically tortured.
n The accused had demanded
₹ 2 lakh from their friends
to release the victims.
n Later, the police had
arrested six accused –
including Saif Ali, Ajay,
Sadiq Ali, Surmu and
Jagroop Singh and a minor.
The police have filed
chargesheet against them
in court on April 4.

sequences.
“Before leaving the house, he
offered ₹5 lakh and asked us to
settle. He left his phone number
and asked us to give him a call for
the same,” the victim’s mother
told the police.
Following this, she filed a
complaint with senior superin-

IS A RELATIVE OF ONE
OF THE ACCUSED IN THE
CASE; HAD BARGED INTO
THE VICTIM’S HOUSE
AND THREATENED HER;
LATER, OFFERED
₹5 LAKH TO REACH
A COMPROMISE
tendent of police (SSP), Ludhiana Rural, Varinder Brar and
Punjab State Commission for
Women. As the area where the
victim resides falls under the
jurisdiction of Ludhiana police
commissionerate, the SSP forwarded the complaint to commissioner of police.
The Sarabha Nagar police
have initiated investigation.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Mool Raj said that the accused
was identified with the help of
his mobile phone number. A case
under Sections 195-A (threatening any person to give false evidence) and 120-B (punishment of
criminal conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) has been
registered against the accused.
The ASI said that a manhunt has
been launched to nab the
accused at the earliest.

after being named in false case’
Shailee Dogra
n

shailee.dogra@htlive.com

MOHALI:Taxi driver Lucky Singh,

32, of Balongi village, arrested
on April 25 for raping a 22-yearold call centre employee after
giving her a lift in his car to her
office has said he started serially
raping women after a "false" case
was filed against him in 2013.
Lucky Singh is in prison at
present with the police likely to
move an application on Monday
seeking production warrants for
his remand.
He will then be interrogated
for the rape of four other women
that he confessed to during preliminary questioning.
Sources privy to investigations said that the first case was
registered against Lucky
in 2013 for molestation under
Section 354 of IPC at the Balongi
police station. He, however, has
claimed the case was false and
filed by a woman tenant who had
been asked by him to vacate his
house.
Imprisoned then for 15 days,
he was released after the victim
turned hostile.

32-YR-OLD TAXI DRIVER
HAD UNSUCCESSFULLY
CONTESTED PANCHAYAT
POLLS FROM BALONGI
LAST YEAR
PLIGHT OF HIS PARENTS
Singh’s father Balbir Singh,who
ran a dhaba at Shahimajra for 12
years but shut shop after being
diagnosed with cancer and later
suffering a paralytic attack, is in
shock.
“Not once has he raised his
voice while talking to a woman,”
Balbir Singh said, barely able to
speak, adding that his son had
refused to get married till he
“settled” down. “He wanted to
join politics,” said Balbir,
who has lost use of his left arm
and has difficulty speaking as
the left side of his face is immobile.
“His mother is unwell and we
have not told her anything. She
is waiting for him to return and
have food,” the father said,
claiming Lucky Singh to be a
“caring son”.

He said his son had unsuccessfully contested the panchayat
polls from Balongi last year and
also used to organise religious
congregations at a temple near
their home.
The family has rented out a
part of their home to shops to
make a living which was supplemented by Singh’s earnings as a
taxi driver.
He was also a local moneylender.
COPS WANT RELIEF
FOR VICTIM
Meanwhile, the police will be
writing to the social welfare
department to provide financial
assistance of ₹3 lakh to the call
centre employee under the victim compensation scheme.
According to Supreme Court
directions and following amendments in the Code of Criminal
Procedure (CrPC), every state
should have a compensation scheme to provide financial
aid to victims of various crimes
with the minimum and maximum amount for a rape victim
set at ₹2 lakh and ₹3 lakh, respectively.

CASES AGAINST
LUCKY SINGH

n Call centre employee:

Rape case registered on
April 16, 2019, after complaint of 22-year-old victim
n Kidnapping of 13-yearold girl: Accused of
kidnapping a 13-year-old
girl on October 12, 2018,
from Phase 1, Mohali, where
she had gone to attend a
jagrata (prayer ceremony).
Case registered.
n December 2013 case:
Booked on December 11,
2013, under Section 354A of
IPC at the Balongi police
station. Was acquitted after
the victim turned hostile.
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‘I’M A HUGE
FANOF
MICHAEL
JACKSON’
On International Dance day,
while Hrithik Roshan calls
himself a huge fan of King of
Pop MJ, Sanya Malhotra
expresses her wish to do a
dance film with the actor

PHOTO:
DABBOO
RATNANI

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity

THERE IS
ALWAYS ROOM
FOR GOOD
ACTORS: RICHA
ctor, Richa Chadha
(below) says there is
always room for good
artistes. Richa, who started her
Bollywood career in 2008 with
Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!,
impressed both the audiences
as well as the critics with her
performance in the Gangs of
Wasseypur series. She says one
can never be out of work in the
film industry if they have
talent.
“There is always enough
room for good actors. I have
never been short of work.
There has not been a single
year where I have not had a
release. I have always been
working every year right from
my debut film. Good work has a
snowball effect, it keeps leading
to more good work,” Richa
says. The Fukrey series actor
appreciates the fact that
audience these days reject a
bad film outright, even if it is
star-driven, but the actor
believes star system is not
going to fade away anytime
soon.

A

hen Hrithik Roshan
debuted in 2000, he
was hailed as the next
superstar of
Bollywood. Apart from his
good looks and acting prowess,
the actor also established
himself as an exceptional
dancer in his very first film.
Ever since, there has been no
looking back for the actor, who
is considered to be one of the
best dancers in Bollywood by
most of his contemporaries.
Tiger Shroff looks up to the
actor for his dancing skills as
do so many other young actors.
On International Dance Day,
we caught up with the actor to
talk about everything related to
his passion — dance.

W

What are your earliest memories
of dancing?
My earliest memories of dance
are from school. We would
have annual day shows where
all the kids would perform
together and there would be
dance competitions and
performances. There used to be
a lot of dancing to Bollywood
songs at birthday parties,
where each one of us would do
hook steps of popular songs
and show our best moves. I
took keen interest in dance
while I was preparing for my
debut film, Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai (2000).
Growing up, who was your
inspiration?
I have always been a huge fan
of Michael Jackson, Shammi
Kapoor and Govinda. Each
of their dancing style is
different from the other. I
have grown up imitating
their styles in front of the
mirror.
If you had the choice to do a
dance off with any person living
or dead, who would it be?
Maybe not a dance off, but I
would have loved to share the
stage with the legendary
Michael Jackson. I have
been a huge fan of his
since childhood and he
is the reason I started
dancing.

Doing a dance film
with Hrithik Roshan
would be a dream
come true. Just the
thought of it is giving
me goosebumps. He is
such a fabulous
dancer.
SANYA MALHOTRA,
ACTOR

What does dance mean to you?
I feel dance is a very powerful
medium to draw people
towards physical fitness. There
was a time in my life when the
doctors had told me that I will
never be able to dance again. I
danced my way through that
phase, too (smiles). Dancing is a
great way to stay fit. It helps
you burn calories, strengthen
muscles, increase flexibility,
and also keeps one upbeat and
happy. I have also introduced
my mom and kids to it and they
love it.
You have a lot of dance numbers to
your credit. Which is your personal
favourite?
It is tough to choose just one

Dance reality shows are a great platform to discover
and promote new talent from across India.
HRITHIK ROSHAN, ACTOR
favourite song of mine to dance
to. But my top favourites are
Deva Shree Ganesha
(Agneepath; 2012), Dhoom
Again (Dhoom 2; 2006), Bang
Bang (Bang Bang; 2014) and Ek
Pal ka Jeena (Kaho Naa Pyaar
Hai; 2000).

Dance reality shows are a great
platform to discover and
promote new talent from
across India. It gives people an
opportunity to showcase their
talent. I have judged a dance
reality show in the past and I
will definitely be open to doing
it again in the future if
something interesting
comes up.

What do you think about dance
reality shows that are the rage on
television channels currently?

n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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Dolphin College’s Vibhav Mittal
gets leading educationist award
n recognition of his
unparalleled enthusiasm,
dedication and
perseverance that has
translated into remarkable
changes in the knowledge,
practice and education of
agriculture, paramedical
and life sciences, Vibhav
Mittal, vice-chairman of
Dolphin (PG) College of
Science and Agriculture,
Chandigarh, has been
conferred with the ‘Leading
Educationalist of Punjab’
award.
At the award ceremony of
‘India’s Most Prominent
Education Awards 2019’ held
recently in New Delhi,
women’s world boxing
champion and Olympic
medallist Mary Kom gave
away the prize to Vibhav
Mittal, who was shortlisted
for his contributions to the
fields of life sciences and
agriculture by imparting
quality education to several
students in India.
Mary Kom appreciated
the efforts Mittal’s
institution has been making.
After receiving the
prestigious award, vicechairman Mittal said, “This
award is indeed a motivation
for me to continue making
more and more such strides.
It has also put more
responsibility on my
shoulders of living up to
expectations of makers of

I

Olympic medallist Mary Kom (left) and MAMR CEO Jiya Panwar
(right) presenting the award to Vibhav Mittal.
HTCS

SHORTLISTED FOR
CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE FIELDS OF LIFE
SCIENCES AND
AGRICULTURE
such coveted conferrals.”
“I and my team want
Dolphin (PG) College of
Science and Agriculture to
be on the list of the top-10
private institutions under a
mission to provide
affordable and quality
education to youth from each
and every nook and corner of

this globe,” he added.
Dolphin (PG) College of
Science and Agriculture has
become the first educational
institution to provide
international internships
and placement opportunities
to its students in the US and
Australia. Recently, a
student, Jerin David, had
bagged an annual package of
Rs 15 lakh ($22,000) in a dairy
farm at California, during
the first placement drive
conducted in India in the
field of agriculture. Mittal
said, “This was possible due
to the vision of our chairman
and managing director
Dr Vinod Mittal and our
dedicated team members.”

‘Indie music will be above film music again’
Samarth Goyal

Sneha Mahadevan

twitter.com/htshowbiz

usician Yo Yo Honey
Singh is a big advocate of
staying independent as
an artist even while working
in the film industry. While the
36-year-old is happy about the
return of non-film music in
the popular domain, he wants
indie musicians to make the
most of this opportunity.
“I think an artist should
stay independent even if
they join Bollywood and
make non-film music. I think
that is what the fans want. I
want to tell this to all the
independent artists that
wherever you are, you must
create at least one or two
independent songs in a year. I

M

request record labels to give
chance to new artists,” he
says.
The Punjab-born rappersinger insists that despite
striking it rich in Bollywood,
he never put his independent
status at the back-burner. “I
worked on songs in films
during 2013. During that time
I did Lungi Dance (with Shah
Rukh Khan), I did Party All
Night with Akshay paaji and
then I thought I should do an
independent song. The same
year I recorded Blue Eyes and
shot it,” he says.
Recalling the famous ’90s
pop era, Singh feels that the
future will once again see
non-film music take
precedence over that of the

film industry.
“When Stereo Nation, Daler
Mehndi, Anamika, Sukhbir,
and Alisha Chinai were
active, independent music
was very heavy and was even
above film music. I think that
phase will be back soon,” he
says.
The reason, he says is
absence of any limits for nonfilm artists. “It is not that the
film music scene is bad but a
movie’s songs are made
according to the screenplay
and all the six are made on the
storyline. When it comes to
independent music there is a
vast sea of all [kinds of] vibe
and you can give justice to it,
which helps [one as a
musician].

Yo Yo Honey Singh made a
comeback with his single
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH
Makhna.

‘Dancing has helped me deal AkshayvsRDJ:Whoworethistie
with the hardships of my life’ better?StylistsvotefortheKhiladi
Shreya Mukherjee
he is the happiest when
she is dancing, as much
as she is while facing
the arch lights. That’s Sanya
Malhotra for you. Well, on
International Dance Day

S

(April 29), Sanya talks about
the good things related to
the art form and how it has
changed her life.
For the uninitiated,
Sanya’s love for dance
began at an early age. She
was in school when she
accompanied her mother’s
best friend to a dance
competition in Delhi.
Coaxed by her aunt, she by
chance, participated and
stole the show with her
version of Tu Cheez Badi
Hai Mast Mast (Mohra;
1994).
“That day I knew I love
dancing, more so because
there was no stage fright at
all. Then, I became that kid
who would dance at every
family get together, parties
or weddings. And mind you,
I was famous too in those
circles,” she says. Soon the
love turned into passion and
Sanya trained herself in
ballet, freestyle and
jazz. On her to-do
list is tap
dancing and
she also
wants to
learn a
classical
dance form.
If you
follow her
on social
media, then
it’s
impossible to
miss her dance
videos and the
kind of reactions
they garner from
her fans and
colleagues alike. A
latest video of her
with rapper Naezy
saw Hrithik Roshan
commenting,
“OUTSTANDING”.

Mention this to Sanya and
she falls short of words to
express her happiness. So,
will we see her in a dance
film with Hrithik any time
soon? “That would be a
dream come true. Just the
thought of it is giving me
goosebumps. He is such a
fabulous dancer. But before
everything else, I want to do
a dance film. Koi toh mujhse
film mein dance karwao
(Someone, please make me
dance in a film). I want to see
myself dancing on the big
screen,” adds the actor, who
had choreographed her
Dangal (2016) co-actor
Aamir Khan for Secret
Superstar (2017).
About her plans for April
29, Sanya says she is
thinking of doing something
with Naezy and
choreographer Shazeb
Sheikh. “Let me figure this
out… It will be a surprise,”
she keeps it at that.
Ask her if she would like
to give out a message to her
fans on the occasion of
International Dance Day
and Sanya is quick to add,
“Dancing does make you
happy. It has helped me deal
with the hardships in my
life. Not everyone is a good
dancer but you just have to
enjoy doing it. Dance as if no
one is watching. You can be
a part of a group or dance
at home and even involve
your family. Trust me,
it’s fun. It’s a good exercise
for your mind, body and
soul. At times, I visit
workshops and see even
non-dancers having a
good time. That’s the spirit.
The happy hormones need
to be generated,” she signs
off.
n
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Manish Mishra
ecently, superstar
Akshay Kumar and
Hollywood heartthrob
Robert Downey Junior were
seen sporting an identical
abstract camouflage printed
tie from Givenchy. While
Akshay teamed it with a
powder blue snug-fitted shirt,
which had a harness-like

R

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: ANI

strap detailing, RDJ teamed it
with a classic suit. In his
inimitable witty style, the
Khiladi posted a collage image
of him and RDJ on his
Instagram account and
challenged Robert to a
sartorial clash in a post while
praising the latter’s latest box
office scorcher — Avengers:
Endgame. Akshay captioned
the post as “When #IronMan
wears the same tie as you!!
#WhoWoreItBetter Ps:
#EndGame is out of this
world”.
Not surprisingly, the post
instantly elicited more than
100,000 likes in less than 10
minutes.
We got stylists to share
their take on who nailed the
tie’s transformative prowess

to the T. Stylist Isha
Bhansali says, “Akshay
wore it better. His fit is
great. The colour combo is
interesting. RDJ’s suit doesn’t
fit well at all.”
As they say nothing is
worse than an ill-fitting suit
and the awkward fit of RDJ’s
attire is a bit of a faux pas and
brings down the nifty appeal
of the statement-making tie.
Stylist Divyak D’Souza
seconds that, “Both Downey’s
glasses and suit fit is a bit of a
let down. With tailored pieces
it’s all about the right fit and
Akshay’s well-fitted ensemble
proves that. The Givenchy tie
is a smart way to elevate a
classic like a shirt.”
Also, the fact that Akshay
is in an excellent shape, the tie

complements his taut
and toned physique
accentuated by the dapper
shirt. Designer Aniket Satam
says, “Akshay absolutely
pulls off this neo dapper
look accessorised with this
abstract camouflage printed
tie. The classic, summer blue
shirt is a perfect canvas for
this quirky tie.”
Akshay has an incredible
stylistic history of pulling off
dramatic tie looks. Not long
ago, he had hit all the right
style notes in an edgy skull
print tie from Alexander
McQueen and this
Givenchy number further
cements him as the dapper
dresser with a hint of
quirk.
n
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MEGAN FOX FILES TO
DISMISS DIVORCE
FROM HUSBAND BRIAN
AUSTIN GREEN AFTER
RECONCILIATION
merican actor Megan
Fox filed to dismiss her
divorce case against
husband Brian Austin Green
after the two restored their
relationship.

A

The 32-year-old on
Thursday requested to
dismiss her divorce filed in
Los Angeles, reported US
Magazine.
The couple got married in
June 2010. Five years later,
they decided to part ways
and filed for divorce in
August 2015.
— ANI

Akshay’s Instagram post challenging RDJ to a sartorial challenge

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/AKSHAYKUMAR
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Daniel Day-Lewis: The actor, known for his roles
in films such as There Will Be Blood, Gangs of New
York and Phantom Thread, turns 62 today.

Health front remains fine. You are likely to
be in a confused state due to too many
responsibilities and financial instability.
Day is favourable for starting a new
project at work. A family member will be
able to get rid of an addiction through
ARIES
sheer will power. A productive day is
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
foreseen for those learning to drive or swim.
This is not a perfect day to contemplate buying
or selling of a property.

A minor ailment can aggravate, if
neglected. Business owners and people
dealing in financial services might not
enjoy a fulfilling day in terms of profit.
Professionals will find the day quite
satisfactory at work. Doing little things
TAURUS
together with family is likely to cement
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
lasting bonds of love. Buying a new house
today is on the cards for some. Travelling with
someone close might not be too satisfying as you expected.

Not investing in a scheme that seems
lucrative at this point of time will save
you from a future loss. This is the day
when you will achieve unprecedented
success in your current occupation or
work. Good time management will help
GEMINI
homemakers in taking a breather at home
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
with everyone. Don’t plan a visit to a
secluded location if you don’t want to get into
any trouble. Those in property business might have to undergo loss.

An opportunity to improve your finances
must not be missed today. Those working
from home may find unfavourable work
environment. Getting introduced to a
charming opposite number cannot be
ruled out, so get set for an exciting time.
CANCER
There is much happening on the family
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
front that is likely to involve you. Chance of
booking a vehicle is on the cards for some.
Those involved in a legal case related to property can expect victory.

Love Focus: If love has eluded you up till now, don’t despair as your
perfect mate is waiting to begin a romantic journey together!

Love Focus: Expecting too much from your partner at this juncture is
not going to suit your relation.

Love Focus: Stagnation may set into a long-term relationship on the
romantic front, if you don’t do something about it.

Love Focus: Someone who used to like you may deliberately try to
avoid you. Don’t be upset but try to find out why.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Green

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Monetary condition will start showing
signs of improvement. Those passing
through a bad patch in career should not
worry as these are the ups and downs of
life. Praise from family may keep you
glowing the whole day today. Legal
hassles on the property front being faced
by some may show signs of improvement in
the form of negotiation. You may enjoy a new
tourist destination with friends.

Health remains satisfactory. Good returns
on an investment promise to make you
financially strong. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment might
not fetch the kind of appreciation that
you deserve. An exciting incident with
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
your family is likely to be etched in your
memory and give you endless pleasure. It
seems to be not a very good day for travelling.
The day seems profitable for property business.

Financially, you will find the day quite
satisfactory. There is likely to be some
behind-the-scene manipulations at
work against you; so be careful. Those
planning some changes or some activity
in the family might have to struggle to
LIBRA
convince the rest of the family for their
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
support. Travelling to a far-off place is likely
to pose some technical issue with vehicle. A
loan for buying property is likely to get sanctioned today.

Your new initiative is likely to make the day
profitable. Your contribution to a
workplace project or assignment will be
highly appreciated and help you on the
professional front. You must do
something to break the monotonous
SCORPIO
family environment. A vacation might
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
turn boring because of wrong company.
Postponing any property dealing for another
day is the best thing to do today as indicated in your card.

Love Focus: Ideological differences threaten to crop up in a new
relationship, so remain tactful so as not to offend the partner.

Love Focus: The discovery that someone loves and admires you can
get you all excited on the romantic front.

Love Focus: It is best to go with the mood of lover and keep your
own desires on hold on the romantic front.

Love Focus: Those seeking love might have to wait for the right
person to come to their life.

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Turquoise

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

for some.

Problems on the health front will soon
become a thing of the past. You remain
financially stable. Your performance is
likely to improve manifold on the
professional front. Someone may be full
of praise for you on the social front
CAPRICORN
today. This is an excellent day for
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
travelling, especially if you are planning to
go to some tourist destination. Some of you
might get lucky with your dream of purchasing own house.

Some of you might feel unwell, but it will
be nothing to get alarmed about. A
scheme that seemed lucrative is likely to
prove not that profitable. A timely
submission of something important at
work is likely to save you a lot of hassle.
AQUARIUS
Going outdoors on a picnic or something
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
will help you rejuvenate and will restore
your energies. Better to shelve any property
buying or selling plan for another day as indicated in your card.

Hard work put in on the fitness front will
let you enjoy perfect health. A project
that didn’t seem lucrative earlier might
fetch you good profit today. You may
not be able to get your way on the
professional front and may feel a bit
PISCES
frustrated. You will manage to bring peace
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
and stability at home by tact and diplomacy.
Not a good day to travel. Property business
might help you earn good profit.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, those feeling down should cheer
up as exciting days are just ahead.

Love Focus: Love life will lack the lustre of yesteryears and lead to
frustrations if you do not do anything about it.

Love Focus: Someone who secretly admires you may need a push
from your side to express love.

Love Focus: Common interests may be instrumental in bringing you
close to someone of the opposite gender on the romantic front.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Orange

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Good health will bring in a fresh breath of
life for you. You will have enough to
finance an expensive purchase today. At
work, the increment offered despite
your good performance might not suit
your liking. A family youngster is likely to
make you proud today. An exciting
vacation is on the cards for some. A
property by inheritance cannot be ruled out

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Sikander Kher
urges one to fight
back if they’re
going through
tough times
professionally or
personally

Bill Watterson

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Anurag Kashyap wanted to include a
serial killer in Bombay Velvet (2015),
but he scrapped the character, and later
based Raman Raghav 2.0 (2016) on it.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3070
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Alone/anole, cords, cuddle, frothy
ANSWER: It is an affront to treat falsehood with complaisance. Thomas paine

s is often perceived,
life’s not a bed of roses for
actors — ups and downs lie
in store for whom each Friday,
depending on the fate of their
films at the box office. Sikandar
Kher feels actors need to be
prepared for that. The actor
believes in “fighting back” if
one is going through a low
phase at work or in life.
“You need to speak to
somebody. Sharing your
feelings helps. Being alone is
tough. Loneliness is something
that I have suffered. If you ask
me who is my best friend, I’d
take my own name. It’s better to
have no expectation from
anyone around,” says the actor,
who recently starred in the
John Abraham-starrer Romeo
Akbar Walter. Sikandar, who
has talked about his work
struggles quite openly, has also
been vocal about his personal
lows. When his engagement
with long-time girlfriend Priya

A

Singh was called off, he didn’t
go into a shell, but moved on.
The fast-paced nature of the
industry and the pressure of
expectations can also
sometimes get to you. Sikandar
has suffered from low selfesteem owing to the same. “And
I still do, sometimes. One needs
to try to be realistic — try and
share your thoughts and
feelings with your near and
dear ones. It helps and there’s
no harm in asking for help. If
you choose to go for therapy,
that’s also great. Try and be
thankful for what you have,”
shares the actor, who is playing
the titular character’s (Sonam
Kapoor) brother in The Zoya
Factor.
“I don’t have a sibling, so I
wanted to play such a role… If
at least in films I can get a feel of
this, then why not?” he ends.

It is an affront to treat _________ with complaisance.
- Thomas paine (9)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
FYRE
2019 | 16+| 1h 37m|
Documentary

SIKANDAR KHER ACTOR

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Billy McFarland,
Jason Bell, Gabrielle Bluestone
Synopsis: The Fyre Festival
was billed as a luxury music
experience on a posh
private island, but it failed
spectacularly in the hands of
a cocky entrepreneur.
Starring: Jim Caviezel, Taraji P
Henson, Kevin Chapman

PERSON OF INTEREST
2011 | 16+ | 5 seasons | Series

Synopsis: A former assassin
and a programmer save lives
via a surveillance AI that sends
them the identities of civilians
involved in impending crimes.
Starring: Nyra Banerjee,
Pawan Chopra, Gautam Gulati

OPERATION COBRA
2019 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

One needs to try to be
realistic — try and
share your thoughts
and feelings with your
near and dear ones. It
helps and there’s no
harm in asking for
help. If you choose to
go for therapy, that’s
also great.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Shreya Mukherjee

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

I stillsufferfrom
lowself-esteem
sometimes:Kher

LNAEO
SCROD
CDEUDL
ORTYF H

Synopsis: A terrorist outfit
gets access to a technology
resulting from a research.
Only one man can stop them —
India’s Agent Condor.

Hellboy at
1745

EDITOR’S
PICK

0908 Project A
Part II
1059 Surf’s Up 2:
WaveMania
1223 XXX: State Of The
Union
1410 Megamind
1551 Project A
1745 Hellboy
2000 2012

Zombieland at 1910

No Strings Attached at 1928

1219 I, Robot
1425 Undisputed III:
Redemption
1623 War for the Planet of the
Apes
1910 Zombieland
2015 Ong Bak

1042 Save the Last Dance 2
1212 Arthur
1405 Heart of Dragon
1542 American Assassin
1727 Same Kind Of Different As
Me
1928 No Strings Attached

Collateral at 0558

Masss at 1518

0558 Collateral
0800 Election Roadblock
1000 Anacondas: The Hunt For
The Blood Orchid
1120 Golmaal - Fun Unlimited
1357 Loafer
1655 Shiva The Super Hero 2
2000 Great Grand Masti
2232 Kung Fu Yoga

0513 Bbuddah Hoga
Terra Baap
0800 Election Roadblock
1002 Encounter Raja
1233 Bruce Lee — The
Fighter
1518 Masss
1813 Return of Raju
2100 Dayaalu

Starring: Arunoday Singh,
Nidhi Singh, Mahie Gill

APHARAN
2018 | 18+ | Season 1 | Series

AMERICAN CRIME STORY
2016 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: A cop kidnaps a
young girl at her request.
When the chain of events goes
wrong, he realises that he is
now a part of a conspiracy.?
Starring: Sterling K Brown,
Kenneth Choi, Christian
Clemenson

Shahenshah at 2055

Synopsis: A series centered
around America’s most
notorious crimes and criminals.

1450 Souten

1150 Dashing Jigarwala 2
1820 Daring Gundaraaj
2055 Shahenshah
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